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Abstract 

The sacred and profane construct is perennial, its allure intuitive, and its reasoning 

apparently persuasive. The construct evokes an ontological rift between the divine and 

the mortal, where transfer from one state of being to the other effectively terminates 

one’s status with the former. Since god is a priori holy (sacred) in being, and the profane 

is the sphere diametrically and antagonistically against the holy, then the sacred and 

profane are two contrasted spheres of being. The profane is contrary to the holy—hence, 

the profane is opposed to god. 

The construct, however, is contested by the Hebrew Bible. God is the agent and 

object of the holy, and the agent and object of the profane; god is the one who sanctifies 

and is sanctified, and the one who profanes and is profaned. The standard semantic and 

systematic approaches cannot accommodate such evidence in a coherent way; for this 

would mean god is profaned and thus removed from the state of being holy, and god is 

sanctified and transferred into the state of being holy.  

This dissertation challenges the sacred and profane by interrogating the 

underlying premises in two parts. Part 1 forensically explores the textual and logical 

challenges by focusing on Leviticus 10:10, the syntax of four continuous ןיב  (“between”) 

in the versions, and related conceptual issues. Part 2 proposes a categorical shift from 

ontology to the epistemology of jurisprudence, a hypothesis on the semantic meaning of 

the four nominals in Leviticus 10:10 and their corresponding verbs in the piel, and a 

detailed exegesis of two passages where god is the agent of profanation: Psalm 89:31–46 

and Isaiah 43:22–28. The study concludes by formulating a coherent proposition on the 

sanctifying god and the profaning god in the Hebrew Bible. 
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1. Introduction: Sacred and Profane 

The sacred and profane construct might be said to conjure the fullness of 

dissonance between god and humanity. The construct evokes two prodigious “modes of 

being.”1 On the one hand, the sacred is considered the essence of god—that is, the 

ineffable expression of god’s nature.2 On the other hand, the profane is opposite to, apart 

from, devoid of, and against the sacred.3 Such reasoning posits the sacred and profane as 

antagonistic spheres of being.4 This concept, indeed this logic, aptly characterizes the 

premise behind the so-called celestial divide—the hypothesized rift that essentially 

differentiates heaven and earth.  

A brief survey of the sacred and profane in the humanities reveals that the 

construct is regarded as conclusive. The construct is lauded as the “sine qua non” and the 

“distinctive trait of religious thought”; a “universal principle,” a “truism” both 

“omnipresent” and “irrefutable”; the “theory of everything,…, the vector through which 

the world, as encountered, is interpreted and processed”; and the primordial apperception 

grounding “all (quantitative and qualitative) speculation.”5  

 

1 Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 14. 
2 The phrase “God’s being is sacred from ours,” is indicative. William James, The Will to Believe and Other Essays in Popular 

Philosophy (New York: Longmans, Green, 1919), 141. The holy and sacred are used interchangeably in this study. 
3 Otto regards the profane as the “category diametrically contrary” to the holy. Rudolph Otto, The Idea of the Holy. An Inquiry 

into the non-rational factor in the idea of the divine and its relation to the rational, trans. J. W. Harvey (Oxford University, New York 
1958), 51. For the profane as “against the sacred,” see: Elizabeth B. Coleman and Kevin White, “Stretching the Sacred,” in 
Negotiating the Sacred: Blasphemy and Sacrilege in a Multicultural Society, eds. Elizabeth B. Coleman and Kevin White (Canberra: 
Australian National University Press, 2006), 65–78 (73). 

4 Émile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, trans. Joseph Ward Swain (London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1954), 317. 

5 For “sine qua non” (Lat. for “without which [there is] not”), see: Jeppe S. Jensen, What is Religion? (Abingdon: Routledge, 
2014), 40. For “distinctive trait of religious thought,” see: Durkheim, Elementary Forms, 37. Durkheim’s statement is more subdued 
than the English translation: “tel est le trait distinctif de la pensée religieuse.” Émile Durkheim, Les Formes Élémentaires de la vie 
Religieuse: Le système totémique en Australie (Paris: Librairie Félix Alcan, 1912), 51. The term “universal principle” is cited by 
Dupré, who draws from Robertson Smith, with application to Durkheim, Huber, Mauss, Otto, Van der Leeuw, and Eliade. Louis 
Dupré, “The Transcendent and the Sacred,” in The Challenge of Religion: Contemporary Readings in Philosophy of Religion, eds. 
Frederick Ferré, Joseph J. Kockelmans and John Edwin Smith (New York: Seabury, 1982), 38–49 (39). Dupré disputes the 
universality of the distinction. For “truism,” see: Forbes Winslow, citing Prov 22:6 and William Wordsworth’s “The child is father of 
the man.” Winslow labels such gnomic truths as “sacred and profane truisms on everyone’s lips.” Forbes Winslow, “On the Hygiene 
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While impressive, these accolades do not enhance our understanding of the 

construct or its viability.6 The preponderance of such vague descriptions likely spurred 

some to question the construct’s validity. For example, Frank S. Frick argues against its 

presumed application and cultural universality; Jeffery Aubin criticizes the construct’s 

status as the ultimate dyadic explanation of religious fact and the “distinctive feature of 

religious thought”; and Elizabeth B. Coleman and Kevin White assert that the construct 

itself is an equivocation.7 Others contend that the construct is a “deceptively simple 

dichotomy,” a “vague and ill-defined” dichotomy, an inherently ambiguous dichotomy 

where “distinction is not always explicit,” and a “false dichotomy.”8 As formidable as 

these counter-assertions appear, they offer no substantive arguments in support of their 

contentions, nor against the aforementioned statements. Both the claim and the 

counterclaim resort to a tenacious reliance on ipsedixitism; neither seems to attain the 

 

of Crime,” JPMMP 7, ed. Forbes Winslow (London: John Churchill, 1854), 35–54 (39). The construct as “omnipresent” is found in 
Riley’s critique of Durkheim, Mauss, and Robert Hertz’s view of the sacred/profane. Alexander T. Riley, “In Pursuit of the Sacred: 
The Durkheimian Sociologists of Religion and Their Paths Toward the Construction of the Modern Intellectual,” (PhD diss., 
University of California, San Diego, 2000), 316. Evans-Pritchard comments on Durkheim’s “a priori philosophical doctrine,” and the 
a priori “collective consciousness” of Mauss, and Robert Hertz. Edward E. Evans-Pritchard, introduction to Death and the Right 
Hand, by Robert Hertz, trans. Rodney and Claudia Needham (Glencoe, IL: Free Press, 1960), 9–24 (12). For the construct as 
“irrefutable,” see: Bano Murtuja, “The Bubble of Diaspora: Perpetuating “Us” Through Sacred Ideals,” in Returning (to) 
Communities: Theory, Culture and Political Practice of the Communal, eds. Stefan Herbrechter and Michael Higgens (Amsterdam: 
Rodopi, 2006), 293–312 (298). For “theory of everything,” see: Benjamin Halligan, “Sacred and Profane,” in Encyclopedia of 
Consumer Culture, ed. Dale Southerton (Los Angeles, CA: Sage, 2011), 1:1241–4 (1241). For “all (quantitative and qualitative) 
speculation,” see: James P. Cadello, “The Metaphysics and Morality of Desacralization in Mircea Eliade,” RJLA 1 (1999): 51–61 (54). 
Cadello makes this observation as part of his critical examination of Mircea Eliade. 

6 Eliade explains the sacred and profane may appear to contradict itself, but the appearance is illusory. Mircea Eliade, Patterns in 
Comparative Religion, trans. Rosemary Sheed (New York: Sheed & Ward, 1958), 12–13. 

7 Frick explains the study of religion and ritual is fraught with “the all-too-prevalent assumption that a sacred-profane dichotomy 
is a universal feature of human world-views.” Frank S. Frick, “Ritual and Social Regulation in Ancient Israel: The Importance of the 
Social Context for Ritual Studies and a Case Study—The Ritual of the Red Heifer,” in ‘Imagining’ Biblical Worlds: Studies in Spatial, 
Social and Historical Constructs in Honor of James W. Flanagan, ed. David M. Gunn and Paula M. McNutt (London: Sheffield 
Academic, 2003), 219–233 (220). For quotation, see: Jeffery Aubin, “La Religion, Et L’Opposition Sacre et Profane, Dans Les 
Diuinae Institutiones De Lactance: Les Limites D’Une Dichotomoie Moderne,” LTP 70 (2014): 227–39 (228). Coleman and White, 
“Stretching the Sacred,” 70, 72–73. 

8 For, “deceptively simple dichotomy,” see: Jack Goody, Myth, Ritual, and the Oral (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2010), 15. See also: Jack Goody, “Religion and Ritual: The Definitional Problem,” BJS 12 (1961): 142–64 (159–60). For a “vague and 
ill-defined” dichotomy, see: Evans-Pritchard, introduction, 12; Goody, Myth, 38. For, “distinction is not always explicit,” see: 
Obafemi C. Jegede, “Shrines and Sovereignty in Religious Life and Experience,” in African Indigenous Religious Traditions in Local 
Global Contexts: Perspectives on Nigeria, a Festchrift in Honour of Jacob K. Olupona, ed. David O. Ogungbile (Lagos Mainland, 
Nigeria: Malthouse, 2015), 123–136 (129). For, “false dichotomy,” see: Patrick O'Connor, Derrida: Profanations, CSCP (London: 
Continuum, 2010), 79. 
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status of hypothesis, let alone theory.9 Both assert closure to the argument based on the 

merits of their assertions.10 The humanities’ efforts toward reasoning for or against the 

sacred and profane ring hollow.11 Nonetheless, the construct remains the axiom 

conceptualizing difference between heaven and earth. And this is perhaps nowhere more 

apparent than in biblical studies. 

The sacred and profane construct is ingrained in biblical scholarship. But the 

construct is not, as some reason, an anachronistic concept imposed on the Hebrew Bible 

in the last hundred or so years.12 It is an idea reaching back to the ancient versions of 

biblical texts and the legacy of their reception, that is, of the way the texts have been 

received and interpreted over centuries. This study interrogates the sacred and profane by 

focusing on the supposed textual bedrock upon which the construct was conceived—

namely, the text and milieu of the Hebrew Bible.13 This is a vast arena—too broad to 

draw salient conclusions in the space permitted. This study, therefore, pinpoints a specific 

arena of inquiry by first understanding the construct’s biblical premise.  

The traditional argument is grounded in the following tenets. First, god is holy—

an attribute essential to his nature and being (Exod 15:11; 1 Sam 2:2; Isa 6:3; Ps 99:9).14 

 

9 The term ipse dixit (Lat. for “he himself said it”) is a false appeal to authority, wherein the reasoner asserts a claim without 
supplying reasons. A close synonym to ipse dixit is “experience.” Michael J. Saks, “Banishing Ipse Dixit: The Impact of Kumho Tire 
on Forensic Identification Science.” Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 57 (2000): 879–900 (881). For two orders of ipse dixit reasonings, see: D. A. 
Jeremy Telman, “Originalism and Second-order Ipse Dixit Reasoning in Chisholm v. Georgia,” Cleveland St. L. Rev. 67 (2019): 559–
598 (559). 

10 A prime example is Eliade’s rebuke against critics of the sacred and profane. He explains the construct remains absolute 
though it may appear self-contradictory. Eliade, Patterns, 12–13, 29. Eliade’s rejoinder begs the question.  

11 Perhaps the most honest rejoinder is to admit one’s intellectual bewilderment.For example, Cadello explains, “We are at a loss 
as to how to fix and to bless either of options within this oppositional pair.” Cadello, “Metaphysics,” 57. 

12 Contra. Beate Pongratz-Leisten, “Reflections on the Translatability of the Notion of Holiness,” in Of God(s), Trees, Kings, and 
Scholars: Neo-Assyrian and Related Studies in Honour of Simo Parpola, StOr 106, eds. M. Luukko, S. Svärd, and R. Mattila 
(Helsinki: WS Bookwell Oy, 2009), 409–27 (410). 

13 While the semantics may extend to Ugaritic and Akkadian literature, our concern centers on the Hebrew Bible where the 
construct is perceived as textually explicit.  

14 Ernst Sellin, Theologie des Alten Testaments, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: Quelle & Meyer, 1936), 19. John G. Gammie, Holiness in 
Israel, OBT (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1989), 3. Gershom M. H. Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics and the Jewish Bible: The End of Old 
Testament Theology, LHBOTS 460 (New York: T&T Clark, 2007), 180–249 (190); Jackie A. Naudé, “ שׁדַקָ .” NIDOTTE 3:877–887 
(879). For an influential treatment of god as holy, see: Walter Eichrodt, Theologie des Alten Testaments, 3 vols. (Stuttgart: Ehrenfried 
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Second, the profane is opposed to god’s nature and being, as identified by the specific 

prohibitions against profaning his name (Lev 18:21; 19:12), his sabbath (Exod 31:14), his 

sanctuary (cf. Lev 22:15; Num 18:32), and his people (cf. Lev 19:29; 21:9). The profane 

act is thus antithetical to god and to the sphere of the divine.15 This means that performers 

of profane acts are constitutively profane. And since god commands his people to not 

profane what is defined as his nature and possession, the profane is understood to be the 

human sphere corresponding to humanity’s nature and being.16 Third, the two spheres are 

understood as binaries with effected objects transferring from one sphere to the other: 

what is profaned is transferred from the holy and what is sanctified is transferred from the 

profane.17 Fourth and finally, god’s people, as the image of god and created for blessed 

divine correspondence (Gen 1:26–28), are commanded to be holy through imitatio Dei 

(Lev 11:44–45; 19:2; 20:26; 21:8).18 When the people violate that charge and profane the 

holy, god adjudges them as meriting condemnation (Ezek 22:26). The responsibility to 

adhere to god’s command is derived from Lev 10:10, which directs the priests, and hence 

 

Klotz / Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1933–1939), 1:176–85; Walther Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, 2 vols., trans. 
John A. Baker, OTL (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1961), 1:270–82.  

15 For the profane as antithetic to holiness, see: John E. Hartley, Leviticus, WBC 4 (Dallas: Word,1992), lxi. The word “holy” is 
regarded as not created and exclusive “to the sphere of God’s being or activity.” Philip P. Jenson, Graded Holiness: A Key to the 
Priestly Conception of the World, JSOTSup 106 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992), 48. Also, Mark J. Boda, A Severe Mercy: Sin and Its 
Remedy in the Old Testament, Siphrut 1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2009), 51–2.  

16 “Il profane è l’opposto del sacro e caratterizza la sfera dell’umano.” Paolo Sacchi, “Da Qohelet al tempo di Gesù. Alcune linee 
del pensiero giudaico,” ANWR (1979): 3–32 (13). The profane sphere is sometimes termed “profane realm,” see: Jacob Milgrom, 
Leviticus 1–16: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 280; Jay Sklar, 
Leviticus: An Introduction and Commentary, TOTC 3 (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2014), 131. For contrast by states of 
being, see: David P. Wright, “Holiness: Old Testament,” ABD 3:237–49 (247). 

17 From profane to holy: Jacob Milgrom, “The Changing Concept of Holiness in the Pentateuchal Codes with Emphasis on 
Leviticus 19,” in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation with Mary Douglas, ed. John F. A. Sawyer, JSOTSup 227 (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic, 1996), 65–78 (67); Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 1040; Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22: A New Translation with Introduction 
and Commentary, AB 3A (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 1719; Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 23–27: A New Translation with 
Introduction and Commentary, AB 3B (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 2381. From holy to profane: Alfred Marx, “Sacrifice pour les 
péchés ou rite de passage? Quelques réflexions sur la fonction du ḥaṭṭā’t,” RB 96/1 (1989): 27–48 (27); Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 358; 
Jenson, Graded Holiness, 51; Patrick D. Miller, The Religion of Ancient Israel, LAI (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2000), 122; 
Roy E. Gane, Cult and Character: Purification Offerings, Day of Atonement, and Theodicy (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 
195; Thomas B. Dozeman, Joshua 1–12: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 6 (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2015), 57. Milgrom further claims any transitional space between the spheres is dangerous. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 504. 

18 For correspondence, see: Claus Westermann, Creation, trans. John J. Scullion, S.J. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), 56. For 
blessed, see: Christopher W. Mitchell, The Meaning of BRK “To Bless” in the Old Testament, SBLDS 95 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1987), 
29–30, 62–3. The precise nuance of this imitation is debated, see: James E. Robson, “Forgotten Dimensions of Holiness,” HBT 33 
(2011): 121–46 (126–8). 
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the people, as the recipients of priestly instruction, “to distinguish between the holy and 

the profane, and between the impure and the pure.”19 The holy (god’s nature, sphere, and 

being) is therefore antinomic to the profane (humanity’s nature, sphere, and being).20  

Thus far the logic appears straightforward. The reasoning behind the construct can 

be summarized as follows: (a) Since god is a priori holy, and the holy constitutes the 

nature of god and the sphere of the divine; and (b) since the people are commanded to be 

holy (which presupposes that they are a priori profane), and the profane constitutes the 

nature and sphere of the not holy; and (c) since the two spheres are mutually exclusive, 

where effected objects are transferred from one state to the other; then (d) the sacred and 

profane is the synecdochic expression for the totality of being—that is, the sacred and 

profane are parts representing the whole, two distinct spheres that together summarize 

existence itself. Just as humanity is not holy, so also god is not profane.21 To suggest 

otherwise is heretical, even taboo. The profane is thus regarded as diametrically opposed 

to the holy—hence, the profane is opposed to god.  

Yet, the construct’s logic stands contradicted by the text. The Hebrew Bible itself 

disaffirms the notion of the holy being absolutely opposed to the profane. For example, 

god is the agent of profanation in eight texts (Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35 [34 Eng.]; 

 

19 For translation of Lev 10:10, see: Marianne Grohmann, “Purity/Impurity: Identity Marker and Boundary Maintenance in Post 
Exilic Discourse,” in Ṣedaqa and Torah in Postexilic Discourse, eds. Susanne Gillmayr-Bucher and Maria Häusl, LHBOTS 640 
(London: T&T Clark, 2017), 103–21 (110). For correlation to the antecedent text of Lev 10:10, see: Daniel I. Block, The Book of 
Ezekiel: Chapters 1–24, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 726; Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20: A New Translation with 
Introduction and Commentary, AB 22 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 462. Milgrom emphasizes the priest’s teaching 
responsibility, which the people must in turn practice. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 689; Wilfried Paschen, Rein und Unrein: 
Untersuchung zur biblischen Wortgeschichte, SANT 24 (Munich: Kösel, 1970), 49–50;  

20 For similar thoughts in biblical studies, see: Hilary Lipka, “Profaning the Body: ללח  and the Conception of Loss of Personal 
Holiness in H,” in Bodies, Embodiment, and Theology of the Hebrew Bible, eds. S. Tamar Kamionkowski and Wonil Kim, LHBOTS 
465 (London: T&T Clark, 2010), 90–113 (90). For theological studies: Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics: Prolegomena, vol. 1, 
ed. by John Bolt, trans. by John Vriend, 3rd printing. (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 360. 

21 Murphy writes, “God is not profane, as God is absolutely primarily holy.” Mark C. Murphy, Divine Holiness and Divine 
Action (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 72. 
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89:40 [39 Eng.]; Lam 2:2; Ezek 24:21; and 28:16).22 God is also the explicit object of 

profanation in Ezek 13:19 and the inferred object of sanctification in Deut 32:51. God is 

thus the agent of profanation and the one who profanes; he is profanable, profaned, and 

by implication, expected to be sacralized by others. According to the aforementioned 

logic, none of these is possible. To speculate that the holy god can do actions contrary to 

his holy being is inconceivable. To consider that the holy god is transferred from the state 

of being holy to the state of being profane by the profaning actions of humans is 

unthinkable. To insist that the holy god can be effected into a holy state by the actions of 

others is outright unbelievable.23  

The above texts rupture the meaning and soundness of the sacred and profane 

construct. The construct fails the tests of coherency and fitness.24 The profane cannot be 

the ontological opposite of the holy in the Hebrew Bible with respect to god. Instead, the 

profane must be compatible with god’s nature and being, otherwise god would not be 

able to profane others nor be profaned or sanctified by others. This last statement is 

predicated on the premise that one cannot do or be effected upon contrary to the 

delimitations of what and who one is. One’s actions correspond to the univocity of 

agency and being.  

This dissertation focuses on the sacred and profane wherein god is the agent and 

object of sanctification and profanation. The maxim and the texts cited above assert that 

the construct is implausible altogether; for a systematic hypothesis ought not be 

 

22 God profanes his people (Isa 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35; 89:40; and Lam 2:2); his sanctuary (Ezek 24:21); the king of Tyre (Ezek 
28:16); and the nation and people of Tyre (Isa 23:9). 

23 The word “effect” emphasizes the object’s substantive change of condition as a reality induced by the agent. The word “affect” 
stresses the agent as the causative means by which the object was treated. For this study the word “effect” is explicitly intended. The 
object is effected into the condition specified by the verb. 

24 For coherency in the Hebrew Bible, see: D. Andrew Teeter and William A. Tooman, “Standards of (In)coherence in Ancient 
Jewish Literature,” HeBAI 9/2 (2020): 94–129. 
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developed from cherry-picked evidence or fallacies of prevalent proof. The ubiquity of 

the sacred and profane construct is not evidence of its legitimacy. 

The thesis posits that the sacred and profane is a false construct that continues to 

be imposed on the Hebrew Bible and its milieu. By attending to god as our topic of 

inquiry, this study aims to show that the false construct is due to three errors. First, 

readers mistakenly put what was originally a jurisprudential text into an ontology 

framework, thereby committing a category error.  Second, an overdependence on the 

translated witnesses and an excessive commitment to interpretive tradition to define 

meaning.25 Third, a persistent omission of material evidence in the text-critical apparatus, 

treatment of dissimilar readings among the witnesses as synonymous, and use of ad hoc 

interpretive methodologies. These three errors have reinforced and continue to reinforce 

the false construct.  

In response to this false construct, I will posit seven arguments. First, I will 

suggest that the sacred and profane, and by syntactic association, the impure and pure, are 

problematic constructs that ought to be discarded in biblical studies. Second, I will argue 

that descriptions of god as the agent and the object of the holy and profane as well as the 

impure and pure are compatible with god’s nature and being. Third, I will assert that the 

context of jurisprudence (as denoted by the holy, profane, impure, and pure) cognitively 

signifies the unambiguous singleness of god’s nature; for in jurisprudence there is no 

change to one’s state of being, only one’s adjudged standing. Fourth, I will show that Lev 

10:10, the most referenced text for the holy/profane and impure/pure constructs, is a 

linguistic synecdoche specifying the constitutional charter of the priesthood—that is, the 

 

25 By translated witnesses, I refer to the early Greek, Latin, and Syriac versions. 
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investiture of fundamental principles incumbent upon the priests with respect to priestly 

dispensation for all Israel containing four equally weighted cardinal judgments of 

jurisprudential Torah, similar to the four points of a compass or other fourfold compound 

synecdoches in the Hebrew Bible. Fifth, I contend that the nominals in question, along 

with the piel forms of the verbal stem, must be translated in a way that coheres to the 

contexts of oral drama, divine sanction, content reflective of jurisprudential Torah, and 

the conceptual milieu of the Hebrew Bible. Sixth, I will show that every occurrence of 

the fourfold ןיב  (“between”) in the Hebrew Bible, of which Lev 10:10 is one out of eight 

such instances, demonstrates a unity of four nominals that are equally important and 

together represent a larger reality rather than two dyadic pairs. Finally, I will conclude by 

suggesting that the rule of jurisprudence, as identified in the four key words in Lev 10:10, 

is a bidirectional standard in the Hebrew Bible—as on earth so in heaven.  

The study is divided into two parts. Part 1 aims to disambiguate the many 

misconceptions imposed upon the biblical text and upon its conceptual milieu. We will 

unravel the textual evidence and explore the logic problems inherent in the idea of the 

sacred and profane. We will conduct a survey of recent scholarship on Lev 10:10 and on 

verses wherein god is the agent of profanation. Then we will focus on Lev 10:10 because 

of its heralded status for any semantic and systematic study on the sacred and profane. 

We will interrogate the use of the fourfold ןיב  in the versions of Lev 10:10; the eight 

occurrences of the fourfold ןיב  in its various literary and thematic contexts in the Hebrew 

Bible; the disparity between the biblical writers’ conceptual milieu and our modern 

conception of the sacred and profane; and the organic, synecdochic, and parallelistic 

literary structures of Lev 10:10.  
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Part 2 features the exegetical implications of Part 1. In Part 2 we will discuss why 

we need to shift our understanding of the sacred and profane away from “states of being” 

to jurisprudential categories of standing. We will also put forward a hypothesis on the 

semantic implications with fresh translations of the four nominals of Lev 10:10 and their 

verbal stems in the piel. We will present two case studies in which god is the agent of the 

word customarily translated as “profanation,” a fact that in no way contradicts his nature 

or being. The first case study, Psalm 89:31–46, reveals god as the agent of profanation 

against the Davidic dynasty’s rule, which many assert proves that god breaks his word. 

The second case study, Isaiah 43:22–28, reveals god as the agent of profanation against 

the holy heads of Jacob and Israel. Part 2 closes by assessing our findings on the 

sanctifying god and the profaning god with the goal of reconstituting the idea of god and 

its correlation with Lev 10:10 as coherent and noncontradictory. 

The study exposes the need for a fresh and comprehensive semantic evaluation of 

every nominal in Lev 10:10 and the versions, along with their root derivations in nominal 

and verbal forms, throughout the biblical corpus.26 In the absence of a semantic 

evaluation this comprehensive, the dissertation argues for specific meanings that depart 

from tradition but adhere to their conceptual and syntactic environments. The merits of 

such assertions may be confirmed by following a comprehensive semantic study of the 

kind progressively revealed in Part 1. The reader is thus encouraged to regard the 

hypothesized meanings in Part 2 as preliminary conclusions in need of additional 

research.  

 

26 The current state of semantic studies for these words is insufficient, as this paper will demonstrate. A thorough semantic 
analysis requires adherence to a robust standard of excellence. For explanation about such standards, see: James K. Aitken, The 
Semantics of Blessing and Cursing in Ancient Hebrew, ANESSup 23 (Louvain: Peeters, 2007), 5; Peter J. Gentry, “The Meaning of 
‘Holy’ in the Old Testament,” BSac 170 (2013): 400–17 (401).  
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In addition, the dissertation refrains from entering debates on redaction criticism 

and documentary hypothesis. This constraint does not insinuate that such studies are 

immaterial to biblical research. On the contrary, the study of any ancient text presupposes 

that language and culture change over time. For our purposes we are adhering to the 

Hebrew Bible’s final form, which pre-dates Qumran and may even precede 300 BCE.27 

The effort and space required to responsibly research the merits and demerits of any 

redactional supposition exceed the scope of this paper. But one thing that diachronic and 

redaction studies require is a conceptual understructure. This study aims to establish that 

conceptual understructure, enabling diachronic studies with a clearer foundation to 

identify chronological shifts of meaning.  

The sacred and profane construct, as it stands, is an unsteady platform on which to 

frame the conception of god as conveyed in the Hebrew Bible. The construct suffers 

empirically (textually), logically, and conceptually. By forensically attending to the 

entailing problems, we may disencumber the text from the limitations of a false construct. 

And once it is cleared, the reader is free to build a more coherent concept of the biblical 

writers’ assertions pertaining to god as the agent and object of the sacred and profane.  

 

 

27 This does not presuppose Turner’s “agnostic stance.” Laurence A. Turner, Announcements of Plot in Genesis (Eugene, OR: 
Wipf & Stock, 1990), 16. Rather I regard the Hebrew Bible’s final form as the pre-Masoretic, pre-Qumran consonantal text, whose 
witnesses demonstrate select morphological variations, syntactic deviations, scribal aberrations, and hermeneutic interpretations. This 
raises questions perforce to the authorial veracity of the consonantal vorlage for texts with variants, the possibility of latent or 
intentional redaction as opposed to scribal errors, and the hypothesized implications for synchronic and diachronic shifts in meaning 
between the vorlage and the variant in question. Such questions, apart from explicit variants among the witnesses, rarely rise above 
conjecture. Rothstein succinctly explains, “the fluid state of the text of the Hebrew Bible throughout its early history highlights the 
complexity of any attempt to establish a clear line separating (stages in) the evolution of the biblical text from the matter of its 
Nachleben.” David Rothstein, “Who is ‘Profaned?’: Rabbinic and Samaritan (Re)formulations of Leviticus 21:9,” EJJS 13 (2019): 
149–66. While vorlage and diachrony will be selectively mentioned, a solid analysis on diachronic matters lies beyond the scope of 
this paper. For final form analysis, see also: John F. A. Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical Research: New Methods of Defining Hebrew 
Words, SBTss 24 (London: SCM, 1972), 11–6; cf. Tov, TCHB, 187–9. 
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2. Surveying the Landscape  

Scholars studying the sacred and profane typically orient their research toward 

one of two established fields of inquiry: (a) the holy/sacred ( שדק ) and the 

profane/common ( לח ), and (b) the impure/unclean ( אמט ) and the pure/clean ( רוהט ). These 

four nominals are essential for understanding the conceptual milieu of the Hebrew Bible, 

with particular emphasis on the texts of Lev 10:10, Ezek 22:26, and 44:23. Our first 

interest centers on the theological system that is derived from Lev 10:10 in the main. This 

theological system represents the different schools of thought that summarize, synthesize, 

and modal the evidence of all four nominals and corresponding verbs as presented 

throughout the Hebrew Bible. Next, the survey focuses more precisely on the specific 

texts where god is the explicit agent of profanation (in the piel stem) in the Hebrew Bible 

with an eye to discern what the many theological, topical, and dictionary resources do or 

do not identify, and how the verbal occurrences are or are not explained with respect to 

god. The conclusions drawn from this survey paint a brief, albeit coherent picture of the 

state of sacred and profane studies in scholarship with respect to the sanctifying god and 

the profaning god in the Hebrew Bible.  

2.1. The System of Leviticus 10:10 

All debates involving the sacred and profane eventually lead to Lev 10:10. This 

pithy verse “forms one of the most basic concepts in the history and study of religions.”28 

In verses 8–11 Yhwh speaks directly to Aaron, charging him not to consume alcoholic 

 

28 Christian Frevel and Christophe Nihan, “Introduction,” in Purity and the Forming of Religious Traditions in the Ancient 
Mediterranean World and Ancient Judaism, eds. Christian Frevel and Christophe Nihan, DHR 3 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 1–46 (3). 
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drinks when engaged in service near the tabernacle. God’s charge is understood as an 

enduring statute with injunctive force on penalty of death (v. 9). The context is above all 

concerned with jurisprudence.  

Leviticus 10:10 is translated in a number of ways. The following translations are 

from David P. Wright (2016), Christophe Nihan (2007), and Gordon J. Wenham (1979). 

The text reads: 

רוהטה ןיבו אמטה ןיבו לחה ןיבו שדקה ןיב לידבהלו  
 

“to distinguish between the holy and the profane and between the impure 
and the pure”29 (Wright, 2016) 

 
“it is in order to separate between sacred and profane, and between 

unclean and clean,”30 (Nihan, 2007) 
 

“It is your duty to distinguish between the holy and the common, and 
between the unclean and the clean.”31 (Wenham, 1979) 

 
The above translations identify two sets of pairs.32 This twofold dyadic structure appears 

to be established by consensus. Such agreement has given rise to a plethora of influential 

diagrammatic systems, all grounded in Lev 10:10. Each system strives to visually and 

textually explain the states, interrelationships, and/or movements between each word in 

the translated pairs with the goal of explaining the entire system. These include Nathan 

 

29 David P. Wright, “Law and Creation in the Priestly-Holiness Writings of the Pentateuch,” in Laws of Heaven-Laws of Nature: 
Legal Interpretations of Cosmic Phenomena, eds. Konrad Schmid and Christoph Uehlinger, OBO 276 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2016), 73–101 (88). Cf. David P. Wright, “Law and Creation in the Priestly-Holiness Writings of the Pentateuch,” in 
Writing a Commentary on Leviticus: Hermeneutics—Methodology—Themes, eds. Christian A. Eberhart and Thomas Hieke, FRLANT 
276 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2019), 201–33 (218). 

30 Christophe Nihan, From Priestly Torah to Pentateuch: A Study in the Composition of the Book of Leviticus, FAT II 25 
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2007), 590. 

31 Gordon J. Wenham, The Book of Leviticus, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 152. 
32 A number of variances are discernable between these translations. Variances include an independent sentence (Wenham), 

independent clause (Nihan), or dependent clause (Wright); a nominal/verbless clause (Nihan, Wenham), or a phrase devoid of any 
finite or linking verb (Wright); the omission (Nihan) or inclusion (Wright, Wenham) of the definite article; and the variety of 
interpretations for each nominal: holy (Wright, Wenham) or sacred (Nihan); profane (Wright, Nihan) or common (Wenham); impure 
(Wright) or unclean (Nihan, Wenham); and pure (Wright) or clean (Nihan, Wenham).  
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Söderblom’s linguistic evolution of cultic realms; James Barr’s “relatively closed” 

system; Wenham’s relational flow; Jacob Milgrom’s “benefits of divine holiness”; and 

Philip P. Jenson’s “Holiness spectrum.”33 These five models are perhaps the most 

referenced in biblical scholarship. The influence they exert on cannot be understated. 

Other influential examples include René Péter-Contesse and John Ellington’s ritual and 

neutral model; Richard D. Nelson’s culture schematic; Péter-Contesse’s overlay of 

holiness and purity; Wenham’s updated relational flow; Milgrom’s updated dynamic 

relationship with staging; John D. Kleinig’s “spheres and composite states of being”; 

Mark J. Boda’s “gradations of cleanliness in priestly legislations”; Jay Sklar’s “ritual 

states versus moral states”; Thomas Hieke’s dynamic relationship shift; Wright’s “paired 

combinations of cultic statuses”; Jason A. Staples’s “domains of purity and holiness”; 

and Robert D. Macina’s “daily system of purification and sanctification from desecration 

and defilement.”34 Combined, the above (Söderblom to Macina) spans the past one 

 

33 Nathan Söderblom, “Holiness (General and Primitive),” ERE 6:731–41 (esp. 737–38); cf. John W. Rogerson, “What is 
Holiness?”, in Holiness Past and Present, ed. Stephen C. Barton (London: T&T Clark, 2003), 3–21, esp. 8–9. James Barr, “Semantics 
and Biblical Theology – A Contribution to the Discussion,” in Congress Volume: Uppsala 1971, VTSup 22 (Leiden: Brill, 1972), 11–
19 (15–16); cf. Ka Leung Wong, The Idea of Retribution in the Book of Ezekiel. VTSup 87 (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 122. Wenham, 
Leviticus, 19; cf. Richard Bauckham, “The Holiness of Jesus and His Disciples in the Gospel of John,” in Holiness and Ecclesiology 
in the New Testament, eds Kent E. Brower and Andy Johnson (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 95–113 (97). Jacob Milgrom, “Holy, 
Holiness, OT,” NIDB 2:850–8. See also: Hannah K. Harrington, The Impurity Systems of Qumran and the Rabbis: Biblical 
Foundations, SBLDS 143 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1993), 28–9; Oliver Gussmann, Das Priesterverständnis des Flavius Josephus, TSAJ 
124 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 131; Sun-Jong Kim, Se reposer pour la terre, se reposer pour Dieu: L’année sabbatique en Lv 
25,1–7, BZAW 430 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012), 194; Jo Bailey Wells, God’s Holy People: A Theme in Biblical Theology, JSOTSup 
305 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2000), 79. Jenson, Graded Holiness, 44. 

34 René Péter-Contesse and John Ellington, A Handbook on Leviticus, UBSHS (New York: United Bible Societies, 1992), 148. 
Richard D. Nelson, Raising Up a Faithful Priest: Community and Priesthood in Biblical Theology (Louisville: Westminster John 
Knox, 1993), 18–9; cf. Jacob Milgrom, review of Raising Up a Faithful Priest: Community and Priesthood in Biblical Theology, by 
Richard D. Nelson, BR 10/5 (1994): 14–5. René Péter-Contesse, Lévitique 1–16, CAT IIIa (Genéve: Labor et Fides, 1993), 242–4; 
René Péter-Contesse, “Le Sacerdoce,” in The Book of Leviticus: Composition and Reception, eds. Rolf Rendtorff and Robert Kugler, 
VTSup 93 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 189–206. Gordon J. Wenham, Numbers, OTG 5 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1997), 35.; cf. 
Gordon J. Wenham, “Purity,” in The Biblical World: Volume 2, ed. John Barton (New York: Routledge, 2004), 378–94 (384). 
Milgrom, “Dynamics,” 29–32. John W. Kleinig, Leviticus, ConcC (St. Louis: Concordia, 2003), 6. Boda, Severe Mercy, 50–52. Sklar, 
Leviticus, 46–7. Thomas Hieke, Levitikus, Erseter Teilband: 1–15, eds. Ulrich Berges, Christoph Dohmen, and Ludger Schwienhorst-
Schönberger, HThKAT (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2014), 123–5; cf. Thomas Staubli, Die Bücher Levitikus Numeri, NSKAT 3 
(Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1996), 92–5. Wright, “Law and Creation,” (2016) 88–9. Wright’s model is a circular adaptation of 
Milgrom’s model. Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616–7 and 732. Jason A. Staples, “‘Rise, Kill, and Eat’: Animals as Nations in Early 
Jewish Visionary Literature and Acts 10,” JSNT 42 (2019): 3–17 (12–13). Macina expands off of Kleinig’s model. Robert D. Macina, 
The Lord’s Service: A Ritual Analysis of the Order, Function, and Purpose of the Daily Divine Service in the Pentateuch (Eugene, 
OR: Pickwick, 2019), 120. 
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hundred years of theological systems and many of the models that diagrammatically 

explain the interrelationships of the four terms as they are used throughout the Hebrew 

Bible.  

Weaving through the theological systems are a number of influential concepts. 

These include two, three, or four different states of being or existence; gradations of 

states of being as a spectrum of existence; sacred protection; boundary maintenance; 

ritual versus moral; contagion; pollution; dynamics; normativity; neutrality; boundedness; 

and otherness, to name a few.35 Such concepts, though important and in need of attention, 

are secondary for our purposes. Instead, our attention is fixed on the point of agreement. 

All three translations (Wright, Nihan, and Wenham) identify two sets of nominals 

triggering two categorical perceptions.  

Indeed, a superficial reading of Lev 10:10 appears to convey the sacred and 

profane and the impure and pure as a compound dyadic structure of relational pairs, 

replete with didactic purpose.36 This construction is explained as “manifestly divided into 

two subcategories”; a “double contrast”; “double distinction”; “bipolar categories”; 

“bipolarities”; “binary oppositions”; “ontological” oppositions; “two major dichotomies”; 

 

35 Barr claims the system itself is devoid of confusion, being self-explanatory and “relatively closed.” Barr, “Semantics,” 16. For 
two states of being, see: Péter-Contesse and Ellington, Leviticus, 148. For three states, see: For three states, see: Hieke, Levitikus: 1–
15, 125; Kleinig, Leviticus, 6–8; Sklar, Leviticus, 45; Boda, Severe Mercy, 51; and Macina, Lord’s Service, 119–20. For four states, 
see: Barr, “Semantics,” 15–16; Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616; Nelson, Faithful Priest, 19. Wright explains the four states as “profane 
and pure, profane and impure, holy and pure, and holy and impure.” Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. For gradations as spectrum, see: 
Jenson, Graded Holiness, 36–7. For sacred protections, see: Saul M. Olyan, Rites and Rank: Hierarchy in Biblical Representations of 
Cult (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 19; Tikva Frymer-Kensky, “Pollution, Purification, and Purgation in Biblical 
Israel,” in The Word of the Lord Shall Go Forth: Essays in Honor of David Noel Freedman in Celebration of His Sixtieth Birthday, 
eds. Carol L. Meyers and Michael O’Connor, ASOR (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 399–414 (404). For boundary 
maintenance, see: Olyan, Rites and Rank, 17. For ritual vs. moral, see: Jonathan Klawans, Impurity and Sin in Ancient Judaism (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2000), 26–7. For criticism, see: Grohmann, “Purity/Impurity,” 106. For contagion, see: Milgrom, 
Leviticus 1–16, 443–56; Jacob Milgrom, “Sancta Contagion and Altar/City Asylum,” VTSup 32 (1981): 278–310; David P. Wright, 
The Disposal of Impurity: Elimination Rites in the Bible and in Hittite and Mesopotamian Literature, SBLDS 101 (Atlanta: Scholars, 
1987), 145. For pollution, see: Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (New York: 
Praeger, 1966); cf. Mary Douglas, “Sacred Contagion,” in Reading Leviticus: A Conversation with Mary Douglas, ed. John F. A. 
Sawyer, JSOTSup 227 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1996), 86–106. For dynamics, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 733; Milgrom, 
“Dynamics,” 29–30. For normativity, see: Milgrom, “Dynamics,” 30; For otherness, see: Otto, Holy, 5–11, and 72–81.  

36 David P. Wright, “The Spectrum of Priestly Impurity,” in Priesthood and Cult in Ancient Israel, eds. Gary Anderson and Saul 
M. Olyan. JSOTSup 125 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991) 150–181 (esp. 180–1 and p. 153). 
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“two polarities”; “two pairs of opposites”; and “two analogous privative oppositions.”37 

Such pairs appear to engender “almost exclusive oppositions and compatibilities” and 

represent “both opposition and similarity.”38 Even more, this oppositional construct, 

according to Oliver Gussmann, is definitive.39 Perhaps this is why Barr doubts there are 

“any confusing factors or any other terms which have to be included.”40 He continues, 

“This [system] is, so far as I know, inherent in the language and is not the product of one 

school or tradition.”41  

Based on the foregoing, the case for two pairs in Lev 10:10 might appear to be 

closed. The above statements are not formative or even suggestive, but assertive. Perhaps 

this is why, within each pair, the negative or less-desired term is described as “absence,” 

“antinomy,” or “oppositeness”; a relationship that is, according to Barr, “absolute and 

exclusive.”42 This would explain why translations emphasize alterity. For example, the 

profane/common is referred to as: “not holy”; “the absence of holiness”; “merely lacking 

holiness”; “different from” the holy; “that which is for everyday use”; what is “simply the 

 

37 Sacchi writes, the construct is “manifestatamente divisa in due sottocategorie.” Paolo Sacchi, Storia del secondo Tempio: 
Israele tra sesto secolo a.c. e primo secolo d.c. (Turin: SEI, 1994), 415–6. For double contrast, see: Wolf Wilhelm Friedrich Graf von 
Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit im Alten Testament” in Studien zur Semitischen Religionsgeschichte (Leipzig: F. W. Grunow, 
1876) 2:1–125 (23); Wenham, Leviticus, 18. For double distinctions, see: George B. Caird, New Testament Theology, ed. L. D. Hurst 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 150. For bipolar categories, see: Nelson, Faithful Priest, 18. For bipolarities, see: Andreas Ruwe, “The 
Structure of the Book of Leviticus in the Narrative Outline of the Priestly Sinai Story (Exod 19:1–Num 10:10),” in The Book of 
Leviticus: Composition and Reception, eds. Rolf Rendtorff and Robert Kugler, VTSup 93 (Leiden: Brill, 2002.) 55–78 (76). For 
binary oppositions, see: Olyan, Rites and Rank, 3. For ontological oppositions, see: Jonathan Klawans, “Notions of Gentile Impurity in 
Ancient Judaism,” AJSR 20/2 (1995): 285–312 (291). For two major dichotomies, see: Bruce K. Waltke with Charles Yu, An Old 
Testament Theology: An Exegetical, Canonical, and Thematic Approach (Grand Rapid, MI: Zondervan, 2007), 465. For two 
polarities, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616 (cf. “l’opposizione polare,” Angelo Vivian, I campi lessicali della “separazione”nell’ 
Ebraico biblico, di Qumran e della Mishna: ovvero, applicabilità della teoria del campi lessicali all’ Ebraico, QuSem 4 (Florence: 
Istituto di linguistica e di lingue orientali, 1978), 127). For two pairs of opposites, see: Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. For privative, 
analogous oppositions, see: Jan Joosten, People and Land in the Holiness Code: An Exegetical Study of the Ideational Framework of 
the Law in Leviticus 17–26, VTSup 67 (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 124. 

38 For exclusivity, see: Barr, “Semantics,” 15. For opposition and similarity, see: Jenson, Graded Holiness, 44. 
39 Gussmann explains the states can in no way be transmitted. “Das Profane (als Abwesenheit von Heiligem) und das Reine (als 

Abwesenheit von Unreinheit) sind Zustände, die nicht übertragen warden können.” Gussmann, Das Priesterverständnis, 131–2. 
40 Barr, “Semantics,” 16. 
41 Barr, “Semantics,” 16. 
42 For absence, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 732. For antinomy, see: Mark A. Awabdy, “Yhwh Exegetes Torah: How Ezekiel 

44:7–9 Bars Foreigners from the Sanctuary,” JBL 131/4 (2012): 685–703 (698). For oppositeness, see: Wenham, Leviticus, 18–9; 
Jenson, Graded Holiness, 43; Boda, Severe Mercy, 51; Wong, Retribution, 121. For Barr’s quotation, see: Barr, “Semantics,” 16. 
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norm for human existence”; what is “open, manifest, obvious, ordinary, and devoid of 

any special power to evoke awe and reverence”; what “has become dissolute or lacks 

integrity”; and that which carries “pejorative connotations of impiousness, wickedness, 

and ignorance.”43 The impure/unclean is described as the “lack of” purity; “something 

disgustingly out of place, … ‘out of bounds’”; “matter out of place”; even an 

“anomaly.”44 Thus, the profane is regarded as the absence of / antinomic from / opposite 

to the holy, while the impure is understood as the absence of / antinomic from / opposite 

to the pure.  

At this point we can draw two preliminary conclusions. First, by consensus, Lev 

10:10 is reasoned as a definitive, compound dyadic structure. Each pair contains two 

poles (a positive and a negative) whose union is in conceptual agreement through a kind 

of antinomic opposition. Second, Lev 10:10 is commonly recognized as the emblematic 

nexus for the entire system. Combined, these conclusions give credence, at least for the 

vast majority of scholars, to the idea that the above theological systems, generally 

speaking, should be determinative over the entire Hebrew Bible. It therefore stands to 

reason that the same systems should include discussion on Yhwh’s acts of profanation.  

 

 

43 For translations of not holy, see: Barr, “Semantics,” 15; Péter-Contesse and Ellington, Leviticus, 148; Sklar, Leviticus, 160; 
Boda, Severe Mercy, 51; Murphy, Divine Holiness, 72. For absence of holiness, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 732. For lacking 
holiness, see: Wright, “Law and Creation,” 88. For difference from the holy, see: Baruch A. Levine, Leviticus, JPSTC (Philadelphia: 
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1989), 256. For everyday use, see: Péter-Contesse and Ellington, Leviticus, 148. For the norm, 
see: Nelson, Faithful Priest, 25. For “devoid of any special power,” see: John E. Smith, “The Experience of the Hoy and the Idea of 
God,” in The Challenge of Religion: Contemporary Readings in Philosophy of Religion, eds. Frederick Ferré, Joseph J. Kockelmans, 
and John E. Smith (New York: The Seabury, 1982), 256–264 (257). For the dissolute, see: Martin D. Yaffe, “Introduction,” in 
Judaism and Environmental Ethics: A Reader, ed. Martin D. Yaffe (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2001), 1–70 (60). For the 
pejorative as profane, see: Nomi Stolzenberg, “The Profanity of Law,” in Law and the Sacred, eds. Austin Sarat, Lawrence Douglas 
and Martha Merrill Umphrey, ASLJST (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007), 29–90 (36). 

44 For lack of purity, see: Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. For something out of place, see: Nelson, Faithful Priest, 21. For 
matter out of place, see: Douglas, Purity and Danger, 36, and 41. For anomaly, see: Nelson, Faithful Priest, 21. 
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2.2. Yhwh as Agent of Profanation  

The majority of biblical scholars identified above do not source texts where god is 

the agent of profanation (Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35 [34 Eng.]; 89:40 [39 Eng.]; Lam 

2:2; Ezek 24:21; 28:16).45 And of the few that do (Milgrom, Saul M. Olyan, and Boda), 

none mention god as the agent of the verb in their analysis.46 In fact, the only verse 

garnering any relevant attention is Ezek 24:21. Milgrom identifies the contaminated 

temple of Ezek 24:21 as the result of Israel’s sin.47 Olyan footnotes Ezek 24:21 as an 

occurrence of ללח  (“profane” or “common”) where אמט  (“impure” or “unclean”) is 

expected.48 Boda identifies Ezek 24:21 as supporting evidence for Israel’s acts of 

profaning god’s sanctuary.49 These three observations interpret the wording of Ezek 

24:21 as Israel’s violation (Milgrom, Boda) or semantic transference, that is, the shift of 

meaning from one lexeme to another (Olyan). Yet neither Milgrom, Olyan, or Boda 

mentions Yhwh as the agent of profanation in Ezek 24:21. These scholars’ commentary 

spans the totality of the discussion, as far as I am aware, provided by those engaged in the 

study of the sacred/profane, impure/pure. This indicates that those most invested in Lev 

 

45 Söderblom, “Holiness,” 731–41; Rogerson, “What is Holiness?”, 3–21; Barr, “Semantics,” 15–16; Wenham, Leviticus, 18–25; 
Wenham, Numbers, 34–8; Jenson, Graded Holiness, 43–55; Nelson, Faithful Priest, 18–9; Péter-Contesse, Lévitique 1–16, 241–44; 
Kleinig, Leviticus, 6–10; Sklar, Leviticus, 44–8; Hieke, Levitikus: 1–15, 123–131; Wright, “Law and Creation,” 73–101; Staples, 
“Rise, Kill, and Eat,” 3–17; Macina, Lord’s Service, 119–20. Ps 55:21(20) is not included as the textual difficulties require additional 
study prior to reaching a reasonable conclusion. Deut 28:30 and Ezek 7:21–22 is also not included as studies on the impact upon 
secondary objects are beyond the scope of this paper. 

46 Milgrom alone cites verses where god is the agent. He cites Isa 23:9 and Ezek 28:16 but makes no mention of ללח  or Yhwh as 
subject. Milgrom, Leviticus 23–27, 2308, 2352, and 2361. And while Milgrom provides a brief discussion on Ps 89:40 (cf. Ps 74:7; 
Ezek 28:7–8, 16; Lam 2:1–2), he does so to reject Weinfeld’s proposal of “a secondary meaning of ḥillel ‘throw to the ground.’” 
Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1697, and 1807. Moshe Weinfeld, “Ḥilul, Kbisha Mirmas regel,” in Meḥqere Lašon: Festschrift Z. Ben-
Hayyim, ed. M. Bar-Asher et al. (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1983), 195–200. 

47 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 982. He identifies Ezek 24:21 as the latter referent for Lev 26:19, where the pride of Israel is 
referred to as the temples destruction. Milgrom, Leviticus 23–27, 2308. Milgrom also dialogues with Westbrook about Ezek 24:21–23 
as Yhwh’s revenge against Israel. Milgrom, Leviticus 23–27, 2311. 

48 Olyan, Rites and Rank, 148 and 155 
49 Boda, Severe Mercy, 269. Boda identifies Ps 89:35 but does not engage with the topic of Yhwh’s refusal to profane his 

covenant. He translates ללח  as “violate.” Boda, Severe Mercy, 411. 
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10:10 and the antinomic view of the sacred/profane and impure/pure constructs discount 

explicit texts where god is the agent of profanation.  

One wonders how the lexicons and dictionaries address texts where god is the 

agent of profanation. These can be separated into those ignoring god as the agent of 

profanation, those identifying some instances of god as the agent of profanation, and 

those specifying every instance where god is the agent of profanation.50 The disunity 

among such key resources is puzzling, particularly among the dictionaries (ABD, TDOT, 

THAT, NIDOTTE, and DCH).51 The majority of dictionary citations indicate god as the 

agent of profanation without elaboration.52 Of interest are the explanations in which 

either god is not the agent or no agent is identified. Three patterns become apparent. First, 

the agent is described as a foreign party. For example, Wright explains the sanctuary’s 

profanation in Ezek 24:21 as the result of “enemy incursions.”53 Werner Dommershausen 

cites Ezek 28:16 as an instance of foreign violation, where the prince of Tyre profanes 

because he arrogantly “compares himself to the deity.”54 Fritz Maass explains Ezek 28:16 

and Isa 23:9 (V) as instances where the armies of Tyre “desecrate” the “hybrid king” of 

 

50 For god as ignored subject, see: Ges., “ ללַחָ ,” 281. BDB, “III ָללַח ,” 320. Zorell lists the majority of instances as permitted by 
god: “Deus indigne tractari sinit, iubet peccatores, superbos etc.” Zorell, “I ָללַח ,” 1:244–45. Wright, “Holiness,” ABD, 3:237–49. For 
identification of select occurrences wherein god is subject, see: HALOT, “I ָללַח ,” 319–20. Dommershausen cites god as subject in Isa 
47:6, Lam 2:2; Isa 43:28; Ps 89:40; and Ps. 89:35. Werner Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT, 4:409–17. Maass identifies god as subject 
in Isa 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35, 40; Ezek 24:21. Fritz Maass, “ ללח  ḥll pi. entweihen,” THAT, 1:570–5 (574). O’Kennedy labels god as 
subject in Isa 43:28; 47:6; Lam 2:2; Ps 89:40 [39 Eng.]; Ezek 7:22; and 24:21. Daniel F. O’Kennedy, “ ללַחָ ,” NIDOTTE 2:145–150. 
DCH is the only source identifying god as subject in every occurrence: with ׳י  Yhwh as subject (Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Ezek 24:21; 
28:16; Ps 89:35, 40); with ֲינָדֹא  Lord as subject (Ezek 24:21; 28:16; Lam 2:2); with ֵלא  God as subject (Ps 55:21). DCH, “I ללח ,” 3:234. 

51 The differences are not surprising for Ges., BDB, Zorell, and HALOT. Older lexicons appear to regard subject identification as 
part of syntagmatics, and outside the purview of Lexical studies.  

52 TDOT cites: Isa 47:6, Lam 2:2; Isa 43:28; Ps 89:35, 40. THAT lists: Isa 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35, 40; Ezek 24:21. NIDOTTE 
identifies: Isa 43:28; 47:6; Lam 2:2; Ps 89:40; Ezek 7:22; and 24:21. DCH sources: Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Lam 2:2; Ezek 24:21; 28:16; 
Ps 55:21; 89:35, 40. O’Kennedy does indicate god’s act of profanation resulted in delivering Israel to the Babylonians in Isa 43:28 and 
47:6. O’Kennedy, “ ללח ,” NIDOTTE 2:149. Whybray’s explanation is insufficient. He reasons god “took away from them the status of 
a people especially consecrated to his service, with the privileges consequent upon it.” R. Norman Whybray, Isaiah 40–66, NCBC 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1981), 93.  

53 Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. 
54 Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT 4:414. 
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Tyre, who had formerly desecrated the sanctuary.55 Maass also puts Lam 2:2 in the 

historical context of the fall of Jerusalem in 587 BC.56 Although he does not identify an 

agent, we infer from Maass that desecration is due to historical foreign entry into the 

sanctuary.57 

The second pattern among commentary on verses where god is the agent is the 

avoidance of the question of agency while offering comments relating to genre or 

content. For example, Dommershausen identifies Ezek 24:21 as part of a prophetic 

symbolic action, while Daniel F. O’Kennedy highlights the symbolism of the pericope.58 

Dommershausen also identifies Isa 23:9 as a metaphorical speech by the prophet 

declaring Tyre’s downfall.59 While such information is helpful, none is relevant toward 

identifying the agent. 

The third pattern asserts irrelevant correlations. Wright identifies Isa 43:28 as 

textual support for holiness deriving from the sanctuary.60 He also cites Isa 47:6 as proof 

that the “land is profaned by idolatry and enemy attack.”61 Wright reasons that Ps 89:35 

demonstrates that the covenant can be “desecrated.”62 In none of these cases does Wright 

identify god as the agent of profanation.63  

We can categorize these dictionary resources by how they describe the 

relationship between the sacred/holy and the profane/common. The profane is regarded as 

 

55 Mass defines ללח  not as “profane” but as “entweihen” (desecration). Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:570,  574. 
56 Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:574. 
57 Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:574. 
58 Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT 4:413; O’Kennedy, “ ללח ,” NIDOTTE 2:148. 
59 Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT 4:416. Both Dommershausen and Maass note Ps 55:21 as a broken or breached covenant but 

offer no subject. Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT 4:416; Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:574. 
60 Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:238. 
61 Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. 
62 Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:244. 
63 Wright, “Law and Creation,” 73–101; Wright, Disposal; Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:237–49. and David P. Wright, “Unclean 

and Clean: Old Testament,” ABD 6:729–41. 
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opposite to the holy, as contrasted with the holy, and as the technical antonym for the 

holy.64 By combining the dictionary observations with the observations derived from our 

evaluation of the theological systems we can conclude the following. First, all lexicons 

and dictionaries agree that the profane is opposed to the holy. Second, not all identify 

texts where god is the explicit agent of profanation. Third, when texts are identified with 

god as agent, none offer additional explanation about the implications toward 

understanding the god who profaned. Fourth, texts that do not identify god as agent are 

prone to irrelevant explanations pertaining to our specific subject of inquiry. Finally, no 

sources attempt to consider the profane as opposite to the sacred when god (being holy) is 

the agent of the profane.  

Our attention now turns to the specialized field of sacred and profane studies. 

Curiously, references to the profane are meager in scholarly studies compared to in 

dictionaries and theological systems. One expects more rather than less discussion on the 

meaning and union of holy and profane. The majority of scholars do not identify verses 

where god is the agent of profanation.65 In our survey, only five cite relevant verses, and 

 

64 For opposition, see: “profane, unholy, common, opp. to holy or consecrated.” Ges., “ לחֹ ,” 278. “in concrete sense, opp. ֹשׁדֶק ,” 
BDB, “III ָללַח ,” 320; “profanitas (opp. ֹשׁדֶק  sanctitas),” Zorell, “ לחֹ ,” 1:241. The profane is “approachable & usable w/o ceremony, (in 
contrast, opposition to) qōdeš,” CHALOT, “ לחֹ ,”i104; “ḥōl is the opposite of → שׁדק  qdš,” Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT 4:416; 
“profaneness, commonness, as opposed to ֹשׁדֶק  holiness,” DCH, “ לחֹ ,”i3:225. For contrast with the holy, see: “usable without any 
preceding ritual necessary (in contrast with) ֹשׁדֶק ,” HALOT, “ לחֹ ,”i315. Maass writes, “stets in ausgesprochenem Gegensatz zu qṓdæš,” 
Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:572. And again, “ḥōl ist also bereits in diesem frühen Zeugnis das Gegenteil von qādōš (→qdš) »heilig«,” 
Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT 1:575. For technical antonym, see: Wright, “profaneness is [holiness’] technical antonym,” Wright, “Holiness,” 
ABD 3:246; Naudé, “ שׁדַקָ ,” NIDOTTE 3:879. 

65 Clarence T. Craig, “Paradox of Holiness: The New Testament Doctrine of Sanctification,” Int 6/2 (1952): 147–61; Walter 
Eichrodt, Theologie, 1:176–85; Menahem Haran, Temples and Temple Service in Ancient Israel: An Inquiry into Biblical Cult 
Phenomena and the Historical Setting of the Priestly School (Oxford: Clarendon, 1978), 175–88; Walter Zimmerli, “’Heiligkeit’ nach 
dem sogenannten Heiligkeitsgesetz,” VT 30 (1980): 493–512; Claude B. Costecalde, “Sacré et Sainteté dans l’Ancien Testament,” 
DBSup 10 (1985): 1393–1432; Claude B. Costecalde, Aux origines du sacré biblique (Paris: Letouzey et Ané, 1986); Baruch A. 
Levine, In Pursuit of Meaning: Collected Studies of Baruch A. Levine, 2 vols, ed. Andrew D. Gross (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
2011), 1:321–333. Levine identifies the holy as insulated from the profane, being the “not-holy” (p. 324); Walter Houston, Purity and 
Monotheism: Clean and Unclean Animals in Biblical Law, JSOTSup 107 (Sheffield: Sheffield, 1993), 187–8 and 244–6; Israel Knohl, 
The Sanctuary of Silence: The Priestly Torah and the Holiness School, trans. J. Feldman and P. Rodman (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1995), 180–86; Joosten, People and Land; Baruch J. Schwartz, “Israel’s Holiness: The Torah Traditions,” in Purity and Holiness: The 
Heritage of Leviticus, eds Marcel J. H. M. Poorthuis and Joshua Schwartz, JCP 2 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 47–59; Pongratz-Leisten, 
“Holiness,” 409–27; Gentry, “‘Holy’,” 400–17; see also, Peter J. Gentry and Stephen J. Wellum, God’s Kingdom Through God’s 
Covenants: A Concise Biblical Theology, (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2015). 
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none of these identify god as agent.66 For example, Wolf Wilhelm Friedrich Graf von 

Baudissin identifies the holy temple as the place where god’s feet rest in Ezek 24:21.67 

He also regards Isa 43:28 as evidence that the people were rejected by god.68 John G. 

Gammie cites Isa 23:9 as evidence of Israel’s “self-exaltation.”69 Jean L’Hour identifies 

Ezek 24:21 and Isa 43:28 as explicit support for the sanctuary’s profanation.70 Hayim 

Tawil footnotes Ezek 24:21, Ps 89:35, and Lam 2:2 as evidence of the verb profane 

functioning as a leitmotif in antithesis to the holy.71 Finally, Gershom M. H. Ratheiser 

identifies Ps 89:35 as evidence that the covenant can be desecrated.72 None of the above 

authors (Baudissin, Gammie, L’Hour, Tawil, and Ratheiser) identify god as the subject of 

profanation. 

The field of studies of the sacred and profane in the Hebrew Bible resolutely 

avoids the topic of god’s explicit acts of profanation. And yet, many of these authors 

define the sacred and profane as domains “set off” from each other; as oppositional, 

antonymic, or antithetic; and terms that are “used as antonyms.”73 Others such as Peter J. 

Gentry, Baruch A. Levine, and Walter A. Houston offer no position whatsoever on the 

 

66 Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:1–125; Gammie, Holiness; Jean L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint dans le Premier 
Testament à partir du Lévitique. Partie II: Le Saint et sa rencontre avec l’Impur et le Pur,” ZAW 116 (2004): 33–54; Hayim Tawil, 
“The Semantic Range of the Biblical Hebrew ללח  Lexicographical Note X,” ZAW 117 (2005): 91–94; Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 180–
249. 

67 Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:23. 
68 Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:70. It is not clear if Baudissin claims god is the subject of profanation or that divine 

rejection is because of some other means. 
69 Gammie, Holiness, 85. 
70 L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 45. 
71 Also citing Ps 55:21. Tawil, “Note X,” 94. 
72 Also citing Ps 55:21. Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 205. 
73 For domains set off from each other, see: Craig, “Paradox,” 149; Costecalde, “Sacré,” DBSup 10:1356. Costecalde derives his 

relational view from Craig, who writes, “to sanctify is to take out of the sphere of the profane or common and introduce into the divine 
or sacred.” Craig, “Paradox,” 149. For oppositional, see: Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:23–25; Joosten, People and Land, 
124; Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 197. For antonymic, see: L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 43; Tawil does not discuss the holy 
per se, but does identify לח  as the “antonym” of שדק . Tawil, “Note X,” 94. For the technical antonym, see: Jacobus A. Naudé, 
“Holiness in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls After Fifty Years: A Comprehensive Assessment, Vol. 2, eds. Peter W. 
Flint and James C. VanderKam (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 171–99 (176). For antithesis, see: Zimmerli, “Heiligkeit,” 497. For antonymic 
utility, see: Pongratz-Leisten, “Holiness,” 411. 
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relationship between sacred and profane.74 This is perhaps due to a singular focus on the 

subject of holiness without considering the topic of profane or the dialogue about Lev 

10:10.  

At this point, we must mention the influence of anthropology and sociology on 

the sacred and profane. In Émile Durkheim’s influential publication of 1912 he explains 

the sacred and profane as an absolute, universal, and heterogeneous construct.75 He 

writes, “The sacred and the profane have always and everywhere been conceived by the 

human mind as two distinct classes, as two worlds between which there is nothing in 

common.”76 In 1917 the noted phenomenologist and continental philosopher Rudolf Otto 

published Das Heilige, in which he labeled the sacred as the “Numinous,” the celestial 

“‘wholly otherness’ of god”—both mysterious and unreachable.77 In 1957, Mircea Eliade 

published his monograph Le sacré et le profane, which is claimed by many as 

definitive.78 Eliade reasons that the sacred is opposite the profane, a polarity expressing 

“two modalities of experience.”79 In Eliade’s conception, god is sacred while humanity is 

profane; his temple is sacred while the grounds outside the temple are profane; divine 

time is sacred while chronological time is profane. Eliade’s reasoning is comparable to 

 

74 Gentry, “Holy,” 400–17; Levine, In Pursuit of Meaning, 1:321–333. Houston appears to avoid the construct by emphasizing 
holiness vs. impurity. Houston, Purity and Monotheism, 187–8 and 244–6. 

75 Durkheim, Formes Élémentaires. 53. 
76 Durkheim, Elementary Forms, 38–9. Aubin writes, the sacred and profane dichotomy “est devenue une catégorie explicative 

du fait religieux, et même le ‘trait distinctif de la pensée religieuse.’” Aubin, “La Religion,” 228. 
77 “Ganz andere,” Rudolf Otto, Das Heilige:!über das Irrationale in der Idee des Göttlichen und sein Verhältnis zum Rationalen 

(Breslau: Trewendt und Granier, 1917), esp. 5–7 and 28–34. For the otherness of god, see: Otto, Holy, 180 (esp. 5–11; 72–81). Knohl 
observes Otto’s idea of the Numinous exceeds “reason and morality … and is essentially other and different from human reason and 
experience.” Israel Knohl, The Divine Symphony: The Bible’s Many Voices (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 
2003), 22. See also: Ettienne Ellis, “Reconsidering the Fear of God,” OTE 27/1 (2014): 82–99. 

78 Mircea Eliade, Le sacré et le profane, (Paris: Gallimard, 1957); for the Eng. trans., see: Eliade, Sacred. For definitiveness, see: 
David J. A. Clines, “Sacred Space, Holy Places and Suchlike,” in On the Way to the Post-modern: Old Testament Essays 1967–1998, 
JSOTSup 293 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998), 542–54. Shiner labels Eliade’s work: “the most complete and sophisticated.” 
Larry E. Shiner, “Sacred Space, Profane Space, Human Space,” JAAR 40 (1972): 425–36 (425). 

79 Eliade, Sacred, 14. See also: Philippe Borgeaud, “Le Couple Sacré/Profane: Genèse et fortune d’un concept ‘opératoire’ en 
histoire des religions,” RHR 211/4 (1994): 387–418. 
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Otto’s by emphasizing the “reality of a wholly different order,” being the sacred.80 

Importantly, none of these authors discuss god as the agent of profanation.  

Before we conclude this section we must attend to the other domain of 

specialization, the impure and pure, which is intimately united with the sacred and 

profane in Lev 10:10, Ezek 22:26, and 44:2. 

Research in the field of pure/clean and impure/unclean appears to receive greater 

attention than the sacred and profane. Despite the intersection of the field of the impure 

and pure with the field of the sacred and profane, few studies of the pure and impure cite 

verses where god is the agent of profanation.81 Only two identify verses wherein god is 

the agent of profanation.82 Jo Bailey Wells identifies three verses: Ps 89:35 in reference 

to the covenant; Isa 23:9 as part of god’s plan and the net outcome of pride (the 

“alternative to faith”); and Ezek 24:21 in reference to the temple as profaned.83 Nihan 

cites Ps 89:40 in reference to the diadem.84 None of the above notes either the 

significance of god’s acts of profanation or the implications of god as agent.  

 

80 Eliade, Sacred, 10. 
81 Surveyed resources include: Douglas, Purity and Danger.; Douglas, “Sacred Contagion,” 86–106; Mary Douglas, Leviticus as 

Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 19–81 and 195–97; Jacob Neusner, The Idea of Purity 
in Ancient Judaism: The Haskell Lectures, 1972–1973 (with a Critique and Commentary by Mary Douglas), (Eugene, OR: Wipf & 
Stock, 1973); Baruch A. Levine, In The Presence of the Lord, SJLA 5 (Leiden: Brill, 1974); Ida Zatelli, Il campo lessicale degli 
aggettivi di purità in ebraico biblico, QS 7 (Florence: Istituto di linguistica e di lingue orientali, 1978), 89–100; Frymer-Kensky, 
“Pollution,” 399–414; Wright, Disposal; Frank A. Gorman Jr., The Ideology of Ritual: Space, Time and Status in the Priestly 
Theology, JSOTSup 91 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990); E. Jan Wilson, “Holiness” and “Purity” in Mesopotamia, AOAT 237 
(Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1994), esp. 85–95; Klawans, Impurity and Sin.; Jonathan Klawans, Purity, Sacrifice, and 
the Temple: Symbolism and Supersessionism in the Study of Ancient Judaism, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006); Jean L’Hour, 
“L’impur et le Saint dans le Premier Testament à partir du Lévitique. Partie I: L’impur et le Pur,” ZAW 115 (2003): 524–537 (525); 
Ellen J. van Wolde, Reframing Biblical Studies: When Language and Text Meet Culture, Cognition, and Context, (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2009), 206–68; see also: Ellen J. van Wolde, “A Prayer for Purification: Psalm 51:12–14, a Pure Heart and the Verb 

ארב ,” VT 70 (2020): 340–60; Thomas Kazen, Jesus and Purity Halakhah: Was Jesus Indifferent to Impurity?, ConBNT 38 (University 
Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2010); Tracy M. Lemos, “Where There Is Dirt, Is There System? Revisiting Biblical Purity 
Constructiones,” JSOT 37 (2013): 265–94. 

82 Wells, God’s Holy People, 43, 138, 140, and 166; Christophe Nihan, “Forms and Functions of Purity in Leviticus,” in Purity 
and the Forming of Religious Traditions in the Ancient Mediterranean World and Ancient Judaism, eds. Christian Frevel and 
Christophe Nihan, DHR 3 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 311–368. Van der Toorn cites Ps 55:21 as support for inverted alliances and evidence 
of emblematic misfortune. Karel van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction in Israel and Mesopotamia: A Comparative Study, SSN 22 (Assen: 
Van Gorcum, 1985), 18 and 162 (also 27–36). 

83 For Ps 89:35, see: Wells, God’s Holy People, 43. For Isa 23:9, see: p. 138 and 140. For Ezek 24:21, see: p. 166. 
84 Nihan, “Forms and Functions,” 360. 
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What is more striking is how few scholars in the domain of pure/impure identify 

the relationship between the sacred and profane. Tikva Frymer-Kensky describes the 

boundary between the sacred and profane as a “categorical imperative” that “must be 

differentiated.”85 Mary Douglas, in her discussion of ritual purity, explains the sacred and 

profane as a “double-edged paradox” and the domain of the sacred as needing protection 

from “profane intrusion.”86 Such views assert a relationship between the holy and the 

profane. Yet only a few explain the relationship, and they do so by antonymy.87 One may 

rightly assume that silence concerning the sacred and profane indicates a definitive 

position. None of these authors can escape the context of Lev 10:10 even though the 

verse itself and the sacred or profane may not be mentioned in their respective studies.  

2.3. Summarizing the Landscape  

At this point we have surveyed the discourses on the theological/diagrammatic, 

lexical/dictionary, sacred/profane, and pure/impure. Our investigation identified the 

salient problems, which boil down to two key observations. First is the scarcity of 

dialogue pertaining to god’s acts of profanation. This conclusion is striking because to 

insist that the sacred state is opposite to the profane state and that god is the preeminent 

holy one, the source of all sacrality, and antithetic to the profane, does not cohere with 

the eight texts that demonstrate god is an agent of profanation. Second is the absence of 

cross-examination regarding the cogency of two pairs of opposites in Lev 10:10. Of the 

sources surveyed, none challenged whether this verse must be read as two pairs. It is as if 

 

85 Frymer-Kensky, “Pollution,” 404. 
86 Douglas, Leviticus, 12. 
87 For antonymy, see: L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 43. For opposition, see: Nihan, “Forms and Functions,” 355. 
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the infinitive plus two sets of compounded dyads is too obvious to warrant interrogation. 

This assumption, as will be seen in the next chapter, is perplexing. Both omissions are 

equally confusing, since the text of Lev 10:10, as Olyan observed, is “indisputably 

crucial” for understanding the union of cult (meaning a system of beliefs and practices) 

and Torah (referring specifically to god’s verbal instruction).88 One would think the 

omission of material evidence might be detrimental to the logic of such an essential thesis 

as the sacred and profane construct professes to be. Any reasoned argument mitigating 

either omission could place the burden of proof on existing theological systems and 

dictionaries and the disciplines of sacred/profane and pure/impure.  

Thus far the study has raised questions on the merits of the holy and profane 

construct by first stating the logical premises behind the interrogation. In chapter 1 we 

reasoned that the Hebrew Bible’s conception of the sacred and profane cannot cohere 

with the construct as reasoned by consensus; for if god is the agent and object of 

sanctification and profanation in the Hebrew Bible, and these are opposed states of being, 

then the construct as classically reasoned, with respect to god, is deeply misleading. In 

chapter 2 we briefly surveyed the scholarly fields of theological systematics, dictionaries, 

sacred/profane, and purity/impurity. The survey focused on how scholars described the 

construct, whether god’s acts of profanation were textually referenced in scholarly 

studies, and how such acts were explained. Each field of study explained the relationship 

between the sacred and profane as antinomic and the construct as conclusive. The 

majority of scholars excluded the textual evidence wherein god is identified as the agent 

of profanation; and of the few who cited a given text, none offered salient explanations. 

 

88 Olyan, Rites and Rank, 12. 
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Instead they avoided identifying god as subject and ignored how such texts impact the 

construct and their conceptual understanding of god. Despite this fact, each branch of 

learning resolutely adheres to the construct of sacred and profane as ontologically 

opposed states of being. This raises the further problem of whether the sacred and 

profane (and the pure and impure) is a viable construct for any subject or object in the 

Hebrew Bible; for if the evidence is cherry-picked with respect to god, then how does this 

omission affect the construct, irrespective of who or what the meaning is applied to? 

The foregoing raises a critical question, namely: How (from where, by what 

method) did this mistaken construct originate? Answering this question is of monumental 

importance, for the construct is arguably regarded as the most important construct in the 

entire Hebrew Bible, as it signifies the character, essence, and nature of god (the holy) in 

view of what god is not (the profane). To examine this question further, our attention 

turns to Lev 10:10—the most cited verse used to define and explain the theological 

system and the binaries of the holy/profane and the pure/impure. The study will not 

exhaustively treat the history of reception. Instead we will focus on textual criticism of 

the earliest witnesses, modern scholarship, the Masoretic system, and other textual 

evidence in the Hebrew Bible. And while it may seem appropriate to first define the 

nominals of Lev 10:10, this is not the most helpful starting point. Our concentration 

therefore attends to the prepositions ןיב  (“between”) and ןיבו  (“and between”), with a goal 

of questioning the validity and soundness of discerning two pairs of oppositions in 

syntactic occurrences of the fourfold ןיב .   
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3. Appraising the Fourfold ןיב   

In James Barr’s 1962 monograph, Biblical Words for Time, he observed that 

biblical translation demands agreement with the biblical thought world as syntactically 

expressed in the text. He explains:   

Biblical terminology should be seen ‘within the context of’ biblical thought as a 
whole. But it is a misuse of this principle to apply it to words, in such a way that 
the relating of the word to features of the general context of biblical thought 
replaces the examination of its actual syntactical context. The general theological 
context can never in the slightest degree be a substitute for the syntactical 
environment. Only within their syntactical environment do words function.89 
 

This statement serves as the baseline by which this chapter evaluates the fourfold ןיב . No 

amount of ideation should usurp the syntax in which words are embedded. At the same 

time, we must exercise constraint. Syntax is only one of the many channels by which 

meaning is conveyed. One must not suppose that syntax exists for its own sake.90 A 

considered approach must balance the preservation of syntax while presenting syntax in a 

way that honors the fidelity of biblical thought in translation. The danger is to uncritically 

favor a theologically influenced interpretation over syntax. This is precisely the case for 

the sacred, profane, impure and pure. Our attention turns to the syntax of the fourfold ןיב  

with a focus on the text of Lev 10:10. 

3.1. Introducing the Fourfold ןיב   

Few have published any serious studies of the syntax and semantics of ןיב  

(“between”), and none have, to my knowledge, studied either the threefold ןיב  or the 

 

89 James Barr, Biblical Words for Time, SBT 33 (London: SCM, 1962), 154. 
90 See: Ernest J. Revell, “The Accents-Hierarchy and Meaning,” in Method in Unit Delimitation, eds. Marjo C. A. Korpel, Josef 

M. Oesch, and Stanley E. Porter, PSWRA 6 (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 61–91 (89). 
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fourfold ןיב —nor any other three- or fourfold compound prepositional phrases for that 

matter. I define the three- and fourfold ןיב  respectively as three or four unbroken, 

consecutive occurrences of ןיב  within one finite or nonfinite clause or phrase. While some 

of the occurrences of the three- or fourfold ןיב  contain suffixed pronouns, these are 

treated like the nouns or adjectives following the preposition.  

In its most rudimentary form, the fourfold ןיב  is modeled as follows (left to right): 

ןיב  W + ןיב  X + ןיב  Y + ןיב  Z. 
 

This sequence is found in eight passages: Gen 3:15a; 13:8b; Lev 10:10; 11:47; 1 Sam 

20:42e; 1 Kings 15:19a; 2 Chron 16:3a; and Ezek 47:18a.91 Outside the Hebrew Bible, 

the fourfold ןיב  equivalent is attested in the Septuagint passage of Deut 17:8a.92 The 

prime example for the fourfold ןיב  is Lev 10:10, which reads: 

רוהטה ןיבו אמטה ןיבו לחה ןיבו שדקה ןיב לידבהלו  
 

In this verse the nonfinite infinitive, לידבהל  (“to distinguish”), is followed by the fourfold 

ןיב  as represented by the following pattern (right to left)93: 

Z ןיבו    +    Yi ןיבו    +  Xi ןיבו   + Wi ןיב  
 

רוהטה ןיבו  אמטה +  i ןיבו לחה +  i ןיבו שדקה +  i ןיב   

 

91 A few passages seem to adhere to the fourfold ןיב . However, they do not conform to the definition above. Though Deut 1:16 
contains four ןיב , the pattern is broken by a ןיב  followed by a verb with a threefold ןיב  pattern. 2 Kings 11:17 contains a threefold ןיב  
followed by a twofold ןיב  sequence as a separate clause. The Greek of T. Naph. 2:7 contains three sequences of ἀνάμεσον 
(“between”), each of which governs a coordinative pair of nominals, as in ἀνάμεσον Y καὶ Z. 

92 The Hebrew Bible reveals Deut 17:8a as a threefold ןיב  sequence of ןיבו  +ל ן  +ל  + יב + ל + ןיב . The 𝔊 adds a fourth pairing 
relevant for syntagmatic development. This is unique for the 𝔊, as Pearce explains, “the inclusion of a fourth category contrasts with 
all other ancient texts of Deut. 17:8 which list only three.” Sarah J. K. Pearce, The Words of Moses: Studies in the Reception of 
Deuteronomy in the Second Temple Period, TSAJ 152 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013), 11. NETS does not translate ἀνὰ μέσον and 
renders the phrase “bloodshed from bloodshed and legal right from legal right and assault from assault and dispute from dispute.” 
NETS, 158. The difference between the Hebrew and 𝔊 is noticeable. The first pair םדל םד־ןיב  (“between blood and blood”) in the 𝔊 is 
ἀνὰ μέσον αἷμα αἵματος (“between blood of bloodshed”). The sequence in the Hebrew Bible shows ןיב  Y + ל Z in contrast to the 𝔊’s 
ἀνὰ μέσον + Y—Z. The 𝔊 follows ἀνὰ μέσον with two nouns, one in the accusative and the other “a cognate genitive”. John W. 
Wevers, Notes on the Greek Text of Deuteronomy, SCS 39 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1995), 282. Smyth observes, “With verbs of judicial 
action the genitive of the penalty may be regarded as a genitive of value,” (Smyth, 326). The accusative plus cognate genitive is not 
found in any Hebraic occurrence of the fourfold ןיב , though it is found in the threefold ןיב  of Deut 17:8. The Septuagint’s attestation in 
Deut 17:8a will not be addressed in this paper. 

93 The right to left pattern applies to the rest of the document except where noted. 
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The first ןיב  is followed by the coordinating conjunction ו prefixed to the three remaining 

ןיב . By focusing on ןיב  and the ו prefix, the consonants reveal no syntactic differentiation 

or preferential treatment between one nominal and the next. No syntactic indicators 

indicate a paired interpretation. The literal translation for this sequence is:  

between W, and between X, and between Y, and between Z. 
 

This literal translation presents a conundrum when it is compared with other translations. 

The survey conducted in chapter 2 reveals that academic consensus identifies Lev 10:10 

as containing two pairs. Yet the grammar and syntax contradict this consensus. Why then 

does scholarship translate the fourfold ןיב  as governing two differentiated pairs instead of 

four equally weighted nominals? The following analysis delves into this perplexing 

legacy; and it begins by classifying the fourfold ןיב  in its various occurrences in the 

witnesses. 

3.2. Text Criticism and the Fourfold ןיב   

Among the eight instances of the fourfold ןיב  in the Hebrew Bible are four 

syntactic patterns (or types), which we will call types A, Aδ, B, and C. These types are 

identified, condensed, translated, and cited below. Table 1 summarizes every fourfold ןיב  

pattern in the Hebrew Bible for easy identification. 

Type A: [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 
Lit. Trans.: between W, and between X, and between Y, and between Z 
Occurrences: Gen 3:15a, 13:8b, Lev 10:10, 1 Sam 20:42e, and 2 Chron 16:3a 

 
Type Aδ:  [(rc)Z ןיבו  + (np)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 
Lit. Trans.: between W, and between X, and between Y(np), and between 

Z(rc) 
Occurrences: Lev 11:47 
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Type B: [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 
Lit. Trans.: between W and between X, between Y and between Z 
Occurrences:  1 Kings 15:19a 

 
Type C: [Z ןיבמו  + Y ןיבמו  + Xi ןיבמו  + Wi ןיבמ ] 
Lit. Trans.: from between W, and from between X, and from between Y, and 

from between Z 
Occurrences:  Ezek 47:18a 
 

Table 1: Syntactic Pattern of the Fourfold ןיב  in the Hebrew Bible 

Type Arrangement (right to left) Text 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Gen 3:15a 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Gen 13:8b 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Lev 10:10 
Aδ [(rc)Z ןיבו  + (np)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Lev 11:47 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 1 Sam 20:42e 
B [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 1 Kings 15:19a 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] 2 Chron 16:3a 
C [Z ןיבמו  + Y ןיבמו  + Xi ןיבמו  + Wi ןיבמ ] Ezek 47:18a 

 

The versions surveyed include texts in Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Latin, and 

Syriac. Each witness is compared against the syntax of the Hebrew Bible. As will be 

shown, the number of variations in the surveyed witnesses expands far beyond the four 

types noted above. This requires expanding the aforementioned types to include those 

identified in the witnesses, along with a descriptive explanation for each prime (alpha) 

category. The table below provides this. 
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Table 2: Syntactic Descriptions of the Fourfold ןיב  in the Surveyed Witnesses 

Type Description 
A Contains ו before the final three ןיב  
B Minus ו before the 3rd ןיב  
C Prefix ןמ  added between the ו and ןיב  
D Minus ו before the 2nd ןיב  
E Replaces ןיבו  with ל  
F Minus final ןיב  or ןיבו  
G Replaces ןיב  with a verb and divides into two infv phrases or verb clauses 
H Replaces ןיב  with an adverb 
I Adds restrictive finite verbs 
J Eliminates one ןיבו  and nominal 
K Adds an infv phrase 

 

Now that we have defined the syntactic logic for each category, Table 3 identifies 

all syntactic patterns for the examined witnesses. For each pattern deviating from the 

Masoretic Text (MT), a corresponding Masoretic equivalent (MT equiv.) pattern is 

provided.94  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

94 The modeled equivalency encourages a common point of discussion pertaining to the source texts in question. Note: Mα refers 
to the system of Masoretic accents and not the consonantal text.  
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Table 3: Syntactic & MT Equivalent Arrangements for the Versions 

Type Syntactic & MT Equivalent Arrangements Witnesses 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT; MA; TO; TJ; TN; TC; Smr; 4Q52 

Samuelb frg. 6–795; MasLevb III, 1.7 
[ἀνὰ µέσον W + καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον X + καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον Y + 
καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον Z] 

𝔊; GP911 

Aα [inter W + et X + et Y+ et Z]  V; VCl 
[Z ו + Y ו + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 

Aβ [ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y + καὶ Z] 𝔊; Ebr. 3.12796 
[inter W + et X + et inter Y + et Z] V; VCl 

[Z  ֵּ֥ןיב W + ּןיבֵ֣ו X + ּןיבֵ֥ו Y + ּןיבֵ֥ו ] Mα 
[Z ו + Yi ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 

Aγ [ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y + καὶ ἀνὰ 
μέσον Z] 

𝔊 

[Z ןיבו  + Y ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Aδ [(rc)Z ןיבו  + (np)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT; Smr	
Aε [ἀνὰ µέσον W + καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον X + καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον Y + 

καὶ Z] 
𝔊; GP911; Leg. 3, 65.97 

[Z ו + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Aζ [(rpp)Z ןיבו  + (rpp)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] TO; TN 
Aη [ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον 

Y(pp) + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Z(pp)] 
𝔊 

[(pp)Z ןיבו  + (pp)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
B [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT; MA 
Bα [(np)Z ןיבו  + (np)Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] TJ; TN; TNmg; Kennicott, ms. 1898 

[(np)Z ּן֙יבֵו  + (np)Yi ןיבֵ֤וּ  + Xi ןיבֵ֣וּ  + Wi ןיבֵּ֥ ] Mα 
Bβ [inter W + et X + inter Y + et Z]  V; VCl 

[Z  ֵּ֥ןיב W + ּןיבֵ֣ו X + ֵּ֥ןיב Y + ּןיבֵ֣ו ] Mα 
[Z ו + Yi ןיב  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 

Bγ [Z ןיב  + Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Kennicott and de Rossi, ms. 3 ms. 9999 
Bδ [(rppext)Z ןיבו  + (rppext)Yi ןיב  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] TJ 
C [Z ןיבמו  + Y ןיבמו  + Xi ןיבמו  + Wi ןיבמ ] MT; MA100 

[ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y 
+ καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Z] 

𝔊; GP967	

[ ]!"	#$% W + ܘ!"	#$% X + ܘ!"	#$% Y + ܘ!"	#$% Z  𝔖 
Cα [Z ּןיבֵּ֨מִו  + Y ּןיבֵּ֨מִו  + Xi ןיבֵּמִוּ  + Wi ןיבֵּ֣מִ ] Mα 

 

95 DSS, 4Q52 Samuelb frg. 6–7, for 1 Sam 20:42e. 
96 Philo, Ebr. 3.127, ref. Lev 10:10. 
97 Philo, Leg. 3, 65, ref. Gen 3:15a. 
98 Kennicott, 1:226. 
99 Kennicott, 1:632; de Rossi, 2:219. 
100 Goshen-Gottstein identifies the first ןיבמ  in MA as ןיבמו  “prima manus (before correction).” HUB.E, 224 (quotation p. xliii). 
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[Z ןיבמו  + Y ןיבמ  + Xi ןיבמו  + Wi ןיבמ ]  Kennicott, ms. 159101 
Cβ [de medio W + et de medio X + et de medio Y + et  

de medio Z] 
V; VCl 

[Z ךותמו  + Y ךותמו  + Xi ךותמו  + Wi ךותמ ] MT equiv.102 
D [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיב  + Wi ןיב ] Kennicott, ms. 150103 
E [ ]#$%  W + ܠ  X + ܘ#$%  Y + ()$%  Z  𝔖; 𝔖a 

[Z ןיבל  + Y ןיבו  + Xiל + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Eα [ ]#$*$+ W + ܠ X + ܘ#$% Y + ܠ Z   𝔖; 𝔖a 

[Z ל + Y ןיבו  + Xiל + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Eβ [ ]#$*, W + ܠܘ X + ܘ#$% Y + ܠ Z   𝔖; 𝔖a 

[Z ל + Y ןיבו  + X לו  + W ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Eγ [ ]#$*, W + ܠܘ X + ܘ#$% Y + ܘ#$% Z  𝔖 

[Z ןיבו  + Y ןיבו  + X לו  + W ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Eδ [(rpp)Z ]#$% W + ܠ X + ܘ#$% Y)rpp( + ()$%   𝔖; 𝔖a 

[(rpp)Z ןיבל  + (rpp)Y ןיבו  + Xiל + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
F [ZYi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Kennicott, ms. 129104 
G [(noveritis W + et X) + (et sciatis Y(rip) + et Z(rc))] V; VCl 

[((rc)Z ו + (rip)Yi עדיו ) + (Xiו + W עדי )] MT equiv. 
H [inter W + et X + quoque Y + et Z] V; VCl 

[Z ו + Yi םג  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
I [<(noveritis W + et X)> + (inter Y(ec) + et Z(ec))] α’ 

[(ec)Z ו + (ec)Yi ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
J [Zi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Kennicott, ms. 244105 
K <ἀνὰ μέσον W> + καὶ ἀναμέσον X(ip) + καὶ ἀνὰ 

μέσον Y(pp) + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον (pp) 
Field106 

[(pp)Z ןיבו  + (pp)Yi ןיבו  + (ip)Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
 

The table reveals twenty-eight syntactic patterns covering a total of eight verses in 

the Hebrew Bible and the versions surveyed in Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Latin, and 

Syriac. The disparity among these witnesses is summarized by verse and syntactic type in 

Table 4. A select listing of text-critical resources is also supplied revealing additional 

 

101 Kennicott, 2:244. 
102 The Latin de medio is closest to ךותמ  (“from the middle of”), occurring in 66 verses in the Hebrew Bible. This is perhaps 

closer to the Latin meaning than ןיבמ . 
103 Kennicott, 1:547. 
104 Kennicott, 1:55–6. 
105 Kennicott, 1:221. 
106 Field, 1:187. 
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variants. These resources demonstrate that the syntax of ןיב  and ןיבו  receives little 

attention in witness analysis.107 

Table 4: Syntactic Patterns: Verse, Witness, and Type 

Text 
Gen 
3:15a 

Gen 
13:8b 

Lev 
10:10 

Lev 
11:47 

1 Sam 
20:42e 

1 Kings 
15:19a 

2 Chron 
16:3a 

Ezek 
47:18a 

Versions 
MT A A A Aδ A B A C 
Mα Aβ Aβ Aβ Bα Aβ Bβ Aβ Cα 
MA – – – – A B A C 
Smr A A A Aδ – – – – 
TO A A A Aζ – – – – 
TJ Bα A A Bδ A A – C 
TN Bα A A Aζ – – – – 
TNmg Bα – – – – – – – 
TC – – – – – – A – 
DSS – – – – A – – – 
Mas – – A – – – – – 
𝔖 Εα Eβ E Eδ Eβ Eβ Eγ C 
𝔖a Εα Eβ E Eδ Eβ Eβ – C 
𝔊 A Aβ Aβ Aη Aβ Aε Aγ C 
α’ – – – I – – – – 
GP911 A Aε – – – – – – 
GP967 – – – – – – – C 
Philo Aε – Aβ – – – – – 
V Aα Aβ Bβ G Aβ Aβ H Cβ 
VCl Aα Aβ Bβ G Aβ Aβ H Cβ 
Select Variant Studies 
Field – – – K(x5) – – – – 
Kennicott – – F Bα; J D A(x32); 

Bγ(x2) 
A(x20) Cα 

de Rossi – – – – – A(x27); 
Bγ(x2); 
B(x40+) 

– – 

Haupt – – – – – A(x2) – – 
 

 

107 For information either not available, not extant, or where no variant is cited, the dash (–) is supplied. For instances with 
multiple witnesses, the quantity is superscripted and the number of witnesses provided. For example, Lev 11:47 is marked with K(x5) in 
Field’s Origenis Hexaplorum. Inverted nominals are not included in this analysis. 
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The lamentable absence of serious study of the witnesses and the fourfold ןיב  is 

striking, because each verse contains multiple variants in the witnesses. In fact, all 

versions excluding MA, Smr, TO, and TC contain at least one pattern deviating from the 

MT. For example, the 𝔊 contains six syntactic patterns for a total of eight verses. One 

verse, Gen 3:15a, agrees with the MT’s Type A. And while Gen 13:8a and 1 Sam 20:42e 

share the same syntactic pattern in the 𝔊, both deviate from the MT. The 𝔊 of Lev 11:47 

also agrees with the MT’s ןיב  syntactic pattern but differs with the phrases following the 

third and fourth ןיב . The Syriac Peshitta reveals six different patterns with three verses 

conforming to the shared syntactic pattern of Type Eβ (Gen 3:15a; Lev 10:10; and 1 Sam 

20:42e). The Syriac of Ezek 47:18a is the only verse that adheres to the MT’s Type C 

syntactic pattern. The Latin texts of the V and VCl reveal six different syntactic patterns. 

Only Gen 13:8a, 1 Sam 20:42e, and 1 Kings 15:19a adhere to the MT’s Type Aβ. Even 

so, none of the Latin sources agree with the MT. This illustrates how divergent the 

various witnesses render the fourfold ןיב  syntactic patterns, with the majority of 

translations into other languages veering away from the MT. Still, the Greek and the 

Syriac prove that translating the fourfold ןיב  with fidelity was within their capability.  

The text-critical resources identify few variations among the witnesses. 

Barthélemy shows no variations of ןיב  for any of these verses.108 De Rossi and Field 

identify one verse each containing variants: de Rossi (1 Kings 15:19a), and Field (Lev 

11:47).109 Kennicott identifies seven verses with variants (Gen 13:8b; Lev 10:10; 11:47; 1 

Sam 20:42e; 1 Kings 15:19a; Ezek 47:18a; and 2 Chron 16:3a).110 Even so, Kennicott’s 

 

108 See: CTAT. 
109 Field, 1:187. 
110 Kennicott, 1:21; 1:221; 1:226; 1:547; 1:623; 2:244; and 2:700. 
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observations on those verses are few except for 1 Kings 15:19a and 2 Chron 16:3a. For 

example, Kennicott observes only one meaningful variant each for Gen 13:8b; Lev 10:10; 

11:47; 1 Sam 20:42e; and Ezek 47:18a.111  

A quick glance through select critical apparatuses identifies few variants as well. 

For example, Ginsb., the Leiden Peshitta, BHQ (Genesis), and Barnes’s apparatus of 

Chronicles do not identify any variants.112 Some of the apparatuses identify only one 

verse with variants, including Haupt’s editions (1 Kings 15:19a), Von Gall’s Smr 

apparatus (Gen 13:8a), and Weber’s Vulgate apparatus (Lev 11:47).113 The BHS 

apparatus identifies three texts, with variants in Lev 10:10 (one variant), Ezek 47:18a 

(one variant), and 1 Kings 15:19a (multiple variants).114 Without question the apparatus 

with the most variants is the Göttingen 𝔊. A number of variants are identified each for 

Gen 3:15a, 13:8a, Lev 10:10, 11:47, and Ezek 47:18a.115 Even so, the 𝔊 ignores many of 

the witnesses.  

 

111 The term “meaningful” refers to variants where scribal error is reasoned as opposed to intentional scribal decisions. Texts 
identified as scribal error are not included among the list of witnesses. Gen 13:8b shows ms. 61 as Smr. Kennicott, 1:21. Lev 10:10 is 
cited by ms. 129 (an undated Targumic text), which < the third and final ןיבו . Kennicott, 1:221. Lev 11:47 shows ms. 18 (approx. circa. 
1376.), which < the ו prefix in the second occurrence of ןיבו . Kennicott, 1:226. 1 Sam 20:42e shows a variant in ms. 150 (Targum circa 
1455), which is likely the result of scribal error. One expects the absence of the ןיב  more than the absence of the ו in the second ןיב . 
Other compound formulas are attested with this pattern in the MT: כו + כו + כ + כ  (Ezek 45:25); בו + בו + ב + ב  (Exod 35:31); and ל + ל  
לו + לו +  (Deut 29:7). As a result, ms. 150 is another possible variant for inclusion even though this is likely a scribal error due to 
parablepsis. Kennicott, 1:547. Ezek 47:18a contains a variant in ms. 145, which < the מ in the same ןיבמו . It is not clear if this is the 
first, second, or third occurrence in the ןיבמו . Kennicott, 2:244. 

112 Ginsb; 𝔖; Abraham Tal, Genesis: Critical Apparatus and Notes, BHQ 1 (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2015); 
Barnes, 41. 

113 Bernhard Stade and Friedrich Schwally, The Book of Kings: Critical Edition of the Hebrew Text, SBOT 9 (Leipzig: J. C. 
Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1904), 142. SamP, 20. Vulg, Lev 11:47. Sperber notes one variant for Gen 13:8. BiA, 1:18. 

114 In Lev 10:10 Elliger and Rudolph cite one reference for the omission of the final ןיבו  and adjective, as found in the Cairo 
Geniza fragment “fragmentum codicis Hebraici in geniza Cairensi repertum.” BHS, 173. For Ezek 47:18a, see: BHS, 987. For 1 Kings 
15:19a, see: BHS, 598. 

115 For Gen 3:15a: Wevers1, Genesis, 1:92–3. For Gen 13:8a: Wevers1, Genesis, 1:155–6. For Lev 10:10: Wevers2.2, Leviticus, 
2:119. For Lev 11:47: Wevers2.2, Leviticus, 2:137–8. For Ezek 47:18a: Ziegler16.1, 323–4. Swete cites 1 Sam 20:42e by the phrase [ἀνὰ 
μέσον W + καὶ X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y]. He eliminates the final ןיבו  and nominal (μου και ανα μεσον του σπερματος) before ending the 
sentence with εως αιωνος (𝔊Sw, 1:589). Swete offers no variants in his apparatus. Swete also identifies 1 Kings 15:19 by [ἀνὰ μέσον 
W + καὶ X + καὶ Y] (“between me, my father, and your father”). Swete turns the phrase into a threefold ןיב  (𝔊Sw, 1:717). Swete 
identifies one variant in 2 Chron 16:3a. (𝔊Sw, 2:85). 
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The foregoing proves a paucity of text-critical analysis on the fourfold ןיב . The 

variants identified by either text-critical studies or apparatuses do not address the 

multiplicity of versions. This is most curious, as our analysis of the fourfold ןיב  indicates 

a vast range of discrepancy. And while this is not the place to discuss the findings for 

each verse, a summative snapshot of Lev 10:10 is warranted.  

The text of Lev 10:10 shows substantial variance from the MT. In fact, a total of 

five discrete syntactic patterns is identifiable. The table below highlights the witnesses 

for Lev 10:10 according to its syntactic arrangement and MT equivalence.  

Table 5: The Fourfold ןיב  Syntax of Lev 10:10 and the Versions 

Type Arrangement and MT Equivalence Witnesses 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] MT; Smr; TO; TJ; TN; MasLevb III, 

1.7116 
Aβ [ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y + καὶ Z] 𝔊; Ebr. 3.127 

[Z  ֵּ֥ןיב W + ּןיבֵ֣ו X + ּןיבֵ֥ו Y + ּןיבֵ֥ו ] Mα 
[Z ו + Yi ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 

Bβ [inter W + et X + inter Y + et Z] V; VCl 
[Z ו + Yi ןיב  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 

E [ ]#$%  W + ܠ  X + ܘ#$%  Y + ()$%  Z  𝔖; 𝔖a117 
[Z תיבל  + Y תיבו  + Xiל + Wi תיב ] MT equiv. 

F [ZYi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] Kennicott, ms. 129118 
 

Table 5 demonstrates that the volume of witnesses favors the MT’s Type A. Excluding 

Mα (the Masoretic Text of accents), these witnesses are the Hebrew and Aramaic texts. 

 

116 A proto-Masoretic text. Shemaryahu Talmon, “Hebrew Fragments from Masada,” in Masada VI: Yigael Yadin Excavations 
1963–1965, Final Reports (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1999), 36–50 (44); Peter 
W. Flint, “The Book of Leviticus in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Book of Leviticus: Composition and Reception, eds. Rolf Rendtorff 
and Robert Kugler, VTSup 93 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 323–41 (328 and 331–3). See also: Emanuel Tov, “The Biblical Texts from the 
Judean Desert—An Overview and Analysis of all the Published Texts,” in The Bible as Book: The Hebrew Bible and the Judean 
Desert Discoveries. Proceedings of the Conference Held at Hampton Court, Herefordshire, 18–21 June 2000, eds. E. D. Herbert and 
Emanuel Tov (London: British Library & Oak Knoll, 2002), 139–66 (151).  

117 𝔖a, 1:63.  
118 Kennicott, 55–6. 
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The Greek, Latin, and Syriac witnesses substantially differ from the Hebrew Bible’s 

fourfold ןיב  sequence.  

The Greek and Latin texts contain many of the same syntactic features. Type Aβ, 

as attested in the 𝔊 and Philo’s Ebr. 3.127, eliminates the second and fourth ןיב . This 

produces two coordinated syntactic pairings: [between W and X, and between Y and Z]. 

In the Latin V and VCl (Type Bβ), we find a similar absence of the second and fourth ןיב  

while also eliminating the ו before the third ןיב . This creates two non-coordinated 

pairings: [between W and X, between Y and Z]. The absence of the ו before the third ןיב  

guides the reader to perceive two disparate dyads. While Type Bβ remains aligned with 

the infinitive, the emphasis on relationship or coordination is eliminated. Type F, as 

identified by Kennicott in ms. 129, eliminates the final ןיב : [between W and between X 

and between Y—Z].119 This translation places reader emphasis on the final nominal. All 

these variants eliminate one or more ןיב  and/or ו.  

In the Syriac texts all instances deviate from the Levitical structure of the fourfold 

ןיב  by replacing the second ןיבו  with a ܠ and the fourth ןיבו  with "#$% . This creates two 

syntactic types, both of which do not conform to the fourfold ןיב  as defined above. The 

exchange of the ܠ (ל in Hebrew) warrants a brief note. In Barr’s analysis of the ןיב  pairs, 

he observes that the ל + ןיב  pair denotes classes while the ןיבו + ןיב  pair stresses 

specifics.120 This differentiation is not clear with reference to the Syriac texts. The 

replacement of ןיבו  with ל does not guarantee a ןיבו  in meaning. We can tentatively claim 

 

119 Without access to ms. 129 the translation of the first three pronouns is conjectural. The em-dash shows the relationship 
between Y and Z. The bracketed and italicized content assumes agreement with the MT. Based on Kennicott, the focus is on the < of 
the final ןיבו . 

120 Classes include “man and wife, father and daughter, water and water, clean and unclean, great and small.” James Barr, “Some 
Notes on Ben ‘Between’ in Classical Hebrew,” JSS 23 (1978): 1–22 (6). Specifics refers to completely different categories, like 
heavens and trees. 
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that Type E texts of the Leiden Peshitta and Codex Ambrosianus are functioning 

similarly to the Greek texts of Type Aβ. If we compare Type Aβ with Type E we observe 

the ܠ is genitivally coordinative. The ܠ is not functioning as a coordinative ו while also 

operating as a preposition ןיב . The Syriac texts also deviates from Type Aβ by showing 

three rather than two or four ןיב . The Type E pattern indicates the following translation: 

[between W and X, and between Y and between Z]. In this syntax the translation 

deemphasizes the first pair while stressing the importance of each nominal in the latter 

pair.  

The syntactic patterns identified in the surveyed witnesses exhibits 

comprehensive syntactic deviation among translations into other languages. Accordingly, 

we conclude that every type along with their associated witnesses, excluding Type A, 

translates the Hebrew text in a manner that purges the fourfold ןיב  syntax out of Lev 

10:10. This means that the earliest translated witnesses were already converting the 

fourfold ןיב  into a different syntax favoring two pairs.  

Now, if we compare the syntactic arrangements of the versions by contemporary 

translators of Lev 10:10, we observe the following: 
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Table 6: The Fourfold ןיב  Syntax of Lev 10:10 and the Translators 

Type Arrangement and MT Equivalence Translators 
A [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ] L’Hour121 
Aβ [ἀνὰ μέσον W + καὶ X + καὶ ἀνὰ μέσον Y + καὶ Z] Hieke; Kimuhu; Nihan; Luciani; 

Rendtorff; Achenbach; Ruwe; Péter-
Contesse; Milgrom; Wenham; Elliger; 
Noth; Chapman and Streane; 
Grohmann; Wright; MacDonald; 
Macina; Kim; Olyan; Balentine; 
Joosten; Fishbane; Jenson; Gorman; 
Levine122 

[Z ו + Yi ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
Bβ [inter W + et X + inter Y + et Z] 

 
Feldman; Rooker; Staubli; Hartley; 
Porter; Marzouk; Caird; Gammie; 
Baudissin123 

[Z ו + Yi ןיב  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] MT equiv. 
?α [Ziו + Y + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] Gerstenberger; Barr; Paschen124 
?β  [(Z)stat. ו + (Y)stat. ןיבו  + Xiו + Wi ןיב ] Deiana125 
?γ [Zi ןמ  + Y ו + Xi ןמ  + W] Watts126 

 

 

121 Type A: L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 525. 
122 Type Aβ: Hieke, Levitikus: 1–15, 375; Johnson M. Kimuhu, Leviticus: The Priestly Laws and Prohibitions from the 

Perspective of Ancient Near East and Africa, StBibLit 115 (New York: Lang, 2008), 63; Nihan, Torah to Pentateuch, 590; Didier 
Luciani, Sainteté Et Pardon: Tome 1: Structure Litteraire Du Levitique. Tome 2: Guide Technique: Guide Technique Par Didier 
Luciani: v. II, BEThL 185A–B (Leuven: Peeters, 2005), 2:442–3; Rolf Rendtorff, Leviticus 1.1–10.20, BKAT (Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 2004), 303; Reinhard Achenbach, “Das Versagen der Aaroniden: Erwägungen zum literarhistorischen Ort von 
Leviticus 10,” in Basel und Bibel: Collected Communications to the XVIIth Congress of the International Organization for the Study of 
the Old Testament, Basel 2001, BEATAJ 51, eds. Matthias Augustin and Hermann M. Neimann (Bern: Lang, 2004), 55–70 (66); 
Andreas Ruwe, “Heiligkeitsgesetz” und “Priesterschrift”: Literaturgeschlichtliche und rechtssystematische Untersuchungen zu 
Leviticus 17,1–26,2, FAT 26 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1999), 49; Péter-Contesse, Lévitique 1–16, 158; Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 
595–596; Karl Elliger, Leviticus, HAT I/4 (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1966), 132; Wenham, Leviticus, 152; Martin Noth, Leviticus: A 
Commentary, OTL (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965), 78; Martin Noth, Das dritte Buch Mose, Leviticus, ATD 6 
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962), 68; A. T. Chapman and A. W. Streane, The Book of Leviticus (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 55–6. Select topical studies: Grohmann, “Purity/Impurity,” 110; Wright, “Law and Creation,” (2019), 218; 
also in Wright, “Law and Creation,” (2016), 88; Nathan MacDonald, Priestly Rule: Polemic and Biblical Interpretation in Ezekiel 44, 
BZAW 476 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2015), 78; Macina, Lord’s Service, 108; Kim, Biblical Hebrew, 124; Wells, God’s Holy People, 62; 
Olyan, Rites and Rank, 15; Balentine, Leviticus,” 91; Joosten, People and Land, 124; Michael Fishbane, “Law to Canon: Some ‘Ideal-
Typical’ Stages of Development,” in Minḥah le-Naḥum: Biblical and Other Studies Presented to Nahum M. Sarna in Honour of his 
70th Birthday, JSOTSup 154 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 65–86 (77); Jenson, Graded Holiness, 43; Gorman, “Ideology of Ritual,” 
220; Levine, Leviticus, xvii. 

123 Type Bβ: Liane M. Feldman, The Story of Sacrifice: Ritual and Narrative in the Priestly Source, FAT 141 (Tübingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2020), 115 and 140; Mark F. Rooker, Leviticus, NAC 3A (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 2000), 160; Staubli, Levitikus 
Numeri, 93; Hartley, Leviticus, 127; Joshua R. Porter, Leviticus, CBC (London: SCM, 1976), 78. Select topical studies: Safwat 
Marzouk, Egypt as a Monster in the Book of Ezekiel, FAT 2 (Tübingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2015), 126; Caird, Theology, 150; Gammie, 
Holiness, 9; Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:23. 

124 Type ?α: Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Das 3. Buch Mose: Leviticus, ATD 6 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1993), 105; 
Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 7; Barr, “Semantics,” 15–16; Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 49.  

125 Type ?β: Stat. = stative (stative verb is implied by the Italian phrase “ciò che”). Giovanni Deiana, Levitico: Nuova versione, 
introduzione e commento, ILB.PT 3 (Milano: Paoline, 2005), 103–4. 

126 Type ?γ: James W. Watts, Leviticus 1–10, HCOT (Leuven: Peeters, 2013), 503. 
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The table reveals that the majority favor Type Aβ translations, aligning with the 

Greek texts and Mα. The second most popular translation favors the Type Bβ, equivalent 

to the Latin texts. Three additional translations emerge not identified in the versions. 

These are labeled with a question mark (?) to differentiate from the versions. Erhard S. 

Gerstenberger, Barr, and Wilfried Paschen (Type ?α) indicate a modified Type Aβ by 

eliminating the third ןיב  altogether. Paschen’s translation is representative. He translates 

the syntactic pattern of Lev 10:10 as “zwischen Heilig und Profan, Unrein und Rein” 

(“between holy and profane, pure and impure”).127 This version eliminates all but the first 

ןיב  while creating two discrete divisions by the omission of the ו before the third nominal. 

By comparing it to the witnesses we discover that Type ?α aligns closest with Type Aα of 

the V and VCl of Gen 3:15a. Giovanni Deiana (Type ?β) also modifies Type Aβ while 

adding two relative pronouns before the final two nominals. This creates a relative 

pronoun and stative verb construction, as in, “tra ciò che è impuro e ciò che è puro” 

(“between what is impure and what is pure”).128 Watts (Type ?γ) breaks away from the ןיב  

by translating the word as a ןמ  preposition, as in: “the holy from the secular and the 

polluted from the pure.”129 Out of all the sources examined, only L’Hour translates Lev 

10:10 according to the syntax of the MT. Unfortunately, his translation is countered by a 

dyadic exegesis.  

At this point we must be clear about the languages of reception, whether ancient 

or modern. In every case, including Syriac, the languages generally prefer to eliminate 

redundancy. Modern Indo-European linguistics is no different. Compound prepositional 

 

127 Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 49. Gerstenberger writes, “Ihr sollt Heiliges und Profanes, Unreines und Reines 
auseinanderhalten.” Gerstenberger, Buch Mose: Leviticus, 105. 

128 Deiana, Levitico, 103–4. 
129 Watts, Leviticus 1–10, 503. 
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phrases are governed by rules of non-redundancy and may be written in two ways. The 

question rests on whether the Hebrew texts demonstrate equivalent compound syntactic 

constructions in their final form. The first construction in English begins with a 

preposition, followed by commas and the conjunction before the final nominal, as in 

[between W, X, Y, and Z]. Since the consonantal text does not mark for punctuation, this 

form should appear as [Z ו + Y + X + W ןיב ]. This structure does not occur in the Hebrew 

Bible.130 Neither is there an equivalent translation among the versions of the fourfold ןיב . 

The closest translations are the Type ?α for Lev 10:10 [Ziו + Y + Xiו + Wi ןיב ]. The 

second construction starts with a preposition, followed by conjunctions before every 

nominal, as [between W, and X, and Y, and Z]. This is equivalent to the Type Aα 

rendering of Gen 3:15a in the V and VCl. One such construction is identified in the 

Hebrew Bible in Deut 1:1, as [Z ו + Y ו + X ו + W ןיבו ].131 In this verse the ןיב  is prefixed 

with ו as the latter pair of a twofold ןיב . The twofold ןיב  with the final ןיב  fronted by ו is 

בהז ידו תרצחו ןבלו לפת־ןיבו ןראפ־ןיב  (“between Paran, and between Tophel, and Laban, and 

Hazeroth, and Diszahab”).132 This demonstrates that Type Aα constructions were 

conceivable in the final form, though rarely attested.133  

 

130 The closest approximation is 1 Kings 7:29: םיברכו רקב  תוירא  םיבלשה  ןיב   (“between the frames—lions, oxen, and cherubim”). 
The first nominal is distinct from the final three, as indicated by the definite article and a categorical shift.   

131 Also noted by Joost Zwartz, “‘Between’ constructions in Biblical Hebrew,” in Linguistics in the Netherlands 2021, eds. Mark 
Dingemanse, Eva van Lier, and Jorrig Vogels, LIN 38 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 2021), 165. 

132 For translations keeping both ןיב  and eliminating all but the final ו, see: Detlef Jericke, “Der Ort des Mose nach 
Deuteronomium 1:1,” JNSL 34/2 (2008): 35–58 (36). For translations eliminating the second ןיב , see: Eugene H. Merrill, 
Deuteronomy, NAC 4 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), 61; Samuel R. Driver, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
Deuteronomy, 3rd ed., ICC (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1902), 1. This phrase has several variants. Smr and 𝔖 adheres to the MT’s syntax. 
TO deviates and replaces ןיב  with ב. Drazin translates the phrase: “in Paran where they slandered the manna, and in Hazeroth where 
they angered (God) concerning the meat and because they served the golden calf.” Israel Drazin, Targum Onkelos to Deuteronomy: 
An English Translation of the Text with Analysis and Commentary (New York: Ktav, 1982), 24. The 𝔊 is < καὶ ἀνὰ µέσον before 
Tophel. The V and VCl is < inter before Tophel and substitutes the final two nominals in place of a description.  

133 The witnesses demonstrate that none perceived Tophel, Laban, Hazeroth, and Diszahab as two pairs. 
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We are now able to draw some conclusions on the text-critical analysis of the 

eight verses containing the fourfold ןיב  and reception. First, the plethora of syntactic types 

among the surveyed witnesses of the fourfold ןיב  in the Hebrew Bible is astounding. The 

𝔊 agrees with the MT’s syntax in two verses, the Syriac in one verse, and the Latin in 

none. In fact, nearly every witness contains at least one if not multiple variants that 

deviate from the MT. This indicates an absence of scribal methodology when translating 

fourfold constructions. Second, text-critical analysis of the fourfold ןיב  is woefully 

inadequate in both apparatus and text-critical studies. This appears to indicate either an 

absence of a well-developed syntactic methodology in text-critical inquiries, an 

ambivalent or uncritical regard for the significance of syntax, or a predisposition to 

confirm the prevailing norm. Such conclusions are supported by the haphazard 

identification of variants from the witnesses. Third, non-Hebrew and Aramaic witnesses 

are prone to jettison the fourfold ןיב  in translation. In Lev 10:10, all the Greek, Latin, and 

Syriac witnesses deviate from the MT’s syntax to such a degree that the fourfold ןיב  is no 

longer identifiable, even by inference. Fourth, each of the versions deviating from the MT 

appear to favor a dyadic translation of two pairs.134 These pairs are identified 

coordinatively with a ו between the pairs, or non-coordinatively by the absence of the ו. 

Furthermore, within each pair, the interpretive syntax favors a coordinative marker ( ו  / ל  

 καὶ), as in [between W “and” X//between Y “and” Z]. Fifth, the preponderance of / ܠ /

translations favors a dyadic interpretation that eliminates the Hebraic fourfold ןיב  syntax 

in Lev 10:10. Finally, the rules of modern grammars require compound prepositional 

 

134 Exceptions are the Type Aα and select triadic constructions of Aγ; E; and F.  
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phrases to be condensed, as [between W, and X, and Y, and Z], instead of [between W, 

and between X, and between Y, and between Z]. The Hebrew text demonstrates that such 

a phrase was in use, as [Z ו + Y ו + Xiו + Wi ןיבו ] (cf. Deut 1:1), which is nearly 

synonymous to the Latin Type Aα translations of Gen 3:15a. This indicates that the 

translators were not unfamiliar with the syntax and could have written the fourfold ןיב  in 

like manner had they so chosen. Our contention stands—the fourfold ןיב  is substantively 

different in meaning from Type Aα. After over two thousand years of translations, we 

find a persistent disagreement about how to render the fourfold ןיב .  

We can therefore reason that the scribal and interpretive legacy in the witnesses 

corroborates an absence of methodology leading to persistent confusion in reception. 

Although the Hebrew and Aramaic, by and large, adhered to a unified structure of 

nominals, the translated witnesses predominantly favored a dichotomy of pairs. But if 

syntax is as robust as Barr rightly asserts, then the evidence from the early witnesses and 

the scholarly translations demonstrates that although words function according to their 

syntactic environment, violation of their syntactic environment is not only acceptable but 

is also permitted a degree of creative interpretive latitude. However, our contention 

remains that the fourfold ןיב  is a syntactic construction governing four equally weighted 

variables. None of the foregoing analysis has revealed any dialogue concerning the 

meaning of ןיב  or its pairing in sequences greater than three. Our attention now turns 

toward scrutinizing the academic debates on ןיב . 

3.3. The Critical Debates on ןיב   

The syntactic features of ןיב  in translation are in need of serious interrogation. The 

Greek, Latin, and Syriac, by and large, steer away from the fourfold ןיב . David L. 
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Everson regards the ןיבו + ןיב  and the ל + ןיב  constructions as “Hebraisms which do not 

lend themselves to Greek and Latin.”135 Translating such redundant pairs according to 

literal rules “creates bad Greek and Latin.”136 The studies by Theodor Nöldeke and 

Takamitsu Muraoka on the Syriac preposition reveal the same proclivity to avoid 

redundant pairs as the Greek and Latin. Nöldeke identifies four different pairs in the 

Syriac translation of the Hebrew Bible and cites 1 Kings 15:19a as part of the           

[X W + ܠ     &$% ] construction.137 Muraoka’s much updated analysis improves on 

Nöldeke’s study while identifying 15 different pairings, of which he includes Gen 3:15; 

13:8; and 1 Sam 20:42 in his citations.138 Muraoka observes that the variety and quantity 

likely indicates that “the Peshitta is far from consistent … in its translation technique.”139 

Curiously, Muraoka identifies Gen 3:15 as comparable to the Hebrew. He writes, “The 

Peshitta produces an impeccable and unequivocable translation.”140 His explanation is 

striking when comparing the syntax of Gen 3:15a in the MT [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + 

Wi ןיב ], with the Peshitta [ ]&$'$( W + ܠ X + ܘ&$% Y + ܠ Z . The MT is Type A, while both 

versions in Syriac are Type Εα, which is equivalent to [Z ל + Y ןיבו  + Xiל + Wi ןיב ] in the 

MT. Our definition of the fourfold ןיב  makes Muraoka’s explanation untenable. 

Muraoka’s assumptions presume that ܠ / ל is equivalent to ןיבו , which as will be shown, is 

far from the case. 

 

135 David L. Everson, “The Vetus Latina and the Vulgate of the Book of Genesis,” in The Book of Genesis: Composition, 
Reception, and Interpretation (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 519–36 (523). 

136 Everson, “Vetus Latina,” 529. 
137 Nöld CSG, 174–5. 
138 Takamitsu Muraoka, “On the Classical Syriac Particles for ‘Between’,” in Études sémitiques et samaritaines offertes à Jean 

Margain, eds. Christian-Bernard Amphoux, Albert Frey, and Ursula Schattner-Rieser, HTB 4 (Lausanne: Zèbre, 1998), 145–42 (137). 
139 Muraoka, “Syriac Particles,” 140. 
140 Muraoka, “Syriac Particles,” 141. 
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The following survey touches on a selection of lexical resources before 

proceeding to a more thorough examination of the critical studies on ןיב  when found in 

sequences of two or more.  

The lexicons and dictionaries unanimously regard ןיב  as a preposition with the 

translation of “between” or “interval” (Ges., BDB, HALOT, DCH, TDOT, THAT).141 

Franz Zorell provides an added distinction by interpreting the meaning as “distantia, 

differentia.”142 In addition, Zorell and Johannis Buxtorf translate ןיב  by the preposition 

inter, which Zorell explains as “praepositionis instar (= inter) usuvenit.”143 Later, 

dictionaries reveal comparable interpretations. For example, Marcus Jastrow’s Targumim 

dictionary shows ןיב  as “between, among,” as well as “between two, among, amid.”144 In 

general the dictionaries do not identify ןיב  as part of a sequence greater than two. DCH 

identifies all verses containing the fourfold ןיב  under the label of ןיב  with “two nouns.”145 

Zorell classifies only Gen 3:15 as a repeated ןיב , “hanc praepositionem duo nomina 

sequuntur (‘inter A et B’).”146  

Of the few critical studies of the twofold ןיב  in Hebrew and Aramaic, all focus on 

identifying patterns of diachronic shifts toward ל + ןיב . Notable among such studies are 

Gideon Hannemann; Barr; Avi Hurvitz; Mark F. Rooker; Richard M. Wright; Ian Young, 

Robert Rezetko, and Martin Ehrensvärd; and Dong-Hyuk Kim.147 To be sure, an 

 

141 Ges., “ ןיִבַּ ,” 114–5 (114); BDB, “ ןיִבַּ֫ ,” 107; HALOT, “ ןיִבַּ֫ ,” 123; DCH, “ ןיבֵּ ,” 2:146–9 (146); Helmer I. Ringgren, “ ןיבּׅ ,” TDOT 
2:99–107 (99). Schmid defers to HALOT’s analysis. Hans H. Schmid, “ ןיב  bīn verstehen,” THAT 1:305–8 (305). 

142 Zorell, “ ןיׅבַּ ,”i1:106–7 (106). 
143 Buxt., “ ןיבֵּ ”,i72. Zorell, “ ןיׅבַּ ,”i1:106. 
144 DTT, “ ןיבֵּ ,”i1:163. 
145 DCH, “ ןיבֵּ ,” 2:146–9 (146). 
146 Zorell, “ ןיׅבַּ ,”i1:106. 
147 Gideon Hannemann, “On the Preposition ּןיב  in the Mishnah and in the Bible,” Lešhonenu 40 (1975–1976): 33–53 [Hebrew]; 

Barr, “Ben ‘Between,’” 1–22; Hurvitz expands off of Hannemann’s analysis. Avi Hurvitz, A Linguistic Study of the Relationship 
between the Priestly Source and the Book of Ezekiel: A New Approach to an Old Problem, CahRB 20 (Paris: Gabalda, 1982), 113–5; 
Mark F. Rooker, Biblical Hebrew in Transition: The Language of the Book of Ezekiel, JSOTSup 90 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990), 
117–9; Richard M. Wright, Linguistic Evidence for the Pre-exilic Date of the Yahwistic Source, (London: T&T Clark, 2005), 45–8; 
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observable change of the usage and frequency of the twofold ןיב  is identified across 

various texts and time periods. Kim identifies this change and observes, from a 

sociolinguistic, diachronic perspective, that there is “an authentic change, but the 

direction undecided.”148 While there appears to be a shift in frequency toward ל + ןיב  

constructions in the so-called postexilic texts, the same texts frequently use both 

structures. And although Kim favors Hannemann and Hurvitz’s analysis as it impacts 

latter Rabbinic studies, he reasons that a diachronic shift is not conclusive within the 

Hebrew Bible.149 Kim’s view appears to coincide with Nathan MacDonald, who observes 

that diachronic arguments for ןיב  are “not compelling.”150  

Importantly, none of the diachronic studies identifies the threefold ןיב  or the 

fourfold ןיב  in their analysis.151 A few do cite verses wherein the fourfold ןיב  is found.152 

In every citation, without question, these verses are submitted as evidence of the twofold 

ןיב . The criteria for verse selection appears not to have any identifiable methodology. 

Some of these authors offer ad hoc textual illustrations to explain their theories. For 

example, Wright supplies Gen 13:8 but only sources the final two ןיב . Conversely, he 

provides Lev 10:10 but shows only the first two ןיב  in his argument, with no explanation 

for this artificial break of syntax.153 The disregard for syntax is also evident when the 

 

Ian Young, Robert Rezetko, and Martin Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts: Vol 1—An Introduction to Approaches and 
Problems (Sheffield: Equinox, 2008; repr., London: Routledge, 2014), 122–3; Dong-Hyuk Kim, Early Biblical Hebrew, Late Biblical 
Hebrew, and Linguistic Variability: A Sociolinguistic Evaluation of the Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts, (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 122–
8, and 150. A recent article by Zwarts examines the prepositional pair from a non-diachronic, syntactic-structural method using set 
theory. Zwartz, “‘Between,” 163–78. 

148 Kim, Linguistic Variability, 150. 
149 Contra. Hannemann, “On the Preposition ּןיב ,”i53; Wright, Evidence, 47; Rooker, Transition, 117. 
150 MacDonald, Priestly Rule, 79. 
151 Barr is an exception. Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 7.  
152 Barr identifies Lev 10:10 and 11:47. Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 7, 8, 9–10, 11; Hurvitz cites Lev 10:10. Hurvitz, Priestly Source, 

113. Rooker shows Lev 10:10. Rooker, Transition, 117. Wright lists Gen 13:8, Lev 10:10, 1 Sam 20:42, 1 Kings 15:19, and 2 Chron 
16:3. Wright, Evidence, 45–48. Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd highlight 1 Kings 15:19 and 2 Chron 16:3. Young, Rezetko, and 
Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating, 122–3. Kim reveals Lev 10:10 and 2 Chron 16:3. Kim, Linguistic Variability, 123–4. 

153 Wright, Evidence, 45.  
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parallels between 1 Kings 15:19 and 2 Chron 16:3 are cited. For example, Rooker, as 

well as Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd, identify no distinction between these two 

passages, even though the syntax of 1 Kings 15:19a shows the absence of the ו before the 

third ןיב , while the syntax of 2 Chron 16:3a shows the presence of the ו before the third 

ןיב .154  

A more problematic observation is that diachronic comparisons are made between 

the texts of Lev 10:10, Ezek 22:26, and 44:23, with little to no mention of the syntactic 

and lexical/morphological distinctions between each verse. None of the scholars discuss 

the fact of different grammatical and syntactic arrangements and the resultant impact on 

meaning and difference. Yet these verses are considered equivalent. Leviticus 10:10 

shows a non-finite hiphil infinitive followed by the fourfold ןיב . Ezekiel 22:26 reveals 

two finite verb clauses of ל + ןיב  followed by the hiphil perfect. Ezekiel 44:23 contains 

two finite verb clauses where the hiphil imperfect brackets the two compound clauses. 

We can also include the syntax of 4Q266 frg. 3 ii 23 (CD A 6:17–18) and frg. 9 ii 6–7a 

(CD A 12:19–20), both of which reveal a structure of compounded infinitive phrases.155 

The syntactic sets are listed below for each verse (right to left): 

 

 

 

154 Rooker, Transition, 117; Young, Rezetko, and Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating, 123.  
155 Robert A. Kugler and Kyung S. Baek, Leviticus at Qumran: Text and Interpretation, VTSup 173 (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 64 and 

66; Joseph M. Baumgarten, Qumran Cave 4, XIII: The Damascus Document (4Q266–273), DJD 18 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1996), 41–2, 
69. These texts are not proper translations of Lev 10:10, or of Ezek 22:26 and 44:23, even though many include these texts as 
comparable to Lev 10:10. The partially restored text of 4Q299 13a 1–3 is too fragmentary to adduce similarities. Line 1 could be 
rendered as ◦ טה ןיב לוÀח  (“profane between imp[ure]”). Elgvin, referencing Lev 10:10, suggests the restored text as “between the holy 
and the] profane, between the impu[re and the pure.” Torleif Elgvin et al., Qumran Cave 4, XV, Sapiential Texts, Part 1, DJD 20 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1997), 53–4. Line 2 does not support the full context of Lev 10:10. Elgyin cites Milik, who reconstructs frg. 13b 
2 as, “ ]He made you rule (or ]He likened you[).” Elgvin, DJD 20, 54. Milik’s reconstruction eliminates references to “profane” and 
“impure.” This is appropriate as לוח  can also mean “sand.” The absence of an additional ןיב  (or even ל) eliminates the text as a viable 
candidate for the fourfold ןיב . This is contra. Kugler and Baek, who identify similarities to Lev 10:10; Ezek 22:26; 42:20; and 44:23. 
Kugler and Baek, Leviticus at Qumran, 71. 
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Lev 10:10:  [(Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ) infv] 
Ezek 22:26:   [(pf אל  (Z ל + Yi ןיבו )) + (pf אל  (Xiל + Wi ןיב ))] 
Ezek 44:23:  [((impf (Z ל + Yi ןיבו )) + ((Xiל + Wi ןיב ) impf))] 
4Q266 frg. 3 ii 23:  [((Z ל + Yi ןיב ) infv ו) + ((Xiל + Wi ןיב ) infv)] 
4Q266 frg. 9 ii 6–7a:  [((Z ל + Yi ןיב ) infv ו) + ((Xiל + Wi ןיב ) infv)] 

 
The differences between the sequences is striking. Leviticus 10:10 shows one infinitive 

phrase of four compounded nominals, while Ezek 22:26 and 44:23 contain two paired 

sequences of compound finite clauses, and 4Q266 frg. 3 ii 23 and frg. 9 ii 6–7a reveal 

compounded infinitive phrases. Yet Hurvitz, Rooker, and Kim, and we can also identify 

Milgrom, supply the Ezekiel texts as comparable support for diachronic shift.156 Rooker 

goes so far as to dissect Lev 10:10 into two sections to visually show how the “diachronic 

shift is beautifully demonstrated in parallel texts” with Ezek 22:26.157 

Lev 10:10 לחה ןיבו  שדקה  ןיב  לידבהלו   
Ezek 22:26 ולידבה לח  שדק ל ןיב   
  
Lev 10:10 רוהטה ןיב  אמטה ו ןיבו   
Ezek 22:26 רוהט אמטה ל ןיבו   

 
The net result undermines the syntax of Lev 10:10 by forcing the verse into the schema of 

Ezek 22:26 while eliminating the final infinitive of verse 26. The mere fact that different 

contexts contain the same nominals does not equal syntactic agreement, nor does it prove 

diachronic progression. 

The problems noted above are indeed many. However, we must take a moment to 

engage with Barr’s analysis of ןיב  before summarizing our findings. Curiously, Barr’s 

 

156 Hurvitz, Priestly Source, 113. Rooker, Transition, 117. Kim does not discuss Ezek 44:23. Kim, Linguistic Variability, 124. 
Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 615. 

157 Rooker, Transition, 117. The parallels with underlined emphasis are from Rooker. Zwartz similarly eliminates one pair each 
from Ezek 22:26 and 44:23. Zwartz, “Between,” 166. 
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examination does not include the threefold ןיב  or the fourfold ןיב . He defines countable 

pairs only as “having the form ‘between X and Y.’”158 Although he does acknowledge 

the presence of the threefold ןיב , he claims that the sequence “between X and Y and Z … 

counts as one pair.”159 Barr supplies 2 Kings 11:17 as an example, and translates the 

phrase in this way: “between Yahweh and the king and the people.”160 The phrase is 

literally: םעה ןיבו ךלמה ןיבו הוהי ןיב  (“between Yhwh, and between the king, and between 

the people”). If it serves as one pair, then which nominal stands paired? How is any 

pairing identified? Barr offers no reason to support the supposition. The grammar and 

syntax provide no indication that one conjunction or preposition stands apart from all 

others. The syntax for 2 Kings 11:17a contains a structure of [Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיב ], 

representing a classic compound construction.161 Rather than identifying this as a pair, as 

Barr suggests, a more fitting solution perceives a triadic compound prepositional phrase. 

All three parties (Yhwh, the king, and the people) are co-constituents of Jehoiada’s תירב  

(“covenant”).162 To treat this as a pair ignores the syntax.  

Barr likely regards the fourfold ןיב  as a linguistic pair. While he does identify Lev 

10:10 and 11:47 as containing four ןיב , he also asserts, “I do not see that there is any 

difference at all between these passages and … [Lev 20:25].”163 Yet Lev 20:25 contains a 

 

158 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 3.  
159 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 3.  
160 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 3. For a similar structural conclusion with a different referent, see: Zwartz, “Between,” 174–5. 
161 Most of the witnesses syntactically align (MT; TJ; Mα; 𝔊; V; and VCl). The Peshitta reveals a different construction              

[ Z ܘ + Y %$#ܕ + X ܠ[ //MT equiv. [Z ו + Y ןיבב  + X ל]. This structure separates the name of god from the king and the people. In 
addition, ܕ#$%   is prefixed with a ד//ܕ, which, according to Nöldeke, indicates instrumentality. Nöld KSG, 171. 

162 Mark S. Smith, The Early History of God: Yahweh and the Other Deities in Ancient Israel (Grand Rapids:. Eerdmans, 2002), 
185. See also: Burt O. Long, 2 Kings, FOTL 10 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 152; Michael Avioz, Nathan’s Oracle (2 Samuel 7) 
and Its Interpreters, BIH 5 (New York: Lang, 2005), 107. For a survey on interpretations including diachronic and scribal errors, see: 
Luke E. Ijezie, The Interpretation of the Hebrew Word עמ  (People) in Samuel–Kings (Bern: Lang, 2007), 289–91. The debate seems to 
center on v. 17b and how it relates to v. 17a.  

163 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 7, also p. 4. For other alternating ל + ןיב  sequences with four variables, and where the third ןיב  
contains the ו prefix, see: Gen 1:7 is ל + NP + ןיבו i+ ל + NP + ןיב  (cf. Ezek 44:23 as ל + ןיבו + ל + ןיב ). Deut 17:8 contains a unique 
construction: ל + ןיבו + ל + ןיב + ל + ןיב . Ezek 22:26 is not included because the pair is separated by a verb. An additional 4 verses 
contain the sequence without the ו on the third ןיב : Num 30:17 ( ל + ןיב + ל + ןיב ); Mal 3:18 (NP + ל + NP + ןיב + ל + ןיב );i2 Chron 19:10 
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syntactic pattern different from either Lev 10:10 or 11:47, as the following sets 

demonstrate:  

Lev 10:10:  [(Z ןיבו  + Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ) infv] 
Lev 11:47:   [((rc)Z ןיבו  + (np)Yi ןיבו  + Xi ןיבו  + Wi ןיב ) infv] 
Lev 20:25:  [((Z ל + (np)Yi ןיבו ) + (Xiל + (np)Wi ןיב )) pf] 
 

The evidence above shows that Lev 10:10 and 11:47 are in syntactic agreement, with the 

addition of a noun phrase and restrictive clause following the final two nominals in Lev 

11:47. In both of these verses the first ןיב  is followed by three unbroken ןיבו . The syntax 

shows four compounded nominals. In Lev 20:25 the text contains two ל, neither of which 

are prefixed by a ו or suffixed by a ןיב . The syntax of Lev 20:25 indicates two categorical 

pairs, where ל is functioning coordinatively. Barr explains this coordination of ל + ןיב  as 

“between … and,” which he acknowledges is “partially distinct” from ןיבו + ןיב .164 But 

this partial distinction does not appear to carry over into his translation of these three 

verses. For example, he translates Lev 10:10 as containing two separate pairs, 

distinguished by “the categories holy and non-holy, clean and unclean,” which we 

identified as Type ?α: [between W and X, Y and Z].165 Barr further translates Lev 20:25 

as “between the clean animals and the unclean and between the unclean birds and the 

clean.”166 Barr’s translation is modeled like Type Aβ, which is the Greek translation for 

Lev 10:10, as in: [between W and X, and between Y and Z]. The difference between his 

translations demonstrates an error in methodology. Barr inexplicably drops the ו before 

 

( לו i+ ל + ל + ןיב + ל + ןיב ); and Ezek 10:6 ( ל + ןיבמ + ל + ןיבמ ). Hardy II regards the latter as nouns rather than prepositions. Humphrey 
H. Hardy II, “Diachronic Development in Biblical Hebrew Prepositions: A Case Study in Grammaticalization” (PhD diss., University 
of Chicago, 2014), 137. 

164 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 12 and  7. 
165 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 7. 
166 I have removed the transliterations. Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 4. 
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the third ןיב  in his translation of Lev 10:10 while retaining the ןיבו  in his translation of 

Lev 20:25. Leviticus 10:10 thereby conforms to Barr’s model of two syntactic pairs 

despite the absence of syntactic pairing in the Hebrew. At no point does Barr address the 

question of why the fourfold ןיב  must be translated into two pairs. And while Barr’s focus 

centers on the ל + ןיב  pattern, the evidence of Lev 20:25 does not prove that ל also equals 

ןיב  or ןיבו . Even in his own translation, ל always equals ו when following a ןיב .167 Barr 

ignores the syntax of both the threefold and fourfold ןיב  sequences, while including them 

as pairings for his study on the twofold ןיב . Barr’s hypothesis on ןיב  (for occurrences 

greater than 2) is unsustainable. 

What is perhaps more confusing is Barr’s conclusions concerning ןיב . He 

contradicts his own statement on the preeminence of syntax, with respect to ןיב  in a latter 

publication, and disregards his statement on the importance of syntactic non-

transgression. He justifies this syntactic transgression by explaining that select word pairs 

“form within a certain area a recognized and technical system by which relevant realities 

may be classified.”168 He cites, as his only illustration, “the two pairs ‘holy’ and 

‘profane,’ ‘clean’ and ‘unclean.’”169 When word pairs express a known technical or 

classificatory reality, then, according to Barr’s reasoning, syntax can be disregarded. This 

assertion contradicts his prior claim. How can a known and recognized system violate the 

inviolable governance of the syntactic environment? We can restate his justification in 

these words: as long as consensus recognizes that select pairs correspond to a relevant 

reality, then this is sufficient grounds to disregard syntax without explanation. While 

 

167 Barr, “Ben ‘Between’,” 1, and 16. 
168 Barr, Time, 153. 
169 Barr, Time, 154. 
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many problems are apparent in Barr’s work, two related fallacies stand out: the fallacy of 

the prevalent proof, and ipse dixit.170 Who holds the keys to determine what qualifies as a 

known reality? By what logic is syntax nullified? A more fitting solution is to disregard 

Barr’s justifications while retaining his call for syntactic adherence.  

We are now able to summarize our discoveries on the critical debates. First, few 

studies acknowledge the relevance of syntactic constructions with three or more ןיב . In 

fact, to my knowledge, no study has examined the threefold ןיב  or the fourfold ןיב . 

Second, studies on ןיב  feature single occurrences, the twofold ןיב , or diachronic shifts 

from ןיבו + ןיב  to ל + ןיב . Third, where occurrences of ןיב  are greater than two they are 

nonetheless accounted as two. Fourth, in instances where verses share nominals (Lev 

10:10; Ezek 22:26; 44:23), the translation and explanation default to diachronic 

explanations favoring ל + ןיב  while contorting the fourfold ןיב  into conformity with 

subsequent texts. This indicates a mistaken tendency to generalize such observations as 

“synonymous readings.”171 To quote Shemaryahu Talmon, “There is no justification for 

applying to these [synonymous] readings such terms as early and late, primary and 

secondary, original and copy.”172 Fifth, an examination of Barr’s work on ןיב  reveals an 

instinct to group two or more ןיב  into a paired construction. This breaks his own rule on 

the inviolability of syntax, which rule-breaking he justifies on unsound grounds of known 

classificatory realities.  

 

170 For the “fallacy of the prevalent proof,” see: David H. Fischer, Historians’ Fallacies: Toward a Logic of Historical Thought 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1970), 51–3.  

171 Shemaryahu Talmon, “Synonymous Readings in the Textual Traditions of the Old Testament,” in Studies in the Bible, ed. 
Chaim Rabin, ScrHier 8 (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1961), 335–88 (335). For distinction between near synonymity and absolute 
synonymity, see: Stephen L. Shead, Radical Frame Semantics and Biblical Hebrew: Exploring Lexical Semantics, BIS 108 (Leiden: 
Brill 2011), 16–8. 

172 Talmon, “Synonymous Readings,” 337. 
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Finally and most importantly, at no point in this investigation did an author 

consider the fourfold ןיב  as one unbroken phrase. In my research I found only three 

relevant statements pertaining to the fourfold ןיב , but no serious interrogation. First, 

Naphtali S. Meshel explains that the fourfold ןיב  “syntactic chain … always designates 

two distinct dichotomies which do not overlap.”173 Second, Susan Brayford, in her 

analysis of the 𝔊 of Gen 3:15a (Type A), reasons that the English translation adjusts for 

readability, because in English, “the preposition ‘between’ is not repeated.”174 Third, 

Everson summarizes his study of Old Latin by concluding, “of the thirty-one occurrences 

of ןיב … ןיב  in the Book of Genesis, there are only four instances with the awkward 

redundancy of prepositions.”175 Everson identifies Gen 3:15a and 13:8a as two pairs of 

two ןיב  sequences.176 We can synthesize the above statements into two categories. The 

first category (Meshel) claims a prima facie presumption of two dichotomous pairs. The 

second category (Brayford and Everson) claims a prima facie convenience concerning the 

language of reception. Neither help our understanding of the fourfold ןיב . But they do 

indicate the problem at hand. The intellectual mindset either ignores the phenomenon of 

the fourfold ןיב , regards it as unquestionably dichotomous, or considers it too laborious 

and awkward for reader reception. The ןיבו + ןיבו + ןיבו + ןיב  constructions are forced into 

two pairs of “between W and X, and between Y and Z” translations, which ignore the 

grammar, deform the syntax, subvert the semantics, and violate the meaning. Our 

attention turns to the Masoretic system of accents and its implications for ןיב .  

 

173 Naphtali S. Meshel, “Food for Thought: Systems of Categorization in Leviticus 11,” HTR 101/2 (April 2008): 203–229 (222). 
174 Susan Brayford, Genesis, BSCS, eds. Stanley E. Porter, Richard S. Hess, and John Jarick (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 28. 
175 Everson, “Vetus Latina,” 533. See: Gen 9:13, 16–17; and 17:7. 
176 Everson, “Vetus Latina,” 529. 
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3.4. The Masoretic System for ןיב   

The Masoretic system grew over a period of four hundred years (600 CE to 1000 

CE) and serves three recognized purposes: to indicate stress, musicality, and 

punctuation.177 The debate continues as to which purpose preceded the others, which 

takes precedence over the others, and under what conditions one is favored (e.g., 

exegetical, cantillation, chant, oratorial, etc.). The premise on which the Masoretic 

system is built is hierarchically organized, is “more or less symmetrical,” and betrays “a 

rigid adherence to a dichotomy” in every verse.178 The Masoretic system is defined as a 

“binary branching system” that some term “the dichotomy of the verse” and “the law of 

the continuous dichotomy—the simple principle that regulates the division of the 

verse.”179 This means that each verse operates according to a pivot, forming, as it were, a 

linguistic mitosis, where each side bifurcates into smaller dichotomic components, the 

quantity of which being limited by the length of the verse. And while this system is 

considered to be a “relatively reliable witness,” even so, as Paul Joüon and Muraoka 

observe, versification “does not always accord with logic.”180 The division of the text into 

verses is a product of tradition rather than of a known methodology.181 And though the 

 

177 For date range, see: Joshua Blau, Phonology and Morphology of Biblical Hebrew: An Introduction, LSAWS 2 (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 7. For the marker of stress, see: Sung Jin Park, “‘Pointing to the Accents in the Scroll’: Functional 
Development of the Masoretic Accents in the Hebrew Bible,” HS 55 (2014): 73–88 (esp. 73–80). 

178 For symmetry, see: Park, “Pointing,” 73. For dichotomy, see: Marjo C. A. Korpel, “Introduction to the Series Pericope,” in 
Delimitation Criticism: A New Tool in Biblical Scholarship, eds. Marjo C. A. Korpel and Josef M. Oesch, PSWRA1 (Assen: Van 
Gorcum, 2000), 1–50 (35). For an introduction to the Masoretic system, see: Miles B. Cohen, The System of Accentuation in the 
Hebrew Bible, (Minneapolis, MN: Milco, 1969), 35–42. For trichotomic structures, see: Raymond de Hoop, “‘Trichotomy’ in 
Masoretic Accentuation in Comparison with the Delimitation of Units in the Versions: With Special Attention to the Introduction to 
Direct Speech,” in Unit Delimitation in Biblical Hebrew and Northwest Semitic Literature, eds. Marjo C. A. Korpel and Josef M. 
Oesch, PSWRA 4 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 2003), 33–60.  

179 For “binary branching system,” see: Sung Jin Park, The Fundamentals of Hebrew Accents: Divisions and Exegetical Roles 
Beyond Syntax (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 14. For the final two quotations, see: William Wickes, Two Treatises 
on the Accentuation of the Old Testament: On Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; On the Twenty-one Prose Books (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1887), 29. 

180 For relative reliability, see: IBHS, 30. For logic, see: GBH, 1:63.  
181 Revell, “Accents-Hierarchy,” 62. Geoffrey Khan notes the syntax and exegesis of the 𝔊 and the Pesher from Qumran doesn’t 

always correspond with the Tiberian system of accents. Geoffrey Khan, The Tiberian Pronunciation Tradition of Biblical Hebrew, 
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Masorites did not always believe in the dichotomy of the verse, they nevertheless adopted 

the dichotomic model as their system.182 This makes the permissibility of non-dyadic 

readings exceedingly difficult.  

As we turn to examine the texts where the fourfold ןיב  is found, we are struck by 

the apparent absence of logic on versification. There appears to be no rhyme or reason as 

to why sentences are dispersed across multiple verses. For example, Lev 10:10 is, as we 

propose, part of one sentence spanning vv. 8–11; and Lev 11:47 is part of one sentence 

spanning vv. 46–47, just as Ezek 47:18a is part of the sentence spanning vv. 17–18. The 

remaining verses are a sentence in themselves: Gen 3:15a; Gen 13:8a; 1 Sam 20:42e; 1 

Kings 15:19a; and 2 Chron 16:3a. Other than the unique circumstance of the ןמ  

preposition in Ezek 47:18a, the Masoretes confusion may lie in how to versify infinitives, 

as found in Lev 10:10 and 11:47. And there could be some truth to this confusion. If we 

focus on Lev 10:10 as illustrative because of the infinitive less a finite verb, we are faced 

with Lev 10:11, which has both an infinitive and a finite verb. Perhaps an infinitive is 

permitted to lead a verse even when a finite is present in subordinate position. The text 

offers no insight as to why an infinitive, with or without a finite verb, is designated as the 

start of a verse. A brief scan of the placement of hiphil infinitives in the Hebrew Bible is 

warranted. 

In prose contexts, an infinitive is often found in the middle of a verse, but it can 

also be located at the beginning or at the end of a verse.183 In Exod 35:34 (infinitive with 

 

Volume 1, SLC 1 (Cambridge: Open Book, 2020), 52. Penkower explains version division as orally transmitted, an assumption the 
Mishnah preserves in Megillah 4:4. Jordan S. Penkower, “Verse Divisions in the Hebrew Bible,” VT 50/3 (2000): 379–93 (379).  

182 Korpel, “Introduction,” 35. 
183 The verses that follow examines the H-stem infinitive construct. It does not include poetic or prophetic texts, excluding Eccl. 

A more thoroughgoing study is needed covering the entire corpus. For select references where the hiphil infinitive is in first position, 
see: Exod 35:34; Lev 10:10; 11:47; 14:57; Num 9:19; 10:7; Deut 4:38; 2 Sam 3:10; 2 Chron 2:8(2:9 [Eng]); 33:12; 34:14; Esth 1:4, 7, 
11; 2:12, 15; Neh 10:36. For select verses where the infinitive is in last position, see: Gen 6:20; 27:5; 30:42; 37:18, 22; Exod 4:24; 
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prefix ל) and Esth 1:7 (infinitive with no prefixed preposition) a hiphil infinitive fronts 

the self-contained sentence. In Exod 35:34 the infinitive is followed by ןתנ  (“give”) in the 

perfect indicating a union of thought. Esther 1:7 shows no such connectivity with any 

finite verb in the verse and sentence. Other infinitives start a complete sentence in the 

verse while prefixing a ב or כ to the fronted infinitive. Even so, the majority of fronted 

infinitives are not regarded as starting a sentence.184 From this cursory perspective, it 

appears that the Masoretic methodology of versifying H-stem infinitives is random, 

though we can posit that they favored minimizing a fronted position in both the sentence 

and verse. The examples demonstrate that infinitives were permitted to front a sentence, 

front a verse, end a verse, and end a sentence. This is not particularly illuminating. Our 

attention returns to versification. 

The problem with versification is the apparently ad hoc methodology and the 

rigidity imposed by the Masoretic accents. Versification is the delimitation upon which 

the dichotomic system is based. Once a verse is determined as ending, the major 

disjunctive system is put into motion by the two dominant accents silluq (◌ֽ) and atnaḥ 

(◌֑).185 According to Ernest J. Revell, “Silluq marks the end of a verse, an independent 

semantic unit.”186 Versification congeals the self-sufficiency of the verse, while silluq 

containerizes the verse as a conceptual whole. Each text progresses from silluq to silluq, 

that is, from one independent container to the next. And within each container is found 

 

23:2; 24:12; 36:6; Lev 21:21; Num 22:25; Deut 1:27; 4:25; 7:17; 9:8, 18; 10:10; 1 Sam 2:25; 19:15; 20:36; 28:9; 1 Kings 18:9; 2 
Kings 17:17; 21:6; 2 Chron 22:3; 25:8; 33:6; 36:19; Esth 3:8; 8:8; Eccl 3:6; 4:10; .  

184 Infinitives with ל are regarded as continuing a sentence even though the infinitive fronts the verse, see: Lev 10:10; 11:47; 
14:57; Deut 4:38; 2 Sam 3:10; 2 Chron 2:8(2:9 [Eng]); Esth 1:11; Neh 10:36. For infinitives with ב prefix and a continuing sentence, 
though fronting the verse, see: Esth 1:4. 

185 The major disjunctives are disputed. Park identifies five major disjunctives. Park, Fundamentals, 109. Revell identifies three 
with two uncommon disjunctives. Revell, “Accents-Hierarchy,” 66. 

186 Revell, “Accents-Hierarchy,” 67. 
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the dichotomy of the verse. The second major disjunctive, the atnaḥ, divides the verse at 

its perceived center or pivot. But, the atnaḥ cannot operate unless the silluq is first 

defined, as predicated on the elusive foundation of versification.  

To illustrate the confusion for the fourfold ןיב , the following Masoretic verses are 

modeled: Lev 10:10 (a verse within a four-sentence range); Lev 11:47 (a verse within a 

two-sentence range); Gen 3:15 (a self-contained sentence where the fourfold ןיב  fronts the 

sentence); 1 Sam 20:42 (a self-contained verse where the fourfold ןיב  ends the sentence); 

and Ezek 47:18 (a verse within a two-sentence range, whose head verb is in the preceding 

verse).187 In Lev 10:10 the silluq (◌ֽ) is on ַרוֹהֽטָּה  (“the unclean”) and the atnaḥ (◌֑) on 

ֹחהַ ל֑  (“the profane”). According to the accenting system, both indicate a hard disjunctive, 

which could indicate a punctuated pause or breathing mark in addition to cadence. 

Leviticus 11:47 shows silluq under the niphal impf ֵלכֵֽאָת  (“eat”) and atnaḥ on ַֹהטָּה ר֑  (“the 

clean”). Both of these verses are incomplete as sentences. Genesis 3:15 reveals silluq 

under ָבקֵֽ ע  (“heel”) and atnaḥ on ַהּעָ֑רְז  (“her seed”), being the last nominal of the fourfold 

ןיב . In 1 Sam 20:42, the silluq is located under םלָֽוֹע  (“forever”) and the atnaḥ on ְםוֹל֑שָׁל  

(“in peace”). In this verse the fourfold ןיב  is placed before the end of the verse. The silluq 

of Ezek 47:18 is situated under ָהמָידִֽק  (“east”) with the atnaḥ on ָּוּדּמֹ֑ת  (“you (pl) shall 

measure”), which, like 1 Sam 20:42, follows after the final nominal in the fourfold ןיב . In 

the following diagram, the braces underneath each verse indicate the major dichotomies 

as delimited by these two disjunctive accents.  

 

 

187 1 Kings 15:19 and 2 Chron 16:3 is similar to Gen 3:15. Gen 13:8 is a self-contained sentence with the fourfold ןיב  occupying 
the middle.  
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Lev 10:10 ּֽ׃רוֹהֽטָּהַ ןיבֵ֥וּ אמֵ֖טָּהַ ןיבֵ֥וּ לחֹ֑הַ ןיבֵ֣וּ שׁדֶקֹּ֖הַ ןיבֵּ֥ לידִּ֔בְהַלֲו  
  
Lev 11:47 ְֹל רשֶׁ֖אֲ היָּ֔חַהַֽ ן֙יבֵוּ תלֶכֶ֔אֱנֶּהַֽ ה֙יָּחַהַֽ ןיבֵ֤וּ רהֹ֑טָּהַ ןיבֵ֣וּ אמֵ֖טָּהַ ןיבֵּ֥ לידִּ֕בְהַל פ  ׃לכֵֽאָתֵ א֥  
  
Gen 3:15 ְֹר ֣¾פְוּשׁיְ אוּה֚ הּעָ֑רְזַ ןיבֵ֣וּ ֖¾עֲרְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ השָּׁ֔אִהָֽ ןיבֵ֣וּ ֙¾נְיבֵּֽ תישִׁ֗אָ ׀הבָ֣יאֵו ס  ׃בקֵֽעָ וּנּפֶ֥וּשׁתְּ התָּ֖אַוְ שׁא֔  
  
1 Sam 
20:42 

ֹיּוַ   םוֹל֑שָׁלְ Çלֵ֣ דוִ֖דָלְ ןתָ֛נָוֹהיְ רמֶא֧

־דעַ ֖¾עֲרְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ יעִ֛רְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ ¾נֶ֗יבֵוּ ינִ֣יבֵּ ׀ה֣יֶהְיִֽ הוָ֞היְ רמֹ֔אלֵ ה֙וָהיְ םשֵׁ֤בְּ וּנחְנַ֗אֲ וּנינֵ֜שְׁ וּנעְבַּ֨שְׁנִ ר֩שֶׁאֲ 
פ  ׃םלָֽוֹע  

  
Ezek 
47:18 

 ם֥יָּהַ־לעַ לוּב֛גְּמִ ןדֵּ֔רְיַּהַ ל֙אֵרָשְׂיִ ץרֶאֶ֤ ןיבֵּ֨מִוּ דעָ֜לְגִּהַ ןיבֵּ֨מִוּ ק֩שֶׂמֶּדַּ־ןיבֵּמִוּ ןרָ֣וְחַ ןיבֵּ֣מִ םידִ֡קָ תאַ֣פְוּ
  וּדּמֹ֑תָּ ינִ֖וֹמדְקַּהַ

 
׃המָידִֽקָ תאַ֥פְּ תאֵ֖וְ   
  

The above model demonstrates that the major disjunctives fix the boundaries of 

versification. If the fourfold ןיב  stands alone in the verse, then logically, according to the 

accenting system, the silluq ends the verse on the final nominal of the fourfold ןיב  and the 

atnaḥ stands under the second nominal. This is the case for both Lev 10:10 and 11:47. 

But if the fourfold ןיב  is fronted in a self-contained sentence, as in Gen 3:15 (also Gen 

13:8; 1 Kings 15:19; and 2 Chron 16:3), then the atnaḥ is located under the final nominal 

of the fourfold ןיב .188 If the fourfold ןיב  is also in a self-contained sentence, but located at 

the end, as in 1 Sam 20:42, then neither of the major disjunctives are involved within the 

fourfold ןיב ; though we might presume that had the phrase ַםלָֽוֹע־דע  (“forever”) not ended 

the sentence, then the silluq would have landed on the final nominal of the fourfold ןיב . 

 

188 Ezek 47:18 reveals a different accenting pattern that, for our purposes, relies on the minor accent system. This lies beyond the 
scope of this paper. 
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The same applies to Ezek 47:18, even though the majority of the verse is identified by the 

atnaḥ. 

But we can take this a step further. Every occurrence of the fourfold ןיב  is beset 

with accents bifurcating the contents into two pairs. For example, the nominals of Lev 

10:10 contain additional accents: two ṭifḥa (◌֖) under ַֹקּה שׁדֶ֖  (“the holy”) and ַאמֵ֖טָּה  (“the 

clean”); the conjunctive mereka (◌֥) under the first, third, and fourth ןיב  (as in: ֵּ֥ןיב  ןיבֵ֣וּ ,

ןיבֵ֥וּ , and); and the munaḥ (◌֣) under the second ןיב  (as in: ּןיבֵ֣ו ).189 In the following 

diagram, the Masoretic accents are identified under each word for easy identification to 

illustrate the hierarchic dichotomy.  

                                               Silluq Domain                                  Atnaḥ Domain     
 

 silluq                    ṭifḥa                    atnaḥ                    ṭifḥa          I 
 

׃רוֹהֽטָּהַ     ןיבֵּ֥וּ     אמֵ֖טָּהַ     ןיבֵ֥וּ       לחֹ֑הַ       ןיבֵ֣וּ     שׁדֶקֹּ֖הַ     ןיבֵּ֥     I     
silluq + mereka + ṭifḥa + mereka + atnaḥ + munah + ṭifḥa + mereka I 

 

The same logic applies to all verses of the fourfold ןיב . The five verses noted 

previously are presented below with major disjunctive and select minor disjunctives. Lev 

10:10 and 11:47 adheres to the same major disjunctives as discussed. In Gen 3:15, since 

the atnaḥ is located at the end of the fourfold ןיב , another major disjunctive, the little 

zaqef (◌֔), is introduced on ָֽהשָּׁ֔אִה  (“the woman”) to bifurcate the phrase. In 1 Sam 20:42, 

the revia (◌֗) on ּךָנֶ֗יבֵו  (“and between you”), indicates a pause or rest, while the ṭifḥa. (◌֖) 

on ַעֲרְז¾֖  (“and your seed”) creates another disjunctive break for the fourfold ןיב . 

Interestingly, Ezek 47:18 displays a different formation. The pašṭa (◌֙) is found on the 

 

189 According to Revell, the ṭifḥa regularly appears before the silluq and the atnaḥ. Revell, “Accents-Hierarchy,” 62. 
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second and third ּןיבֵּ֨מִו  (“and from between”) and on ִל֙אֵרָשְׂי  (“Israel”), the final nominal in 

the phrase.190 The conjunctive-pausal teliša (◌֩) on ַּק֩שֶׂמֶּד  (“Damascus”) denotes a minor 

pause. Thus, Ezek 47:18 stands out as unique among the other fourfold ןיב , which is 

likely why the verse retains the most consistency among the witnesses. The absence of 

the pašṭa for the first ּןיבֵּמִו  is curious; this is likely due to its connectivity with Damascus 

by maqqef. This is perhaps why the Masorites placed the munaḥ (◌֣) under ַןרָ֣וְח  

(“Hauran”) to indicate both conjunction and pause. A division is assumed based on 

geographic location. The verses below illustrate the Masoretic dichotomic mindset with 

the major and some of the minor disjunctives denoted. 

Lev 10:10 ֵּ֥רוֹהֽטָּהַ ןיבֵּ֥וּ  אמֵ֖טָּהַ ןיבֵ֥וּ  לחֹ֑הַ ןיבֵ֣וּ  שׁדֶקֹּ֖הַ ןיב  
  
Lev 11:47 ֵֹּ֥ל רשֶׁ֖אֲ היָּ֔חַהַֽ ן֙יבֵוּ  תלֶכֶ֔אֱנֶּהַֽ ה֙יָּחַהַֽ ןיבֵ֤וּ  רהֹ֑טָּהַ ןיבֵ֣וּ  אמֵ֖טָּהַ ןיב לכֵֽאָתֵ א֥  
  
Gen 3:15 ֵּֽהּעָ֑רְזַ ןיבֵ֣וּ  ֖¾עֲרְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ  השָּׁ֔אִהָֽ ןיבֵ֣וּ  ֙¾נְיב  
  
1 Sam 20:42 ֵּעֲרְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ  יעִ֛רְזַ ןיבֵ֥וּ  ¾נֶ֗יבֵוּ  ינִ֣יב¾֖  
  
Ezek 47:18 ִל֙אֵרָשְׂיִ ץרֶאֶ֤ ןיבֵּ֨מִוּ  דעָ֜לְגִּהַ ןיבֵּ֨מִוּ    ק֩שֶׂמֶּדַּ־ןיבֵּמִוּ   ןרָ֣וְחַ ןיבֵּ֣מ  
  
  

We could continue with the minor disjunctives, substitute disjunctives, and 

coordinative accents, which further dichotomize the verse and the fourfold ןיב , but we 

have addressed enough to form conclusions. First, the Masoretic system is based on a 

versification complex whose rationale is unknown. Versification appears to be the 

mechanism that containerizes a thought or set of thoughts into a concrete, semantic 

whole, irrespective of whether a sentence is sliced apart or not. Versification is therefore 

 

190 The final pašṭa denotes a pausal form with continuation. 
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an exegetical act. Marjo C. A. Korpel explains: “The delimitation of lines in the 

Masoretic tradition, precious as it is, remains a single witness in most cases.”191 The 

Masoretic system of accents must not be regarded as the conclusive interpretation, but as 

another much later witness. This investigation reasons that the fourfold ןיב  demonstrates 

two syntactic witnesses in the Masoretic tradition: the Masoretic accents (Mα) are 

identified as Type Aβ for Lev 10:10, while the Masoretic Text (MT) is the consonantal 

texts of MT and adhere to Type A. 

Second, the system does not explain syntactic overrides. How do the accents 

justifiably enforce punctuation while contravening the syntax? If accents do override 

syntax, then what is the rationale behind such instances? It appears that the model of 

dichotomic hierarchy presumes that consonantal syntax is secondary to the dichotomy of 

the verse. This is doubtful. The consonantal form and the absence of versification 

precedes the accents and commands greater authority. The burden of proof lies in the 

Masoretic school to reason how and under what circumstances accents must override 

consonantal syntax. This does not imply that all accents are invalid. For example, one 

may claim that accents are uniquely suited for the so-called poetry sections of the Hebrew 

Bible. One can also imagine a system where chanting is encouraged for group 

participation in both prose and verse texts. After all, a chanting model slows the tempo 

and segments words into small components for easy recitation. And this could be one of 

many beneficial features of the Masoretic system. But tempo does not override syntax; 

instead it structures the meter or cadence of reading. In a system of chanting, all the 

 

191 Korpel, “Introduction,” 37. 
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words remain syntactically undisturbed while permitting a vocalic range that includes 

pausal forms and vocalic inflection.  

Third, the Masoretic mindset to dichotomize every verse guarantees a reductive, 

binary reading. Even a verse as small as Lev 10:10 is required to conform to the hard 

disjunctives denoted by the accents. This presents another exegetical layer on top of the 

exegetical layer of versification (i.e., the foundation upon which the Masoretic system 

was built).192 But if every verse is a dichotomy, then nothing is a dichotomy. One 

wonders how the major disjuncts would have operated had Lev 10:8–11 and Lev 11:46–

47 been rendered as one verse.  

Having addressed the witnesses, the scholarly debates on ןיב , and the Masoretic 

system of accents, we can conclude that the evidence reveals substantive inconsistencies, 

and a mistaken or incognizant appraisal of syntax; both of which define and encourage an 

interpretation that may deviate from the consonantal text. We will now turn our attention 

to other fourfold constructions in the Hebrew Bible and how they are regarded by 

scholarship. 

3.5. Other Fourfold Constructions 

The fourfold ןיב  is not an exclusive phenomenon in the Hebrew Bible. In fact, 

other prefixed and separated fourfold constructs exist that function as a unified compound 

prepositional phrase. Prefixed forms are found in fourfold ב,iל, and כ patterns. To my 

knowledge there is only one additional separative form: the fourfold ךותב  (“within” or 

 

192 TCHB, 68. 
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“into”). The following survey examines select occurrences to determine how popular 

translations render each phrase. 

The fourfold ב is modeled as [Z בו  + Y בו  + X בו  + W ב] and is found in a number 

of passages, three of which are highlighted in the discussion below: Gen 7:21; Exod 8:17 

[21 Eng.]; and 2 Chron 21:14.193 In Gen 7:21 the fourfold phrase is contextualized as part 

of the terminal discussion pertaining to the Noahic flood narrative. The verse begins by 

informing the reader of the flood’s mortal impact upon all life. The fourfold ב follows 

thereafter to detail the perished constituency: ץראה־לע ץרשה ץרשב־לכבו היחבו המהבבו ףועב  

(“with the bird, and with the cattle, and with the beast, and with all the swarming swarm 

on the earth”).194 The majority of translators do not dichotomize this phrase, even though 

many do eliminate some of the definite articles, prepositions, and conjunctions in line 

with current grammatical standards.195 It appears that the majority regard the fourfold ב in 

this context as one undivided compound prepositional phrase, thus retaining syntax. 

In Exod 8:17 Moses is told by Yhwh to speak to Pharoah to let his people go. If 

Pharoah does not, god warns he will send swarms of flies. The fourfold ב identifies the 

affected objects of the plague: ךיתבבו ךמעבו ךידבעבו ךב  (“upon you, and upon your 

 

193 For fourfold ב, see: Gen 47:17; Exod 8:17; 31:3; 38:23; Deut 1:7; 28:27; 28:48; Dan 11:38; Ezra 1:4; 1 Chron 12:41; 15:28; 2 
Chron 15:14; 21:14. For 5-fold ב, see: Gen 1:26; 7:21; Deut 14:26; 26:8; 1 Sam 13:6; 14:47; 2 Chron 2:6; and Judg 11:26. For 6-fold 
 ב see: Deut 28:22; 1 Chron 13:8. For a lengthy complex mix of ,ב see: Lev 14:52; Deut 4:34; Josh 12:8; and 2 Sam 6:5. For 7-fold ,ב
and מ, see: Exod 7:28. For alternations of ב and בו , see: Deut 6:7; 11:19; and 2 Chron 2:13.  

194 I regard ב expresses accompaniment (“with”) rather than specification (“of”). Both genitival forms are appropriate for this 
context. For a similar translation, see: “of the birds, and of the cattle, and of the beasts, and of all the swarming creatures that swarm 
upon the earth.” Adina Moshavi, Word Order in the Biblical Hebrew Finite Clause: A Syntactic and Pragmatic Analysis of Preposing, 
LSAWS 4 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 131.  

195 For translations eliminating all definite articles and prepositions, see: “birds and cattle and beasts and all swarmers.” IBHS, 
198. For translations retaining the singular but eliminating the article, see: “both of fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and of every 
creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.” Robert Sheldon, The Long Ascent, Volume 2: Genesis 1–11 in Science and Myth 
(Eugene, OR: Resource Publications, 2019), 177. For translations eliminating all definite articles, prepositions and conjunctions, see: 
“birds, livestock, wild animals, all the creatures that swarm over the earth.” Kenneth A. Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, NAC 1A 
(Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1996), 379. 
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servants, and upon your people, and upon your houses”).196 This verse is translated as one 

compound prepositional phrase, or as two pairs.197 The majority appear to favor retaining 

the Hebrew syntax. For the few who render the phrase into two pairs, clarity remains 

elusive as to why or in which way the pairs correspond. For example, how are “you” and 

“your servants” explained as one category while “your people” and “your houses” stand 

as another category? What is gained by such pairing? How are people and houses related 

and/or bundled together as a pair? Perhaps a more reasonable method would be to treat 

all people as one category and leave the house as its own category. Or, better still, to 

retain the syntax, as the majority do, and not divide the fourfold ב. 

In 2 Chron 21:14 Elijah writes a letter to Jehoram, pronouncing a pending 

calamity from Yhwh. He explains that god will ףגנ  (“strike”) the people of Judah with a 

great plague. The fourfold ב features the locative objects affected by this plague: 

ךשיכר־לכבו ךישנבו ךינבבו ךמעב  (“upon your people, and upon your sons, and upon your 

wives, and upon all your possessions”). It appears that the majority understand this as one 

compound prepositional phrase rather than two pairs.198 

 

196 𝔊 retains the conjunction and preposition. Gurtner translates as: “upon you and upon your servants and upon your people and 
upon your house.” Daniel M. Gurtner, Exodus: A Commentary on the Greek Text of Codex Vaticanus, BSCS (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 55. 

197 For one compounded phrase where the conjunction is retained for the last ב and the preposition is supplied for all, see: 
Dozeman, “on you, on your servants, on your people, and on your houses.” Thomas B. Dozeman, Exodus, ECC (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2009), 225. For one compound phrase where the preposition is shown at the front, see: “upon you and your servants and 
your people and your houses.” Mark S. Smith, Exodus, NCBCOT 3 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2011), 42; “upon you, your 
courtiers, your people, and your houses.” Ronald E. Clements, Exodus, CBC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 50; 
“assault you, your courtiers, your people and houses.” Cornelis Houtman, Exodus 2: Chapter 7:14–19:25, HCOT 2 (Kampen: Kok, 
1993), 61. For two dyadic pairs, see: “on you and your officials, on your people and into your houses.” Douglas K. Stuart, Exodus, 
NAC 2 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 2006), 213.  

198 For one phrase where all but the first preposition and all but the final conjunction is omitted, see: “on your people, your 
children, your wives, and all your possessions.” Sar Japhet, I and II Chronicles, OTL (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1993), 804. 
For one phrase eliminating all ב in translation, see: “your people, your sons, your wives and everything that is yours.” John A. 
Thompson, 1, 2 Chronicles, NAC 9 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), 299. 
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As we turn to the fourfold ל [Z לו  + Y לו  + X לו  + W ל], we are struck by how few 

occurrences are found in the prose texts.199 Only one text fits our criterion: Num 29:39. 

Verse 39 summarizes the chapter by prescribing adherence to the ritual calendar. 

According to Rolf P. Knierim and George W. Coats, this verse stands as a “general 

formula calling for celebration on each of the named occasions.”200 The fourfold ל is 

rendered as םכימלשלו םכיכסנלו םכיתחנמלו םכיתלעל  (“for your burnt offerings, and for your 

grain offerings, and for your drink offerings, and for your peace offerings”). This phrase 

is understood as one compound prepositional phrase.201  

The final phrase, the fourfold כ [Z כו  + Y כו  + X כו  + W כ], is found in two verses 

in the entire Hebrew Bible: 2 Kings 17:34 and Ps 83:12 [11 Eng.].202 Our interest centers 

on the narrative text. In 2 Kings 17:34 we find the people of Israel engaged in 

polytheistic worship. The phrase pertains to a people who do not fear or follow Yhwh. 

The fourfold כ expresses the standard, manner, instrumentality, and means by which they 

stand so accused. The phrase reads: הוצםכו הרותכו םטפשמכו םתקחכ  (“according to their 

statutes, and according to their ordinances, and according to the instruction, and 

according to the commandments”).203 This verse is translated as either one compound 

 

199 Gen 2:20 is not included because the final לו  prefix is prefaced by the negative particle אל . The texts in Leviticus are also not 
included (Lev 7:37; 21:2; 25:6) because they add an additional לו , turning the phrase into a 5-fold ל. 

200 Rolf P. Knierim and George W. Coats, Numbers, FOTL 4 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 288. 
201 Wagner eliminates both the prepositions and all but the last conjunction: “as your burnt offerings, your cereal offerings, your 

libation offerings and your well-being offerings.” Jan A. Wagenaar, Origin and Transformation of the Ancient Israelite Festival 
Calendar, ZABR 6 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2005), 207. See also: R. Dennis Cole, Numbers, NAC 3B (Nashville: Broadman & 
Holman, 2000), 481. 

202 Ps 83:12 reads: ענמלצכו חבזכו  באזכו  ברעכ   (“like Oreb, and like Zeeb, and like Zebah, and like Zalmunna”). This is often 
translated by separating the first two nominals from the latter two, in line with the placement of the atnaḥ on ְבאֵ֑זְכִו . “Make their nobles 
like Oreb and Zeeb, all their chiefs like Zebah and Zalmunna.” Mitchell J. Dahood, Psalms II: 51–100: Introduction, Translation, and 
Notes, AB 17 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 272. See also: Daniel J. Estes, Psalms 73–150, NAC 13 (Nashville: 
Broadman & Holman, 2019), 124. Apart from accents and a desire for parallelism, it is not clear why the fourfold construction must 
be dichotomized in translation. The translation could be: “Make their nobles like Oreb, and like Zeeb, and like Zebah, and like 
Zalmunna—all their chiefs.” This translation retains both syntax and a measure of ambiguity. All four of these topographical and 
personal names retain greater potency by maintaining the tension of ambiguity. 

203 The כ preposition expresses normativity. Heb. Syn., 102.  
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phrase or two pairs.204 While the suffixed pronoun on the first two nominals demonstrates 

difference from the latter two, this does not demand a translation that distorts the syntax.  

The above examples indicate that the fourfold ב / ל / כ  phrases are predominantly 

translated as one compound phrase and sometimes as two pairs. The fourfold ב / ל / כ  

phrases show that reception favors the syntax of the Hebrew Bible. And it does so while 

overriding the Masoretic accents (i.e., the dichotomy of the verse). For example, in Gen 

7:21 the little zaqef is located above the third nominal, indicating a major disjunctive 

separating the first three from the final preposition. And yet, none of the surveyed sources 

dichotomized the text in this way. In Exod 8:17 we find a conjunctive darga (◌֧) below 

the second nominal indicating a slight pause. The majority appear to favor retaining the 

fourfold syntax. In 2 Chron 21:14 the atnaḥ is located below the first nominal, revealing 

a division preceding the final three. None translated this verse by separating the first 

nominal from the remaining three. The final two verses, Num 29:39 and 2 Kings 17:34, 

contain a little zaqef above the second nominal. None dichotomized Num 29:39, while 

approximately half split 2 Kings 17:34 into two pairs. The above reveals that the fourfold 

ב / ל / כ  phrases are dominantly though not exclusively regarded as a unity of four equally 

weighted nominals. 

What about fourfold patterns with separated prepositions? After all, the ןיב  in the 

fourfold ןיב  is a stand-alone word. It stands to reason that other such constructions may 

also be interpreted as two dyadic pairs. In Exod 39:3, we find an interesting fourfold ךותב  

 

204 For one compound phrase, see: NRSV; NASB. Niccacci translates the text similarly while rendering the conjunction as a ו of 
alternative, as: “in accordance with their statutes or their ordinances or the law or the commandment.” Alviero Niccacci, The Syntax of 
the Verb in Classical Hebrew Prose, trans. Wilfred G. E. Watson, JSOTSup 86 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990), 115. Others 
dichotomize the phrase. House eliminates all but the first preposition and all but the last conjunction, as follows: “to the decrees and 
ordinances, the laws and commands.” Paul R. House, 1, 2 Kings, NAC 8 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1995), 342.  
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pattern [Z ךותבו  + Y ךותבו  + X ךותבו  + W ךותב ], where the noun ךות  behaves like a 

preposition. This is the only such occurrence in the Hebrew Bible. The word ךות + ב  is 

described by BDB as “in the very heart and midst of,” or “through the middle” following 

a verb of motion by HALOT.205 The verb in question is the G-stem infinitive for השע , 

which HALOT renders as “to work into, inlay.”206 While the verb may express motion in 

many contexts, for this setting, where the priest’s garments are being designed and 

manufactured, it refers to instrumentality and purpose. The infinitive indicates both 

motion and utility, as in “to work.”207 The type of work in question is one of weaving. 

The fourfold ךותב  supplies the idea of “within” or “into,” as in to work or to weave within 

or into the various types of materials specified.208 The fourfold ךותב  further identifies the 

method and materials in question as ששה ךותבו ינשה תעלות ךותבו ןמגראה ךותבו תלכתה ךותב  

(“within the blue, and within the purple, and within the scarlet, and within the fine 

linen”). The versions, though incomplete, reveal interpretive disagreement, as the table 

below indicates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

205 BDB, “ Çוֶתָּ֫ ,” 1063. HALOT, “ Çוֶתָ ,” 1697–8 (1698). Tuell identifies ךותב  with two or more subjects by the English adverb 
“among.” He does not supply Exod 39:3 as support, favoring instead Exod 25:8. This is insufficient as his argument infers more than 
two by the suffixed plurality rather than the quantity of ךןתב . Steven S. Tuell, “ ךְוֶתָּ ,” NIDOTTE, 4:279–80 (280). 

206 HALOT, “I השׂע ,” 889–92 (891). 
207 DCH, “I  .(576) 602–6:569 ”, השׂע
208 DCH supplies “work into.” DCH, “ Çוֶתָּ֫ ,” 8:599–603 (602). 
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Table 7: The Fourfold ךותב  Syntax of Exod 39:3c and the Versions209 

Type Arrangement and MT Equivalence Witnesses 
1 [Z ךותבו  + Y ךותבו  + X ךותבו  + W ךותב ] MT; Smr; TO; TN 

[ ]#-. W + ܘ#-. X + ܘ#-. Y + ܘ#-. Z  𝔖; 𝔖a210 
2 [σὺν W + καὶ X + καὶ σὺν Y + καὶ σὺν Z] 𝔊 

[Z וגבו  + Y וגבו  + X ו + W וגב ] TJ 
[Z בו  + Yi בו  + Xiו + Wiב] MT equiv. 

3 [Z ּוֹת֣בְו�  + Y ּוֹת֛בְו�  + X ּוֹת֣בְו�  + W ְּוֹת֤ב� ] Mα 
[Z ךותבו  + Yi ךותב  + Xi ךותבו  + W ךותב ] MT equiv. 

4 < V;	VCl 
none MT equiv. 

 

The V and VCl is minus the fourfold construction, choosing instead to reference the colors 

of v. 2. The Latin text reads cum priorum colorum subtemine (“with the woof of the 

aforementioned colors”).211 The Syriac texts adhere to the structure of MT with 

surprising accuracy. The 𝔊 and TJ eliminate the second ךותב  altogether but do keep the 

conjunction. This turns the fourfold ךותב  into three parts, where the first two are regarded 

as one pair and the last two are separate.212 The Mα, like the fourfold ןיב , turns the 

compound into two pairs by the little zaqef (◌֔) ָֽןמָ֔גָּרְאַה  (“purple”) above the noun 

following the second ךותב . Interestingly, the fourfold ךותב  in the witnesses shows less 

disagreement than the fourfold ןיב . What is more surprising is the various contemporary 

interpretations. 

 

209 The types in this table are not assumed to adhere to the types of the fourfold ןיב . A more thorough study of the variants is 
needed to develop a concordance of types. The types are listed numerically rather than according to the alpha system of the fourfold 

ןיב .  
210 𝔖a, 1:56.  
211 For a comparative discussion, see: Matthew A. Kraus, Jewish, Christian, and Classical Exegetical Traditions in Jerome’s 

Translation of the Book of Exodus: Translation Technique and the Vulgate (Leiden: Brill, 2017), 100. 
212 𝔊 Exod 36:10 (39:3 [ENG]). Gurtner translates Codex Vaticanus, as follows: “with the blue and the purple and the scarlet and 

with twisted linen.” Gurtner, Exodus, 155. 
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In view of the discussion, one might think scholarship favors the Mα (Type 3) 

interpretation. Although the Mα contains a little zaqef above the second nominal 

indicating a major disjunction, the verse is usually not translated according to the 

disjunctive accent.213 This verse is rendered as one compound phrase (Type 1), three 

categories (Type 2) with variations in punctuation or coordination.214 Thus, the majority 

favors either one compound phrase or three categories in contrast to Mα. The fourfold 

ךותב  reveals a discrepancy among the translations that is greater than the fourfold ב ,ל  and 

ךותב Even so, the fourfold .כ  is rendered as an undivided compound phrase by some. This, 

in addition to the fourfold ב / ל / כ , demonstrates that translating fourfold compound 

phrases contra the Mα is an accepted practice in biblical studies. 

3.6. Summarizing the Fourfold ןיב   

At the outset of this chapter we sought to discover how or by what logic the 

sacred and profane construct was derived. To do so we followed four steps. First, our 

examination revealed that the earliest witnesses developed no coherent methodology for 

translating the fourfold ןיב . The eight verses and twenty-eight different types (syntactic 

patterns) identified in the witnesses reveal a substantial range of disagreement. The 

translated witnesses chiefly favor a dichotomy of syntactic pairs, while the Hebrew and 

Aramaic by and large retain the unity of nominals. Curiously, the text-critical studies and 

 

213 For a similar construction in Mα, see: the fourfold ן יב  of Gen 3:15a. 
214 For one phrase, see: “into the blue and into the purple and into the crimson stuff and into the fine twined linen.” Cornelis van 

Dam, The Urim and Thummim: A Means of Revelation in Ancient Israel (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 142. For three 
categories, see: “into the blue and purple and the scarlet stuff, and into the fine twined linen.” Martin Noth, Exodus: A Commentary, 
trans. J. S. Bowden, OTL (London: SCM, 1962), 273; Stuart, Exodus, 776; Philip G. Ryken, Exodus: Saved for God’s Glory 
(Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2005), 1134. See also Propp’s five categories: “gold, blue and purple and worm-crimson and twisted linen.” 
William H. C. Propp, Exodus 19–40: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 2A (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2008), 629. 
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apparatuses all but ignore the variants. This is not a question of interpretive style, 

synonymous readings, or native understanding in the translated witnesses; nor is it a 

question of a dynamic equivalent interpretation in contrast to an essentially literal 

interpretation. Such assumptions, while appearing authoritative, do not supply cogent 

arguments on how fidelity to the source text is sustained by the vast array of variants. Our 

interrogation on scholarship revealed a continuation of the same theme; that is, to not 

adhere to the consonantal syntax of the Hebrew Bible in their translations. In particular, 

we discovered that of the five patterns identified for Lev 10:10 in the witnesses, scholars 

adhered predominantly to the dichotomic Type Aβ in the main and Type Bβ secondarily, 

with three unattested patterns in the witnesses indicating further disparity in reception. 

Second, our examination revealed that the critical debates on ןיב  show little to no 

attention on syntactic sequences of ןיב  greater than two. Discussion centers on diachronic 

progressions from ןיבו + ןיב  to ל + ןיב . While interesting, this is not particularly helpful for 

our purposes, nor is it determinative for establishing equivalence of meaning. And of the 

critical debates that do briefly mention the threefold or fourfold ןיב , all regard such 

instances as self-evident, paired linguistic phenomena. None question the merits of this 

view, and instead hold the prima facie opinion that the Hebraic fourfold ןיב  represents 

two dyads. Such assertions are claimed ipse dixit while ignoring other arguments based 

on the context and syntax. 

Third, the Masoretic system of versification and accents raises more questions 

than answers. For example, the versification system shows no methodological rhyme or 

reason, and yet the system of accents is predicated on it. The Masoretic accents, built on 

the versification matrix, were designed as a system of reductive binaries, guaranteeing a 
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binary reading in every verse down to the clause, the phrase, and the particulars therein. 

The fourfold ןיב  was examined according to the versification and accenting system, 

revealing significant variations between each of the eight verses wherein the fourfold 

ןיב  is found in the Hebrew Bible. At no point did we discover how the Masoretic system 

necessarily overrides the consonantal syntax for the fourfold ןיב . What is clear, is that the 

system continues to dominate biblical studies, influencing the delimitations of translation 

and hence defining what is regarded as a correct reading. 

Finally, the Hebrew Bible was evaluated for other occurrences of fourfold 

constructions to determine if such examples exist and how they are rendered. The 

Hebrew Bible demonstrates several fourfold ב ,ל , and כ prefixed phrases and one 

separative fourfold ךותב . The study examined representative examples of each prefixed 

phrase and discovered that the majority of surveyed scholars, though not all, regard such 

instances as a unitary linguistic phenomenon of four equally weighted nominals. The 

fourfold ךותב  in Exod 39:3 was studied more carefully by examining the witnesses, the 

Masoretic system, and scholarly reception. Four variant types were discovered in the 

witnesses, indicating interpretive disagreement. The Masoretic accents (Type 3) revealed 

a predictable dichotomy in the fourfold ךותב . Interestingly, scholars translate the verse in 

a unitary fashion similar to the consonantal text (Type 1—similar to MT; Smr; TO; TN,	𝔖; 

𝔖a), or as a trichotomy (Type 2—corresponding to 𝔊 and TJ). Thus, with a few 

exceptions, the scholarly community all but discounts the Masoretic accents in favor of a 

unitary view. Scholarly consensus on select fourfold constructions approves unitary 

agreement (e.g., adherence to the consonantal text over and above the Masoretic accents). 
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This is interesting as our preceding findings indicate that these too would be regarded as 

dichotomic.  

We can readily see how the sacred and profane construct, as a binary pair, was 

conceived, at least with respect to our discussion on the fourfold ןיב . Even so, it seems the 

earliest translators as well as contemporary exegetes developed no coherent methodology 

for translating the fourfold ןיב , or any other ןיב  with a sequence greater than two. This 

absence of method is well attested in antiquity and continues to abound, as demonstrated 

by the nine-part analysis presented in this chapter, which included the versions, text-

critical studies, apparatus, contemporary translations, diachronic analysis, syntactic 

studies, versification, Masoretic accents, and other fourfold prepositional constructions. 

The volume of evidence for the fourfold ןיב  appears to favor a variety of dichotomic 

translations in the Greek, Latin, and Syriac (cf., Tables 3, 5, 6, and 7) ; and this 

substantively impacts Lev 10:10 and the ideas of two distinct constructs—the sacred and 

profane, and the impure and pure. Even so, our contention stands that the fourfold ןיב  is a 

compound coordination of four equally weighted nominals.215 

Our findings reinforce the merits of the initial question; for, as was discussed in 

chapter 1, if god is holy and yet profanes, the act of which is contrary to his state of 

being, then how can the sacred and profane be a viable construct? The survey of 

scholarship in chapter 2 revealed that systematics, dictionaries, sacred and profane 

studies, and the field of purity and impurity disregard texts wherein god is the agent of 

profanation while resolutely claiming that the construct is conclusive. This sparked an 

 

215 As demonstrated by types A (Gen 3:15 [MT; Smr; TO; 𝔊; GP911]; 13:8 [MT; Smr; TO; TJ; TN]; Lev 10:10 [MT; Smr; TO; TJ; 
TN; Mas]; 1 Sam 20:42 [MT; MA; TJ; DSS]; 2 Chron 16:3 [MT; MA; TC; Kennicott]); Aα (Gen 3:15 [V; VCl]); Aδ (Lev 11:47 [MT; 
Smr]); C (Ezek 47:18 [MT; MA; TJ;	𝔖;	𝔖a;]); and Cβ (Ezek 47:18 [𝔊; GP967]). 1 Kings 15:19 is not included as it is likely a 
harmonization with other fourfold ןיב  in TJ.  
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inquiry into the earliest witness and the discussion on the fourfold ןיב  with a particular 

focus on Lev 10:10. The study discovered that interpretations in the witnesses and 

modern scholarship are prone to identify a dichotomy of pairs while offering little to no 

reasoned defense or disputation. Curiously, the same cannot be said for other fourfold 

constructions in the Hebrew Bible. For whatever reason, it seems the interpretive 

confusion is due more to the readers’ idiosyncratic sense (pertaining to the nominals) and 

an underlying belief in the linguistics of dichotomies than the ןיב  sequence itself. Even so, 

our contention stands that the fourfold ןיב  has been effectively blotted from interpretation, 

and an artificial meaning has been pressed upon the text without any regard for syntactic 

coherence.  

The observations thus far suggest a further question, namely, to what extent does 

the context influence meaning on the fourfold ןיב ? More specifically, how does the 

literary environment, the fact of orality within the text, the knowledge of divine sanction, 

and the concept of jurisprudence influence the text and its meaning? In the next chapter 

we will argue that the contextual environment does not overrule syntax; rather, it 

reinforces the syntax of the fourfold ןיב  as four discrete nominals of monumental 

importance with equal distinction, weight, and balance.   
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4. The Fourfold ןיב  in Context  

At this point we have shown that the fourfold ןיב  is consistently dichotomized in 

translation. We also reasoned that syntax maintains supervening authority over the 

meaning of words in context.216 We further asserted that the fourfold ןיב  demands a non-

dyadic, non-paired, non-oppositional interpretation. What we have not discussed is why 

the fourfold ןיב  should be translated in a way that equalizes the value and weight of each 

contiguous nominal. Some may yet assert that translating the fourfold ןיב  as between W, 

and between X, and between Y, and between Z is an unnecessarily literal interpretation. 

Our focus turns toward arguing that the preferred translation should adhere to the 

repetitive dictates of syntax. Our explanation begins with the literary environment. 

4.1. Literary Environment  

The fact of a lexical occurrence demonstrates the supervening potency of context. 

Context serves as the backdrop within which an occurrence is both framed and signified. 

In literary terms this backdrop is sometimes referred to as Sitz in der Literatur (“Setting 

in the Literature”), which, according to Alexander Deeg, “becomes the starting point.”217 

While Sitz in der Literatur often denotes a form-critical approach, I am employing the 

term as the literary structure(s) broadly forming the textual environment, that is, the unit 

and its larger context in which the occurrence is found.218 Finlay explains the importance 

 

216 Supervenience, as used in this paper, is a philosophical concept that identifies a necessary, asynchronous hierarchical 
dependency of relationships for given concepts. In this case, the syntax and context supervene (is of a higher order) upon the 
instantiation of a particular word (the lexical occurrence), thus establishing the dependency relationship between the two. The 
meaning of the lower order concept is necessarily dependent upon and delimited by the higher order concept. For supervenience, see: 
Brian McLaughlin and Karen Bennett, “Supervenience,” SEP (Winter 2018 Edition), ed. Edward N. Zalta, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2018/entries/supervenience/. 

217 “[D]er Sitz in der Literatur oder in der Sprache zum Ausgangspunkt wird.” Alexander Deeg, Predigt und Derascha: 
Homiletische Textlektüre im Dialog mit dem Judentum, APTLH 48 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2011), 283. 

218 Serge Frolov, Judges, FOTL 6B (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2013), 8. 
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of Sitz in der Literatur by reasoning that any given unit may entail one or more literary 

conventions. He writes:  

The Sitz in der Literatur is one of the typicalities of a portion of text. For 
example, a literary unit might be considered as both, ‘section of novel’ [or even 
more specifically ‘section of Buddenbrooks’] and ‘dialogue.’ And sometimes the 
contribution of the Sitz in der Literatur is the most important typicality of a 
particular unit.219  
 

Finlay’s observation indicates both the importance and possibility of several coexistent 

settings within one pericope and across multiple occurrences, as the Sitz in der Literatur 

textually reflects the limitless expanse of human interactions.220 The danger is to presume 

that each interaction is riveted to one convention. The same danger applies to genre 

studies, suggesting both a problem and need. 

To claim a setting or genre for a particular pericope is an interpretive act that 

confines interpretive possibility. Both setting and genre may fall into the trap of 

generalization which overrides explicit and implicit meaning. Susan R. Suleiman 

explains, “The perception and the naming of the genre are interpretive and evaluative 

acts, which indicate, prior to any commentary, a certain attitude on the part of the reader 

or critic … to name them is already to interpret them by half.”221 Tucker agrees with 

Suleiman and adds that the same principle applies to “categories, forms, classes and 

Gattungen [“genre”].”222 All literary classifications, by the fact of labeled identification, 

 

219 Timothy D. Finlay, The Birth Report Genre in the Hebrew Bible, FAT II 12 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), 13. For a 
synopsis of different categories of the German Sitz, see: Marvin A. Sweeney, Reading Prophetic Books: Form, Intertextuality, and 
Reception in Prophetic and Post-Biblical Literature, FAT 89 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014), 3. 

220 Gerstenberger form critically identifies this as the “ritualized … patterns of speech.” Erhard S. Gerstenberger, “Canon 
Criticism and the Meaning of Sitz im Leben,” in Canon, Theology and the Old Testament, ed. G. M. Tucker, David L. Peterson and 
Robert R. Wilson (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1988), 20–31 (23). 

221 Susan R. Suleiman, Authoritarian Fictions: The Ideological Novel as a Literary Genre (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1993), 36. 

222 Jeffrey Tucker, Example Stories: Perspectives on Four Parables in the Gospel of Luke (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998), 
418. 
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demonstrate an interpretive act that affects interpretive fidelity to greater or lesser 

degrees. Perhaps this is why Abraham Kuruvilla explains the phenomenon of genre as a 

textual language-game, “with a given text being an instantiation of a particular genre.”223 

This is why generality remains a necessary tool guiding readers toward particulars.224 

Robert Morgan and John Barton explain, “How we classify it (the literary ‘genre’) will 

decide how we read it.”225 And they are right. But this does not mean that a given 

pericope or thematic instantiation falls under the rubric of any given genre. Jacques 

Derrida reasons, “A text cannot belong to no genre, it cannot be without or less a genre. 

Every text participates in one or several genres, there is no genreless text; there is always 

a genre and genres, yet such participation never amounts to belonging.”226 The emphasis 

on participation apart from belonging is important. It returns genre back to its intended 

purpose: to generalize as an aid toward the particular. The danger is to impute undue 

authority to this or any other generality.  

Our study circumvents form-critical and genre labels while highlighting 

characteristics pointing to the plurality of both setting and genre. This approach identifies 

the salient literary features, attributes, and themes coalescing around each occurrence of 

the fourfold ןיב . Without deviation, every instance of the fourfold ןיב  in the Hebrew Bible, 

including the 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a, is delivered orally, by divine sanction, and in a context of 

jurisprudential significance. More to the point, the fourfold ןיב  is found in the literary 

 

223 Abraham Kuruvilla, Text to Praxis: Hermeneutics and Homiletics in Dialogue (London: T&T Clark, 2009), 11. Kuruvilla 
draws from Wittgenstein’s “language-game”, where language, of necessity, promotes discursive absolutes as normative yet uncertain. 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty, ed. G. E. M. Anscombe and G. H. von Wright, trans. Denis Paul and G. E. M. Anscombe (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1972), 1–10 (also p. 36). 

224 William W. Klein, Craig L. Blomberg, and Robert L. Hubbard Jr, Introduction to Biblical Interpretation, rev. and exp. ed. 
(Nashville: Nelson, 2004), 222. 

225 Robert Morgan with John Barton, Biblical Interpretation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 4. 
226 Jacques Derrida, “The Law of Genre,” (trans. Avital Ronell), CritInq 7 (1980): 55–81 (65).  
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environment of speech, where the subject or the sanctioning agent is god or the gods, and 

where the context involves the broad domain of jurisprudence, which in the Hebrew 

Bible involves Torah, ritual/cult, and society. These conditions have significant bearing 

on the meaning of the fourfold ןיב  in context.  

4.2. Orality in Literature  

In using the term oral I am not referring to debates on classifying oral traditions 

apart from written traditions. James M. Foley explains that the quest for such “text-based 

analysis of oral-derived documents [has] exposed the insufficiency of the concept of a 

Great Divide between two mutually exclusive media, revealing binary opposition as a 

misleading, reductive approximation that oversimplifies a much more interesting 

reality.”227 Indeed, the intersection between orality and text is a far more dynamic and 

interactive process than credited.228 Robert D. Miller II writes, “Oral tradition and written 

literature are related phenomena, and in fact, writing often supports oral tradition and 

vice-versa.”229 Thus, oral and written traditions for a given text are indicative of a 

homogeneous enterprise. Such important discussions are beyond the scope of this study. 

Instead, I am using the term orality to mean the textual conveyance of speech within the 

literature as presented in the final form of the Hebrew Bible.230 This distinction is 

 

227 James M. Foley, “Verbal Marketplaces and the Oral-Literary Continuum,” in Along the Oral-Written Continuum, ed. Slavica. 
Ranković, USML 20, (Turnhout:, Brepols, 2010), 17–38 (17). Also cited in Robert D. Miller II, “Orality and Performance in Ancient 
Israel,” RevScRel 86 (2012): 181–92 (182). For discussion on orality and text through the lens of thought world, see Karel van der 
Toorn, Scribal Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009), 9–26.  

228 Robert D. Miller II, “Orality / Literacy in the Hebrew Bible,” in A Companion to Social Anthropology and the Hebrew Bible, 
ed. Emanuel Pfoh (London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, forthcoming). 

229 Miller, “Orality and Performance,” 182. 
230 I do not assume we can fully comprehend the reality of ancient orality based on the texts as received. There remains an 

indelible social-cultural chasm between the ancient writers and modern reception.  
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necessary. The text supplies its own definition of orality as what is spoken by one party 

to another.  

Orality as speech is evidenced throughout the Hebrew Bible, appearing in 

numerous forms.231 In every occurrence, without exception, the fourfold ןיב  is identified 

as spoken. These speeches are found within narration (Gen 13:8b; 1 Sam 20:42e; 1 Kings 

15:19a; 2 Chron 16:3a), long monologues (Lev 11:47; Ezek 47:18a; 𝔊 Deut 17:8a), and 

short monologues (Gen 3:15a; Lev 10:10). Furthermore, every occurrence is found in 

prose.232 Perhaps the only exception is the debated prose and verse text of Gen 3:15a.233 

Such debate is immaterial for this study as the text of Gen 3:15a remains a speech. This 

simple understanding of orality as textually denoted speech is well known and 

uncontested.234 However, we must press a bit further.  

The orality of speech in the literature is ensconced within two oral certainties. 

First is the recognition that reading in the ancient world, as Karel van der Toorn explains, 

is “an oral activity.”235 The biblical texts were intended, by the Hebrew Bible’s own 

testimony, to be read orally (Josh 8:30–35; 2 Kings 22:10–11, 16). And second, textual 

speech within the oral act of reading demands the dramatization of that speech. The text 

 

231 For different types of speech in narrative, see: Frank H. Polak, “The Style of the Dialogue in Biblical Prose Narrative,” 
JANES 28 (2001): 53–95. 

232 The distinction, between poetry and prose is a “grey divide.” Mary Katherine Y. H. Hom, The Characterization of an Empire: 
The Portrayal of the Assyrians in Kings and Chronicles (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2018), 165.  

233 For a prose translation, see: KJV. For verse translations: Mathews, Genesis 1–11:26, 242; Hermann Gunkel, Genesis: 
übersetzt und erklärt, HKAT (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1902), 17. The line between these categories is elusive. Meier 
explains, “The continuing dilemma as to what constitutes Hebrew poetry in the Bible is perhaps the greatest problem.” Samuel A. 
Meier, Speaking of Speaking: Marking Direct Discourse in the Hebrew Bible, VTSup 46 (Leiden: Brill, 1992), 42. Cf. John Skinner, A 
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Genesis, 2nd ed., ICC (Edinburg: T&T Clark, 1994), 78. For an overview of the debate, see: 
Emmylou J. Grosser, “The Poetic Line as Part and Whole: A Perception-Oriented Approach to Lineation of Poems in the Hebrew 
Bible” (Ph.D. diss. University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2013), esp. 1–24. Perhaps Landy’s remark is the most salient: “there is no 
absolute dividing line between poetry and prose in the Bible.” Francis Landy, Beauty and Enigma: And Other Essays on the Hebrew 
Bible, JSOTSup 312 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 103. 

234 For a discussion on scribal activity, audience, readership, and orality in the ANE, see: Donald B. Redford, “Scribe and 
Speaker,” in Writings and Speech in Israelite and Ancient Near Eastern Prophecy, eds. Ehud Ben Zvi and Michael H. Floyd, 
SBLSymS 10 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2000), 145–218 (171–218).  

235 Van der Toorn, Scribal Culture, 12 (also 258 and ref. to Josh 1:8; Ps 1:2; and Acts 8:30). 
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is devised for an oral reading, and speech within the text encourages, even necessitates, a 

dramatic reading to separate the speech of different characters from the surrounding 

narrative—a well-known phenomenon still in practice today. All one needs to do is listen 

to an audiobook and hear the narrator exercise an intensified form of dramatic inflection 

whenever a character is read as speaking, to differentiate the speech and character from 

the rest of the text. Frank H. Polak reasons, “The diversity of speech ultimately serves to 

emulate the variety of social life and thought.”236 These two oral certainties pose a 

problem. 

The reality presented by the variety of social life and thought often creates a 

breach of acceptable norms and rules. This is perhaps most manifested in speech. Life 

bestows on speech the power to contextualize a thought by the tools of overt redundancy, 

monotony, and repetition as well as excessive pause, dramatic inflection, outlandish 

crescendo, bombastic tempo, and so much more to emphasize a point. For example, one 

can string a bundle of words together in speech that is both powerful and acceptable 

according to normative speech rules, as in the fourfold ןיב , but if the same string of words 

is found in narrative, it is regarded as violation of normative literary rules. This is perhaps 

why Deut 1:1, an introductory narrative described as a preamble, is written as [Z ו + Y ו + 

Xiו + Wi ןיבו ] instead of as the fourfold ןיב . The sequence of Deut 1:1 coheres with the 

normative, narrative form. The fourfold ןיב  is only found in environments denoting 

literary speech embedded within a narrative form. By attending to the distinctiveness of 

speech we may better apprehend the force of its syntactic meaning as speech if 

 

236 Polak, “Dialogue,” 95. 
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dramatically interpreted and read as such. The fourfold ןיב  fits into this speech-within-text 

schema. 

Without a doubt, the fourfold ןיב , as literally translated, violates the normative 

rules of literature because of its prepositional redundancy. In other words, because the 

text is read as narrative rather than as speech in narrative, the translators perceived a 

syntactic redundancy. The redundancy likely advanced the disparate range of 

interpretations in the witnesses and in scholarly reception. This appears to be much of the 

logic behind the variants among the versions and the explanations, or lack of 

explanations, by the academic community.237 One can imagine a scribe copying a text, 

discerning the speech within the text, and yet not adjusting for the dynamic character of 

speech in their copy or translation. The difficulty of scribal adaptation to the shift of 

speech in text indicates two interdependent problems inherent in translations.  

First, the problem is not a deficiency in understanding Biblical Hebrew, but a 

disregard for the modes of expression within the language of reception. This applies to 

the ancient reception languages of Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Latin, and Syriac, as well as 

to contemporary reception languages of English, French, German, and Italian.238 Too 

little effort is put toward explaining the grammatical and linguistic structures of 

reception. None of the surveyed commentaries offered any grammatical explanation for 

Lev 10:10 in either the Hebrew or their respective languages of reception.  

The second problem is the absence of methodological attentiveness. Translators 

identify the fourfold ןיב , perhaps unconsciously, as a violation of normative literary rules 

 

237 See: Brayford, Genesis, 28; Everson, “Vetus Latina,” 533. The apparatus offers similar explanations in their introductions. 
238 See: Robert Alter, The Art of Bible Translation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020), 17. 
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in the language of reception. The fourfold ןיב  is identified, perhaps latently so, as a 

violation of normative literary rules. The interpreter believes that such normative literary 

rules grant him or her license to amend the perceived redundancy, or keep the 

redundancy while explaining the fourfold ןיב  as a pair, as L’Hour does.239 Such 

amendments conform to narratival rules, not oral reading rules. The interpretations, 

therefore, violate the orality of speech-within-text.  

Both of these problems are overcome if the fourfold ןיב  is understood not as 

narrative but speech, even if within a prose-based pericope. As speech-within-text, the 

fourfold ןיב  is licensed to defy literary rules in translation, thus retaining its rightful place 

as a text originally understood to be spoken aloud and read dramatically as speech. To be 

clear, the fourfold ןיב  is a Hebraic phenomenon that is neither cumbersome, laborious, 

redundant, or repetitive. Translation, therefore, must retain the rule of syntactic 

adherence, and in so doing, afford readers the opportunity to experience the oral drama of 

the speech. Armed with this insight, readers can reengage with the text of Lev 10:10 with 

the cognitive and social realities of speech. The reader is now able to perceive Yhwh’s 

command to Aaron as spoken with intentional syntactic redundancy. The purpose is to 

slow down the reading so that orality and drama may emphasize the importance of each 

equally weighted nominal as conveyed in the syntax. The interpretation of Lev 10:10 and 

all other instances of the fourfold ןיב  adheres not to the rules of narrative literature, but to 

“the diversity of speech.”240  

 

239 See: L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 524–537. 
240 Polak, “Dialogue,” 95. 
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4.3. Divine Sanction  

Having addressed the orality of literature, the necessary drama of speech-within-

text, and the fact that every occurrence of the fourfold ןיב  is found in speech, our attention 

turns to the context of text with the stamp of approval from divine authority. In every 

verse, the speech is either uttered by god (Gen 3:15a; Lev 10:10; 11:47; and Ezek 47:18a) 

or sanctioned by god (1 Sam 20:42e; 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a) and the gods (1 Kings 15:19a; 2 

Chron 16:3a). We can further reason that Abram’s statement to Lot in Gen. 13:8b was 

also sanctioned by god because: (1) he had been set apart by god (Gen 12:1–3), (2) the 

outcome of Lot’s decision resulted in Lot’s association with Sodom and Gomorrah (in vv. 

10–13), and (3) the separation of Lot resulted in Abram receiving the speech of both gift 

and promise from Yhwh in vv. 14–18. All nine occurrences convey the divine’s utterance 

or confirmatory approval. 

We can synthesize the above by asserting that the fourfold ןיב  is always spoken by 

one endowed with divine authority. Subjects include םיהלא הוהי  (“Yhwh god”) (Gen 

3:15a, cf. 3:14); הוהי ינדא  (“Adonai Yhwh”) (Ezek 47:18a, cf. 47:13); הוהי  (“Yhwh”) (Lev 

10:10, cf. 10:8); Moses and Aaron at Yhwh’s command (Lev 11:47, cf. 11:1), as 

supported by god’s stating םכיהלא הוהי ינא יכ  (“for I—Yhwh—your god”) in v. 44; Abram 

the patriarch (Gen 13:8a); Moses (𝔊-Deut 17:8a, cf. 1:1), as validation for the testimony 

and commandments originated from κυρίου τοῦ θεοῦ ὑμῶν (“the Lord your God”) (𝔊-

Deut 4:2); Jonathan, the son of King Saul (1 Sam 20:42e) and heir to the throne of Israel, 

who swore a mutual oath with David הוהי םשב  (“in the name of Yhwh”); and the synoptic 
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accounts of Asa, king of Judah (1 Kings 15:19a // 2 Chron 16:3a).241 The latter two 

instances require clarification. 

In Jonathan’s case, we find an inversion of authority. Jonathan, as heir to the 

throne, has greater authority than David. David is both a servant of the king and the one 

whom the king desires to kill without just cause (1 Sam 19:5). And yet, David is the 

divinely anointed king even though his enthronement is yet to be realized (1 Sam 16:1). 

This inversion is evidenced at David’s anointing by Samuel, when the spirit of Yhwh 

entered David and departed from Saul in 1 Sam 16:13–14. Both Saul and Jonathan are 

aware that David is god’s anointed, as shown by Saul’s rage against Jonathan (1 Sam 

20:30–31). The inversion is explained by authority and temporality. Jonathan speaks as 

one possessing royal authority in the present while devoid of divine authority. David 

speaks as one possessing divine authority in the present while devoid of royal authority. 

And in the midst of this inversion, Yhwh stands as the authenticating force by the phrase 

היהי הוהי   (“Yhwh is/comes”).242 This is the only occurrence of that phrase followed by the 

fourfold ןיב , as in: … יניב היהי הוהי  (“Yhwh comes between W, and between X, and 

between Y, and between Z”). 

We find a different inversion in the synoptic occurrences of 1 Kings 15:19a and 2 

Chron 16:3a. Although both texts reveal two different syntactic patterns of the fourfold 

ןיב , as well as distinctive character portrayals and literary settings, they are, in this 

section, treated as one. This is because both accounts regard King Asa’s actions through a 

 

241 For discussion on illeism, see: Ervin R. Elledge, “The Illeism of Jesus and Yahweh: A Study of the Use of the Third-Person 
Self-Reference in the Bible and Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Its Implications for Christology” (PhD diss., Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary, 2015), 105–6. For the phrase κυρίου τοῦ θεοῦ ὑμῶν, see the 𝔊 of: Deut 1:26; 4:2, 10, 23, 25; 8:20; 9:16, 18, 
23; 11:27, 28; 12:7, 12; 13:4; 14:1; 15:5; 20:18; 29:10; and 31:26. For the phrase κύριος ὁ θεὸς ἡμῶν (“the Lord our god”), also in the 
𝔊, see: Deut 1:6, 19, 20, 25; 41; 2:7, 29, 30, 33, 36, 37; 3:3, 20; 4:3, 7; 5:24, 27; 6:4, 20: 7:19; and 12:9. 

242 Cf. Lev 27:9; Judg 11:10; I Sam 17:37; 20:42; Isa 23:18; 60:20; and Prov 3:26. 
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negative lens. Because 2 Chron 16:3a provides a more subdued account, our explanation 

centers on 1 Kings 15:19a. Here, we find a report of one having divine and royal 

authority speaking as a lesser to a greater—that is, King Asa of Judah speaks as a lesser 

to King Ben-Hadad of Damascus. Although King Asa is described as having a heart 

devoted to Yhwh, we also read he did not remove the high places (1 Kings 15:14). This 

sets the stage for the inversion. King Asa possessed royal authority to sign a treaty with 

Ben-Hadad; and to be king is to command divine appointment. But divine appointment 

does not equal Yhwh’s sanction of all actions of the king. In 1 Kings 15:18, Asa, king of 

Judah and son of the wicked King Abijam (1 Kings 15:1–8), sends silver and gold to 

Ben-Hadad, son of Tabrimmon, son of Hezion, king of Aram.243 This is understood as a 

fee-based agreement with Ben-Hadad to send military forces against Israel. Ben-Hadad’s 

acceptance and actions resulted in the military conquest of much that Israel possessed. 

Ben-Hadad’s lineage, in particular, draws our interest.  

The name Ben-Hadad means “son of Hadad,” a prominent weather god in the 

Aramean pantheon.244 Although not much is known of Tabrimmon, the god Rimmon is 

attested in Syria and regarded as “the god of Damascus.”245 Even less is known of Hezion 

other than that he is the grandfather of Ben-Hadad.246 This lineage emphasizes authority 

through kingship bloodlines and sanction by the gods. When Asa sends the silver and 

gold to Ben-Hadad he is not merely sending it to the king but also to the gods Hadad and 

 

243 For discussion on the accounts of Abijam/Abijah in Kings and Chronicles, see: Keith W. Whitelam, “Abijah, King of Judah,” 
ABD 1:18–9. Although Ben-Hadad’s lineage is omitted from 2 Chron 19:2 both are treated the same with respect to person. For a 
proposed list of Damascus kings alongside the kings of Judah and Israel, see: Lester L. Grabbe, “Omri and Son, Incorporated: The 
Business of History,” in Congress Volume Helsinki 2010, ed. Martti Nissinen, VTSup 148 (Helsinki: Brill, 2010), 61–84 (esp. 76–9).   

244 Jonas C. Greenfield, “Hadad,” DDD: 377–82 (378). 
245 Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 74. Mazar regards Rimmon in 2 Kings 5:18 as Beth-Rimmon, or the temple of Rimmon. 

Benjamin Mazar, “The Aramean Empire and Its Relations with Israel,” BA 25 (1962): 97–120 (111). See also: Pauline A. Viviano, 
“Tabrimmon (Person),” ABD 6:305.  

246 Richard D. Nelson, “Hezion (Person),” ABD 3:193. For implications based on the Bir-Hadad Stela, see: Wayne T. Pitard, 
“The Identity of the Bir-Hadad of the Melqart Stela,” BASOR 272 (1988): 3–21. 
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Rimmon. The issue at hand is of divine agreement among the gods as expressed through 

the treaty between the kings. As the gods agree, so do the kings. Wyatt explains this 

ancient Near East (ANE) thought by reasoning that the gods represent “the martial aspect 

of kingship, because ‘the divine victory is a paradigm for royal victories.’”247 And to this 

we can also add the possibility of ancestral veneration for the dead kings. This implies 

that the dead ancestral kings are also in agreement.248 The reader understands that a 

trifecta of gods, dead kings, and living kings are united and sanction the תירב  (“treaty”). 

The reader therefore understands that Yhwh is syncretistically joined to the pantheon of 

Hadad and Rimmon as the lesser god in need of military aid. The inversion reaches its 

ironic apex when contrasted against the orthodox view of Yhwh. Yhwh shares no such 

pantheonic relationship, as prescribed in the phrase ינפ־לע םירחא םיהלא ךל־היהי אל  (“You 

shall have no other gods beside me”) in Exod 20:3. King Asa is trivializing the divine 

worth of Yhwh and violating the prohibition in Exod 20:3. Yhwh is therefore placed 

alongside, yet lower than, the Damascus pantheon of gods. 

As the above demonstrates, all occurrences of the fourfold ןיב  are given in speech 

by god or spoken by the sanctioned representative of god. All occurrences are endowed 

with divine potency and apparently ratified by the gods in their contexts, similar to a 

performative speech act.249 Even when the occurrence is explained as inversion, the 

context conveys divine authority through a didactic form of literary staging. When one 

invokes the deity’s name in any matter pertaining to jurisprudence, whether cultic or 

 

247 Nicolas Wyatt, “The Religious Role of the King in Ugarit,” UF 37 (2005): 41–74 (47); quoting, Nicolas Wyatt, “Ilimilku the 
Theologian: The Ideological Roles of Athtar and Baal in KTU 1.1 and 1.6,” in Ex Mesopotamia et Syria Lux: Festschrift für Manfried 
Dietrich, zu seinem 65 Geburtstag, eds. Oswald Loretz, Kai Alexander Metzler, and Hanspeter Schaudig, AOAT 281 (Münster: 
Ugarit-Verlag, 2002), 845–56 (849). 

248 For a study on dead kings in the Hebrew Bible, see: R. Mark Shipp, Of Dead Kings and Dirges: Myth and Meaning in Isaiah 
14:4b–21, AcBib 11 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2002). 

249 For speech by god as speech act, see: Terence E. Fretheim, “Word of God,” ABD 6: 961–8 (961–2). 
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juridical, the deity is understood as a substantive participant, which is best expressed by 

the maxim “on Earth as in Heaven.”250 The maxim is not simply an intellectual 

abstraction but a testament to the way in which the ancient Israelites understood how all 

things are homogenous in the cosmos. Thus, the invocation of god’s name is understood 

as cosmically concrete in heaven and on earth, a fact shared by all in the ancient Near 

East in their own unique way.  

4.4. Jurisprudence  

The textual evidence of the fourfold ןיב  not only is a matter of orality and divinity, 

but also falls in the category of jurisprudence. Jurisprudence is a term stemming from the 

Greco-Roman legal tradition. Care is needed to explain this word in a way that 

acknowledges its point of origin and usage while demonstrating how the word is 

applicable to the study of Torah. The compound word is formed from juris (“of right; of 

law”), attributed to people, as in “a person skilled in the science of law”; and prudence, 

defined as the quality of practical sagacity and circumspect deliberation over matters 

needing discernment.251 These concepts articulate the premise on which law and the legal 

system are based; namely, law is the pragmatic application of wisdom as the neutral 

arbiter of imperial meaning-making.252 But while we can agree that the notion of 

prudence and the necessity of judges are both represented in the Hebrew Bible, I shall 

 

250 See: James M. Scott, On Earth as in Heaven: The Restoration of Sacred Time and Sacred Space in the Book of Jubilees, 
JSJSup 91 (Leiden: Brill, 2005). Scott observes an inversion of the traditional theme in Jub 4:22 (cf. Gen 6:1–7). He writes, “Instead 
of promoting cultic practice ‘on earth as in heaven’ as originally intended, the Watchers mingled the two spheres, producing 
essentially the opposite effect—‘in heaven as on earth.” Scott, On Earth, 6. Cf.  Jub 10:19;  Gen 11:4. See also: Paul M. Joyce, “On 
Earth as It Is in Heaven: Heavenly and Earthly Temple in Ezekiel 40–48,” in Contextualizing Jewish Temples, eds. Tova Ganzel and 
Shalom E. Holtz, BRLA 64 (Leiden: Brill, 2021), 123–39. 

251 DL, “Juris,” 663; DL, “Jurisconsult,” 663.  
252 For the “pragmatic fallacy”, see: Fischer, Historians Fallacies, 82–7. 
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argue that the notion of law calls for further discussion; for although the Torah is 

oftentimes conflated with “the Law,” the concept of jurisprudence is better suited to the 

idea of Torah than is the concept of law.253 This needs further explanation.  

In today’s world law has become a labyrinthian matrix of hierarchical systems 

that institutionally arbitrates an artificial margin of right and wrong. The artificiality of 

such boundaries is acknowledged in the observation that each nation in today’s world, 

under the auspices of law, identifies, delimits, and enforces different prohibitions and 

remedies for the same discrete event and/or concept. One would be wrong to assume that 

this understanding of law is exclusive to modernity—however one may define it. In fact, 

Robert Cover places the conceptual origin of law in the blended imperial era of Greco-

Rome. He classifies “imperial law” as “world maintaining,” where “norms are universal 

and enforced by institutions.”254 This description adequately depicts the macro perception 

of law for our purposes. But it does not explain the process by which law became the 

meaning-making force that is today. For this, we turn to the study by Aldo Schiavone 

entitled The Invention of Law in the West.255  

The transformation of law from the domain of wisdom to the neutral arbiter of 

imperial meaning-making was a process that began in Greece and was completed in 

Rome. Schiavone explains law as the outcome of two cultural devices: “the Greek 

 

253 For select verses on the idea of prudence, see: the adj. םורע  (“cunning, clever”) in Job 5:12; Prov 12:23; 22:3; 27:12 (contra. 
the sense used of the serpent in Gen 3:1); the verb לכש  (“understand, comprehend”) in Jer 3:15; Dan 11:35; Amos 5:13; 2 Chron 
30:32, and; the verbal form of ןיב  (“understand,” “distinguish”) in 1 Sam 16:18; Prov 17:28; 18:15. Words, on their own, do not imply 
positive virtue (cf. Gen 3:1). Only context determines the particular virtue in view. This is why many translations render Gen 3:1 as 
“crafty” (NASB and NRSV). For select verses on the role of judges, see: Exod 18:13, 22, 26; 21:22. The above statements stand 
contra to Westerholm who reasons many instances of Torah should be understood as law. Stephen Westerholm, “Torah, Nomos and 
Law: A Question of Meaning,” SR 15 (1986): 327–36. 

254 Italics in the original. Robert Cover, “The Supreme Court, 1982 Term. Foreword: Nomos and Narrative,” HLR 97.1 (1983): 
4–68 (13).  

255 Aldo Schiavone, The Invention of Law in the West, trans. Jeremy Carden and Antony Shugaar (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2012). 
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paradigm of politics as popular sovereignty and the principle that public legislation is 

equal for all, and the Roman paradigm of law as conformity with a self-sustaining system 

of rules defined by reason.”256 As the embodiment of independence and neutrality, the 

formalization of law and the legal system became “an impenetrable corpus”; that is, the a 

priori “ontologization of legal concepts.”257 Codified law, and the legal system as a 

whole, became the preeminent, rational discourse that authorized and established the 

“legal order of the world … as a mapping of sociality.”258 Anyone charged with the 

adjudication of this system must therefore be detached from any other meaning-making 

conventions (such as culture, politics), being now endowed with “a clear, autonomous, 

and definitive identity.”259 In short, the concept of law, the legal code, the legal system, 

and the lawgivers were a priori justified as operating on an ontologically superior sphere 

to natural law, normative experience, and empirical reason.260 Law became the neutral 

determinant of meaning-making while lawgivers became the neutral determinant makers-

of-meaning through an independent corpus of reasoning. The concepts of autonomy, 

identity, neutrality, and ontological superiority point to law as the genetic center of an 

artificial dichotomy; and this dichotomy became an intellectualized organization of 

numerous pairings, such as superior/inferior, rational/irrational, independent/dependent, 

 

256 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 11. 
257 For independence and neutrality, see: Schiavone, Invention of Law, 4. For “an impenetrable corpus,” see: Schiavone, 

Invention of Law, 4. For “ontologization of legal concepts,” see: Schiavone, Invention of Law, 203. Schiavone explains, the idea of 
“fair” derives from the Latin aequum (the complement of ius), representing “formulary procedure; nascent consensualism; attention to 
the reciprocity of performances; good faith as a measure of the behavior of the parties.” Schiavone, Invention of Law, 151. 
Unfortunately, fairness is a commonplace idea in contemporary law, finding support in the prescription of justice with proportionality. 
This is logically flawed as proportionality is inherently subjective and “insusceptible of principled application.” Tracy A. Thomas 
cites Justice Antonin G. Scalia. Tracy A. Thomas, “Proportionality and the Supreme Court’s Jurisprudence of Remedies,” ALP (2007): 
1–56 (38). 

258 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 245. For a definition of legal, see: Rafael Domingo, God and the Secular Legal System, CSLC 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 122. 

259 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 4. 
260 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 202–4. 
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objective/subjective, fair/unfair, and so forth. The Greco-Roman legal system invented 

and invested itself with ontological authority by assuming the truth of its premise of 

being ontologically superior in its conclusion that the legal system is therefore 

ontologically superior—a fallacy known as begging the question. 

The imperial march of Greco-Rome likely penetrated and altered the conceptual 

and intellectual systems of the cultures they conquered and ruled. In terms of Israel’s 

place within this march, we observe a process toward legalization and codification, which 

Cover terms “jurisgenesis.”261 This, according to Steven D. Fraade, was a process 

beginning much earlier, following the Babylonian conquest and exile during the sixth and 

fifth centuries BCE.262 He observes that this period marks the point in time when 

Israelites began to regard the canonical Torah as “The Law” following their later 

reflections on the exile.263 During this time, the word הרות  (“Torah”) and the entirety of 

its textual environment was infused with the sense and force of legalization.264 Empirical 

examples include the Septuagint’s translation of הרות  into νόμος (“law” in 200 out of 220 

occurrences), and the Vulgate as lex (“law”).265 This transmission subsumed the original 

Hebraic meaning of “instruction” or “direction” with the Greek meaning of “law,” as in 

that which, as Schiavone observed, necessitates institutional, legislative governance with 

 

261 Cover, “Nomos and Narrative,” 11. 
262 Steven D. Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative Before ‘Nomos and Narrative,’” in Legal Fictions: Studies of Law and Narrative in 

the Discursive Worlds of Ancient Jewish Sectarians and Sages, ed. Hindy Najman, JSJSup 147 (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 17–36 (19). 
LeFebvre reasons “Torah’s reconceptualization” occurred in the Hellenistic period. Michael LeFebvre, Collections, Codes, and Torah: 
The Re-characterization of Israel’s Written Law, LHBOTS 451 (New York: T&T Clark, 2006), 146–240.  

263 Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative,” 19–20. See also: Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society: 200 B.C.E.–640 C.E. 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001), 19–22. We can add the veneration of “the Book, like the Icon.” Karel van der Toorn, 
“The Iconic Book: Analogies between the Babylonian Cult of Images and the Veneration of the Torah,” in The Image and the Book: 
Iconic Cults, Aniconism, and the Rise of Book Religion in Israel and the Ancient Near East, ed. Karel van der Toorn, CBET 21 
(Leuven: Peeters, 1997), 229–48 (247). 

264 Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative,” 20.  
265 Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative,” 21. 
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the air of neutrality.266 A relevant example is the translation of Exod 24:12. In this text 

Yhwh summons Moses to the mountain where he will give him the stone tablets with 

הוצםהו הרותהו  (“the instruction and the commandment”). The majority of translations 

render this phrase as “the law and the commandment.”267 The difference in translation is 

evident. Our translation renders the word הרות   as “instruction” while many, if not most, 

favor “law.”  

As we progress through time we observe that by the close of the third century 

BCE the Pentateuch itself was regarded as νόμος (“law”).268 Fraade writes, “Once the 

Torah and the Hebrew Bible are represented as ‘The Law,’ then the isolation of its 

narratives from its laws … [is] not far to follow.”269 By imposing the semantic essence of 

νόμος and lex on הרות , legislative authority supersedes Torah instruction; factitious 

governance replaces didactic purpose; legal prescriptions are excised from narratival 

context; and the reception community becomes the confirming voice that הרות  could not 

mean anything other than “The Law.” As Fraade observes, the dynamic and telegraphic 

history and nature of law and the legal ensures that the concepts are eventually lifted 

from their narratival context and renarrativized into a new legal code from which legality 

is extracted yet again.270  

 

266 The substantive meaning of הרות  is “direction” or “instruction.” HALOT, “ ןיִבַּ֫ ,” 1711; also “education” “teaching.” Félix 
Garcia-López and Heinz-Josef Fabry, “ הרָוֹתּ ,” TDOT 15:609–46 (611). See also: Maria Häusl, “Searching for Forces of Group 
Cohesion in the Books of Nehemiah and Isaiah,” in Ṣedaqa and Torah in Postexilic Discourse, eds. Gillmayr-Bucher and Maria 
Häusl, LHBOTS 640 (London: T&T Clark, 2017), 55–70 (55). For law and meaning, see: Westerholm, “Torah,” 327–36. See also: 
Walter Gutbrod and Hermann Kleinknecht, “νόμος, ἀνομία, ἄνομος, ἔννομος, νομικός, νόμιμος, νομοθέτης, νομοθεσία, νομοθετέω, 
παρανομία, παρανομέω,” TDNT 4:1022–91 (1024).  

267 Stuart, Exodus, 557; NRSV; NASB. 
268 Garcia-López and Fabry, “ הרָוֹתּ ,” TDOT 15:643. 
269 Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative,” 21. Kamrada explains Torah as event driven interpretations, such as: “‘written instructions’, 

‘general teaching’, ‘law’, ‘biblical book’, ‘the Pentateuch’, and even ‘the totality of divine revelation’.” Dolores G. Kamrada. “Ideas 
of the Holy: Ṣedaqa and Torah within a Cultic/Religious System,” in Ṣedaqa and Torah in Postexilic Discourse, eds. Susanne 
Gillmayr-Bucher and Maria Häusl, LHBOTS 640, (London: T&T Clark, 2017), 122–31 (123). 

270 Fraade, “Nomos and Narrative,” 33. 
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Torah cannot be substituted by or conflated with the Greco-Roman idea of law, as 

described above, even if some of the instances of הרות  contextually point to some form of 

rule, prescription, or due process.271 Torah shares no agreement with the Greco-Roman 

concept of ontological superiority, neither does it permit the synthetic concepts of 

autonomy and independence.272 Similarly, neutrality, or the idea of objectivity, remains 

“incompatible with any type of establishment.”273 Peter Novick explains such ideas as the 

intellectuals’ functional myth.274 Objectivity, and to this we add impartiality, “is not a 

single idea, but rather a sprawling collection of assumptions, attitudes, aspirations, and 

antipathies.”275 Finally, law as ontologically superior to other forms of reasoning is found 

wanting when interrogated against three key concepts. Rafael Domingo writes, “God, 

religion, and conscience, although ontologically related, are epistemologically dissociable 

from a legal perspective.”276 Such premises on which law is grounded are identifiable 

categories of misplaced reasoning, which presuppose a false mode (or category) of 

thought incompatible with the Hebrew Bible.277 

 

271 A well-known form of equivocation in lexicography. James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (London: SCM, 1961), 
216. For the contradictory notion of legislateable law and modern Jewish praxis, see: Eugene Korn, “Tradition Meets Modernity: On 
the Conflict of Halakha and Political Liberty,” Tradition 25/4 (1991): 30–47. Walton writes, “No such abstraction as ‘law’ exists in 
their minds, only the practical need to administer justice.” John H. Walton, Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old Testament: 
Introducing the Conceptual World of the Hebrew Bible (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 296. See also: Van der Toorn, Sin and 
Sanction, 12. Paul P. Enns, “Law of God,” NIDOTTE 4:893–900.  

272 For the problem of autonomy, see: Domingo, God and the Secular, 104. For independence, see: Domingo, God and the 
Secular, 149–51. 

273 Domingo, God and the Secular, 113 and 121. Domingo explains, “Neutrality, by definition, requires at least two positive 
elements, which is real dualism.” Domingo, God and the Secular, 55. 

274 Peter Novick, That Noble Dream: The “Objectivity Question” and the American Historical Profession (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 3–5. 

275 Novick, Noble Dream, 11. 
276 Domingo, God and the Secular, 167. 
277 The term “illicit” in logic refers to an act of reasoning that violates the rules of logic leading to false premises or conclusions. 

The term “category (or mode) of thought” evokes the idea of epistemology. More narrowly, an episteme is the philosophical 
architecture upon which categories of knowledge and understanding are predicated and systematized in accordance with soundness 
and validity. 
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Instead, Torah must retain its meaning as “oral and direct instruction,” without the 

encumbering mode of legal thought or teleologies of law.278 The quest to reseat הרות , and 

to this we add the idea of jurisprudence, within its rightful literary place requires 

returning to the literary environment and the conceptual world from which it emerged. 

Two points are critical. First, the translation of הרות  as “instruction” or “direction” places 

the concept within the realm of relationship, not neutrality or institutionalism.279 Thomas 

Willi, citing Joachim Begrich, writes, “Tōrā in its beginning and in its essence is a 

communicative event, a spoken process, arguing against a long and to date indefatigable 

understanding [of tōrā as law].”280 Second, since הרות  adheres to a communicated event 

(e.g., from god to humanity), then it must be ensconced within the characterizations of 

experience. After all, as Holmes observed, “The life of the law has not been logic: it has 

been experience.”281 These observations warrant greater consideration; for the idea of 

הרות  as relationally instructive remains entrenched within the manifold experiences of the 

Hebrew Bible. The goal of הרות  is “to represent the whole by means of the parts, which 

were thought to evoke a cultural and social totality.”282 Relationship and experience are 

inseparable attributes of הרות , reflecting the paradigmatic prism of life as bequeathed in 

the literature of the Hebrew Bible.  

 

278 Häusl, “Group Cohesion,” 55. 
279 In using the word “relationship” I am not suggesting a particular religious reading. Instead, I am referring to the direct, 

bidirectional correspondence הרות  conveys. 
280 Thomas Willi, Juda – Jehud – Israel: Studien zum Selbstverständnis des Judentums in persischer Zeit, FAT 12 (Tübingen: 

Mohr Siebeck, 1995), 92. Citation by Maria Häusl, “Introduction,” in Ṣedaqa and Torah in Postexilic Discourse, eds. Susanne 
Gillmayr-Bucher and Maria Häusl, LHBOTS 640 (London: T&T Clark, 2017), 1–15 (2).  

281 Oliver W. Holmes, The Common Law (Boston, MA: Little, Brown & Company, 1881; repr., Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1963), 5.  

282 Laura Nader, The Life of the Law: Anthropological Projects (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), 90. Although 
Nader is commenting on the school of legal realism, her insightful quotation is appropriate for our study. 
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Perhaps this paradigmatic aspect is why many Hebrew scholars turned to 

evaluating Torah through the lens of literary analysis. Some did so in a classificatory 

manner, whether by linguistic form, as in apodictic or casuistic laws, or by instrumental 

purpose, as in ceremonial, civil, and moral laws.283 While helpful, these forms of analysis 

leave the literary environment under-explained. Others approached the idea of הרות  as 

part of a literary continuum, such as law as performance (or legal symbolic action), law 

as narrative, law as literature, and law as humanities.284 These efforts strive to understand 

law as part of a relational environment broader than merely the corpus of codes. For 

example, law as performance, by definition, emphasizes law as transitory, circumstantial, 

or situational.285 Related to this is the legal symbolic act, which Åke Viberg identifies as 

an action functionally “different from the manifest result of the act.”286 The act is both 

 

283 For apodictic and casuistic analysis, see: Albrecht Alt, “The Origins of Israelite Law,” in  Essays on Old Testament History 
and Religion, trans. R. A. Wilson (New York: Doubleday, 1967), 79–132. See also: Moshe Weinfeld, “The Origin of the Apodictic 
Law: An Overlooked Source,” VT 23 (1973): 63–75; Bernard S. Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, JSOTSup 314 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2000), 42–69. For ANE studies, see: Jean Bottéro, Mesopotamia: Writing, Reasoning, and the Gods, 
trans. Zainab Bahrani and Marc van de Mieroop (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 170–79. For comparative studies, see: 
David P. Wright, Inventing God’s Law: How the Covenant Code of the Bible Used and Revised the Laws of Hammurabi, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2009), 29–120. For law as instrumental purpose, see: John M. Frame, The Doctrine of the Christian Life, 
(Phillipsburg, NJ: Presbyterian & Reformed, 2008), 213–217; Bruce K. Waltke, with Charles Yu, An Old Testament Theology: An 
Exegetical, Canonical, and Thematic Approach (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2007), 434–6. For a critique of these views, see: Gentry 
and Wellum, Kingdom, 167–8. 

284 For law as performance, see: Jacques Derrida, “The Force of Law: The ‘Mystical Foundation of Authority,’” in 
Deconstruction and the Possibility of Justice, eds. David G. Carlson, Drucilla Cornell, and Michel Rosenfeld (New York: Routledge, 
1991), 3–67.; Henning Grunwald, “Justice as ›performance‹? The historiography of legal procedure and political criminal justice in 
Weimar Germany,” InterDisciplines 2 (2012): 46–78. For distinction between “law in performance,” “law of performance,” and “law 
as performance,” see: Julie S. Peters, “Mapping Law and Performance: Reflections on the Dilemmas of an Interdisciplinary 
Conjunction,” in The Oxford Handbook of Law and Humanities, eds. Simon Stern, Maksymilian del Mar, and Bernadette Meyler 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2020), 199–218 (esp. 203–15); Julie S. Peters, “Law as Performance: Historical Interpretation, 
Objects, Lexicons, and Other Methodological Problems,” in New Directions in Law and Literature, eds Elizabeth S. Anker and 
Bernadette Meyler (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 193–209. For law as symbolic action, see: Åke Viberg, Symbols of 
Law: A Contextual Analysis of Legal Symbolic Acts in the Old Testament, ConBOT 34 (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1992). Meir 
Malul, Studies in Mesopotamian Legal Symbolism, AOAT 221 (Kevelaer/Neukirchen-Vlun: Butzon & Bercker/Neukirchener Verlag, 
1988). For law as narrative, see: Assnat Bartor, “Reading Biblical Law as Narrative,” Prooftexts 32/3 (2012): 292–311; Assnat Bartor, 
Reading Law as Narrative: A Study in the Casuistic Laws of the Pentateuch, AIL 5 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2010). For law as literature, 
see: Robin West, who regards this phenomenon as difficult to define. Robin West, Narrative, Authority, and Law, LMV (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1993), 89. For law as humanities, see: Dale Patrick, “Studying Biblical Law as a Humanities,” Pages 
27–47 in Thinking Biblical Law, Semeia 45 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1989). 

285 Grunwald, “Justice,” 52. Margaret Davies, “Plural Pluralities of Law,” in In Pursuit of Pluralist Jurisprudence, eds. Nicole 
Roughan and Andrew Halpin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), 239–60 (256–7). 

286 Viberg, Symbols of Law, 10. 
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efficacious and performative, since the net result is an effectual legal change.287 

Performance addresses the action leading to a legal result. A narrative reading, according 

to Assnat Bartor, focuses “on the law’s concrete elements—the situations, phenomena, 

characters, and events that it depicts, which together constitute its narrative content.”288 

Perhaps a better way to understand this, as Bert van Roermund explains, is to not regard 

law as narrative but to consider narrative as an “epiphenomenon of the way we refer to 

the object of thinking, in our case legal thinking.”289 Roermund’s view of literature as 

epiphenomenon is insightful. And while we can agree such studies help the reader to shift 

their understanding away from the preconceptions of law in literature, law remains 

central to every definition supplied by those that perceive law as part of a literary 

continuum. Literary studies of Torah seem to return to the hegemonic tether of Greco-

Roman law. Our focus turns toward defining jurisprudence in the Hebrew Bible apart 

from the current concept of law. 

At this point we have examined the roots of law, the metamorphosis of Torah to 

law, the meaning of Torah as instruction and as conveyed by means of a communicative 

event that is both experiential and relational, the need to reseat Torah in literature, and 

various attempts at doing so. To treat Torah as law cannot agree with the milieu of the 

Hebrew Bible. The same is not necessarily so for jurisprudence. Once we remove law, 

legislation, the legal system, and the law code from the idea of jurisprudence, we find that 

 

287 Effectuality is explained as what ratifies by referring to a prior agreement, and what does not refer to any specific agreement 
and yet effects a legal change as an accomplishment. Viberg, Symbols of Law, 17–8. 

288 Bartor, Law as Narrative, 7. 
289 Bert van Roermund, Law, Narrative and Reality: An Essay in Intercepting Politics, LAPS 30 (London: Kluwer Academic, 

1997), 6. This orients the concept in epistemology. 
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the term corresponds well, though not perfectly, with the biblical milieu. Our focus turns 

toward redefining jurisprudence. And it goes back to Ulpian.  

In the early third-century CE, the Roman jurist and scholar Ulpian wrote, 

“Jurisprudence is knowledge of matters divine and human, the science of the just and 

unjust.”290 According to Schiavone, this definition of jurisprudence by Ulpian traces back 

to Alcinous, which “referred in the original to wisdom (sophia).”291 Ulpian reasoned, 

“There could be no law (ius) unless it was founded upon justice (iustitia).”292 Iustitia is 

the name of one of the goddesses in the Roman pantheon.293 The essence of justice is 

therefore the specific conveyance of the god of justice. And the practitioners of iustitia 

were those sanctioned with divine access to exercise the knowledge and science of 

jurisprudence. This is why some in Rome regarded such juridic practitioners as priests.294  

This understanding of jurisprudence, for the most part, fits well with the idea of 

Torah as instruction. A few points of distinction are apparent. First, Torah does not 

include the modern concept of science, even though it does stress that one must render 

judgment without partiality.295 Instead, Torah champions the idea of wisdom over 

pertinent matters requiring distinction. Second, while the idea of law as predicated on the 

neutrality of justice appears sound according to latter Roman law, this concept is a subtle 

 

290 “Iuris prudential est divinarum atque humanarum rerum notitia, iusti atque iniusti scientia.” Ulpian, Libri regularum, in D. 
1.1.10.1–2. Translation by Schiavone, Invention of Law, 426 (cf. 573). 

291 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 426. 
292 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 420. 
293 See: Domingo, God and the Secular, 3–4. Umphrey, Sarat, and Douglas explain the sacred and profane as legal justice, while 

reasoning the juridical shift from medieval to contemporary views. Austin Sarat, Lawrence Douglas and Martha M. Umphrey, “The 
Sacred in Law: An Introduction,” in Law and the Sacred, ASLJST, eds. Austin Sarat, Lawrence Douglas and Martha M. Umphrey 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007), 1–27, 16. The idea is epitomized in the icon of Lady Justice who stands in proximity 
to many Supreme Courts. See: Keigh J. Bybee and Angela G. Narasimhan, “Courts and Judges: The Legitimacy Imperative and the 
Importance of Appearances,” in The Handbook of Law and Society, WHCCJ, eds. Austin Sarat and Patricia Ewick (Chichester: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2015), 118–33 (125).  

294 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 416. 
295 Cf. Exod 23:6; Deut 1:17; 16:19. 
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distortion of both the Hebrew Bible and Ulpian’s notion of iusitia. Just as justice is not 

predicated on ius, but on the Roman goddess Iustitia, justice in the Hebrew Bible is not 

predicated on law, but on Yhwh, the god of justice.296 This demonstrates the ontological 

correspondence between god and humanity. Othmar Keel writes, “The earthly order 

emulates the heavenly, and like the heavenly, it is guaranteed by the deity.”297 The taught 

statutes and the judgments, and the practice thereof, are described as wisdom and 

understanding (Deut 4:6). And for the most difficult, nonempirical matters involving an 

internal view of the heart, such human judges are sometimes referred to as םיהלאה  (“the 

gods”), emphasizing “[g]od’s role in the judicial process.”298 After all, only god 

distinguishes what is within the person. If humans discern and judge the heart of another, 

then they are the conveyors of god’s distinction. 

Based on this brief, albeit non-diachronic, assessment, the idea of jurisprudence 

can be repurposed for the Hebrew Bible as follows. Jurisprudential Torah is the 

understanding of matters divine and human, the deliberative wisdom of dividing the just 

and the unjust, in asymmetrical dependency to Yhwh (the god of Torah), and as conveyed 

through the literary phenomenon of the Hebrew Bible.299 This definition modifies Ulpian, 

the semantics of the compound word jurisprudence, and the insights derived from literary 

studies on law in the Hebrew Bible. Jurisprudential Torah conveys the austerity and 

formality of justice as sanctioned, deliberative, and constrained, while ignoring the 

 

296 Cf. Isa 30:18; Mal 2:17 
297 Othmar Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and the Book of Psalms (New York: 

Seabury, 1978), 96. 
298 Yair Zakovitch, “Psalm 82 and Biblical Exegesis,” in Sefer Moshe: The Moshe Weinfeld Jubilee Volume, eds. Chaim Cohen, 

Avi Hurvitz and Shalom M. Paul, Studies in the Bible and the Ancient Near East, Qumran, and Post-Biblical Judaism (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 213–28 (214). Cf. Exod 21:6; 22:7–8. 

299 Asymmetrical dependency, for this study, refers to the philosophical idea of supervenience. God (the Torah giver) 
epistemologically supervenes on Torah which supervenes on the judge. The asymmetry is one of relational dependency. The judge is 
dependent on the supervenience of god while god shares no such dependency. This does not insinuate the negation or absence of 
bidirectional correspondence. The Hebrew Bible emphasizes the asymmetry of authoritative dependency.  
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slippery slope of law and legislation as institutional, neutral, and rational. This definition 

retains much of the sober importance conveyed in law and the legal system without the 

false ideas of neutrality or ontological superiority. Jurisprudential Torah, as so defined, 

can both speak to the thought-construct of the Hebrew Bible and also connect with 

modern readers’ understanding of justice.  

We are now able to evaluate the fourfold ןיב  from the standpoint of jurisprudential 

Torah. The following four paragraphs identifies three indicators of jurisprudential 

content: thematic environment, the key terms fronting the fourfold ןיב , and the concept of 

investiture. First, the thematic environment contains a dialogic setting where one party 

speaks to another with sanctioned authority. This context occurs in various jurisprudential 

dramas/scenarios (Gen 3:15a; 13:8a; 1 Sam 20:42e; 1 Kings 15:19a; and 2 Chron 16:3a) 

or directives/charters (Lev 10:10; 11:47; 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a). The dramas include violation, 

verdict, and execution (Gen 3:15a); occupational conflict and domestic split (Gen 13:8a); 

covenantal oath for generational preservation (1 Sam 20:42e); establishment of 

international alliances (1 Kings 15:19a and 2 Chron 16:3a); and the eschatological, 

cartographic inheritance of the twelve tribes of Israel (Ezek 47:17a). The directives 

include the constitutional charter for the dispensation of responsibilities (Lev 10:10); the 

article of ingestion for the preservation of Israel’s internal purity (Lev 11:47); and the 

instructive remedy for judicial decisions deemed too difficult (𝔊 of Deut 17:8a). 

The second indicator of jurisprudential content is key terms fronting each instance 

of the fourfold ןיב . These are grouped according to the two thematic contexts defined 

previously, dramas and directives. In the dramas, we find enmity as penal consequence, 

תישא הביאו  (“and enmity I will place”) in Gen 3:15a; an injunctive for conflict mitigation, 
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הבירמ יהת אנ־לא  (“Now, let no strife appear”) in Gen 13:8b; Yhwh as covenantal seal, 

היהי הוהי  (“Yhwh comes”) to uphold the עבש  (“sworn”) תירב  (“covenant”) in 1 Sam 

20:42e; a mercenary agreement, תירב  (“an alliance”) in 1 Kings 15:19a and 2 Chron 

16:3a; and the description of their future inheritance as delineated by the eastward 

geographic boundary, as in םידק תאפו … לובג היהו  (“and a boundary shall stand … with an 

eastern edge”) in Ezek 47:17a–18a.300 The directives reveal an infinitive of eternal 

statutorial distinction (as qualified by v. 9), as in לידבהל  (“to distinguish”) in Lev 10:10; 

an infinitive of dietary Torah distinction, as in לידבהל  (“to distinguish”) in Lev 11:47; and 

the subjunctive of indeterminate distinction Ἐὰν δὲ ἀδυνατήσῃ ἀπὸ σοῦ ῥῆμα ἐν κρίσει 

(“But if [it] should be impossible for you—a word in decision—”) in 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a.301 

The context of this latter attestation is juridic. In this verse the idea of dispute resolution 

is potent. If one is unable to make a sound decision, then Moses instructs such individuals 

to go to τὸν κριτήν (“the judge”), who will then render a decision (𝔊 of Deut 17:9). 

The third indicator of jurisprudential content is that all instances of the fourfold 

ןיב  are conveyed with investiture. The word investiture indicates an act of ratified 

affirmation, locating the subject matter within the field of jurisprudence. The idea of 

 

300 In Gen 3:15a the word can be rendered as “put,” “set,” or “place.” The locative is more concrete than the abstract notion of 
putting something within others. In Gen 13:8b the phrase אנ־לא  preceding a third-person jussive conveys a speaker’s “personal interest 
in the act requested.” Ahouva Shulman, “The Particle אנ  in Biblical Hebrew Prose” HS 40 (1999): 57–82 (64). Murray regards the 
context of this verse as a dialogue between brotherly equals without indicating any “marking of rank or honor.” Donald F. Murray, 
“An Unremarked Rhetorical Marker in Biblical Hebrew Prose,” HS 40 (1999): 33–56 (52). In 1 Sam 20:42e the expression conveys an 
exogenous occurrence, where Yhwh stands between in some manner or authoritative relationship to the mutual covenant. While a 
close approximation, the phrase ןיב היהי הוהי  (“Yhwh comes between…”), serves as the expression of an epistemological union 
between heaven and earth and all that the divine sanction via invocation and oath conveys. In 1 Sam 20:42e Yhwh serves as witness to 
their reciprocally עבש  (“sworn”) oath in 1 Sam 20:12–17 and 42c. The context invokes the name of Yhwh and confirms Yhwh as the 
sanctioning source of their oath as predicated on their mutual תירב .  

301 Lev 10:10 falls under the eternal statute of Lev 10:9. Similarly, the Torah of Lev 11:46 supervenes upon the meaning of Lev 
11:47. In the 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a, the verb ἀδυνατήσῃ is aorist, active, subjunctive. The word order makes the determination difficult. It 
could be rendered as “But if [it] should be impotent for you.” The emphasis on impotency could be what hinders the individual from 
making a word in decision rather than any external difficulty. The tension perhaps should remain rather than be resolved. We propose 
the syntax maintains the ambiguity. Also, in the 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a we have adopted a more literal approach to the phrase ῥῆμα ἐν 
κρίσει. For a more simplified version, as “in judgment,” see: NETS. 
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ratified affirmation does not demand a democratic model of jurisprudence.302 This can be 

accomplished by one party in authority over another. The word investiture conveys a 

sanctioned, inaugural event, like the establishment of a treaty or the formal induction of 

select parties into an officiating capacity; or a binding precedent, like the reference to a 

prior agreement or the justification by which boundaries are formally amended. 

Investiture signifies an event of approbation establishing a first, a beginning, or a new 

and permanent change to what preceded.  

The idea of investiture fits the context for each fourfold ןיב .303 From a 

jurisprudential standpoint, investiture involves one speaking with authority (either god or 

someone sanctioned by god) who also ratifies the investiture therein. This is most 

obvious in the dramas of 1 Sam 20:42e, 1 Kings 15:19a, and 2 Chron 16:3a. The word 

תירב  (“covenant”) in these contexts represents a new agreement rather than an old one.304 

In Gen 3:15a god confronts the serpent’s deception by adjudging a binding, penal 

precedent. This investiture is substantive, explicit, and lasting. Abram’s injunction of Gen 

13:8a proposes a permanent division between himself and Lot.305 This separation is the 

precursor to the divine Abrahamic gift in Gen 13:14–18. The investiture of Ezek 47:18a 

is of a new and delineated eschatological inheritance. The same can be stated for the 

directive texts. The context of Lev 10:10 is focused on the formal investiture of the 

priestly constitution.306 The context of Lev 11:47 inaugurates the investiture of purity as 

the summation of the article on dietary distinction, which spans all of chapter eleven. 

 

302 Affirm is defined as: “To ratify, make firm, confirm, establish, reassert.” DL, “Affirm,” 49–50 (50). 
303 Investiture also coheres with every occurrence where god is the agent or object of ללח . 
304 1 Sam 20:42e is understood as a new תירב  even though it serves as the culmination of a drama spanning three chapters. 
305 Cf. Gen 13:10–13. 
306 Lev 10:8–11. 
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Finally, the 𝔊 of Deut 17:8a institutes a new instruction concerning difficult decisions. 

The fact that this is located within the larger corpus of Deuteronomic instructions does 

not negate its force of investiture. Rather, this is one of many sub-investitures ratified by 

Moses.  

As the foregoing paragraphs of this section have shown, the fourfold ןיב  is 

saturated with jurisprudential indicators. But this must not be considered equivalent to the 

notion of law. Instead, jurisprudential Torah is the deliberative wisdom of divine 

distinction in asymmetrical dependency to Yhwh. Such juridic indicators are denoted in 

the thematic literary environment, the key terms fronting the fourfold ןיב , and the form of 

investiture. Two types of literary environments become apparent: jurisprudential dramas, 

and jurisprudential directives. The dramas point to the jurisprudence of penal 

enforcement (Gen 3:15a); occupational mitigation and domestic division (Gen 13:8a); the 

establishment of covenantal oaths and treaties (1 Sam 20:42e, 1 Kings 15:19a, and 2 

Chron 16:3a); and cartographic delineations of inheritance. The directives authenticate 

the constitutional charter (Lev 10:10); the article of ingestion (Lev 11:47); and the 

requisite process for resolving difficult decisions (𝔊 of Deut 17:8a). In every occurrence 

the key words and the form of investiture confirm that jurisprudence is in view, not 

jurisprudence of legislative governance, but jurisprudence that is based on the contexts of 

experience and the heuristics of relationship. 

4.5. Summarizing the Context  

At the start of this chapter we asserted that the fourfold ןיב  should be translated in 

a way that equalizes the weight and value of each contiguous nominal. The literary 

environment, which includes the Sitz in der Literatur, is not in itself a sufficient starting 
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point for evaluating the context. Instead, the fourfold ןיב  is located within several 

environments, including the oral drama of speech, divine sanction, and content indicative 

of jurisprudential Torah. 

The first environment, the oral drama of speech in text, is not an immaterial 

phenomenon but an important communicative reality. Not only is the biblical text written 

for an oral reading, but speech within the text requires a dramatic reading of some type 

that distinguishes the speech of characters from the narration. Importantly, speech in 

written form is not required to conform to the rules of written narrative. Instead, speech 

in written form is empowered with tremendous flexibility to override any literary 

convention in order to convey a profound meaning predicated on the textual writer’s 

position and authority. This distinction is often overlooked due to disregard for textual 

forms of expression as well as a methodological inattentiveness reaching back to the 

witnesses and scholarly studies in our field of inquiry. By failing to attend to the fact of 

textual orality and the drama of speech, translators, interpreters, and scholars are prone to 

render the speech as narrative and shape the interpretation and its exegesis in a way that 

amends the perceived redundancy. The fourfold ןיב  is not a cumbersome or redundant 

Hebraism, but a communicative event designed to slow the reading so that the drama of 

orality is permitted to accentuate the significance of what is spoken. And the drama of 

speech is most pronounced in passages where god is presented as the oral speaker, as in 

the case of Lev 10:10. 

The significance of the second environment, divine sanction, is shown in the fact 

that every occurrence of the fourfold ןיב  is found in speech spoken by god or sanctioned 

by god (or in the case of the synoptic accounts, sanctioned by the gods). In these speech-
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texts, god is understood as the physical speaker or the substantive participant 

authenticating and affecting the speech of his representative speaker. The full authority of 

divine potency saturates each context. This must not be understood as an intellectual 

abstraction, but a concrete reality. Thus when god speaks to Aaron in Lev 10:10, the oral 

drama of speech intensifies the equally weighted significance of each ןיב  and ןיבו , all 

being imbued with the full authority and power of the infinitive’s mandate for distinction, 

with god as the speaker, enforcer, and authenticator. There is no conveyance of an 

absolute dichotomy in the orality of speech with divine sanction for the speech-texts of 

the fourfold ןיב . 

Finally, we reasoned that each occurrence of the fourfold ןיב  is found in oral-

speech where god or his sanctioned representative is communicating in contexts 

indicative of jurisprudential Torah rather than law. This study presented a distinction 

between law and jurisprudence where, on the one hand, law is often perceived as neutral, 

objective, rational, ontologically superior, and necessary for institutionalization and 

legislative governance—a concept derived from the Greco-Roman legal milieu and 

incompatible with the biblical milieu. On the other hand, jurisprudential Torah recognizes 

הרות  as orally delivered divine instruction whose application is expressed through 

deliberative wisdom in matters of justice, while operating in asynchronous dependency to 

god as conveyed through the Hebrew Bible. This concept was tested in the context of 

each fourfold ןיב . Two kinds of settings emerged: jurisprudential dramas and 

jurisprudential directives. The dramas revealed themes of enmity as penal consequence, 

injunctive for mitigating conflict, Yhwh as the power and force sealing a covenant, a 

mercenary agreement as sealed by the gods, and the description of eschatological 
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inheritance pertaining to Israel’s eastward geographic reach. The directives showed 

themes of enduring statutorial distinction (Lev 10:10), dietary Torah distinction (Lev 

11:47), and the process by which an indeterminate juridic case may be adjudged (𝔊 of 

Deut 17:8). In addition, every occurrence of the fourfold ןיב  caries the idea of juridic 

investiture, indicating an act of ratification, whether through installation as a treaty or 

induction, or binding precedent as an amended agreement or boundary. In Lev 10:10, the 

idea of jurisprudential Torah as a directive from god and as a formal investiture of 

priestly responsibility in vv. 8–11 is extremely pertinent. Seated in an environment of 

textual speech orally delivered by god, with all the divine potency the concept of god 

evokes, the jurisprudential Torah signifies a stately investiture of eternal significance on 

pain of death (v. 9). This is not some trite narrative permitting an unreasoned or 

dichotomized translation and exegesis. Instead, the fourfold ןיב  textually signifies an 

impassioned and thoroughly jurisprudential assertion of acute significance. In contexts 

referring to divine authority, direct conveyance, and thematic import, the words, as so 

arrayed, are endowed with utmost, even theophanic, meaning. The jurisprudence of the 

fourfold ןיב  places added weight on the prominence of this distinctive syntactic 

construction; for whenever jurisprudence is orally expressed from one conveying divine 

potency, a message of paramount importance is explicit.  

In this chapter our study raised some important rebuttals to the principal thesis in 

chapter 1; namely, that the sacred and profane cannot be a viable construct with respect to 

god since god is both the agent and object of profanation. And since Lev 10:10 is 

reasoned by consensus as the proof text for a dichotomy of pairs, as discussed in chapter 

2, then it seemed logical that scholars would take into account all texts where god is the 
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agent and object of profanation. However, such was not the case. Our study turned to the 

origin of this dubious construct and discovered twenty-eight variants among the 

witnesses of the fourfold ןיב , with the majority, though not all, favoring a dichotomic 

translation, indicating at best an absence of methodology. Scholarly discussions continue 

to uncritically uphold the dichotomic view, as confirmed by studies on ןיב  and Lev 10:10 

in particular. Despite this fact, other occurrences of fourfold prefixed and separative 

constructions in the Hebrew Bible not only are extant but are most often translated and 

exegeted as a unity, in contradistinction to the Masoretic system. The evidence, in 

addition to the select witnesses that translated the fourfold ןיב  as an indivisible unit, 

demonstrate that the fourfold phenomenon was regarded by some as a unit, raising a 

justifiable challenge against the prevailing view. Our study of the macro-contexts in the 

literary environment added further credence to our understanding the meaning as, not a 

dichotomous construct, but a unitary whole, challenging our understanding of the so-

called sacred/profane and pure/impure dyads. The facts that (1) some witnesses favor a 

unitary view; (2) other occurrences of fourfold constructions are regarded most 

commonly as a unit; and (3) the macro-contexts of orality and the drama of speech, 

divine sanction with authoritative effect, and the theme of jurisprudential Torah as a 

directive of investiture or binding precedent—all of these raise material objections to the 

construct’s viability. Our contention, therefore, stands that the fourfold ןיב  must be read 

with slow, dramatic deliberation as between W, and between X, and between Y, and 
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between Z.307 The reader is thus presented with the opportunity to hear the potency and 

the exhortation to listen well.  

In view of the interrogation thus far, it is curious the construct has not, to my 

knowledge, been seriously disputed. After more than two thousand years the construct 

seems to have garnered the invincible status of unchallenged and unchallengeable. But 

our findings prove there is a flaw between what the texts reveal and how reception has 

interpreted the meaning; for soundness and validity cannot be reasoned on cherry-picked 

evidence, ad hoc methodology, and disregard of literary contexts. Thus our question turns 

to why such observations were likely not considered. In particular, why is the construct 

perceived as a priori above criticism? To address this we turn to the conceptual milieus 

dividing the biblical worldview from modernity. Our objective delves into the cognitive 

inconsistencies that prohibit serious interrogation.  

  

 

307 To be clear, the translations of “between W, and X, and Y, and Z” (V and Clem. Vg for Gen 3:15a), and “between W, X, Y, 
and Z” are also possible. Such translations eliminate the drama of important speeches. If the authors had desired to translate the text in 
such a manner, then they could have done so, as Deut 1:1 indicates. The preferred reading emphasizes the drama of redundancy. 
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5. Conceptual Milieu 

Without a doubt, we the contemporary readers of the Hebrew Bible live in an 

intellectual context far removed from that of the authors. Our methods of organizing 

conceptual information are monumentally diverse from and often incongruent with the 

ancient Israelite context. Even with this knowledge, our approach to the sacred and 

profane remains skewed. Our distortive heuristic includes a number of logically 

problematic features that cloud our understanding of the text and its meaning. These are 

the problems of dialectical binaries, conceptual discontinuities, and appeals to 

dogmatism.  

5.1. The Dialectical Issue  

One of the unfortunate legacies of Ferdinand de Saussure’s groundbreaking work 

on linguistic theory is that binaries are considered conclusive. Saussure summarizes his 

observations by writing, “In language there are only differences.”308 While Saussure is 

not the father of binaries, he is regarded as one of the most influential, as the witnesses of 

the fourfold ןיב  in Greek, Latin, and Syriac demonstrate. The popular appeal that 

language is the conveyance of a “complex equilibrium of terms that mutually condition 

each other” appears to be vindicated by the volumes of linguistic binaries.309 Émile 

Benveniste provides a concise summary of Saussure’s linguistic binaries, namely: 

articulatory/acoustic, sound/sense, individual/society, langue/parole, concrete/abstract, 

 

308 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, ed. Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, in collaboration with Albert 
Reidlinger, trans. Wade Baskin (Lausanne; Paris: Librairie Payot & Cie, 1916; New York: Philosophical Library, 1959), 120. 

309 Saussure, General Linguistics, 122. The appeal to the popular is also called the “fallacy of the prevalent proof.” Fischer, 
Historians’ Fallacies, 51–3. 
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paradigmatic/syntagmatic, identity/opposition, and synchronic/diachronic.310 Simms 

provides two additional binaries: “space/time and speech/writing.”311 These binaries 

appear to organize all language, including all forms of expression, into a rules-based 

lattice of artificial and antonymic rigidity down to the level of morphology.312 Even the 

antonymic concept itself is reduced under the premise that not all binaries, according to 

John I. Saeed, demonstrate congruency of relationship.313 The logic of such reductive 

proclivities reaffirms the intellectual’s supposition that all language is binary. And this 

rationale continues to penetrate deep and wide in biblical studies. John F. A. Sawyer 

writes, “If there is one matter on which all modern semantic theorists are agreed, it is the 

centrality of opposition in all descriptive analyses ...”314 But the premise on which this 

statement rests contains a proverbial elephant in the room; for if all language is 

conclusively oppositional, then how can it be tested apart from violating the principle of 

circularity?  

The problem becomes more apparent when one acknowledges that categorical 

binaries are not relegated to linguistics studies alone. Binaries are, in fact, regarded as 

part and parcel of dialectics and of most philosophical discourse.315 Its Hellenistic roots 

 

310 Émile Benveniste, Problèmes de linguistique Générale, vol 1. (Paris: Gallimard, 1966), 40.  
311 Karl Simms, “Introduction,” in Language and the Subject, ed. Karl Simms, Critical Studies Vol 9 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 

1997), 3–26 (8).  
312 For a study on morphological oppositions, see: Irina B. Khlebnikova, Oppositions in Morphology: As Exemplified in the 

English Tense System, JL-SMi 151 (The Hague: Mouton, 1973), 11–39. 
313 Saeed’s categories include: the complementary, gradable, reverses, converse, and taxonomic sisters. Saeed refers to the 

complementary as “contradictory, binary, or simple antonyms.” John I. Saeed, Semantics, 4th ed. (New York: Wiley & Sons, 2015), 
66–9; cf. Shead, Semantics, 19–22. 

314 Sawyer, Semantics, 102. 
315 Dialectics is often framed by the so-called dialectical tension (the domain of contrary relations). One of the key problems 

inherent with dialectics is the aporetic premise upon which the concept is framed. McGaughey perceives Ricoeur’s notion of the 
aporetic as a paradoxical and irreducible dialectical tension. He writes, “Neither component is reducible to, or explainable by, the 
other. This is the meaning of the aporetic which is defined by Paul Ricoeur in terms of tension between two concepts where ‘… 
neither concept, considered separately, proposes a satisfying solution to their unresolvable disagreement.’” Douglas R. McGaughey, 
Strangers and Pilgrims: On the Role of Aporiai in Theology, ThBT 81 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1997), 50; cf. Paul Ricoeur, Time and 
Narrative, trans. Kathleen Blamey and David Pellauer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), 3:12. For a study on antithesis in 
the ANE, see: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 100–15. 
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notwithstanding, the idea of binaries is identifiable in continental philosophy and even in 

much postmodernism.316 This is not the place for discussion of this elusive theme, but it 

is striking that even in biblical studies, the perennial tendency to binary thinking is 

observed. The combined impact of postmodernism and continental philosophy fosters an 

array of reductive dialectical tensions that continues to influence biblical studies.317 And 

this rigid adherence to binaries and dialectics encourages researchers to perceive more 

binaries ad infinitum. 

One can easily perceive how the sacred and profane, as well as the impure and 

pure, of Lev 10:10 are identified as two dyadic pairs, as noted in Chapters 2 and 3. These 

pairs are regarded as two binary categories among the litany of alleged dyads.318 The 

sacred and profane construct appears to be the more celebrated of the two, as the 

construct is found within multiple intellectual disciplines and presses into every stratum 

of scholastic life.319 One can also make the claim for the impure and pure; for purity, 

through the lenses of anthropology, sociology, and ethics, also touches every aspect of 

life. The struggle to escape the confinement of dialectical tension and linguistic 

opposition proves exceedingly difficult. The problem is simple: when everything is a 

dichotomy, nothing is a dichotomy. This means that the profundity of dichotomic realities 

 

316 Continental philosophy is loosely regarded as the rejection of the Kantian distinction “between reality and appearances.” Jaco 
W. Gericke, “Philosophical Criticism of the Hebrew Bible and the Analytic-Continental Divide,” OTE 29/1 (2016): 85–99 (87), also 
pp. 87–90. Analytic philosophy is the rejection of the Kantian notion of a “synthetic a priori.” For further study, see: Immanuel Kant, 
Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason: and Other Writings, trans. and ed. Allen Wood and George di Giovanni, CTHP 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 35. For criticism, see: Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil: Prelude to a 
Philosophy of the Future, eds. Rolf-Peter Horstmann and Judith Norman, trans. Judith Norman, CTHP (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 12–4.  

317 For a summary of the various schools of thought with their prominent advocates, see: Brian Morris, Religion and 
Anthropology: A Critical Introduction, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 3–11. 

318 While these cardinal pairs may convey a dyadic relationship of some kind, one must not confuse lexical opposition with the 
paradigmatic sense of opposition. There is a material difference between the two. Shead, Semantics, 14–5.  

319 For a listing of disciplines, see: Oliviu Felecan, foreword to Onomastics Between Sacred and Profane, ed. Oliviu Felecan, 
VSLL (Wilmington, DE: Vernon, 2019), vii–xix (viii). For the sacred and secular (profane) in contemporary jurisprudence, see: 
Austin Sarat, Lawrence Douglas and Martha Merrill Umphrey, Law and the Sacred, ASLJST (Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press, 2007); cf. Hazard Adams, “‘Humanitas’ and Academic Politics,” ADE Bulletin 90 (1988): 18–26 (19). 
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is lost to the sands of innumerable dichotomic relations. Dichotomy itself has become 

what is known in German as zerdenken (“think to pieces”)—dichotomy has thought itself 

to the point of self-destruction. There appears to be no boundary the dichotomic engine 

dare not cross.320 And perhaps no greater dichotomic system exists in the Hebrew Bible 

than the system solidified by the Masorites.321  

The Masoretic system of accents is built on hierarchical dichotomic structures to 

such a degree that the system permits no alternative reading, irrespective of the vast array 

of styles, authors, conventions, and subject matters in the Hebrew Bible. The accenting 

system turns dichotomy into a rigid structure predicated on the delimitation of the verse, 

as previously discussed. One wonders if the Masorites held an additional motive: to 

invalidate and eliminate alternative readings. After all, an unmarked and non-versified 

consonantal text permits the possibility of multiple different readings. Is it possible the 

Masorites adopted the versification and accenting system to containerize the exegesis, 

and thus solidify one form of orthodoxy while not altering the consonantal text—itself a 

forbidden act? Is it coincidental that the creation of the Masoretic system trails on the 

heels and mindset of the Roman jurisprudential “tendency toward codification”?322  

In 528 CE Emperor Justinian ordered the development of the Corpus iuris civilis. 

Its purpose was to eliminate the “‘disorderly’ quality of history, in contrast with the 

compact transparency of the codifying order.”323 But the cost of the Roman legal code 

was high. The code containerized what they determined to be legal orthodoxy and at the 

 

320 Etty Hillesum writes, “Where is the boundary between “denken” and “zerdenken,” between thinking and destructive 
brooding?” Ria van den Brandt, Etty Hillesum: An Introduction to Her Thought, trans. Harry Monkel (Münster: LIT Verlag, 2014), 
36.  

321 See: Chapter 3.  
322 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 5. 
323 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 8. 
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same time erased other interpretations. Schiavone writes, “Within [the code], the real 

process of ancient legal thought was both guarded and destroyed.”324 The code created an 

artificial dichotomy where right interpretation is subsequent to the code. One wonders if 

and how much methodological influence was derived from the imperial act of 

codification in the Masoretic imposition of such a rigid system on the Hebrew Bible.325 

To my knowledge this has not been addressed. After all, right interpretation is now 

defined as subsequent to the Masoretic system of accents. This means that right 

interpretation is also subsequent to the law of the continuous dichotomy. It therefore 

takes an enormous effort to justify a valid dissent against the dichotomic system.  

At this point we can observe four problems: (1) the certainty of linguistic binaries; 

(2) the scholarly proclivity for identifying dialectical tensions; (3) the saturation of the 

sacred and profane construct within academia (as one of the many dialectics); and (4) the 

dichotomic totality of the Masoretic system as an emergent force in chronological 

proximity to the imperial effort of legal codification. These four problems predispose any 

analyst to either confirm the preexisting consensus or legitimate the identification of yet 

another further reduced binary. The question is whether categories are necessary. Are 

binaries, dyads, and the so-called dialectical tension legitimate for every given construct? 

What if these labels are true only some of the time and in certain contexts? Should the 

construct therefore remain conclusive even when texts and the construct’s context do not 

support such an absolute motif?  

 

324 Schiavone, Invention of Law, 11. 
325 This does not suppose post hoc ergo cum hoc; though there is an interesting potential for correlation. 
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The problem can be explained as follows. If the totality of evidence cannot 

support a categorical binary, then the necessity of opposition is rescinded. For example, 

the needle in a haystack paradox is a well-known problem of epistemology.326 The 

question rests on whether a needle is or is not in the haystack, thus establishing the 

dialectic. Should one find a needle in the haystack, then the fact of its discovery 

invalidates the statement that no needle exists in the haystack. Under such conditions, to 

impose a sweeping categorical binary asserts a false mode of reasoning as necessarily 

true. To be sure, binaries are needed for basic communication and for simplifying claims 

of a general nature. However, all too often the general is asserted as universal truth. The 

danger is to impose such binaries as a priori, prima facie, evidential truisms or dogma. 

After all, as Cornelis de Waal observes, “Adding dyads to dyads only gives dyads”; and 

“No matter how many dyadic figures we combine, the result will always be a dyadic 

figure.”327 The exegete must contemplate the conceptual world in which he or she is 

embedded in addition to the conceptual world under examination. And now that we have 

addressed the former, our attention turns to the latter. 

5.2. The Conceptual Issue 

It cannot be stressed enough that the people of the Hebrew Bible and the ancient 

Near East did not exist in an isolated intellectual context.328 They did not segregate life 

 

326 Brooks identifies the fallacy as a form of argumentum ad ignorantiam. Edward Brooks, Mental Science and Methods of 
Mental Culture: Designated for the Use of Normal Schools, Academies, and Private Students Preparing to be Teachers (Lancaster, 
PA: Normal Publishing, 1885), 309. 

327 Cornelis de Waal, Peirce, A Guide for the Perplexed (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), 68. See also: Jonathan D. Culler, The 
Pursuit of Signs: Semiotics, Literature, Deconstruction, rev. ed., Routledge Classics (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2002), 23. 
Also cited by Stephen Bann, “Semiotics,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism Volume 8: From Formalism to 
Poststructuralism, Edited by Raman Selden, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995; repr., 2004), 85–109 (93).  

328 Marc Van de Mieroop criticizes scholars that impose “taxonomies, hierarchies, genealogies, and other classifications [sic, in 
their analysis of ancient texts like those from Babylonia]. These seem perhaps natural and universal, but they are not so.” Marc van de 
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into body apart from mind, or mind apart from reason.329 Neither did they isolate reason 

into domains of philosophy and empiricism, secular and religious, belief and unbelief, 

design and chance, science and pre-science (or pseudo-science), concrete time and 

abstract time, or “official standards and popular morals.”330 Their non-dyadic mindset can 

be observed in their flexible portrayal of ontology and cosmology. For example, the 

Hebrew Bible does not rigidly adhere to a bifurcated model of heaven and earth, a point 

argued by Cornelis Houtman. He explains, “In various Old Testament writings 

cosmological ideas appear, even in the closest proximity, which, understood in the literal 

sense, completely exclude each other.”331 Jonathan T. Pennington summarizes Houtman’s 

analysis as follows: “The Israelites did not hold to a single, unifying view of the 

 

Mieroop, Philosophy Before the Greeks: The Pursuit of Truth in Ancient Babylonia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016), 
222. 

329 For categories of contextually dependent divisions, see: Deut 4:29; 6:5; 10:12; 11:13, 18: 13:3; 26:16; 30:2, 6, 10; Ps 31:9; 
Prov 3:8; 5:11; 15:30; 16:24; Isa 10:18. These divisions are not representative of two or three distinct parts but expressions of unity by 
its parts. For example, Deut 4:29 expresses the unity of heart and soul as requisite for finding god. 

330 Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 41. Shephard’s analysis of Ninian on Greek naturalism notes “[A]ncient naturalism is a 
mere intuitive foreshadowing of a scientific empiricism.” John J. Shephard, Ninian Smart on World Religions. Volume 1: Religious 
Experience and Philosophical Analysis,” ACTR (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2009), 26. For the artificial divide of the secular and 
religious, see: William R. Smith, Lectures on the Religion of the Semites: The Fundamental Institutions, 3rd ed. (New York: 
Macmillan, 1927), 30. By contrast, postmodernism and its subsequent employ overt, dualistic models of structuralism. See: Beate 
Pongratz-Leisten, “The King at the Crossroads between Divination and Cosmology,” in Divination, Politics, and Ancient Near 
Eastern Empires, eds. Alan Lenzi and Jonathan Stökl, SBLANEM 7, (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 33–48 (34). For secularism as a 
supposed methodology free from bias, see: Fischer, Historians’ Fallacies, 4. For secularism as a dissociative politic against the idea of 
religion, see: William E. Arnal and Russell T. McCutcheon, The Sacred is the Profane: The Political Nature of “Religion”, (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2013), 109. For unbelief as an inconceivable notion, see: Charles Taylor, “What is Secularity?,” in 
Transcending Boundaries in Philosophy and Theology: Reason, Meaning and Experience, eds. Kevin Vanhoozer and Martin Warner 
(New York: Routledge, 2016), 57–76 (57). For the false notion of chance, accident, fortune, or “purposeless fate” as cause vs. allotted 
portion, see: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 71–72. For the false discrepancy of standards vs. morality or ethics in the ANE, see: 
Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 41. For the false notion of pre-science as non-rational, see: Renaat Devisch, “Perspectives on 
divination in contemporary sub-Saharan Africa,” in Theoretical Explorations in African Religion, eds. Wim van Binsbergen and 
Matthew Schoffeleers, MASC, Leiden (London: Kegan Paul, 1985; repr., London: Routledge, 2011), 50–83 (55–6). For pseudo-
science, see: Mieroop, Philosophy, 216–24. Häusl explains Hebraic time as “not primarily, a measurable flowing continuum, but is 
distinguished by the quality of events and experiences.” Häusl, “Group Cohesion,” 67. This applies to the future unrealized, which is 
“not an abstract time-space. The future is rather identical with the events, conditions and actions that are still to happen.” Häusl, 
“Group Cohesion,” 67. For the idea of walking backward into the future, see: Stefan M. Maul, “Walking Backwards into the Future: 
The Conception of Time in the Ancient Near East,” in Given World and Time: Temporalities in Context, ed Tyrus Miller (Budapest: 
Central European University Press, 2008), 15–24 (15–16). Lipton writes, “In Biblical Hebrew, a strong linguistic case can be made for 
claiming that the future was physically located behind.” Diana Lipton, “God’s Back! What did Moses see on Sinai?,” in The 
Significance of Sinai: Traditions About Sinai and Divine Revelation in Judaism and Christianity, eds. George J. Brooke, Hindy 
Najman, and Loren T. Stuckenbruck (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 287–312 (288–9). For a critical assessment on the backward orientation of 
time, see Barr, Semantics, 75–6. 

331 “In unterschiedlichen, alttestamentlichen Schriften erscheinen, sogar in engster Nahe, kosmologische Vorstellungen, die, im 
buchstablichen Sinne verstanden, einander vollig ausschliessen.” Cornelis Houtman, Der Himmel im Alten Testament: Israels Weltbild 
und Weltanschauung, OtSt 30 (Leiden: Brill, 1993), 291. 
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cosmos—tripartite or otherwise—but indeed, they simultaneously retained several 

images of the heavenly realm which contrast and even conflict with one another.”332  

To be sure, in many cases a binary is explicit, as in the case of םימש  (“heaven”) 

and ץרא  (“earth”).333 This dyad is sometimes found with the particle ןיב  (Ezek 8:3, Zech 

7:9, and 1 Chron 21:16), as in םימשה ןיבו ץראה ןיב  (“between the earth and the heavens),” 

as well as its inverse ץראה ןיבו םימשה ןיב  (“between the heavens and the earth)” in 2 Sam 

18:9. But even this antonymic pair is challenged as a rigid and absolute binary if pressed 

by the sum total of evidence. This is demonstrated in Lam 2:1b, where we read 

ץרא םימשמ ךילשה  (“He casts from heaven—earth).” In this context םימש  and ץרא  should be 

understood as formerly existing in some form of unity, equality, association, or 

agreement with all that is axiologically and ontologically conveyed by םימש .334 An 

implicit reading of this text cannot suggest that the earth is in opposition to heaven. One 

can reach this conclusion only by means of an indiscriminate focus on causal result. We 

can take our analysis a step further.  

The people of the Hebrew Bible and the ancient Near East could not conceive of a 

true bipartite phenomenological order of beingness. Otherwise, the writers would not 

self-ascribe as being in the heavens though on earth; as ascending into the heavens, 

whether bodily, through dreams and visions, or by means of association. Nor would they 

have described their form as made in the image of god, and their mortal and physical 

 

332 Jonathan T. Pennington, “Dualism in Old Testament Cosmology: Weltbild and Weltanschauung,” SJOT 18/2 (2004): 260–77 
(261).  

333 For a study on ארב  as division, see: Ellen J. van Wolde, “Why the Verb א רב  Does Not Mean ‘to Create’ in Genesis 1.1–2.4a,” 
JSOT 34 (2009): 3–23, esp. the translation of Gen 1.1 on p. 21. See also: Ellen J. van Wolde, “Separation and Creation in Genesis 1 
and Psalm 104, a Continuation of the Discussion of ארב ,” VT 67 (2017): 611–47. 

334 For axiology as “value theory,” see: Jaco Gericke, The Hebrew Bible and Philosophy of Religion, SBLRBS 70 (Atlanta: SBL 
Press, 2012), 422–5. 
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correspondence as like god.335 The writers simply could not conceive of god or the gods 

as existing in a state of otherness.336 Silviu N. Bunta explains that the writers did not 

“differentiate between the divine presence in heaven and the divine presence on earth.”337 

Such a rigid dichotomy is unfathomable to these ancient writers. This explains why the 

gods were often indistinguishable from natural phenomena.338 Such events were regarded 

as theophanic even theophoric.339 In fact, all events, whether historical or present, natural 

or supernatural, depicted in the heavens or expressed on the earth or (lower) earth, were 

conceived as divine manifestations requiring revelatory explanation.340  

 

335 For being in heaven though on earth, see: Chapter 4. For ANE perspectives, see: Maqlû Tablet III,147–8, “I myself am 
heaven: you cannot besmirch me, I myself am the Netherworld: you cannot impregnate me.” I. Tzvi Abusch, The Witchcraft Series 
Maqlû, WAW (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2015), 81. For ascent into the heavens, see: Elijah’s ascent in 2 Kings 2:11; Ze’ev Weisman, “The 
Personal Spirit as Imparting Authority,” ZAW 93 (1981): 225–34 (227). In the New Testament Paul is self-described as caught up into 
the third heaven in 2 Cor 12:1–4. For ascent via dreams and visions, see: Jacob’s ladder (Gen 28:12). For a possible comparison with 
the celestial ladder in Mesopotamia, see: RA 38 87:10–11. “Shamash, you opened the bolt of the doors of heaven. You ascended the 
stairway of pure lapis.” Translation by Wayne Horowitz, Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography, MC 8 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1998), 66. For ascent via association, see: Isaiah’s rite of purification by the coal from the heavenly altar in Isa 6:7. For the ANE, see: 
Fritz Stolz,  “Dimensions and Transformations of Purification Ideas,” in Transformations of the Inner Self in Ancient Religions, eds. 
Jan Assmann and Guy G. Stroumsa (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 211–29 (211–13). For the image of god, see: Gen 1:26–27. For mortal 
correspondence like god, see: Jacob’s contention with god (Gen 32:24–32). For the title of select mortals as god’s by function, see: 
Exod 21:6; 22:7, 8; Ps 82:6; cf. John 10:34.  

336 Gen 1:26–27 expresses features of shared anthropomorphic agreement (cf. Ps 82:6; Isa 6:1).  
337 Silviu N. Bunta, “In Heaven or on Earth: A Misplaced Temple Question about Ezekiel’s Visions,” in With Letters of 

Light: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Early Jewish Apocalypticism, Magic and Mysticism in Honor of Rachel Elior, eds. Daphna 
Arbel and Andrei Orlov, Ekstasis 2 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2011), 28–44 (43–4). Jacobson terms this phenomenon as a “mystic unity.” 
Thorkild Jacobsen,  “The Graven Image,” in Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor of Frank Moore Cross, eds. Patrick D. Miller 
Jr., Paul D. Hanson, and S. Dean McBride (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 15–32 (22). For examples in the Hebrew Bible, see the 
syncretistic feast to the golden calf as Yhwh in Exod 32:1–6. For a study on syncretism in Israel, see: Beatrice L. Goff, “Syncretism in 
the Religion of Israel,” JBL 58 (1939): 151–61. 

338 See the theophanic cloud by day and fire by night in Exod 14:24. Joel C. Slayton, “Pillar of Fire and Cloud,” ABD 5:372–73. 
Abusch writes, “Part of the modern and even ancient confusion of terminology and images may be due to the existence separately as 
well as in combination of two distinct attitudes: gods are identical with natural phenomena, … and the activities of heavenly bodies 
are manifestations of the divine…. Hence, gods examine but also reveal themselves through heavenly bodies and movements.” I. Tzvi 
Abusch, “Alaktu and Halakhah: Oracular Decision, Divine Revelation,” HTR 80 (1987): 15–42 (32). For a contradictory view, see 
Henri Frankfort and Mrs. Henri A. Frankfort, “Conclusion,” in Before Philosophy: The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, An 
Essay on Speculative Thought in the Ancient Near East, eds. Henri Frankfort et al. (Chicago: Penguin Books, 1946; repr., 1968), 237–
263 (241).  

339 For god as a theophanic event in the breeze and whirlwind, see: 1 Kings 19:11–14, Job. 38–42:6 (esp. 38:1), Purdue writes, 
“[I]t is the event of Yahweh’s appearance that gives existential meaning to the theophany.” Leo G. Perdue, Wisdom in Revolt 
Metaphorical Theology in the Book of Job, JSOTSup 32 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984), 196. For an ANE example, see: the Epic of 
Erra. J. J. M. Roberts, “Erra—Scorched Earth,” JCS 24 (1971): 11–6 (13). For a theophoric example, Adonai is called בכרל תוברעב  
(“Rider on the Clouds”) in Ps 68:5, a theophoric designation often applied to Baal (rkb ʿrpt) in KTU3 1.2 IV. The theophoric element is 
implicit in the name as well as what precedes the name. Roberts, “Erra,” 12–13. See also: Dana M. Pike, “Names, Theophoric,” ABD 
4:1018–19. 

340 For example, the day of the Lord ( םוי הוהי ) demands a non-dyadic interpretation. Michael S. Moore, “Yahweh’s Day,” ResQ 
29 (1987): 193–208 (208). Bertil Albrektson explains, “The Old Testament idea of historical events as divine revelation must be 
counted among the similarities, not among the distinctive traits: it is part of the common theology of the Ancient Near East.” Bertil 
Albrektson, Studies in the Text and Theology of the Book of Lamentations (Lund: Gleerup, 1963), 114. See also: Niels P. Lemche, 
“Good and Bad in History: The Greek Connection,” in Rethinking the Foundations: Historiography in the Ancient World and in the 
Bible-Essays in Honor of John Van Setters, eds. Steven L. McKenzie and Thomas Römer, BZAW 294 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2000), 
127–40 (138); Luis I. J. Stadelmann, The Hebrew Conception of the World, AnBib 39, (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1970), 4. 
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As we can see, the conceptual world of the Hebrew Bible and the ancient Near 

East is and remains vastly different from our contemporary milieu. Binary classifications 

did exist, but not all binaries shared the degree of rigidity abounding today. In ancient 

thought, many concepts were permitted a range of flexibility.341 One concept could 

contradict, invert, juxtapose, reverse, and even absolve itself to communicate the author’s 

gripping intentions. There was no felt, shared, or obsessive need to conform to 

modernity’s impulse for synthetic classifications. Instead, all forms of thought were 

embedded in a univocal mindset.342 This mindset permeated every conceivable 

expression, impression, and apperception. Dichotomies like sacred/profane, pure/impure, 

rational/irrational, natural/supernatural, magic/religion, material/spiritual, life/habitat, 

world/divine, majority/minority, and church/state are untenable in the ancient world—

there is no such concept as the sacred/secular divide in the Hebrew Bible or the ancient 

Near East.343 While context may demand a binary, this fact does not require an absolute, 

dichotomic binary for the same variables in all contexts, or even in the same context. The 

sacred and profane, and the impure and pure, as a rigid, dualistic dialectic, was 

 

341 Dandamayev observes that in the ancient Near East, “there existed no dogmatic religions with firmly fixed norms.” 
Mukhammed A. Dandamayev, “State Gods and Private Religion in the Near East in the First Millennium BCE,” in Religion and 
Politics in the Ancient Near East, ed. Adele Berlin (Bethesda, MD: University of Maryland Press, 1996), 35–45 (40). 

342 I am referring to modern divisions between epistemology and ontology—an inconceivable abstraction for the ancient world. 
343 For natural/supernatural, profane/holy, rational/irrational, and a critique on universal values as imposed by western-science 

oriented worldviews, see: Hans-Günter Heimbrock and Heinz Streib, “Einleitung,” in Magie: Katastrophenreligion und Kritik des 
Glaubens: Eine theologische und religionstheoretische Kontroverse um die Kraft des Wortes, eds. Hans-Günter Heimbrock and Heinz 
Streib, Innen & Außen 1 (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1994), 7–14 (10). For natural/supernatural, see: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 69. 
For magic/religion see: David E. Aune, “‘Magic’ in Early Christianity and Its Ancient Mediterranean Context: A Survey of Some 
Recent Scholarship,” ASE 24/2 (2007): 229–94 (259). For material/spiritual, see: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 23. For life/habitat, 
Stadelmann observes, “[I]t is not surprising that the Bible does not distinguish container from contents, or, conversely, the living from 
its environment. Thus, for example, space never appears as an inert, lifeless receptacle.” Stadelmann, Hebrew Conception, 2. For 
world/divine, see: Gerard V. Bradley, “Forum Juridicum: Church Autonomy in the Constitutional Order - The End of Church and 
State?,” La. L. Rev. 49/5 (1989): 1057–87 (1079). For majority/minority, see: Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism: New 
Edition with Added Prefaces (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1973), 267–302 (275). For church/state, see: Bradley, “Forum Juridicum,” 
1083. Voegelin describes the ancient conception of thought as filled with “variegated materials” combined into the “medium of 
narrative,” whose content “was recognized as a symbolic form sui generis,” yet devoid of “subject matter.” Eric Voegelin, Order and 
History Volume I: Israel and Revelation, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1956), 179. Concerning the sacred/secular, 
John Walton writes, “The cognitive environment of the ANE was thoroughly transcendent … there was no divide between secular and 
sacred.” Walton, Thought, 239. 
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inconceivable.344 And this is precisely the point. The sacred cannot be absolutely opposed 

to the profane, as was discussed at the outset of this paper. Our dialectical and conceptual 

penchant stands at odds with the biblical worldview. Both expose our default 

methodology as an illicit appeal to the dogmatic stone.345 

5.3. The Dogmatic Issue 

From an epistemological standpoint, the mistake of cherry-picking prime 

evidence in order to confirm a particular hypothesis is rooted in a type of fallacy called 

confirmation bias. Confirmation bias is the penchant to search for, discover, and assert 

what one believes to be correct, despite the possible exclusion of evidence to the 

contrary. Jonathan St. B. T. Evans identifies confirmation bias as “perhaps the best 

known and most widely accepted notion of inferential error to come out of the literature 

on human reasoning.”346 Confirmation bias can be deliberate or spontaneous, motivated 

or unmotivated, known or latent.347 According to Raymond S. Nickerson, this fallacy 

comes from the unwitting selection and use of only select evidence. He writes:  

The line between deliberate selectivity in the use of evidence and unwitting 
molding of facts to fit hypotheses or beliefs is a difficult one to draw in practice, 
but the distinction is meaningful conceptually … The assumption that people can 
and do engage in case-building unwittingly, without intending to treat evidence in 
a biased way or even being aware of doing so, is fundamental to the concept.348  
 

 

344 Frick explains this as a problem for studies on ritual. One must not assume “that a sacred-profane dichotomy is a universal 
feature of human world-views.” Frick, “Regulation,” 220. 

345 I merge the dogmatism fallacy with argumentum ad lapidem (Lat. “appeal to the stone”).  
346 Jonathan St. B. T. Evans, Bias in Human Reasoning: Causes and Consequences (Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, 1989), 41. 
347 Raymond S. Nickerson, “Confirmation Bias: A Ubiquitous Phenomenon in Many Guises,” Rev. Gen. Psychol. 2 (1998): 175–

220 (175–6).  
348 Nickerson, “Confirmation Bias,” 175–6.  
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To be sure, a number of different dogmatic paradoxes exist that illustrate the 

problem.349 The most famous paradoxes are provided by Saul A. Kripke and Gilbert 

Harman.350 A summary of the general thrust of the dogmatism argument is provided by 

Zhaoqing XU as follows: 

(la) I know that h is true. 
(lb) I know that any evidence against h is evidence against something that is true 
(that is, I know that if e is evidence against h, then e is misleading), 
(lc) Therefore, I know that such evidence is misleading.351 
 

The paradox highlights the problem of arguments that are considered closed regardless of 

evidence to the contrary, and as antithetical to the cognizer’s pursuit of truth. Harman 

explains that this pursuit of truth is paradoxical to dogmatism, “because I am never in a 

position simply to disregard any future evidence even though I do know a great many 

different things.”352  

The dogmatism paradox focuses on justification for closing one’s mind to other 

possibilities regardless of new evidence. Ernest Sosa explains this by distinguishing the 

thrust between Kripke and Harman as follows: “Kripke’s paradox concerns a prospective 

intention to close one’s mind. Harman’s version, by contrast, concerns an antecedent 

belief: namely, that any further evidence will be misleading if negative.”353 For this study, 

Harman’s paradox is representative. According to XU, “Harman’s solution focuses on the 

 

349 See: Peter Baumann, “Knowledge and Dogmatism,” Phil. Quarterly 63/250 (2013): 1–19 (3). 
350 Kripke is regarded as positing the paradox in a 1972 lecture. But, it was Harman who first labeled Kripke’s paradox as the 

“dogmatism paradox.” Gilbert Harman, Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). Kripke later engaged with Harman to 
clarify his original view in: Saul A. Kripke, “On Two Paradoxes of Knowledge”, in Kripke, Philosophical Troubles: Collected 
Papers, Volume I (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 27–51. 

351 Zhaoqing XU, “On Kripke's Dogmatism Paradox: A Logical Dynamical Analysis,” Front. Philos. China 10/2 (2015): 298–
310 (299). See also: Hamid Vahid, “The Dogmatism Paradox and the Problem of Misleading Evidence,” Teorema 31/1 (2012): 47–57 
(48). 

352 Harman, Thought, 148. 
353 Ernest Sosa, “Knowledge and Time: Kripke’s Dogmatism Paradox and the Ethics of Belief,” in The Ethics of Belief: 

Individual and Social, ed. Jonathan Matheson and Rico Vitz (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 77–88 (80). 
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possibility that new evidence may change knowledge, and thus when I meet the 

misleading evidence, I no longer know that it is misleading.”354 The simple reason for 

this conclusion is that any contradictory evidence must be false because the prior belief is 

(not must be or should be) necessarily true. 

The paradox is easy to perceive within the popularized constructs of the fourfold 

ןיב , the sacred and profane, and the impure and pure. The constructs are fraught with 

confirmation bias and dogmatism. The fourfold ןיב  can be logically modeled in a manner 

similar to XU’s dogmatism argument with a few clarifying sub-premises: 

(la) I know that h (ld and hd and tp) is true,  
i. ld (all language is dichotomic) is true, 

ii. hd (the Hebraic fourfold ןיב  is a literary dialectic) is true, and 
iii. tp (the fourfold ןיב  always means two pairs) is true, 

(lb) and I know that any evidence against h is evidence against something that is 
true (that is, I know that if e (the fourfold ןיב  is a compounded unity of nominals) 
is evidence against h, then e is misleading), 
(lc) Therefore, I know that such evidence is misleading. 
 

In the above model the conclusion is anticipated by the presumed closure of the sub-

premises. Even when faced with the logic that the fourfold ןיב  is a compound unity of 

nominals, the presumed truth of sub-premises 1aii and 1aiii is regarded as inviolable 

because of the explicit belief in 1ai (all language is dichotomic). And since the paradox 

supports evidence as misleading, the fourfold ןיב  is explained as two pairs.  

The same logic applies to the sacred and profane: 

(la) I know that h (gs and sp and ip) is true,  
iv. gs (god is sacred) is true, 
v. sp (the sacred cannot profane) is true, and 

vi. ip (the sacred is incongruent with and opposite to the profane) is true, 

 

354 XU, “Dogmatism Paradox,” 299. 
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(lb) and, I know that any evidence against h is evidence against something that is 
true (that is, I know that if e (the sacred god is an explicit agent of profanation) is 
evidence against h, then e is misleading), 
(lc) Therefore, I know that such evidence is misleading. 
 

Since 1aii and 1aiii are inviolable because of 1ai (god is holy/sacred, cf. Lev 11:44–45 and 

Ps 99:9), then any evidence to the contrary is perceived as necessarily false.  

This illustrates the importance of doxastic justification for truth claims, even for 

those of a historical, textual, jurisprudential, theological, or philosophical study. Doxastic 

justification, or in other words, the logical process by which any belief is credited as 

reliably justified as a right belief, according to Clayton Littlejohn, is “the notion most 

intimately connected with issues having to do with epistemic duty and the right to 

believe.”355 The epistemological purpose for doxastic justification is to determine 

“whether the belief is justifiably held.”356 The prevailing views of the fourfold ןיב  and the 

sacred and profane fail the doxastic justification requirement. These prevailing views use 

arguments for closure that are void.357 The continued belief in two pairs in the context of 

the fourfold ןיב , as well as the sacred/ profane and the pure/ impure dichotomies, are false 

hypotheses. The construct cannot be upheld.  

Up to this point we have argued that our legacy of assumptions are incongruent 

with the context. Our dialectical, conceptual, and dogmatic assumptions prove an 

insufficient conceptual starting point for evaluating the fourfold ןיב  and the nominal and 

 

355 Clayton Littlejohn, Justification and the Truth-Connection (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 10–11. He 
formulates doxastic justification as “S’s belief that p is justified/S justifiably believes p.” Littlejohn, Justification, 5. On the same page 
Littlejohn offers a visual comparison of the logic claims inherent between personal, doxastic, and propositional justification. 

356 Littlejohn, Justification, 5. He explains, “While doxastic justification suffices for personal justification, the converse is not 
true. There can be sufficient justification for you to believe things you do not believe, but you cannot justifiably believe what you do 
not believe.” Littlejohn, Justification, 7. 

357 The principle of closure, in this case, refers to an epistemological argument that is satisfied to completion such that no further 
arguments are either necessary or required to logically justify the conclusion.  
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verbal forms of the holy, profane, impure, and pure as they are found throughout the 

Hebrew Bible. This, however, poses a new problem. To my knowledge, no word or idea 

in any modern language conveys the notion of a flexibly absolute certainty, or the 

elasticity of the concrete-absolute, with sufficient clarity. Our analytical mindset has been 

so conditioned toward categorical assimilations that when an absolute appears to 

challenge itself, then the analyst dismisses it rather than perceive the flexibility of the 

absolute. How then do we acknowledge the text and its conceptual environment in a way 

that does not violate its context or its horizon of comprehensibility? How do we not resort 

to the sterilized and shrink-wrapped productizations our conceptual proclivities drive us 

toward? And how do we comprehend this biblical world where many absolutes are 

flexible and yet, as we propose, remain nonetheless absolute?  

5.4. Summarizing the Milieu  

A wide conceptual gap exists between the milieu of the Hebrew Bible, the 

translated witnesses, and modernity. The problem of dialectics is notably present in the 

Greek, Latin, and Syriac witnesses, the majority of which render the fourfold ןיב  as two 

dichotomous pairs, as our study revealed in chapter 3. These translations appeal to the 

Greco-Roman culture but do not conform to the Hebraic mode of thought. Even the 

Syriac, a much later witness, is likely influenced by an alien conception of dialectics. 

This would explain why these witnesses are prone to dichotomize the verses in 

translation, why the Masoretic system is also dichotomic, and why the Hebrew and 

Aramaic consonantal witnesses are less inclined, favoring instead strict adherence to the 

consonantal form. The problem with dialectics is clear: it is an anachronistic imposition 

on the Hebrew Bible. And even though later Hebraic sources like the Masorites and 
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perhaps select instances in Qumran adhere to a reductive dichotomy in every verse, this 

does not require the biblical text or its milieu to conform to the same.  

Our study of the conceptual disparities revealed a considerable gap between 

modern synthetic abstractions and ancient veritable elasticities. Though binaries exist in 

the Hebrew Bible, the biblical writers were not compelled to maintain every pairing as a 

binary or as an opposition. The evidence suggests that they held tremendous latitude to 

construct meaning by inverting, contradicting, and even absolving concepts for a given 

context. The writers did not hold to a true dichotomic order of being, favoring instead a 

univocal mindset without absolute bifurcation. This means that dichotomies like the 

sacred and profane, and the pure and impure, as reasoned by consensus in chapters 1 and 

2, are inconceivable constructs that are retrojected into the biblical milieu. There is no 

absolute dialectic forming an ontological divide between god and humanity as it pertains 

to the sacred and profane as well as the pure and impure. Furthermore, the constructs do 

not allude to a false dialectic contradicting god’s nature as presented in the Hebrew Bible.  

The foregoing analysis demonstrates an epistemological problem. By reasoning 

that the construct is ontologically absolute and oppositional, despite the rebuttals noted 

above, the cognizer manifests confirmation bias in his or her reasoning, as demonstrated 

in chapters 1, 2, and 3. This is latently practiced to such a degree that scholars are 

unaware of their participation in the dogmatism paradox, where contradictory evidence is 

treated as false and therefore misleading because the a priori belief is treated as 

necessarily true and beyond dispute. The logic was modeled against the fourfold ןיב  and 

the sacred and profane construct, demonstrating that both, as reasoned by consensus, are 

false hypotheses.  
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To be sure, our contemporary mentality struggles to think in terms different from 

synthetic oppositions. Jean Bottéro expresses this dilemma by underscoring today’s 

impulse for logic as an encumbering force limiting our ability to understand the historical 

writers’ various manifestations of expressed meaning. He writes, “Our insistence on 

isolated propositions somewhat deadens, in fact deforms, the thought of those people, 

who had neither our need for logic nor our demands for clarity.”358 Our incessant demand 

for propositional, dialectically contrived analytics usurps our ability to understand ancient 

texts and the conceptual world in which they were immersed. To the writers of the 

Hebrew Bible, reality is pervasive, ubiquitous, and inseparable.359 To properly engage the 

text, the analyst must proceed with this certainty—the absolute does not demand 

conformity to our definist appetites.360 

The study thus far has exposed a number of facets pertaining to the roots of the 

problem. Beginning by challenging the incongruous claim to oppositional states of being 

on the nature of god when pressed by the sum total of evidence in chapter 1, the study 

revealed that scholarly consensus prescribes the construct based on cherry-picked 

evidence in chapter 2. In chapter 3 we delved deeper, discovering that the earliest 

witnesses, the Masoretic accents, and scholarly discussions on ןיב  were inclined to 

dichotomize the fourfold ןיב , despite the fact that other fourfold constructions in the 

Hebrew Bible are largely regarded as a unity of nominals. In chapter 4 we examined the 

 

358 Jean Bottéro, Religion in Ancient Mesopotamia, trans. Teresa Lavender Fagan (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 
71. 

359 I do not suggest the ancient world was in any way primitive in thought. For rebuttal against the idea of primitive culture and 
an uncritical blending of psychology and anthropology, see: John W. Rogerson, “The Hebrew Conception of Corporate Personality: A 
Re-examination,” JTS 21/1 (1970):1–16. 

360 The definist fallacy, according to Frankena, “is the process of confusing or identifying two properties, of defining one 
property by another, or of substituting one property for another.” William K. Frankena, “The Naturalistic Fallacy,” Mind 48/192 
(1939): 464–77 (471).  
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literary contexts and explained that the environments of the fourfold ןיב  include the 

orality of dramatic speech, divine sanction, and the context of jurisprudential Torah as 

investiture or binding precedent. Leviticus 10:10 and every other fourfold ןיב  in the 

Hebrew Bible are compounds of four equally weighted nominals delivered with 

jurisprudential importance and effect. The reason this has not been recognized in 

scholarship is that scholars favor a dialectic of linguistic dichotomies, uncritical reliance 

on alien abstractions, and unwitting application of dogmatic reasoning.  

Our findings open another arena of inquiry, namely, the various organizations and 

elements of linguistic structure as revealed in the fourfold ןיב . This brings us into the 

broad areas of psychology, cognition, and semiotics. While the study will not delve into 

these in the main, we will address the implications derived from each, namely, language 

as an organic phenomenon, parallelistic microstructures, and synecdochic linguistic 

structures as elements of parts and wholes. We then address this question: if we assume 

the fourfold ןיב  is a unity of nominals, how does the human mind process this 

information? More to the point, is it possible to comprehend a unity of four equally 

weighted nominals? Should these questions prove viable, then a final question presents 

itself, namely, what happens to meaning should the unitary structure be tampered with? 

This question will be addressed in two interrelated parts: (1) a critical examination of 

select scholarly structures of Lev 10:10, and (2) a semantic study of the nominals in the 

various witnesses identified in chapter 3.   
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6. Elements of Structure 

If language is the bridge for shared comprehension spanning culture, space, and 

time, then the written word is the medium. Both language and the written word must 

contain recognizable and understandable elements in order for correct meaning to be 

apprehended. But the fact that comprehension requires shared structures of 

comprehension does not mean the text’s final form must adhere to later definitions. Nor 

does it insinuate that any neutral analytic, such as our discussion on law and the legal 

system revealed, qualitatively arbitrates between a shared comprehension or 

epistemologically exists. This is uncongenial for today’s exegete, whose academic life is 

measured and valued by being able to systematize, classify, and approve the same. 

However, language and the written word are organic. This chapter addresses the organics 

of language before highlighting three structural arenas—the structure of wholes and parts, 

the structure of species and genus (synecdoche), the structure of parallelism—and the 

ensuing problems when these structures are tampered with.  

6.1. Organic Structures 

Language does not automatically entail dichotomies, though it may contain 

dichotomous relationships. A given word is not constrained by artificial semantic 

delimitations, though it may contain semantic associations. Words are not, as van Wolde 

supposes, “tips of encyclopedic icebergs.”361 Encyclopedic knowledge presupposes a 

categorical constraint, the validity of which may or may not be accurate.362 For example, 

 

361 Van Wolde, Reframing, 51–103 (quotation is the chapter title). 
362 Claims to encyclopedic knowledge, of an overarching, systematic, or ambitious kind, if based upon false information are 

false. 
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William Croft explains encyclopedic knowledge by asserting, “Everything you know 

about the concept is part of its meaning.”363 But who determines what is or is not 

knowable, or how the known ought to be categorized? This chapter challenges the 

encyclopedic view; for if Yhwh is holy, and the holy cannot profane, and the profane is 

opposite to the holy, and these premises are disregarded, then the fact that Yhwh profanes 

in the Hebrew Bible annuls the encyclopedic premise—or rather, it invalidates the 

encyclopedic architecture upon which the premise is categorized. Such categorical 

constraints are profoundly flawed. 

Encyclopedic knowledge is often attributed to cognitive semantics and pragmatic 

linguistics. According to Saeed, cognitive semantics claims, “There is no separation of 

linguistic knowledge from general thinking or cognition.”364 And in a similar vein, the 

noted purity scholar Yitzhaq Feder writes that words are “inextricably connected with 

extralinguistic experience.”365 While such statements are true, they do not expose the 

foundation upon which cognitive semantics and encyclopedic knowledge are built. Peter 

Gärdenfors identifies the difficulty in identifying the foundational problem as the undue 

focus on lexical meaning for individual words.366 This does not go far enough, for it does 

not address the deeper problem. If all language is the expression of difference, as we 

discussed in section 5.1, then lexical meaning is always forced to confirm the underlying 

 

363 William Croft, “Metonymy: The role of domains in the interpretation of metaphors and metonymies,” in Cognitive 
Linguistics: Basic Readings, eds. Dirk Geeraerts, René Dirven and John R. Taylor, CLR 34 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2006), 269–302 
(270). 

364 Saeed, Semantics, 353. For a study on cognitive linguistics and worldview conceptualizations, see: Gerrit van Steenbergen, 
Semantics, World View and Bible Translation: An Integrated Analysis of a Selection of Hebrew Lexical Items Referring to Negative 
Moral Behaviour in the Book of Isaiah, (Stellenbosch: SUN PReSS, 2005), 45–9. 

365 Yitzhaq Feder, “The Semantics of Purity in the Ancient Near East: Lexical Meaning as a Projection of Embodied 
Experience,” JANER 14 (2014): 87–113 (89). 

366 For the six tenants of cognitive semantics, see: Peter Gärdenfors, “Some tenets of Cognitive Semantics,” in Cognitive 
Semantics: Meaning and Cognition, eds. Jens Allwood and Peter Gärdenfors, P&BNS 55 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1999), 19–36 
(20–25). 
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hypothesis. As we have reasoned, difference cannot be the bedrock of language. 

Encyclopedic knowledge, and by codependency lexicography, cannot be the platforms 

upon which meaning is derived. 

Instead, language is one facet of the ecosystem of life. Real life, as Otto Jespersen 

observes, offers “concretissima,” a totality of realities for any given subject or object.367 

Each instance of communication truncates these realities for comprehension. And within 

this ecosystem is the base element defined as any given word. As an element, words are 

organic. They syntactically bond with other words to form a compound element, much as 

chemical elements conjoin with one another to form new compounds. Words affix to 

other elements and compound elements within a contextualized sub-environment of the 

greater linguistic ecosystem, forming meaning as elemental wholes, parts, sums of parts, 

and parts of wholes.368 Words shape meaning while meaning shapes words. As each word 

bonds with another element the word influences the meaning of both the bonded element 

and the compound element—and both influence the meaning of the word in context. 

Furthermore, each part and each whole instrumentally subsists within elements of parts 

and elements of wholes. One concept shares a habitat of part and whole distinctions, each 

with a difference other than the parts, the sum of parts, or the plurality of wholes. But this 

 

367 Otto Jespersen, The Philosophy of Grammar (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1924; repr., London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1935), 269. For a critique of Jespersen’s system, see John A. Cook, Time and the Biblical Verb: The Expression of Tense, Aspect, and 
Modality in Biblical Hebrew, LSAWS 7 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2012), 63. 

368 The idea of language as parts and wholes is different from, yet similar to the psychological theory of gestalt, defined as “the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” Frank B. McMahon and Judith W. McMahon, Psychology: The Hybrid Science, 4th ed. 
(Homewood, IL: Dorsey, 1982), 98. Arnheim explains, “The whole is ‘something else’ than the sum of its parts.” Rudolf Arnheim, 
“Gestalten—Yesterday and Today,” in Documents of Gestalt Psychology, ed. Mary Henle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1961), 90–6 (91). King and Wertheimer offer an expanded definition, wherein: “The whole does not equal the sum of the parts, nor is 
it merely more than the sum of the parts—the typical whole is so different from a sum of its parts that thinking in any such summative 
terms yields only a distorted, impoverished caricature of genuine reality.” D. Brett King and Michael Wertheimer, Max Wertheimer 
and Gestalt Theory, 3rd ed. (New Jersey: Transaction, 2009), 368. For the metaphysics of wholeness in relation to the sum of its parts, 
see: Robert Nozick, Philosophical Explanations (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981), 97–103. Although gestalt has been 
applied to discourse, biblical studies, and foreground/background analysis, I am not using it in this manner.  
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does not presuppose that the same meaning is applied ubiquitously. Meaning is context 

dependent. 

The concept of meaning, being influenced by individual parts and all of their 

various groupings, is explained by analogy with the human body. The fingernail 

represents a whole that is other than its parts, the sum of parts, and the plurality of 

wholes. The fingernail is a whole in itself; is different from its individual parts (e.g., cells, 

tissue, etc.); is other than the sum of its parts (e.g., all the individual constituent members 

composing the fingernail); and the plurality of wholes (e.g., the nail plate, lunula, cuticle, 

matrix unguis, etc.). Expanding outward, the fingernail functions as both a whole and part 

of the distal phalanx (the last joint to the terminal end of the finger), being itself a whole 

and part. We can continue expanding outward and perceive the multiplicity of wholes, 

parts, sums of parts, and the plurality of wholes until we reach the hand, the arm, the 

person as human, the person named John, John as a family member, etc. Each of these are 

wholes operating in a larger system of wholes extending far beyond the person. 

The dynamic nature of approaching meaning in terms of an organic system stands 

against the containerizations of lexicography, grammatology, morphology, and 

semantics. None of these disciplines, by definition, can adapt to the organic realities of 

language. The analyst who instead applies an elemental/organic model as the 

understructure of linguistic expression is afforded a number of advantages. First is the 

ability to use the various lexical, grammatical, morphological, and semantic tools without 

demanding conformity to their dichotomic understructure. Such tools remain invaluable 

for continuing research in biblical studies. Second, the researcher is able to work within a 

network of parts and wholes without demanding that any one instance be forced into the 
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mold of one or the other. This means that one occurrence of a word or phrase does not 

demand equivalence with the same or similar word or phrase in a different context. For 

example, Lev 10:10 is a whole that is different from the wholes of Ezek 22:26 and 44:23. 

While all three verses contain shared elements, their syntax demonstrates different kinds 

of elemental bondedness. Each element is bonded with other parts and other wholes. 

Even if the same word or phrase is found in a similar context, one must not assume 

equivalence of meaning, because the macro context influences the micro context and vice 

versa. For example, “the fingernail” may be considered equal in meaning between John 

and Jane. But the larger context of John the person and Jane the person impresses a 

difference of meaning in relation to characteristics, description, possession, and utility. 

A third advantage of the elemental/organic model is that the scholar is able to 

evaluate texts and worldviews apart from binary dependencies. Since all texts cannot be 

read as a law of the continuous dichotomy, and other fourfold constructions are 

recognized as four compounds, then the fourfold ןיב , given its jurisprudential context in 

orality, is also not an absolute dichotomous pair but a compound prepositional phrase. If 

god is both an agent of sanctification and profanation, and god is defined as holy, then by 

definition sacrality and profanity cannot conform to the rigid binary, even if some texts 

convey the binary. A fourth advantage is that the scholar is able to perceive the elasticity 

of the absolute as absolute with certainty. This freedom in no way diminishes or 

marginalizes the absoluteness of boundaries. Instead, it reveals the biblical worldview as 

far more dynamic than and disparate from modernity. This will be illustrated in the 

analysis that follows.  
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6.2. Synecdochic Structures  

Language provides many kinds of structural devices pointing to both symmetry 

and equivalence within a self-contained schema. Consider the cardinal directions of the 

compass, pars pro toto.369 Although the cardinal directions north and south are often 

perceived as different in kind to east and west, they remain indivisibly equal in value 

when brought into syntactic relationship. As we read “north, south, east, and west,” we 

understand that each point remains unique, symmetrical, and equal in weight to all other 

elements. When combined they semiotically form a synecdochic whole representing all 

horizontal directions, geographic boundaries, cartographic delineations, and directional 

orientations as specified by the context. The four elements point to the limits of the 

known world.  

The same cardinal directions also represent a self-contained continuum in the 

Hebrew Bible, with a few differences. Different words can be used for each cardinal 

point depending on the context. For example, the word east can be denoted by חרזמ  

(“east”) or םי  (“sea”), which is the eastern boundary of the promised land. The word םי  

can also denote other cardinal points depending on the context.370 Also, the biblical 

writers retain some liberty to present the order of the cardinal directions in different 

ways.371 For example, the order could proceed counterclockwise: north, west, south, east 

 

369 “[T]he four cardinal directions … are synecdoches for the four quarters of the world.” James S. Duncan, “From Discourse to 
Landscape: A Kingly Reading,” in The Cultural Geography Reader, eds. Timothy S. Oakes and Patricia L. Price (London: Routledge, 
2008), 186–93 (190). By the same token, the cardinal points are synecdochic parts representing the cognitive idea of the map, 
compass, or the limits of the world. One does not need the words ‘compass,’ ‘map,’ or ‘world’ to cognitively grasp the concrete 
objective. 

370 For example, םי  means east in 1 Kings 7:25, and west in Gen 13:14,  
371 Meyers and Meyers propose the bible “apparently had no fixed order” for displaying the cardinal points. Carol L. Meyers and 

Eric M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1–8: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 25B (New York: Doubleday, 
1988), 325.  
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(1 Kings 7:25; 2 Chron 4:4); or chiastically: north, south, east, west (Gen 13:14); east, 

west, north, south (Zech 14:4; 1 Chron 9:24); and west, east, north, south (Gen 28:14). 

These elements are also found in pairs, each representing a synecdochic whole in their 

own right: north and south (Ezek 21:3 [47 Eng.]; 21:9 [4 Eng.]); and east and west (Isa 

43:5; 59:19; Joel 2:20; Zech 14:4). Other groupings are also found in twos and threes: 

north and east (Isa 41:25; Dan 11:44; Amos 8:12); west, north, south (Dan 8:4); and east, 

north, south (1 Chron 26:14). Each of the above constructions represents a whole 

different from the others and from the four cardinal directions. And while we can 

examine other synecdochic structures in the Hebrew Bible—for example, those of 

axiological ontology (life, death, blessing, curse); cosmology (height, depth, length, 

breadth); and anthropology (men, women, child, stranger)—the focus on cardinal points 

is sufficient for our purpose.372 

When considering the text of Lev 10:10, we find an interesting correlation. The 

text contains the nominals שדק  (holy/sacred), לח  (profane/common), אמט  

(impure/unclean), and רוהט  (pure/clean). This is the only case in the Hebrew Bible where 

these elements are presented as a synecdochic whole in one compound phrase. The 

elements are also found in pairs: שדק  and לח i(1 Sam 21:5, 6; Ezek 22:26c; 42:20; 44:23a; 

and 48:15); and אמט  and רוהט  (Lev 11:47; 14:57a; 20:25aα; 20:25aβ; Num 19:19a; Deut 

12:15c; 12:22b; 15:22; Job 14:4a; Eccl 9:2a; Ezek 22:26d; and 44:23b). Other groupings 

 

372 For axiological-ontological, see: Deut 30:19 הללק הכרב …  תומ …  םייח …   (“life … death … blessing … curse”). See also: Deut 
ער ,30:15 …תומ  …בוט …םייה   (“life … good … death … evil”). For cosmology, see: Job 11:8–9, םימש יהבג  … 

םי־ינמ הבחרו הדמ ץראמ הכרא …לואשמ הקמע  (“heights of heaven … depth of Sheol … longer than earth, and broader than the sea’). This is 
often compared with Eph 3:18, πλάτος … μῆκος … ὕψος … βάθος (“breadth … length … height … depth”). For intensified 
comparatives, see: Eric A. Seibert, “Harder than Flint, Faster than Eagles: Intensified Comparatives in the Latter Prophets,” in 
Inspired Speech, Prophecy in the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honour of Herbert B. Huffmon, eds. John Kaltner and Louis Stulman 
(New York: Continuum, 2004; repr. New York: T&T Clark, 2008), 286–301 (298). For anthropology, see: Deut 31:12, השא שיא …   
רג … ףט …  (“men … women … child … stranger”). We can also include every occurrence of the fourfold ןיב . 
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are also found: שדק  and אמט  (Isa 35:8; 52:1); and שדק  and רוהט  (Exod 28:36; 30:35; 37:29; 

39:30). By including piel forms in our elemental analysis we can include the groupings 

ללח  and אמט  (Lev 20:3; Ezek 23:38); and שדק ,i ללח ,i אמט  (Lev 20:3). From this rudimentary 

survey, we observe the compound elements of groupings of the cardinal points in the 

diagrams below.373 

 

Each of these diagrams serves as an elemental whole, within which are both wholes and 

parts residing within larger systems of contextual wholes. For example, the compass is a 

whole; its horizontal and vertical categories are wholes and parts; and each nominal is a 

whole, a part, and a part of parts. The same applies to the nominals of Lev 10:10. The 

context in which Lev 10:10 occurs is also a larger whole, and each nominal is both a part 

and a whole in the linguistic ecosystem. By emphasizing the emblematic language of 

synecdoche,  as a matrix of wholes and parts, the linguist is less likely to ignore syntax or 

falsely attribute equivalence between occurrences sharing similar elements.374  

 

373 These diagrams do not take into account the syntax. The model illustrates a number of different wholes, each different from 
the constituent wholes and parts. 

374 See: Chapter 3.4.  

שדק

ללח/לח

רוהטאמט

North

South

EastWest
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6.3. Parallelistic Structures 

Parallelistic devices serve a number of functions, including popular recognition, 

memory retention, thematic association, and synecdochic wholes, to name a few.375 

When focusing on four syntactically unified nominals, these parallelistic microstructures 

are arranged in two different ways: the ABA’B’ (Form 1) model representing an 

alternating or step arrangement, and the ABB’A’ (Form 2) model representing a chiastic 

or reversed arrangement.376 Of the examples of synecdochic structures in the previous 

section, the ABA’B’ (Form 1) model represents the cardinal counterclockwise structures 

(1 Kings 7:25; 2 Chron 4:4), axiological-ontological structures (Deut 30:15, 19), 

cosmological structures (Job 11:8–9; Eph 3:18), anthropologic structures (Deut 31:12), 

and the majority of instances of the fourfold ןיב  (Gen 3:15a; 13:8b; 1 Sam 20:42e; 1 

Kings 15:19a; 2 Chron 16:3a; Ezek 47:18a).377 The ABB’A’ (Form 2) model corresponds 

with the many cartographic structures of north, south, east, and west (Gen 13:14; 28:14; 

Zech 14:4; 1 Chron 9:24), and the fourfold ןיב  structures of Lev 10:10 and 11:47.378 

These models serve two semiotic purposes that are particularly relevant for our 

discussion. Form 1 (ABA’B’) reveals a hierarchic structure of symmetrical continuity 

within one compound phrase. In all but Ezek 47:18a, the hierarchy is focused on parties 

 

375 For the numerological significance of four representing completeness, see: W. L. Walker, “Four,” ISBE 2:1142. 
376 Other patterns, while possible, are beyond the scope of this study. For parallelism as microstructure (structures in a phrase or 

sentence), see: David M. Heath, “Chiastic Structures in Hebrews: A Study of Form and Function in Biblical Discourse,” (PhD diss., 
University of Stellenbosch, 2011), 65. For semantic parallel arrangement, see: Dennis Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetic 
Parallelism: A Trial Cut (`nt I and Proverbs 2), VTSup 39 (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 93–4. Holladay identifies ABB’A’ and ABA’B’ as 
structures of balance. William L. Holladay, “The Recovery of Poetic Passages of Jeremiah,” JBL 85/4 (1966): 401–35 (406). For 
alternating alignment, see John T. Willis, “Alternating (ABA’B’) Parallelism in the Old Testament Psalms and Prophetic Literature,” 
in Directions in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, ed. Elaine R. Follis, JSOTSup 40 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987), 49–76. I focus only on the 
phrase level in this section. Unfortunately, parallelism at the phrase level remains little studied.  

377 The counterclockwise structure of north, west, south, east (1 Kings 7:25; 2 Chron 4:4) appears to emphasize the contiguous 
right. See: TB, Yoma 58b. 

378 The ABB’A’ chiasmus in Lev 10:10 is identified by Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616; Péter-Contesse and Ellington, Leviticus, 
147; Wright, Disposal, 231.  
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of origin and the moment of investiture or binding precedent (AB), with the seed, 

workers, or patriarchy as co-participants (A’B’).379 Form 2 (ABB’A’) demonstrates a 

circular structure of symmetrical continuity within one compounded phrase, as found in 

Lev 10:10 and 11:47. No element in Form 2 retains hierarchical authority or value 

assignment greater than any other element. All nominals are equally balanced in weight 

and value. 

A word of caution is needed when evaluating parallelism and chiasms in 

microstructures. John Welch explains: “Evidence of chiasmus is not entirely objective 

and quantifiable.”380 Bearing Welch’s observation in mind, the microstructures of Lev 

10:10 and 11:47 demonstrate a focal orientation (BB’ and AA’) as well as a categorical 

orientation (AB and B’A’). But the combined patterns point to a difference in kind that in 

no way disrupts the syntactic and semantic agreement of all four nominals. This is where 

Max Nänny’s study on chiasm is helpful. He writes, “Seen in more spatial terms a 

chiastic arrangement of textual elements is an ideal emblem to indicate balance, 

symmetry or equality.”381 We can take this one step further. Drawing from William E. 

Engel, we recognize that chiasm is replete with “philosophical significance,” conveying 

both an “aesthetic expression” and a “mnemonic itinerary,” the sum of which “can allow 

for powerful rhetorical results.”382 Form 2 microstructures are emblems “of the perfect 

 

379 For seed, see: Gen 3:15a; 1 Sam 20:42e. For workers, see: Gen 13:8a. For patriarchy, see: 1 Kings 15:19a; 2 Chron 16:3a. 
The distinction between 1 Kings 15:19a and 2 Chron 16:3a is the minus of the ו before the third ןיב  in 1 Kings 15:19a. The minus 
places greater emphasis on the vertical orientation. 

380 John W. Welch, “Introduction,” in Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures, Analyses, Exegesis, ed. John W. Welch (Provo, UT: 
Research Press, 1999), 9–15 (13). Klement speaks of the chiastic “periphery and center” in terms of its dynamic tension. Herbert H. 
Klement, “Modern Literary-Critical Methods and the Historicity of the Old Testament,” in Israel’s Past in Present Research: Essays 
on Ancient Israelite Historiography, ed. V. Philips Long, SBTS 7 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999), 439–59 (454). 

381 Max Nänny, “Chiastic Structures in Literature: Some Forms and Functions,” in The Structure of Texts, ed. Udo Fries 
(Tübingen: Narr, 1987), 75–97 (90). 

382 William E. Engel, Chiastic Designs in English Literature from Sidney to Shakespeare (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2013), 
1–14 (quotations from pp. 2, 11, 13, and 2).  
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symmetry.”383 Form 1 microstructures demonstrate a unity of all identified parties with a 

hierarchical emphasis based on origin.384 

Forms 1 and 2 conjure an undivided, equally weighted agreement of all nominals 

within the microstructure: Form 1 demonstrates a hierarchic whole, while Form 2 reveals 

a circular whole, both of which are emblems of symmetrical continuity. In every case the 

four nominals share a rich relationship with each other by virtue of syntax. One cannot 

divide any fourfold phrase (excluding 1 Kings 15:19a because of the absence of the ו 

before the third ןיב ) into two pairs without damaging the synecdochic symmetry. This fact 

does not diminish the importance of semantic partiality. Menachem Z. Kaddari observes 

that while forms of semantic parallelism are not presupposed in the literature, semantic 

parallelism nonetheless contains “considerable relevance to the sense of its constituent 

members, providing them with a peculiarly constructed environment.”385 But sense does 

not entail authority to override syntax. Instead, the reader is urged to probe the fourfold 

ןיב  with questions of a non-partitive nature. Perhaps, in this way, Forms 1 and 2 will 

reveal a more profound understanding of the parallelistic structures in their contexts than 

previously attained.  

6.4. Tampered Structures 

The Form 1 and Form 2 structures noted above serve to aid reader clarity; for 

meaning-making and meaning-reception are predicated on agreed-upon structures, 

 

383 Nänny, “Chiastic Structures,” 90. 
384 Similar to the U.S. Constitution, where the founding fathers, the signatories, are equal constituents with the people. 
385 Menachem Z. Kaddari, “Short Studies: A Semantic Approach to Biblical Parallelism,” JJS 24/2 (1973): 167–75 (167). 

Although his observation is for biblical poetry, the same can apply to prose. 
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whether realized or latent. Should these structures be tampered with, then meaning 

suffers in reception. The following four examples of tampered structures are illustrative. 

First, it is inconceivable to regard one cardinal point of a compass as irrelevant or 

dispensable. If the word south is dropped out of the cartographic mix, as in “north, east, 

west”—then how can one use a compass or map? Furthermore, how can one deem the 

four cardinal points as conclusive while at the same time reason that the word south is 

irrelevant? The same is true for the word לח  (“profane” or “common”) in Lev 10:10. By 

dropping the word לח  the syntax is broken. Thus, when Jenson eliminates לח  from his 

gradations of holiness schema, the synecdochic whole becomes irrelevant and inert of 

meaning.386 A similar problem is manifested when scholars label Lev 10:10 as 

representative of three states.387 How is one state dispensable while others are not? 

Conversely, how can one category not be regarded as a state? Nothing in the syntax 

warrants such conclusions. It appears these premises are explained by quantitative 

presumptions, where the limited quantity of a given nominal throughout the corpus 

justifies eliminating the nominal as structurally significant, rather than syntax or 

context.388 This is hardly a sound basis for determining the dispensability of any single 

element.  

A second problem occurs when one term is given structural dominance over 

others. If an analyst redistributes the balance of the structure by giving south authority 

 

386 Jenson explains this as an excusable disadvantage because of the rarity of the word. Jenson, Graded Holiness, 44–5. Olyan 
decries this as “a crucial defect [sic, Jenson] cannot explain or justify convincingly.” Olyan, Rites and Rank,131. See also: David P. 
Wright, review of Graded Holiness: A Key to the Priestly Conception of the World, by Philip Peter Jenson, HS 35 (1994): 160–3 
(162); Wong, Retribution, 123. 

387 For three states, see: Hieke, Levitikus: 1–15, 125; Kleinig, Leviticus, 6–8; Sklar, Leviticus, 45; Boda, Severe Mercy, 51; and 
Macina, Lord’s Service, 119–20.  

388 A quantitative fallacy (also called the McNamara fallacy). Charles B. Handy, The Age of Paradox (Boston: Harvard Business 
School Press, 1994), 221. 
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over east and west, as in north, south ([herein defined as] east, west)—then confusion 

ensues. The compass is made irrelevant. Only north and south have determinate meaning. 

East and west have become subordinate derivatives of south. This is perplexing. Equally 

dubious is to consider the axiological-ontological structure as the following: life, death 

([herein defined as] blessing, curse). In the same way, one must not reorganize the word 

לח  as hierarchically encapsulating אמט  and רוהט . If לח  summarizes אמט  and רוהט , as 

Wenham, and Péter-Contesse and Ellington suppose, then this nullifies the synecdochic 

whole.389 What exactly does the resultant phrase mean? Such a proposition is 

inexplicable. 

A third problem occurs when process is given superordinate primacy over the 

nominals. If process or movement is prioritized, as in, north interacts with west, south 

interacts with east, west interacts with south, but east does not interact with north, then 

the compass loses its utility and significance. This begs the question; for how can any 

element in a synecdochic whole not interact with any given element in the same whole? 

If שדק  interacts with רוהט ,i לח  interacts with אמט ,i רוהט  interacts with לח , but אמט  does not 

interact with שדק , then the synecdochic whole is inert of meaning. The superordinate 

prioritization of process over the nominals is perhaps best represented by Milgrom, who 

writes, “The sacred is contiguous only with the pure; it may not contact the impure.”390 

 

389 Wenham writes, “Common things divide into two groups, the clean and the unclean.” Wenham, Leviticus, 19. How the 
common bridges the holy and the unclean when the unclean is a subdivision of the common is not clear. He conjectures the reason is 
because לח  is mentioned once. Jenson criticizes Wenham’s use of profane as being motivated “to maintain the symmetry of the 
diagram rather than to reflect Priestly vocabulary.” Jenson, Graded Holiness, 47 (cf. Péter-Contesse Levitique 1–16, 241–2).  

390 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616. A lot hinges on the meaning of contact. For example, the seraphim (who is holy) makes 
contact with the אמט  (Isaiah) to purify his lips with the burning coal from the altar in Isa 6:5–7. The argument often rests on Isa 35:8. 
Pham presumes אמט  cannot go on the highway of holiness because such people will impurify Zion. Pham, Mourning, 188. Neusner 
explains אמט  is deemed impassable because it serves as a “sign of rejection of God or by God.” Neusner, Purity, 13. André treats the 
repulsion of the holy and אמט  as an “irreconcilable” reality. Gunnell André, “ אמֵטָ  ṭāmēʾ,” TDOT 5:330–42 (340). Zatelli describes the 
material-religious dimension as one of opposition in Isa 35:8 (also citing Isa 52:1 and Amos 7:17). Zatelli, Il Campo Lessicale, 103–4. 
However, the text of Isa 35:8 does not indicate opposition, threat, rejection, or irreconcilability. The text simply states אמט  will not 
walk on the שדקה ךרדו  (“highway of holiness”) without qualification. 
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Milgrom’s logic eliminates structural integrity by allowing movement to override 

structure instead of structure delimiting movement. Such assertions make the compass, 

Lev 10:10, and any other synecdochic whole devoid of purpose. Movement between 

nominals demands that the cardinal elements bear greater rigidity than intervening 

process.  

The problem with giving process supervening authority over the nominals is 

likely the product of overreliance on adverbial questions (e.g., how, in which way, or by 

what means one element interacts with another element) to define syntactic and semantic 

structure.391 This is the most common problem in the task of classifying the nominals of 

Lev 10:10 (and every other fourfold ןיב ).392 Two examples serve to illustrate the dilemma. 

First, Milgrom’s explanation that “the holy may never become impure,” is false; as Olyan 

observed, “unclean is not properly the opposite of holy.”393 Second, Jenson’s intensified 

spectrum ranging from “very holy” to “very unclean” is textually unattested and 

inexplicably reliant on vague predicates (e.g., “very”).394 The Hebrew Bible contains no 

concept of intensified cleanness or intensified uncleanness. As Nobuyoshi Kiuchi 

 

391 Adverbial questions include: how, when, where, to what extent, and why. Fixedness is indicative of the concrete; as in W is a 
fixed element, X is a fixed element, Y is a fixed element, and Z is a fixed element—combined the elements form a whole that is other 
than the individual elements). 

392 For systematic models sharing similar views, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616, and any other diagram similar to Milgrom’s; 
Barr, “Semantics,” 15–16; Jenson, Graded Holiness, 44–5. Nelson describes this as “The Holy-Unclean Fusion Reaction.” Nelson, 
Faithful Priest, 33–6. Wright’s modification of Milgrom’s diagram appears to show agreement by uniting “the holy-impure 
combination.” Wright, “Laws of Heaven,” 88. He explains these combinations as: “profane and pure, profane and impure, holy and 
pure, and holy and impure.” Wright, “Holiness.” ABD 3:246.  

393 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 732. Olyan, Rites and Rank, 130. Kim writes, “L’opposition “saint/profane” ne cöincide pas 
exactement l’opposition ‘pur/impur.’ Un objet désanctifié est profane mais il peut rester pur.” Kim, Lv 25,1–7, 194. For holy as 
opposite to impure, see: Dorothea Erbele-Küster, Body, Gender and Purity in Leviticus 12 and 15, LHBOTS 539 (New York: T&T 
Clark, 2017), 139; Hans-Jürgen Hermisson, Sprache und Ritus im altisraelitischen Kult: Zur “Spiritualisierung” der Kultbegriffe im 
Alten Testament, WMANT 19 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1965), 84–99 (89).  

394 Jenson, Graded Holiness, 44. Jenson’s gradations of אמט  (“very unclean”) is undifferentiated from אמט  (“unclean”). Jenson, 
Graded Holiness, 37. This is not textually indicated. Wong, Retribution, 123. Jenson’s descriptive explanation of “minor impurity” as 
what is non-communicable and a “major impurity” as communicable is dubious. Jenson, Graded Holiness, 46.  

Reliance upon vague predicates is a notorious problem in critical thinking. Kripke, “Two Paradoxes,” 30. Jenson violates in 
reverse what he criticizes in Wenham. Instead of inserting לח  for the sake of diagrammatic symmetry, as Wenham does, Jenson 
removes לח  for the sake of diagrammatic utility while inserting “very unclean” for the sake of symmetry. 
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observes, “‘Intensification’ of cleanness does not lead to holiness.”395 The concept of 

“cleaner than” does not equate to “more holy,” just as the concept “very unclean” does 

not equate to greater degrees of unholiness, profaneness, or commonness.  

A final problem deserves consideration. A presumption may lurk behind לדב  

(“separate,” “divide,” “distinguish”), or other similar verbs, that the lexeme always 

denotes two categories. Though I am unaware of any author asserting such a position, I 

wonder if this idea lies in the analyst’s subconscious. This notion is false. While two 

categories dominate the textual landscape for the hiphil of לדב  (cf. Gen 1:4, 6, 7, 14, 18; 

etc.), it also governs categories of three (Deut 4:41–43; 19:2, 7), and twelve (Ezra 8:24). 

Therefore, one should not be surprised that לדב  syntactically governs categories of four 

(Lev 10:10, 11:47). Verbs do not lexically encode numerical or syntactic utility. Such an 

assumption confuses syntax with a false lexical boundary.  

As the four examples of tampered structures demonstrate, when an emblematic 

synecdochic structure is tampered with, that tampering infects important logical premises 

with false assumptions. These logical premises, and resultant methods, are vital toward 

reasoning through the various semantic and textual challenges one may face. And should 

these logical premises become tainted with false assumptions, then the means by which a 

tampered synecdochic structure may be affirmed as untrue, and therefore in need of 

correction, is significantly impeded. These methods are impeded upon by a number of 

flawed premises: assuming an absolute negation of the semantics, assuming the origin of 

a given word is a sufficient determiner of its meaning, assuming semiotic comprehension 

is not a shared phenomenon spanning culture and time, and assuming a curious 

 

395 Nobuyoshi Kiuchi, “The Meaning of ṭāhôr in the Priestly Literature,” ChrW (2015): 1–27 (6). 
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indifference to the variations for לח  identified in the translated witnesses of the Greek, 

Latin and Syriac. Due to the scope of this investigation, a comprehensive assessment of 

each flawed premise is not feasible. A thorough semantic analysis is needed to 

demonstratively reason through each. The following paragraphs are a condensed 

summary of the main challenges.  

The first item in the list of flawed premises that impedes our ability to affirm the 

synecdochic structure of Lev 10:10 assumes that two of the nominals of Lev 10:10 in 

Hebrew are translated in terms of absolute negation. This is most apparent in translations 

that render אמט  (“impure, unclean”) and רוהט  (“pure, clean”) as if they share the same 

root?396 In translation, the Hebrew words are all too often forced into a rigid dichotomy 

by root plus negative prefix, rendered in English as a-, de-, dis-, im-/in-, pol-, and un-.397 

This is due to the problems identified in previous chapters: an uncritical assimilation of 

Greco-Roman linguistics, a penchant to retroject classifications, and an overt reliance on 

analytic descriptions.398 In Marianne Grohmann’s discussion on אמט  and רוהט , she notes, 

 

396 For translations of Lev 10:10 as “impure and … pure,” see: Grohmann, “Purity/Impurity,” 110; Luciani, Sainteté Et Pardon, 
2:442; L’Hour, “L’impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 525; Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 595; for “unclean and… clean,” see: MacDonald, 
Priestly Rule, 78; Hieke, Levitikus: 1–15, 375; Nihan, Torah to Pentateuch, 590; Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 49. Watts, translates the 
pairs as “polluted … pure.” Watts, Leviticus 1–10, 503. 

397 The prefix a- (meaning “not, without”) is not identified in contemporary translations for אמט  (e.g., aclean). This is relevant for 
our discussion of the Greek texts (i.e., ἀκάθαρτος). The prefix de- (“divest of, remove”) is attached to three key words: desacralize 
(de- “divest of” + sacer “to treat as, cause to make sacred”); desecrate (de- “divest of” + -secrate “consecrate”); and defile (de- “down 
from” + foler “to trample, tread”), or (de- “reverse” + filen “to foul, rot”). The prefix dis- (“deprive of, opposite, absence of”) is 
prefixed to two less common words for these constructs: disgrace (dis- “deprive of” + grace); and dishonor (dis- “absent of” + honor). 
The prefix im-/in- “not” or “contrary to” is attached to two key words: impure (im- “not” + purus “pure”); and infamous (in- “not” + 
fama “fame”). The prefix un- is similar to im-/in- and emphasizes “not,” “contrary to,” “lacking,” or “devoid of.” This prefix is 
attached to two key words: unclean (un- “not” + clean); and unholy (un- “devoid of” + holy). Finally, the prefix pol- (akin to por- and 
per-), meaning “through,” “detrimental to,” and “thoroughly” is found in pollute (pol- “through” + lutum “mud”).  

398 For the influence of Greco-Roman linguistics, see: Paschen, who regards the Greek and Vulgate translations as authoritative 
for latter interpretation. Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 13. See also: Martin Vahrenhorst, “Levitikon/Levitikus/Das dritte Buch Mose,” in 
Septuaginta Deutsch. Erläuterungen und Kommentare I: Genesis bis Makkabäer, eds. Martin Karrer and Wolfgang Kraus (Stuttgart: 
Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2011), 325–430 (366–71). For analytics descriptions vs. synthetic, see: “Les articles des dictionaires 
spécializés (THAT, ThWAT, BHH, DBS, DEB, IDB, IDB. Sup.), aussi fouillés soient-ils, sont d’habitude plus analytiquement 
descriptifs que synthétiques.” Péter-Contesse, Lévitique 1–16, 241.  

For translations of אמט , see: ‘impure, unclean.” Ges., “ אמֵטָ ,” 322; “unclean…, defiled…, infamous.” BDB, “II. ָאמֵט ,” 379–380 
(379); “unclean…, ceremonially unclean.” HALOT, “ אמֵטָ ,” 376; “levitice immundus … peccato pollutus, Deo displicens.” Zorell, 
“ אמֵטָ ,” 1:285; “unrein.” Fritz Maass, “ אמט  ṭm’ unrein sein.” THAT 1:664–7 (664); “(ceremonially) unclean.” Richard E. Averbeck, 
“ אמֵטָ ,” NIDOTTE 2:365–76 (365); “unrein.” Gunnell André, “ אמֵטָ  ṭāme’,” ThWAT 3:352–66 (352); “unclean.” André, “ אמֵטָ  ṭāmēʾ,” 
TDOT 5:331; “impure…, used as noun, … impure one or thing, unclean one or thing.” DCH, “ אמֵטָ ,” 3:368–369; “impure.” Wright, 
“Unclean and Clean,” ABD 6:729. 
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“The Hebrew language does not offer such a simple binary.”399 Dorothea Erbele-Küster 

goes further to suggest, “The semantics of the two Hebrew roots אמט  (‘impure’) and רהט  

(‘pure’) is more complex than the antithetical couplet of the renderings would 

suggest.”400 Such discussions perhaps serve as the background for Erbele-Küster’s 

summary observation: “The couple impure/pure is not appropriate as a rendering of 

רהט/אמט .”401 By treating אמט  and רוהט  in terms of absolute negation the systematics of the 

pure and impure construct is impossible to harmonize in the Hebrew Bible.402 These 

insights are indicators of a much deeper problem in semantic studies as a whole and the 

underlying belief that meaning is predicated on dialectical difference.403  

The flawed premise on the absolute negation of nominals in translation is 

apparent when observing that the nominals contain no shared root—no morphological 

alignment. And if no shared root unites them, then this eliminates the notion of chiasm by 

morphology, as well as chiasm by phonetic root.404 שדק  is not morphologically or 

phonetically related to לח , just as רוהט  is not morphologically or phonetically related to 

אמט . This presents a two-part conundrum, both of which are interrelated—that is, the 

antinomic problem and the morphological problem. The antinomic problem asserts 

absolute negation when no negation is semantically identified in Biblical Hebrew. The 

morphological problem eliminates morphological distinctiveness from one word pair by 

 

399 Grohmann, “Purity/Impurity,” 110.  
400 Erbele-Küster, Body, 139. 
401 Erbele-Küster, Body, 139. She retains the translation of im/purity throughout her paper. See also: Milgrom’s “im-purity” 

distinction. Milgrom, “Dynamics,” 32. 
402 See, for example, the problems with the different theories for Lev 11 as it corresponds to the entire purity system. For a 

survey on Lev 11, see: L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 528–31. For a survey throughout the Hebrew Bible, see: Lemos, “Dirt,” 
265–94 (esp. 266). 

403 See section 5.1. 
404 Mitchell J. Dahood, “Ugaritic-Hebrew Syntax and Style,” UF 1 (1969): 15–36; Lawrence Boadt, “The A:B:B:A Chiasm of 

Identical Roots in Ezekiel,” VT 25/4 ( 1975): 693–9. For chiasm by phonetic root, see: Bernon Lee, “‘Face to Face’: Moses as Prophet 
in Exodus 11:1–12:28,” in Prophets, Prophecy, and Ancient Israelite Historiography, eds. Mark J. Boda and Lissa M. Wray Beal 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2013), 3–22 (18–19). 
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repeating the root word of its supposed opposite in translation and adding a negative 

prefix, as in “unclean” and “impure,” both of which are derived from the root word 

“clean” and “pure.” The combined problems tamper with the emblematic synecdoche, 

which results in the loss of its Hebraic meaning, as will be shown in the examples that 

follow. 

Consider the groupings north, south, unwest, west; and life, death, uncurse, curse. 

Such proposals are awkward and confusing. One might imagine a scenario where 

travelers journey due unwest, or where someone is declared uncursed rather than blessed. 

These demonstrate the precarious foundation upon which such confusing proposals rest. 

Does unwest and uncurse mean the eradication of, a return to status quo (however this 

may be defined), or the opposite of either west or curse? What is the rationale for 

disregarding the morphology of one element? And why is a negative prefix reasoned as 

necessary? In the same way, by translating אמט  and רוהט  as unclean and clean or impure 

and pure, an antithetic rigidity is presumed even though neither אמט  or רוהט  contains 

shared morphology or negative prefix . This makes communicating the non-rigidity of the 

terms difficult.  

Unfortunately the morphological implications are too little discussed. Drawing 

from antecedent languages like Judean-Aramaic, Syriac, Middle-Hebrew, and Arabic-

Egyptian, Paschen suggests that the word אמט  originally meant damp or wet dirt.405 

Thomas Kazen regards אמט  as a metaphorical application of the ANE’s “concrete root 

 

405 Paschen uses the term “feuchter Schmutz.” Paschen, Rein und Unrein, 27. Jenson understands אמט  as the “ritual equivalent of 
dirt.” Jenson, Graded Holiness, 62. 
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meaning: dirt.”406 Due to the striking absence of cognates in other ancient languages (like 

Ugaritic), the best solution proposes deriving lexical meaning from the languages and 

literature of Biblical Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac. According to L’Hour, the derived 

meaning from these cognates results in a derivation of “stain, pollution, dirt.”407 This can 

be tested for Lev 10:10, 11:47. For example, the Targums reveal the following words: 

באסמ  (“repulsive, unclean”); באס  (“[to be rough, ugly], filthy, unclean, repulsive”); קחרמ  

(“abominable, unclean”); and לספ  (“to disqualify, to be the cause of disqualification; to 

declare unfit”).408 The Syriac shows two words: *+,  (“unclean, impure, defiled, 

polluted”); and -.$#,  (“defiled, unclean, common; filthy, abominable”).409 Both 

Aramaic and Syriac translations reveal correspondence to L’Hour’s conclusion, that the 

meaning for אמט  is pulled from the Semitic cognates. Added to these are the less-used 

words from Greek and Latin ῥύπου (“dirt,” “filth,” “sordidness”), and pollutum (“foul,” 

“dirty,” “soil,” “stain”).410 We can also include the less frequently translated meanings of 

ἀκάθαρτος (“foul,” “filthy”), and immundus (“dirty,” “filthy,” “foul”).411 By eliminating 

words with negative prefixes we arrive at the following options for אמט : abominable, dirt, 

 

406 Thomas Kazen, “Levels of Explanation for Ideas of Impurity: Why Structuralist and Symbolic Models Often Fail While 
Evolutionary and Cognitive Models Succeed,” JAJ 9 (2018): 75–100 (97). His emphasis on metaphor is unlikely, as אמט  refers to a 
concrete noun in Lev 10:10. However his focus on cognitive linguistics is commendable. 

407 See: “souillure, pollution, saleté.” L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 527. For absence of Akkadian cognates, see: 
Averbeck, “ אמֵטָ ,” NIDOTTE 2:365. 

408 For באסמ , see: DTT, “ באָסָמְ ,”i803; “verunreinigt, unrein.” Dalman, “ באָסָמְ ,”i231. In TO (all verses); TJ (all excluding Lev 
20:25aα–β); TJ (Ezek 22:26c; 44:23b); TN (all excluding Deut 12:15c; 12:22b; 15:22). For באס  see: DTT, “ באַסָ ,”i947; “verunreinigt.” 
Dalman, “ באַסָ ,”i268. Ethpaal w/ ד pref. in TJo (Job 14:4a); pael with ל pref. in TQ (Eccl 9:2a). For קחרמ  see: DTT, “ קחַרָמְ ,”i841; 
“Entfernung.” Dalman, “ קחַרָמְ ,”i2:241. Adj. sng. w/ ד prefix. texts of TJ and TN (Deut 12:15c; 12:22b; 15:22). For לספ , see: DTT, 
“ לסַפָ ,”i1197; “aushauen, behauen.” Dalman, “ לסַפָ ,”i2:325–6. Ethpeel w/ ד pref. in TJ (Lev 20:25aα–β). 

409 CSD, '() , 1902), 176. This noun is identified in all but two texts (Ezek 22:26d and 44:23b). For CSD, *+$,) , 363. This is a 
passive partc., as found in Ezek 22:26d and 44:23b. Petit compares *+$,)  to the Greek μεμιασμένος (“disgustingly”). Françoise Petit, 
Sévère d’Antioche: Fragments grecs tirés des chaînes sur les derniers livres de l’Octateuque et sur les Règnes, TEG 14 (Leuven: 
Peters, 2006), 298. LSJ, “μεμῐασμένως,” 1100. See also: 2 Chron 23:19; Tobit 2:9; 2 Macc 7:1; 3 Macc 4:16; 7:15; 4 Macc 5:27; 36; 
Ps Solomon 7:51. 

410 See: καθαρὸς … ῥύπου (“clean … filth”) in 𝔊 of Job 14:4a; pollutum … mundum (“polluted … clean”) in V and VCl of Lev 
10:10 and Ezek 22:26. 

411 For ἀκάθαρτος, see: “uncleansed, foul…, morally unclean, impure.” LSJ, “ἀκᾰ́θαρτος, ον,” 46. For immundus, see: “1. 
Unclean or untidy in appearance slovenly, squalid… 2. Morally unclean, foul.” OLD, “immundus,” 838; “unclean, impure, dirty, 
filthy, foul.” HLD, “immundus (inm-),” 895. 
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filth, foul, repulsive, sordid, stain, ugly. None share the lexical root of רוהט  or its lexical 

meaning of pure and clean, making these translated options likely candidates for a closer 

approximation of the Semitic meaning in English.  

The second item in the list of flawed premises that impedes our ability to affirm 

the synecdochic structure of Lev 10:10 assumes the origin of a given word is a sufficient 

determiner of its meaning. This flawed premise is derived from an uncritical search for 

etymological root, even though this mode of inquiry is regarded as an insufficient 

determiner of meaning.412 The etymological fallacy occurs when the search for meaning 

does not differentiate between synchrony and diachrony.413 The root fallacy hypothesizes 

significance by confusing componential features sharing similar morphology or 

homonymic associations indicating joint meaning.414 Both fallacies aim to identify or 

explain the original meaning of a word, as the following observations for שדק  and לח  

demonstrate.  

The word שדק  is frequently coupled with the meaning “separate” or “wholeness,” 

both of which are untenable.415 Beyond these meanings lies an expansive range of ideas, 

 

412 For distinction between root and etymological fallacies, see: Arthur Gibson, Biblical Semantic Logic: A Preliminary Analysis 
(London: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 18–21. 

413 Barr, explains, “the past of a word is no infallible guide to its present meaning.” Barr, Semantics, 107–60 (107). For 
agreement with exceptions, see: Sawyer, Semantics, 89–91. Lyons explains the etymological fallacy as “the common belief that the 
meaning of words can be determined by investigating their origins. The etymology of a lexeme is, in principle, synchronically 
irrelevant.” John Lyons, Semantics: Volume 1 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977; repr. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), 244. Carson terms this “semantic anachronism.” Donald A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Academic, 1996), 33–5.  

414 Barr’s notion of “the root fallacy” warns against “an excessive reliance on the root of Hebrew words, along with an attempt to 
justify this from the nature of Semantic thought….” Barr, Semantics, 100–6 (101). For an expanded list of correlating word fallacies, 
see: Gericke, Hebrew Bible, 278.  

415 For “separate” see: Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:20. This hypothesis has been refuted as mistaking consequence 
for lexical meaning. Jenson, Graded Holiness, 48. Milgrom reasons separation through the lens of latter Rabbinic understanding, that 
“holiness implies separation and withdrawal.” Milgrom, “Changing Concept,” 75. Many still regard שדק  as denoting separation. 
Costecalde, “Sacré,” DBSup 10:1356; Nilton D. Amorim, “Desecration and Defilement in the Old Testament” (PhD diss., Andres 
University, 1987), 152–4; Jacob Neusner, Rabbinic Judaism: The Theological System (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 51. Kennard defines שדק  
as “separate as in a level of being.” Douglas W. Kennard, A Biblical Theology of the Book of Isaiah (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 
2020), 40.  

For “wholeness,” see rebuttal of שדק  (“holy”) as a derivative of “whole, healthy.” Barr, Semantics, 111–4 (esp. 112); See: 
Douglas, Purity and Danger, 41–57 (51). Milgrom notes Douglas does not address לח , which he decries as an oversight. Milgrom, 
Leviticus 1–16, 721. Olyan provides a corrective to Douglas’ hypothesis, “wholeness is desirable even in cases where holiness is not at 
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such as “‘pure,’ ‘purified,’ ‘consecrated’/‘separated,’ ‘cleansed,’ ‘devoted,’ ‘holy,’ 

‘immaculate,’ ‘transparent.’”416 Such equivalencies indicate the persistent confusion of 

שדק  with רוהט  and the essence of purity (pure, purified, cleansed, transparent, and 

immaculate). Baruch J. Schwartz regards שדק  I, as having “the sense of ‘separated,’ 

‘belonging to,’ ‘designated for.’”417 While the idea of separation is no longer upheld, the 

latter two categories are appropriate, as Claude Bernard Costecalde’s important study of 

the verb שדק  demonstrates. He points to the idea of “consecration to” as the quintessential 

meaning, which he supports with a semantic study of cognates in the ancient Near 

East.418 Consecration, he reasons, denotes dedication, as in dedicated to god.419 

Consequently, we provisionally suggest that the noun שדק  means consecrate, while the 

verb stresses both consecration and dedication to the preeminent source—god.420  

We can observe a similar violation in reverse for the word לח . In Tawil’s one-root 

quest for ללח , he explains that all homonyms derive from the “concrete-physical 

connotation” of “to pierce, bore.”421 The “abstract-transferred sense” is found in the piel 

of ללח  (“to profane”). He writes, “though unattested the root ללח  ‘to pierce, bore’ seems 

 

issue.” Saul M. Olyan, “Mary Douglas’s Holiness/Wholeness Paradigm: Its Potential for Insights and its Limitations,” JHebS 8/10 
(2008): 1–9 (7). 

416 Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 184–5. 
417 Schwartz, “Holiness,” 47. 
418 Costecalde reasons Mesopotamia blended the notions of consecration and purification in the derived forms of qdš. This does 

not presuppose qdš was in any way set apart from the social domain. Costecalde, Aux Origines, 55. Wilson’s study confirms qdš in 
Sumerian means, “pertaining to the realm of the divine.” Wilson, “Holiness” and “Purity”, 93. In Ugarit, Costecalde describes qdš as 
“c’est-à-dire ‘consacrée’ à la divinité.” Costecalde, Aux Origines, 72. In Egypt, the goddess Qudšu was known as, “‘maîtresse du ciel’, 
‘épouse de tous les dieux’,… la déesse Qudšu pourrait devoir son nom au fait qu’elle est ‘consacrée’ aux dieux….” Costecalde, Aux 
Origines, 86.  

419 Costecalde, Aux Origines, 90. His analysis is supported by a selection of key texts in the Hebrew Bible, see: Costecalde, Aux 
Origines, 109–36; L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 36–47; Peter J. Gentry, “Sizemore Lectures II: No One Holy Like the 
Lord,” MJT 12/1 (2003): 17–38; Zimmerli, “‘Heiligkeit’,” 493–512. Van der Toorn concludes שדק  is “always related to a divine 
referent and its meaning must be paraphrased, somewhat clumsily, as ‘participating in the divine energy,’ ‘in harmony with the nature 
of God.’” Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 28. 

420 This is a provisional interpretation until the lexeme has been thoroughly revaluated. Importantly, שדק  holds no exact semantic 
equivalent with any given English word. Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 184. The translations of holy and sacred are semantic 
approximations. Schwartz, “Holiness,” 48. 

421 Tawil, “Note X,” 91–94 (92). 
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to serve as an antonym of the root םלש  ‘whole’ i.e., free from damage or defect; 

unbroken, uninjured, perfect.”422 This unattested association supports his conclusion that 

profane means “to violate the whole by injuring it.”423 Tawil’s explanation is 

unsustainable despite garnering marginal acceptance.424 The entire argument hinges on a 

hypothetical antonym. Tawil commits a root fallacy and an illegitimate totality transfer.  

These problems can be resolved if one acknowledges that the search for original 

meanings is, as Costecalde reasons, “destined to failure.”425 This is true for שדק ,i לח , and 

אמט . Such an acknowledgment compels the analyst to rely on context to adduce 

meaning.426 In certain cases, later cognates are also helpful, as explained in the previous 

section for אמט .427 However, indiscriminate employment of cognates may result in a 

“reverse etymologizing” fallacy.428 This could explain the conclusions by Jahuda L. 

Palache, Ernst Jenni, Hans Bauer and Ponus Leander, and Nilton D. Amorim, who posit 

that לח  initially meant “loosen” or “untie.”429 Their argument is predicated on an isolated 

Arabic cognate and the presumption that primitive languages originally communicated in 

physical and concrete terms—a concept since refuted.430  

 

422 Tawil, “Note X,” 93.  
423 Tawil, “Note X,” 93.  
424 Yael Ziegler, Promises to Keep: The Oath in Biblical Narrative, VTSup 120 (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 127–8. Yael Avrahami, 

“‘Pierced’ or ‘Defiled’?: The Poetics of Death on the Battlefield in Biblical and Modern Hebrew,” in Deathless Hopes: Reinventions 
of Afterlife and Eschatological Beliefs, eds. Alexander Massmann and Christopher B. Hays, ATM 31 (Zürich: Lit Verlag Münster, 
2018), 93–116 (esp. 95, 102). Lipka finds his view unconvincing. Lipka, “Profaning the Body,” 91. 

425 See: “étant vouée à l'échec.” Costecalde, Aux Origines, 31. The same observation can be applied to לח  and אמט . For לח  and 
ללח , see: O’Kennedy, “ ללַחָ ,” NIDOTTE 2:145. 

426 Costecalde, Aux Origines, 31. For לח  and ללח , O’Kennedy writes, “The concept ‘profane’ and the root ָללַח  must be understood 
in relation to various other OT concepts.” O’Kennedy, “ ללַחָ ,” NIDOTTE 2:146.  

427 L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie I,” 527. 
428 Benjamin J. Baxter, “Hebrew and Greek Word-Study Fallacies,” MJTM 12 (2010–2011): 3–32 (13). 
429 For translations of “loosen, untie,” see: Jahuda L. Palache, Semantic Notes on the Hebrew Lexicon (Leiden: Brill, 1959), 31–

2. See also: “losbinden, auflösen,” Ernst Jenni, Das hebräische Pi'el: Syntaktisch-semasiologische Untersuchung einer Verbalform im 
Alten Testament (Zürich: EVZ-Verlag, 1968), 233–4; “‘lösen’, ‘freistellen’,” BL, 654. Amorim explains this meaning without support. 
Amorim, “Desecration,” 146. Such conclusions are not well attested. O’Kennedy, “ ללַחָ ,” NIDOTTE, 2:145.  

430 For a discussion on concreteness and abstraction/generalization in alleged primitive cultures, see: Barr, Semantics, 30–4. 
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The quest for origin inevitably tampers with the synecdochic structure; for words 

are infused with ideas borrowed from other words. For example, if north truly means 

separate, then how does north (herein defined as containing the essence of the separate) 

relate to south, east and west? Why are the other cardinal points not regarded as separate? 

If north truly means “whole” and south means “not whole,” then how do the other 

cardinal points relate? If שדק  truly means “separate” or “whole,” or if לח  is the antonym 

of “whole,” then how does one syntactically explain the semantic relationship of שדק  and 

לח  with אמט  or רוהט ? This too is immensely confusing. 

The third item in the list of flawed premises that impedes our ability to affirm the 

synecdochic structure of Lev 10:10 assumes semiotic comprehension is not a shared 

phenomenon spanning culture and time. While it is true that semiotic meaning is 

susceptible to change, and semiotic meaning does not guarantee equality of 

understanding across culture and time, this does not rationally infer that every semiotic 

phenomenon is therefore not comprehensible. It is not a blanket truism across all semiotic 

categories. In order for something to be comprehensible, a given concept requires an 

understructure of shared meaning, even if reception is chronologically subsequent and 

culturally alien.  

The compound synecdoche, in this case, is a semiotic structure of shared 

comprehension spanning time and culture.431 As stated in chapter 6.3 the synecdochic 

structures serve as emblematic tools for rapid comprehension and mnemonic retention. 

Should one element be altered, then the synecdoche loses its significance. For example, if 

 

431 Though the linguistic symbols (consonant and vowels) change from culture to culture, the meaning is shared. Cf. north, south, 
east, west. 
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the compass is written as “north, most-directions, east, west”—then the compass’s 

purpose is useless. If south is now regarded as most-places, then the orienteer is faced 

with a problem; for most-directions could be anywhere—even north, east, and west. A 

similar conundrum is posited should the axiological-ontological structure be restated as 

“life, pseudo-death, blessing, curse.” What exactly does this mean? What is pseudo-death 

and how does this correlate to life, blessing, and curse? By changing one nominal, a 

degree of confusion is inserted, eliminating the emblematic integrity of the elemental 

structure and destroying the synecdochic implications. In the same way, if one translates 

the phrase רוהט … אמט … לח …שדק  as “holy … common … foul … pure”—then the 

emblematic integrity is distorted, its significance obscured. What exactly does the 

“common” mean? 

Many scholars and lexicons translate the word לח  as “common,” “ordinary,” 

“everyday,” or “secular.”432 Such notions are incompatible with the thought milieu of the 

Hebrew Bible.433 Correlating synonyms in popular usage include “normal,” “average,” 

“usual,” “general,” “mundane,” “trite,” “inconsequential,” “immaterial,” “unimportant,” 

“insignificant” and the like—each one an irreconcilable retrojection.434 To be clear, the 

people of the ancient world did comprehend ideas like “allotted portion,” “diligence,” 

“duty,” and “practice” (i.e., “custom,” “habit,” and “tradition”). These concepts do 

 

432 For common, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 595–596; Wenham, Leviticus, 152; Olyan, Rites and Rank, 15. For ordinary, see: 
Feldman, Sacrifice, 115 and 140; Wenham, Numbers, 35. For every-day, see: “Ulltaglichen.” Noth, Buch Mose, Leviticus, 68. For 
secular, see: Watts, Leviticus 1–10, 503. For dictionary and lexical renderings, see: “profane, unholy, common.” Ges., “ לֹח ,” 278; 
“profaneness, commonness.” BDB, “ לֹח ,” 320; “profane,” “common,” “ordinary.” Dommershausen, “ ללח ,” TDOT, 4:416–7; 
“profanitas… = profanus, communis.” Zorell, “ לֹח ,” 1:241; “profan,” and “gewöhnlichen.” Maass, “ ללח ,” THAT, 1:570, 575; 
“Profanum, commune.” Buxt., “ לח ,”i230. For the problem of contemporary German usage of לח  as “unbedeutend” (“insignificant”), 
see: Hieke, Levitikus: 1–15, 120. Out of the surveyed dictionaries and lexicons only two sources did not translate the word as common 
or ordinary: “profane.” HALOT, “ לֹח ,” 315; and “profane.” Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:243.  

433 See Péter-Contesse’s critique of Wenham: Péter-Contesse, Lévitique 1–16, 242. 
434 See: Chapter 4.4 on jurisprudence; and Chapter 5 for additional categories. We can also include: atheism, religious, 

unreligious, and antireligious; as well as neutral, sterile, synthetic, or artificial. 
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intersect with our modern understanding of the common and everyday.435 But 

subsequence knowledge is not a determiner of prior meaning. While we might presume 

the ancients shared many of the same feelings we experience today, like boredom, 

dreariness, dissatisfaction, predictability, familiarity, languor, monotony, and 

disinterest—emotional correspondence is not a sufficient determinant for a ubiquity of 

meaning. Text, praxis, cognitive knowledge, latent understanding, feeling, and belief are 

often blurred in the quest for historical meaning.436 This fallacy manifests a category 

error by confusing epistemology with axiology.437 

The “common” and “ordinary” is a devaluative or antivaluative assignment—

hence, an axiological assertion hanging on the intimation of negatively charged vague 

predicates, like insignificant or unremarkable, when conceptually or contextually paired 

with the sacred or holy. John N. Findlay explains axiology as “the study of the ultimately 

worthwhile things (and of course of the ultimately counterworthwhile things) as well as 

the analysis of worthwhileness (or counterworthwhileness) in general.”438 Ordinarily 

axiology rests in the domains of ethics and aesthetics because of the focus on value and 

worth.439 Even so, value assignments are prone to encroach even the most disciplined of 

 

435 For allotted portion, see: תנמ  (“portion”) in Jer 13:25; Ps 16:5; etc. Spronk translates as Ps 16:5 as “allotted portion.” Klaas 
Spronk, Beatific Afterlife in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East, AOAT 219 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1986), 
334. See also: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 71. For diligence, see: ץורח  in Prov 10:4; 21:5; etc. Roland E. Murphy, “Wisdom in 
the OT,” ABD 6:920–31 (925). For duties, see: תרמשמ  in Gen 26:5; 2 Chron 31:16; etc. For practice, see: השע  in Gen 29:26, 2 Kings 
17:34, etc. Ges. translates השע  as “customary or usual” for Gen 29:26. Ges., “I. ָהשָׂע ,” 657–8 (658). Niccacci translates 2 Kings 17:34 
as “customs.” Niccacci, Syntax, 115. 

436 For distinction between text and praxis, see: Tallay Ornan, “Idols and Symbols: Divine Representations in First Millennium 
Mesopotamian Art and its Bearing on the Second Commandment,” TA 31 (2004): 90–121 (91). For distinction between discursive 
knowledge, value, and belief assignments, see: Pierre Bourdieu, “Structures, Habitus, Power: A Basis for a Theory of Symbolic 
Power,” in Culture/Power/History: A Reader in Contemporary Social Theory, eds. Nicholas B. Dirks, Geoff Eley, and Sherry B. 
Ortner (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994) 155–99 (see diag. p. 164).  

437 For “category error.” see: Gilbert Ryle, The Concept of Mind (London: Hutchinson’s University Library, 1949; repr., 1951), 
11–24. Domingo explains category error as, “an ontological error in which things of one kind or order are presented as if they 
belonged to another.” Domingo, God and the Secular, 54. 

438 John N. Findlay, Axiological Ethics, NSE (London: Macmillan, 1970), 1. 
439 Ralph B. Perry, General Theory of Value: Its Meaning and Basic Principles Construed in Terms of Interest (Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1950), 4–5. 
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studies. We must remember that contemporary notions of “absent of value,” “neutral 

value,” and “negative value” did not exist in the Hebrew Bible. Even the number zero 

and negative integers are later abstractions. One may possess, not possess, or possess 

more of something. One may not possess a non-something or a negative of nothing (e.g., 

-1/-2). Even a debt was not regarded as a negative integer but a concrete value whose 

ownership belonged to another party.  

We can observe the implausibility of לח  as “common” by its association with שדק  

(“consecrate”). The English word holy conveys a greater than value when contrasted 

with the less than or anti value of common. This is perhaps why Wenham, Milgrom, and 

Olyan understand לח  (“common”) as a catchall term for everything not holy.440 Such 

explanations presuppose an assessment of value that becomes more apparent when לח  is 

attributed to people. For example, Milgrom and Olyan identify the non-priestly Israelites 

by the term לח , which they label as “layman (common),” “common Israelites,” and 

“common people.”441 In this way they give laity an “inferior status to that of the 

priests…, [and] less status than the Levites.”442 Such statements assert a value matrix; לח  

(“common”) is presupposed to be either of less value than שדק  or an anti-value in contrast 

to שדק .443  

The conclusions derived from Wehnam, Milgrom, and Olyan are suspect for a 

number of reasons. First, the authors confuse allotted responsibility with higher status. 

Leviticus 8–9 and Num 18:8–20 are clear examples of assigned responsibility as allotted 

 

440 “Everything that is not holy is common.” Wenham, Leviticus, 19. “ See also: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 615; Olyan, Rites and 
Rank, 17. 

441 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 616. The latter two quotes are from Olyan. Olyan, Rites and Rank, 28 and 39. 
442 Olyan, Rites and Rank, 29. 
443 Olyan’s section entitled “Holiness and Privilege” is representative. Oyan, Rites and Rank, 27–35 (esp. 28). 
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portion.444 In Lev 8:1–5, God commands Moses to take Aaron and his sons, assemble the 

congregation, and perform the rite of ordination. This is not a reference to status, but an 

assigned responsibility. Second, nothing in the pentateuchal corpus indicates a value-

based class system, where one social group is given greater value or significance than 

others. This does not deny the fact that class differentiation did manifest. But textual 

indicators of class differentiations must not be confused with divinely sanctioned 

responsibility, purpose, and prescriptions.445 Third, the word שדק , as Schwartz notes, 

“does not convey any value judgment,” neither does it express the idea of “holiness as a 

quality.”446 Such axiological abstractions as value judgments and holiness as a quality are 

the result of latter Rabbinic and Indo-European influence. Fourth, the people of Israel are 

described as holy in numerous passages.447 For example, in Exod 19:6 the people are 

called “a holy nation.” In Exod 22:30, Yhwh speaks through Moses and says to the 

people “a holy people you shall be to me.” Schwartz clarifies the phrase as “not ‘people 

of holiness’ but ‘people which constitute a qodeš,’ people which are God’s exclusive 

possession.”448  

A final observation is worth mentioning. In Exod 29:35–37, Yhwh tells Moses to 

perform the ordination rite for Aaron and his sons, which also includes atonement for the 

altar. Verse 37 combines the piel of רפכ  (“effectually-atone”) and the piel of שדק  

(“effectually-consecrate”), that upon completion renders the altar as םישדק שדק  (“most 

 

444 Cf. Deut 10:9. 
445 A debated topic predicated on retrojected socio-economic categories. See: Michael S. Moore, WealthWatch: A Study of 

Socioeconomic Conflict in the Bible (Eugene, OR: Pickwick, 2011), 100–67. For social classes in the bible, see: Norman K. Gottwald, 
Ideology, Class, and the Hebrew Bible (Eugene, OR: Cascade Books, 2018).  

446 Schwartz, “Holiness,” 49. 
447 Cf. Exod 22:30; Lev 11:44, 45; 19:2; 20:7, 26; Num 16:3. The people are also called שדק םע  (“holy people”) in Isa 62:12; 

63:18; and Dan 12:7; and שדוק םע  (“holy people”) in Deut 7:6; 14:2, 21; 26:19; 28:9; 33:3; and Dan 8:24. 
448 Schwartz, “Holiness,” 50. 
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holy”) along with anyone who touches it.449 Milgrom explains, “Thus the altar is being 

consecrated coevally with the priests.”450 He further suggests, “Decontamination 

precedes sanctification.”451 Something becomes שדק  after it has been רפכ . In Lev 8:15 the 

same D-stems are used with equal outcome—the altar is atoned and made holy. Moving 

to the eighth day of Lev 9–10, we read in Lev 9:7 that Aaron רפכ  (“effectually-atones” 

[piel]) for himself and the people. By using the logic that “decontamination precedes 

sanctification,” we reason that the congregation became שדק  after רפכ . The congregation 

became aligned with god and therefore became שדק , as attested by the appearance of 

הוהי־דובכ  (“the glory of Yhwh”) to all Israelites. 

The above observations contravene the meaning of לח  as “common.” The English 

word cannot be sustained in a textual environment devoid of preferential status, class 

hierarchy, value assignments, and qualitative abstractions. To attribute לח  (“common”) to 

the laity when the laity is contextualized as שדק  (“holy”) is a substantive distortion. The 

distortion can be explained as follows: If the people are לח  (“common”), and the שדק  

(“holy”) is other than לח , then how can the laity be שדק  in addition to לח ? Or, to put it 

another way, the common remain the common; no matter how holy—they are always the 

לח  (i.e., less than holy). But what about texts where the לח , the common laity, are made 

שדק ?  Hypothetically, we could suppose that after the לח  (“common”) is made שדק  

(“holy”) it becomes the לח־שדק  (“holy-common”), but such a construction is unattested. A 

better solution is to disregard the notion of לח  as common or ordinary. We can take this 

one step further. 

 

449 The piel is found in Exod 29:37, 37; Lev 8:15; and Num 6:11. The word “effectually” is used to highlight the Piel’s impact on 
the object: the object is effected to the condition of the piel.  

450 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 279. 
451 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 522. 
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The exegete is reminded that Lev 10:10 is bound by the infinitive’s purpose 

לידבהל  (“to distinguish”), a word agglomerating the ideas of distinction, delimitation, and 

the command to heed Yhwh’s call.452 This eternal statute is predicated on a penal 

outcome upon violation. What is common, ordinary, everyday, or secular needs no 

distinction; for life and death are not predicated on discerning the normal, but on 

perceiving the potently ruinous (cf. Lev 10:9). Therefore, we propose eradicating such 

unsuitable translations (“common,” “ordinary,” “everyday”) for לח  as conveyed in the 

Hebrew Bible.  

The fourth item in the list of flawed premises that impedes our ability to affirm 

the synecdochic structure of Lev 10:10 assumes a curious indifference to the variations 

for לח  identified in the translated witnesses of the Greek, Latin and Syriac. Space permits 

the briefest examination. Seven verses are extant in the Hebrew Bible containing the 

word לח . The word is found in coordination with שדק ,i אמט , and רוהט  in Lev 10:10; paired 

with שדק  in Ezek 22:26c, 42:20b, and 44:23a; contextualized with שדק  in 1 Sam 21:5b 

[4b Eng.] and 6c [5c Eng.]; and stands alone in Ezek 48:15a. Unlike instances of אמט  and 

רוהט , none of these witnesses reverse the order of שדק  and לח . The Hebrew and Aramaic 

witnesses do demonstrate subtle variations between לח  and לוח .453 However, the subtlety 

between these two forms is not pertinent to our focus. Our attention focuses on the Greek, 

 

452 For distinction and delimitation, see: Rendtorff, Leviticus 1.1–10.20, 315. For the idea of heeding Yhwh’s call, see: Zimmerli, 
“Heiligkeit,” 511–2. 

453 The volume of witnesses favors לח , while the targums favor singular determined forms of לוח . For לח , see: every instance of 
MT, MA, Smr, Lev 10:10 of MasLevb III, 1.7, 1 Sam 21:5b [4Q52 Samuelb: Frgs. 6–7, 17)]; 1 Sam 21:6b [(4Q52 Samuelb: Frgs. 6–7, 
18)]; and 4Q266 frg. 9 ii 6–7a (CD A 12:19–20). For לוח , see: Lev 10:10 in TO and TN; Lev 10:10 TJ, and 1 Sam 21:5b, 6c, Ezek 
22:26c; 42:20b; 44:23a; 48:15a in TJ; 4Q266 frg. 3 ii 23 (CD A 6:17–18). The majority are in the singular determined form אלוח . TN 
shows a plural determined of הילוח  for Lev 10:10, and TJ a plural absolute ןילִוּח  for 1 Sam 21:5b. 
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Latin, and Syriac translations, which reveal substantial departures from the Hebrew 

Bible.454 A quick survey reveals no shared trilingual agreement in any verse.  

Table 8: The Translation of לח  in the Versions 

 Greek Latin Syriac 

Lev 10:10 βεβήλων (profane) profanum (profane) (%/.0%1  (pollute) 
1 Sam 21:5b βέβηλοι (profane) 

λα̈ϊκός (laity) 
laicos (laity) 0234  (permitted) 

1 Sam 21:6c βέβηλος (profane) polluta (pollute) 0234  (permitted) 
Ezek 22:26c βεβήλου (profane) 

λαικου (laity) 
profanum (profane) (5671  (unclean) 

Ezek 42:20b προτειχίσματος (trench) vulgi locum (multitudes 
place) 

(8.9  (profane) 

Ezek 44:23a βεβήλου (profane) pollutum (pollute) (8.9  (profane) 
Ezek 48:15a προτείχισμα (trench) 

βεβηλον (profane) 
λαικον (laity) 

profana (profane) (6:3*%1	($%#4  (habitable 
city) 

 
Based on the above, the word לח  is translated as belonging to one of five categories: 

architecture, impurity, laity, permitted, and profane. Each of these categories entails a 

different explanation.  

The first category of translations for the word לח  in the versions identifies an 

architectural feature for לח . Architectural interpretations in the 𝔊 (Ezek 42:20a and 

48:15a), Latin (Ezek 42:20b), and Syriac (Ezek 48:15a) are likely due to mistaken vowel 

pointing. The word לח  can be pointed as both ֹלח  (“profane”) as well as ֵלח i/ ֵליח  (“outer 

fortification”).455 Daniel M. O’Hare suggests, that the confusion in the 𝔊 is due to the 

Hebrew pointing.456 The Temple Scroll (11Q19 46:9–12) denotes ליח i( לחֵ ) as an 

 

454 The witnesses cited are: Greek (𝔊;	α’; θ’; σ’; Philo, Ebr. 3.127); Latin (V; VCl); Syriac (𝔖; 𝔖a). 
455 Lexical translations include: “outer rampart, outwork.” HALOT, “ ליחֵ לחֵ ,(× 6)   (4 ×),” 312; “rampart, fortress.” BDB, “ לחֵ ליחֵ , ,” 

298; “rampart, wall.” Keith N. Schoville, “ ליחֵ  (ḥêl),” NIDOTTE 2:126; “rampart, outer wall of defenses, ditch around the temple 
(11QT 469), perhaps fortress… or in ref. to space in front of city walls.” DCH, “ לחֵ ,” 3:224–225. 

456 Daniel M. O’Hare, ‘Have You Seen, Son of Man?’: Preliminary Studies in the Translation and Vorlage of LXX Ezekiel 40–48, 
SBLSCS 57 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2010), 106. Cf. George A. Cooke, The Book of Ezekiel, ICC (Edinberg: T&T Clark, 1936), 462; 
Olyan, Rites and Rank, 134. 
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architectural division designed to deter ללח  (“profane”) entry onto the temple grounds.457 

Based on the evidence from the Temple Scroll and the 𝔊, we propose that the Hebrew 

Vorlage for Ezek 42:20b and 48:15a be emended from ֹלח  (“profane”) to ֵלח  (“trench” or 

“fosse”).458 The micro and macro contexts, the occurrence of ֵלח  in the Hebrew Bible, and 

latter reception in the Temple Scroll all support an architectural interpretation.459 This 

eliminates Ezek 42:20a and 48:15a from the concordance of לח  as profane in the Hebrew 

Bible. 

The second category of translations for the word לח  in the versions treats לח  as a 

synonym of impurity. The Latin texts render 1 Sam 21:6c as polluta, and Ezek 44:23a as 

pollutum, both translated as “pollute.” The Syriac translates Lev 10:10 as "%*/0%1  

(“pollution”), and Ezek 22:26c as "2+31  (“unclean”). Three observations pertaining to 

the category of impurity are particularly noteworthy. First, the absence of agreement 

between these languages and verses casts doubts on the merits of these renderings. No 

single verse is translated the same in two languages. Second, we are reminded that 

prefixed negations (manifesting in English as pol-, im-, un) are not found in the 

morphology for לח / ללח  or אמט . This fact rules out a negating translation. Third, the word 

לח  and its piel ללח  do not share equivalence of meaning with אמט .460 In this respect, Tova 

Ganzel’s observation is pertinent. She explains that ללח  and אמט  “are not randomly 

 

457 O’Hare, along with Yadin, renders ליח  as “trench,” instead of “outer fortification” because of the focus on the area just outside 
and adjacent to the wall. O’Hare, Son of Man?, 166–7. Yadin also supplies the word “fosse”, which he describes as “a kind of very 
wide ditch.” Yigael Yadin, The Temple Scroll, 3 vols (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1983), 1:274–5. 

458 O’Hare, Son of Man?, 108–9; Yadin, Temple Scroll, 1:274–5. 
459 For other occurrences of ֵלח  in the Hebrew Bible, see: 2 Sam 20:15; 1 Kings 21:23; Ps 48:14; 122:7; Isa 26:1; Lam 2:8; Nah 

3:8; Obad 20; Zech 9:4. 
460 Milgrom regards the verbs as interchangeable for physical objects but distinctive for time. Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1734–5. 

This is topically selective synonymity.  
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interchangeable” as they “refer to two distinct notions.”461 Hilary Lipka explains the 

notion that the two words are interchangeable as false, as they “represent two very 

different concepts.”462 אמט  deals with the multifaceted domain of the foul, while לח  

contains no such allusions—though being foul may be a catalyst or consequence. The 

problem with these translations is indicative of illicit semantic transference.  

The third category of translations for the word לח  in the versions renders the 

meaning as “laity.” The word λα̈ϊκός (“laity”) appears in the apparatus in three separate 

places (α’, θ’, σ’ for 1 Sam 21:5b; σ’ for Ezek 22:26c; and σ’ for Ezek 48:15a) and is 

exclusively supplied for the Hebrew word לח . The Latin word laicus (“laity”) is found in 

1 Sam 21:5b (V and VCl) and appears to be a transliteration of the Greek.463 A number of 

observations about this category are pertinent. First, Ezekiel and Samuel contain no 

contextual markers that indicate that לח  denotes people or a category of people. In Ezek 

22:26c the word denotes an unqualified category of distinction, while Ezek 48:15a 

emphasizes architecture. Second, the Greek (α’, θ’, σ’) and Latin of 1 Sam 21:5b shows 

ἂρτοι λα̈ϊκός / laicos panes (“laity’s bread”), which has been rendered as “bread of 

commonness,” “common bread,” “normal bread,” and “loaves not consecrated.”464 While 

consensus agrees that לח  is the designation for the category of bread in question, the 

attributed meaning is not clear. The reader is reminded that no corresponding concept for 

the common or normal exists in the Hebrew Bible. This applies to people, places, things, 

 

461 Tova Ganzel, “The Defilement and Desecration of the Temple in Ezekiel,” Bib 89 (2008): 369–79 (pp. 376 and 370). Her 
study, while excellent, suffers by supposing the terms ( אמט  and ללח ) hold antinomic, negating force, as demonstrated by the de- prefix 
in “defilement” and “desecration”. She explains desecration “is merely the absence of holiness.” Ganzel, “Defilement and 
Desecration,” 379.  

462 Lipka, “Profaning the Body,” 92. 
463 The Latin translation likely relied on one of the variant witnesses (α’, θ’, σ’) for 1 Sam 21:5b. Interestingly, laicus is not used 

in any part of the New Testament. 
464 For “bread of commonness,” see: DCH, “ לחֹ ,” 3:225; for “common bread,” see: Henry P. Smith, A Critical and Exegetical 

Commentary on the Books of Samuel, ICC (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1899), 198; for “normal bread,” see: Hans-Peter Müller, “ שׁדק  qdš 
holy,” TLOT 1103–18 (1107); for “loaves not consecrated,” see: HLD, “lāĭcus,” 1031.  
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and ideas. To designate the idea of laity as those who are common (i.e., the non-priestly 

people), and by utility, anything deemed suitable for the common folk, is a distortion of 

לח  and the conceptual milieu.465 The meaning of λα̈ϊκός / laicos fails the test of 

acceptability. 

The fourth category of translations for the word לח  in the versions identifies the 

word as denoting the idea of the “permitted.” The Syriac texts render לח  as 045  

(“permitted”) in 1 Sam 21:5b and 6c. The noun 046,  is translated to English as belonging 

to the following categories: release, loosen, dismiss, destruction, termination, and 

permission.466 With such a preponderance of translations one wonders if the Syriac word 

is lexically problematic. In the context of 1 Sam 21:5b and 6c the word appears to 

indicate what is permitted. If so, then the translations would be "7+,	046,  (“permitted 

bread”) and 046, 	 ,:ܪܘܐ  (“permitted road”).467 Two problems stand out. First, לח  is not 

presented as a semantically proximate equivalent to שדק . Note the parallel emphasis on 

the men’s holy vessels in two occurrences in v. 6. Second, David uses the word לח  as 

what is potentially detrimental to the men’s current status as holy vessels. This means the 

road does not indicate the permitted, as permission suggests the sanctioned. The Syriac 

translation confuses the meaning of לח  with the implied attendant attributes of approved, 

sanctioned, and authorized. 

 

465 Aubin notes the profane does not automatically mean the sphere not holy and therefore linked to the layman. Aubin, “La 
Religion,” (239). 

466 Definitions include: “a) release, liberation; acquittance, remission;… b) dismissal; repudiation; ...  c) dissolution, destruction;… 
d) end, termination;… e) solution, resolving.” CSD, “ ܝܳ/. , ./ܳ2ܳ) ,” 598; “discalceatus…, liber…, mollis…, abundans…, profanus…, 
licet…, effrenatus.” Brockelmann, “ ./2) , ./3 ,” LS2, 803–4. Although Brockelmann supplies profanus for 1 Sam 21:5b, this does not 
align with the rest of his translations. 

467 Contra. Salvesen, who translates v. 5 as “ordinary bread,” and v. 6 as “the journey itself is profane.” Alison Salvesen, The 
Books of Samuel in the Syriac Version of Jacob of Edessa, MPIL 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 48. The Syriac 6ܪܘܐ)  can be rendered as 
road, way, or journey. See: CSD, “ ܚܪܰܘܽܐ (6ܳܪܘܽܐ , ,” 8. 
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The final category of translations for the word לח  in the versions transliterates the 

Latin profanus as “profane.” The witnesses for לח  as “profane” in the versions include: 𝔊 

as βέβηλος (“profane” in Lev 10:10 [cf. Philo, Ebr. 3.127]; 1 Sam 21:5b, 6c; Ezek 

22:26c; and 44:23a); Latin as profanus (“profane” in Lev 10:10; Ezek 22:26c; and 

48:15a); Syriac texts :/;  (“profane” in Ezek 42:20b and 44:23a).468 None of these 

verses is translated the same across all three languages. Despite this fact, the versions 

reveal commonalities and differences. In Greek, βέβηλος is rendered as “profane,” 

“unhallowed,” “uninitiated,” “permitted,” and “impure.”469 The Latin word, profanus, is 

translated as “profane,” “common,” and “unholy.”470 The Syriac word :/;  is regarded 

as “profane,” “common,” and “unconsecrated.”471 Based on the foregoing discussion in 

this section, we can quickly dispense with ideas of “common”; “impure”; and “unholy,” 

“unconsecrated,” or “unhallowed.” This leaves the “permitted,” “uninitiated,” and 

“profane”; and each one points to the arena of jurisprudence.472 The idea of “permitted,” 

as discussed with the Syriac earlier in this section, is unfounded. The “uninitiated” is a 

Hellenistic concept wherein the profane (βέβηλος) are those who have not been initiated 

into secret, mystic knowledge.473 Such gnostic views do not pertain to the word’s usage 

 

468 For Lev 10:10, see: Philo, Ebr. 3.127. For Ezek 44:23a, see: GP967. 
469 Cf. 2 Macc 5:16; 3 Macc 2:2, 2:14; 4:16; 7:15; Ps Sol 2:13; 4:1; 8:12; and 17:45. LSJ provides two definitions. 1. “allowable 

to be trodden,… hence generally permitted”; and 2. “of persons, unhallowed, impure, uninitiated.” LSJ, “βέβηλος, ον,” 312. See also: 
“permis,… profane, non initié, impur.” DELG, “βέβηλος -ον,” 172; “profane.” GELS, “βέβηλος,” 116. Hauck considers βέβηλος as 
corresponding “exactly to the Lat. profanus.” Friedrich Hauck, “βέβηλος,” TDNT 1:604–5. For a brief discussion on the confusion 
between βέβηλος and ίερός, see: Saskia Peels, Hosios: A Semantic Study of Greek Piety, MS 387 (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 10 and 200–
230 (esp. 214).  

470 Also in: Gen 43:32; Lev 10:10; 19:7; Isa 65:4; Ezek 21:25; 22:26; 48:15; 2 Macc 12:23. New Testament occurrences are: 1 
Tim 6:20; 2 Tim 2:16 and Heb 12:16. Translations include: “unholy, not sacred, common, profane.” HLD, “prŏfānus, a, um,” 1456–7. 

471 This is the only occurrence in the Syriac translation of the Hebrew Bible. Translations include: “profanum.” Brockelmann, 
“ 6:ܽ;ܴ ,” LS2, 231; “a common or unconsecrated place or thing, opp. =:ܽܕ.ܳ)  a consecrated thing, and 6ܰ/*ܳ)  a devoted thing.” CSD, 
“ 6:ܽ;ܴ ,” 131. 

472 See section 4.4. 
473 See: Ruth Scodel, “Euripides, the Derveni Papyrus, and the Smoke of Many Writings,” in Sacred Words: Orality, Literacy 

and Religion: Orality and Literacy in the Ancient World, Vol 8. (Leiden: Brill, 2011) 79–98 (92); Sara M. Otero, “Echoes of the 
Formula “Let the Profane Shut the Doors”: (OF 1) in two Passages by Euripides,” in Tracing Orpheus: Studies of Orphic Fragments, 
Berlin: de Gruyter, 2011), 23–8 (26). For ignorant, see: Aubin, “La Religion,” 234. 
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in the Hebrew Bible. Having addressed the lexical range of interpretations in the 

translated witnesses we are now able to focus on the word profane.  

The English word profane demonstrates the inadequacy of transliteration to 

encode meaning in the target language. The original Hebrew word לח  (typically translated 

in English as “profane”) was translated into the Latin word profanus (“profane”), which 

was later transliterated into English as profane. The Indo-European cognates profane 

(Eng., Fre.), profan (Ger.), and profano (Ital., Spa.) are all transliterations of the Latin 

profanus. This transliteration hegemonically imposes subsequent meaning such that 

Hebrew esteems לח  and ללח  through the Latin lexeme and milieu of profanus. Meaning is 

three steps removed from the source. The saturation of the Latin translation throughout 

the western world recycled the transliterated word back into the Hebrew, Aramaic, 

Syriac, and Greek as the authoritative meaning for לח  and ללח . All five languages in the 

versions (Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Syriac, and Latin) render לח  and ללח  as “profane.” 

The English profane, from the Latin profanus (derived from pro- + the neuter of fanum, 

meaning “before the temple”), is the official transliterated loanword for all languages in 

the witnesses and many languages in modernity.474 The fact that לח  and ללח  continues to 

be defined by the transliteration of profane is largely due to an uncritical assessment on 

the impact of transliteration on meaning and its anachronistic power to alter the meaning 

of the source language and its milieu.  

The category of hegemonic anachronism emphasizes a linguistic, cultural power 

dynamic that is projected onto the linguistic, cultural milieu of the Hebrew Bible. The 

 

474 For diachronic developments of the Latin profanus, see: Pier F. Beatrice, “On the Meaning of ‘Profane’ in the Pagan-
Christian Conflict of Late Antiquity: The Fathers, Firmicus Maternus and Porphyry before the Orphic ‘Prorrhesis’ (OF 245.1 Kern),” 
ICS 30 (2005): 137–65. 
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particular hegemonic anachronism in question features the false, imputed meaning of לח  

and ללח  and its conceptual reach across time and culture. Three problems are immediately 

apparent with respect to the logic of transliteration for לח  and ללח . First, the transliteration 

“profane” is anachronistically circular, for it lexically assigns an alien meaning to texts 

and languages chronologically preceding and succeeding the Latin translation—the 

Hebrew Bible, Aramaic texts, and the Greek texts precede the Latin translation while the 

Syriac texts, all Indo-European translations, and all Semitic interpretations from classical 

rabbinic to modernity succeed the Latin translation.475 Second, “transliteration does 

homage to the source language,” which in this case is the Latin—not Hebrew.476 Finally, 

transliteration infuses the meaning of the word with a “cultural substitution.”477 

Transliteration replaces “a culture-specific item or expression with a target-language 

word which does not have the same propositional meaning.”478 The transliteration of such 

an important Hebrew term domesticates the word within a Roman mindset that is alien to 

the Semitic milieu and the Hebrew Bible. The meaning of לח  and ללח  is thus encoded 

with the nomenclature and theology indicative of Rome. And this hegemonic meaning 

anachronistically pervades every witness.  

The Romanization of a key lexeme engenders a number of correlating logical 

problems that further impedes comprehension. First, transliteration mistakes “subsequent 

 

475 It is one thing to transliterate a word infrequently cited and whose meaning is lost. It is quite another to transliterate a 
frequently used word. An example of the former, though not quite a transliteration, is the meaning of the hapax ֹדקֵנ  in Amos 1:1 and 2 
Kings 3:4. The meaning was refined by the Ugaritic nqd, with the idea of chief shepherd instead with significant managerial 
responsibilities. See: William M. Schniedewind and Joel H. Hunt, A Primer on Ugaritic: Language, Culture, and Literature 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 2007), 28–9. A prime example of the latter is the transliteration of βαπτίζω as “baptize” in 
Isa 21:4 (a prevalent topic in New Testament studies), when “immersion” is a more suitable translation. See: Eckhard J. Schnabel, 
“The Meaning of Βαπτίζειν in Greek, Jewish, and Patristic Literature,” FN 24 (2011): 3–40 (esp. 39–40). 

476 Igor Grbić, The Occidentocentric Fallacy: Turning Literature into a Province (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge 
Scholars, 2018), 75. 

477 Mona Baker, In Other Words: A Coursebook on Translation, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2011), 29. 
478 Baker, In Other Words, 29. 
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meaning” (the abstracted and Latinized meaning) for actual meaning in Biblical 

Hebrew.479 The abstraction emphasizes location or proximity to the Holy of Holies, and 

by extension, the locative presence of Yhwh. But arguments for location as either a 

primary or secondary influence on meaning in the Hebrew Bible are untenable. For 

example, why is לח  translated as profane (pro- + fanum), and yet is the only word in Lev 

10:10 denoting location? Why are the other three terms in Lev 10:10 absent of locative 

prefixes in Hebrew? The fact that Aaron and his sons are contextually sitting in close 

proximity to the Tent of Meeting during the eight-day ordination rite is insufficient 

grounds for translating the word לח  as explicitly locative in meaning, even by abstraction.  

This begets the second problem, which mistakes a locative ambiguity as the 

concrete and specific meaning for לח  from which meaning is abstracted yet again to equal 

what is prohibited from the tent of meeting. This is similar to the problem of 

overgeneralization, which, as Stuart Chase observed, is “the commonest, probably the 

most seductive, and potentially the most dangerous, of all the fallacies.”480 David H. 

Fischer regards generalizations as meaning “everything and nothing.”481 

Overgeneralization is a subtle insurgent; it adjusts definitional meaning by wearing the 

mask of authority. Overgeneralization is grounded in the this is that assertion, where this 

(the word or term defined) is that (the definition or explanation), and both are a priori 

presumed specific, self-evident, and incontrovertible. The impact this has on semantic 

studies cannot be overstated. This is why the meaning for the profane has become so 

nebulous while at the same time is regarded as the a priori, concrete, antinomic state to 

 

479 Grant R. Osborne, The Hermeneutical Spiral: A Comprehensive Introduction to Biblical Interpretation, 2nd ed. (Downers 
Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2006), 89–90.  

480 Stuart Chase, Guides to Straight Thinking: With 13 Common Fallacies (New York: Harper & Row, 1956), 39–50 (39).  
481 Fischer, Historians’ Fallacies, 103. 
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the holy. Yet, the ambiguity inherent in the Latinized word of profane for Biblical 

Hebrew does not align with the text or the concreteness of its context.  

Third, the transliteration of a commonplace word encourages a specialized 

“technical meaning,” precisely because of its foreign air in reception.482 But a terminus 

technicus does not exclusively mean specialized knowledge for an elite few; it can also 

mean a knowledge of specific utility appropriate for all, as is the case of Lev 10:10–11.483 

The latter is appropriate while the former is distortive.  

Fourth, a transliterated terminus technicus is subject to subsequent theological 

dogmas that distort the meaning of its context.484 The theological idea of profanus 

conveys an absolute opposition to the state of being holy. The Latin word locatively 

constrains meaning by abstraction and antonymic pairing to the archetype of temple 

entry—the place of the holy. The one identified as profane exists in the state of being 

profane and in opposition to Yhwh, who is explained as existing in the state of being 

holy. Such an understanding is untenable, since god is the agent and object of ללח . This 

misshapen and incoherent theology must therefore logically transfer god from the state of 

being holy to the state of being profane since they cannot coexist. None of the surveyed 

scholars hold this view even though they advocate the holy and profane as opposed states 

of being. These logical problems cannot support the premises upon which such 

propositions are reasoned.485 

 

482 See: Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, 45–7 (45).  
483 While the priests are required to distinguish, they are also required to teach all the people. The people are thus intended 

recipients of the distinction that is taught by means of all the statutes. Note the contexts where all the people are present to hear the 
Torah (cf. Deut 31:9–13; Josh 8:30–35; etc.). 

484 For theological distortions that acquire a “tautological air,” see: Barr, Semantics, 233–4. 
485 On the one hand, Waltke and O’Conner explain the piel of שדק  (“consecrate to”) as: “‘to make to be holy = transfer to a state 

of holiness = consecrate,’ which takes an object.” IBHS, 402. On the other hand Bibb reasons the piel of ללח  (“profane”), “describes 
the shift from a holy state to a profane state.” Bryan D. Bibb, Ritual Words and Narrative Worlds in the Book of Leviticus, (New York: 
T&T Clark, 2009), 142. Milgrom’s rationale  is equally curious. He states the ideal or intended movement as: “to advance the holy 
into the realm of the common.” Jacob Milgrom, “The Dynamics of Purity in the Priestly System,” in Purity and Holiness: The 
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The dilemma at hand is the obliteration of Semitic meaning, the alteration of 

synecdochic structures to the point of nonrecognition, and the hegemony of the Roman 

conceptual milieu upon the Hebrew Bible for each instance of לח  and the piel of ללח . The 

words are Romanized by all that is conveyed by the profane, and this continues to carry 

the appearance of appropriateness. This subtle transliteration into every language, 

including the Hebrew by virtue of imputed meaning, demonstrates an elusive yet 

sanctioned falsification of Biblical Hebrew. As Ronald A. Ward observes, “To 

transliterate is to evade the problem!”486 To rectify this conundrum, we must abandon 

prior views and look toward an alternative solution: in particular, one not reliant on states 

of being or absolute dichotomies.  

6.5. Summarizing the Structure 

Language is far more organic than synthetic dichotomies permit. The written 

word is not reducible to the confines of encyclopedic knowledge. Instead, a given word is 

transformed into meaning by its connectivity with other elements in a syntactic chain of 

cognitive realties, however latent or patent that syntactic chain may be. As was explained 

in 6.1, the organic habitat of words forms parts, parts of parts, wholes, and parts of 

wholes in a literary ecosystem embodying a plurality of wholes. This reality goes beyond 

the confines of lexicography, grammatology, and semantics as none of these can by 

definition mirror the organic reality of language. Nonetheless, cognitively, we realize that 

 

Heritage of Leviticus, eds. Marcel J. H. M. Poorthuis and Joshua Schwartz, JCP 2 (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 29. Conversely, it is therefore 
not ideal to advance the profane into the realm of the holy. Milgrom’s statement presumes this possibility if we apply the explicit 
verses wherein god is the agent of profanation.  

486 Ronald A. Ward, “The Semantics of Sacramental Language: with Special Reference to Baptism,” TynBul 17 (1966): 99–108 
(101). 
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language communicates far more than these tools can, regardless of how essential the 

tools remain. By stepping away from these dichotomic boxes we are able to observe other 

linguistic phenomena impacting our evaluation of the construct, are enabled to engage 

with the fact that god is the textual agent and object of profanation, and are better 

equipped to regard the text of Lev 10:10 with a refined appraisal corresponding to the 

context and biblical milieu. 

One of the most remarkable facets of the organic reality of language is the 

psychological, cognitive, and semiotic phenomenon that is linguistically termed 

synecdoche. For our purposes, the most emblematic synecdoche with four nominals is the 

cardinal points of a compass. The Hebrew Bible contains not only the cartographic and 

directional synecdoche of the compass, but other fourfold synecdochic structures such as 

axiological-ontology (life, death, blessing, curse); cosmology (height, depth, length, 

breadth); and anthropology (men, women, child, stranger). Our study compared the 

synecdochic structures of the compass in the Hebrew Bible with the nominals of Lev 

10:10 and select piel occurrences, noting a remarkable correlation of structure. In fact, by 

perceiving Lev 10:10 as an emblematic synecdoche in agreement with the consonantal 

syntax rather than two dichotomous constructs, the reader is better suited to perceive the 

referential whole as the parts semantically and syntactically occur in their contexts 

throughout the biblical corpus. 

Each occurrence of the compass synecdoche in the Hebrew Bible as well as the 

fourfold ןיב  is found in parallelistic microstructures. Form 1 (ABA’B’), the dominant 

model, emphasizes a hierarchic whole of symmetrical continuity. Form 2 (ABB’A’), 

which includes Lev 10:10 and 11:47, reveals a circular structure of symmetrical 
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continuity, with no hierarchy or value assignment greater than the others. Lev 10:10 is a 

synecdochic structure with each nominal bearing equal weight and value. 

However, when synecdochic and parallelistic structures are tampered with, the 

meaning is distorted. Our analysis examined a selection of key systems built upon the 

synecdochic structure of Lev 10:10, a synecdochic structure that was tampered with in 

translations (cf. Jenson, Milgrom, Wenham, and the many variations derived from these 

key influencers). The systems were contrasted with corresponding hypothetical 

tamperings of the compass in order to illustrate the systems’ deficiencies. We discovered 

that each system logically self-destructs because the models adopt a structure that has 

been tampered with, whether by ontologically categorizing the nominals, hierarchically 

reorganizing the nominals, giving intervening process greater authority over the 

nominals, omitting a cardinal nominal, or presuming that the infinitive לידבהל  (“to 

distinguish”) demands only two prime categories even though the Hebrew Bible shows 

that לידבהל  governs nominals in compounds of two, three, four, and twelve. The 

interrogation of these systems exposed a number of semantic problems inherent in the 

translations for the nominals of Lev 10:10, including the alien problem of absolute 

negation in translation, the mistaken quest for etymological origin and semantic root, and 

the paradoxical reality of chronological distortions of meaning despite the clarion call for 

fidelity to the source in reception. A further problem was exposed; specifically, the 

lexical translation of לח  as “common” or “ordinary” is a retrojection. Such devaluative or 

anti-valuative translations are conceptually untenable for the thought milieu of the 

Hebrew Bible. Furthermore, we discovered that the translated witnesses of לח  in Greek, 

Latin, and Syriac revealed no trilingual agreement for any verse and demonstrated a 
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significant range of translations. Each translation was found wanting when pressed by 

context, literary themes, and logical rebuttals. The Hebrew adjective לח  cannot 

correspond to any of the identified renderings indicative of architecture, impurity, laity, 

permitted, and profane. Instead, we discovered that the interpretations for לח  are 

hegemonically anachronistic to such a degree that the Hebraic meaning is lost. And if the 

meaning is lost, then Lev 10:10 is essentially semantically distorted. 

The conclusions derived from our interrogation support the reason that texts 

specifying the profaning god, as noted in chapters 1 and 2, are selectively discarded from 

systems defining the sanctifying god, and from systems that argue for two dyadic pairs of 

oppositions. In chapter 3, the witnesses, including the Masoretic accents, predominantly 

dichotomized the fourfold ןיב , while scholarly debates on ןיב  treat the fourfold ןיב  as two 

pairs. Absent from the debates are the many attestations of other fourfold prefixed and 

separative constructions, which are regarded by most scholars and translators as a unity 

of nominals. In chapter 4 we evaluated the literary context of the fourfold ןיב , discovering 

that each occurrence is seated in a literary environment of oral drama and speech, divine 

sanction, and content indicative of jurisprudential Torah—all of which serve to indicate a 

subject matter of monumental importance. We therefore concluded that the literary 

environment, as well as the fact of other fourfold occurrences, stand as substantive 

rebuttals to the prevailing dichotomic view. In chapter 5 we queried why these 

observations have not been previously identified and noted the problem of dialectics in 

scholarship; the conceptual disparities between the biblical thought milieu, the translated 

witnesses, and modernity; and the problem of dogmatism and the prospective belief that 

contradictory evidence must be necessarily misleading. By attending first to select core 
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problems in the witnesses, the scholarly debates on ןיב , the literary themes in the relevant 

texts, and the conceptual discontinuities in the translated witnesses and contemporary 

reception, the interrogation was able to more clearly focus on the problems inherent in 

the semantics of the four nominals of Lev 10:10. For this reason, chapter 6 attended to the 

psychological, cognitive, and semiotic realities of language. In particular, language 

conveys an organic reality of synecdoche and parallelism. Such synecdochic structures, 

like the compass and Lev 10:10, serve to aid the reader in rapidly identifying four 

cardinal nominals of equal weight and importance that are syntactically joined without 

indicating a binary. However, the synecdoche of Lev 10:10 was distorted in the translated 

witnesses down to the level of syntax, as discussed in chapter 3, as well as the semantics. 

The nominals were corrupted into a translation guaranteeing an absolute binary by 

affixing negative prefixes and prefixes of abstracted location. Accordingly, the biblical 

meaning of words was hegemonically usurped to such a degree that the Semitic meaning, 

in the case of לח , was lost. It is therefore not surprising that the constructs and the systems 

defined in chapter 2 remain distorted.  

The above analysis identified the pertinent linguistic structures for this study; 

namely, the structure of wholes and parts, the structure of species and genus as denoted 

by the term synecdoche, and the structure of parallelism. When the constructs are 

corrupted, meaning is obscured and a false dialectic ensues. Even though language is 

structurally organic, a translation must still be grounded in the rule of comprehensibility 

in fidelity to the source text’s milieu. As an organic phenomenon, language is bequeathed 

with creative license to convey meaning beyond the tethering confinement of sterilized 

systems. Language also employs synecdochic and parallelistic structures to aid rapid 
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recognition, forming common ground for understanding. Should these structures be 

tampered with, then authorial meaning is lost and the non sequitur becomes the fallacy 

upon which meaning of the fourfold ןיב  is reasoned, vindicated, and reaffirmed.487  

We are heirs today of a structure that has been tampered with. The forensic 

interrogation of Part 1 revealed that a comprehensive reexamination is needed of the 

systematics derived from Lev 10:10, the dictionaries, the sacred and profane construct, 

the field of purity and impurity, the structure and meaning of Lev 10:10, the fourfold ןיב , 

and every nominal of Lev 10:10 along with its verbal counterparts. Our attention 

therefore turns to Part 2 and the setting forth of a proposed solution for Lev 10:10 and for 

the proposition put forth in chapter 1, namely, that the sanctifying god and the profaning 

god are in logical agreement with god’s being and nature. For this reason, Part 2 will first 

address the ontological idea of states of being in the Hebrew Bible before proposing a 

semantic hypothesis on the meanings of the nominals and their piel counterparts. From 

there we will establish our hermeneutical method for evaluating two case studies wherein 

god is the agent of ללח , specifically, Psalm 89:31–46 and Isaiah 43:22–28. Thereafter, we 

will delve into the exegetical implications of our findings and a reconsideration of god as 

presented in the Hebrew Bible. 

  

 

487 I am aware the term authorial meaning is a contested notion deriving from 20th century linguistics, which continues to retain 
currency. See Barr’s rhetorical challenge to this debate. James Barr, The Concept of Biblical Theology: An Old Testament Perspective 
(London: SCM, 1999), 4. Breed reasons there is an inherent anachronism in the debate. Brennan W. Breed, Nomadic Text: A Theory 
of Biblical Reception History, ISBL (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014), 104–15. 
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7. Preliminary Considerations 

Charting a path forward requires an alternative framework from previous attempts 

at understanding the semantics of the four nominals in Lev 10:10, the syntax of the 

fourfold ןיב , the system of the holy, profane, impure, and pure as expressed in the Hebrew 

Bible, and the supposed constructs—a different approach toward evaluating the text and 

determining meaning apart from the problems identified in Part 1. Such a task requires a 

sober attitude, lest one propose an alternative solution with false assumptions. Any 

method must not be so inventive that its claims are justified on circular grounds, nor be 

so novel that it defies the cultural and contextual milieu. At all times the study is obliged 

to adhere to the same logical demands expected from others. In the absence of a 

comprehensive semantic analysis, this approach posits a number of propositions in need 

of refinement and validation. The meaning and method identified in this section should 

therefore set the stage for future research. Part 2 challenges the presumed mode of 

thought, establishes the semantic hypothesis and method of inquiry, provides exegetical 

case studies, and reformulates our understanding of god as the agent of שדק  and ללח  (as 

well as אמט  and רהט ). Part 2 also explores the implications of this hypothesis for Lev 

10:10 and the Hebrew Bible.  

7.1. A Challenge to the Idea of States of Being 

The starting point for an alternative framework requires shifting our categorical 

focus. Before doing so, we reiterate that words and phrases do not lexically or 

semantically encode a specific mode of thought. Conversely, abstract theological or 

philosophical categories, like holiness, ontology, and the conjoined notion that god is 
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ontologically holy and its opposite is the profane, do not a priori determine or impute 

their meaning into words; neither do they possess a monopoly on ideas. Thus, to assert 

that שדק  (holy/sacred/consecrate) retains exclusive license to god’s ontology, or to claim 

that ontology holds title to the meaning of שדק  in relation to god or humanity by 

antithesis, is misleading. Such noncontingent claims provoke a false dialectic and raise 

the question of whether one believes or does not believe.488 This is an illusory non 

sequitur that asserts an existential fallacy as a truth claim deserving belief. God is 

presumed to be ontologically holy/sacred, and to maintain ontological symmetry, 

humanity is presumed to be ontologically unholy/profane. However, our study on the 

dogmatism paradox revealed that the sacred/profane, impure/pure constructs are really 

epistemological errors of reasoning that appear as ontological paradoxes when examining 

the texts where god is the agent and object of profanation and compared with the 

theological systems derived from Lev 10:10. Ontology is regarded, perhaps latently so, as 

a necessary first order category subordinating other theological or philosophical 

categories. This is false. While ontology and epistemology may be studied in isolation, 

they must not convey contradictory premises when conjoined. There is no so-called 

ontological paradox in our query. The nominals of Lev 10:10 and their piel forms do not 

guarantee a dialectical tension of ontology. Syntax, context, the literary environment, and 

the thematic particulars determine the specific mode or modes of thought in view. It is 

therefore better to suspend judgment on the ontology of god as emblematically 

constitutive of שדק  until the semantics are comprehensively examined; for any 

 

488 The word holy/sacred ( שדק ) is not a belief claim but a “presupposition for thought.” I quoted Westermann’s challenge to the 
notion of creation as befitting something to believe. His conclusion is relevant to our study and the synecdoche of jurisprudence in Lev 
10:10. Westermann, Creation, 114. 
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ontological hypothesis, if predicated on false premises, must therefore be systematically 

false, as our forensic interrogation revealed. 

Rather than regarding שדק ,i לח ,i אמט , and רוהט  as different ontological states of 

being, these terms are regarded under the epistemological subcategory of jurisprudence. 

To be clear, I am not claiming that the biblical milieu demonstrates an artificial 

dichotomy between epistemology and ontology. Ontology (being), praxeology (action), 

epistemology (knowing), and axiology (value) are homogeneous and synecdochic to 

thought, whether theological, anthropological, or philosophical. Instead, I am claiming 

that the testing and isolation of propositions by one category provides clarity for 

understanding that category’s influence upon another category. Accordingly, the fourfold 

ןיב , every instance wherein god is the agent of ללח  in the piel, and potentially every 

occurrence of these terms in their nominal and verbal forms, are ensconced in settings of 

jurisprudential significance. This assertion bears further deliberation; for a categorical 

shift must first reason that the ontological discourse (the dialectic of states of being), as 

popularly reasoned, is untenable.  

The following explanation addresses the premises behind the arguments and the 

biblical milieu of being. This is material, as our foremost question challenges the idea of 

states of being when god is regarded as שדק  and also the agent and object of ללח  in the 

piel. While space is not permitted to address all four nominals, the arguments developed 

in this section point to the necessity of a categorical shift toward jurisprudence for אמט  

and רוהט  as well. 

We begin by asserting that being is inseparable from action. What one is, must 

correspond to what one does. Action is being and being is action. The claim of non-
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differentiation between being and action is a central tenet for this study. At the same time 

it presents two challenges. The first challenge is recognizing that the intellectual 

community remains ill-equipped to embrace such a claim. The academic world is trained 

and disciplined to appraise synthetic binaries of being and action, cause and effect, 

structuralism and existentialism. The cognizer regards existent thought as entailing an 

effect and action. This points to a structure comprising cause and being. The sequence of 

events, from source to act, is regarded as evidence of discontinuity between the two. The 

source is considered as other than the act even if an act derives from the source. This is 

perhaps best captured by the Latin phrase agere sequitur esse (“action follows being”).489 

We can observe such logic in the medieval reasonings of Thomas Aquinas. He writes, 

“Anything acts insofar as it is in act; anything is in act through its form; therefore, that 

through which something first acts must be form.”490 While action may point to being (or 

being to action), the separation of either deconstructs the integrity of the entity in 

question.491 The cognizer deconstructs and reduces the subject he or she intends to reason 

as sound.  

The second challenge lies in the writer’s ability to articulate the non-distinctive 

reality of being and action. The phrase “action follows being” illustrates this dilemma. 

Apart from action, being is difficult (if not impossible) to convey. This is perhaps why 

 

489 “In fact, what we know first about any being is its action. It is through its action that we come to know what a thing is.” 
Olivia Blanchette, Philosophy of Being: A Reconstructive Essay in Metaphysics (Washington, DC: Catholic University of America 
Press, 2003), 176. 

490 See, “quia unumquodque agit in quantum est actu; est autem unumquodque actu per formam: unde oportet illud quo primo 
aliquid agit esse formam.” Thomas Aquinas, De unitate intellectus contra Averroistas, as cited and translated in Ralph M. McInemy, 
Aquinas Against the Averroists: On There Being Only One Intellect, trans. Ralph M. McInemy (West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University 
Press, 1993), 80–81. 

491 There is a danger of holding too tightly to sequence as the governing rule dictating structure. Such a supposition may create a 
circular model with infinite regress, as in: “Being and action follow each other!” David C. Schindler, Hans Urs von Balthasar and the 
Dramatic Structure of Truth: A Philosophical Investigation, PCP 34 (New York: Fordham University Press, 2004), 19. 
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Hannah Arendt reasons that who one is, cannot be distinguished from what one is.492 

Elvira Roncalli explains this as a kind of paradox. She writes, “who one is is revealed as 

not yet fully graspable in and through ‘what.’”493 While a false dichotomy, this paradox 

illustrates the impossibility of identifying the who in terms of what. Acts are needed to 

grasp the idea of existent being. Verbs, even by allusion or inference, amalgamate with 

being in a tapestry of features that are, in fact, supposits of being.494 As soon as we strive 

to explain being, we default to attribution via verbal supposits that never amount to the 

ineffable whole that is the existent being, whether divine or human.  

Those two challenges illustrate the conundrum between being and action. On the 

one hand, the academic community is trained to isolate being from action. On the other 

hand, the writer struggles to explain the homogeneity of being and action apart from 

these two categories. Though the paradox remains in tension, it must not be glossed over 

or neglected. One is what one has done, does, and will do (even if future action may not 

be manifest or apparent in the present). This study treats the homogeneity of being and 

action as the consummate representation for the totality of any existent being.495 For 

example, the theoretical person John (the existent being) can be described as a breather 

(one who breathes), a father (one who fathers a child), a cobbler (one who makes shoes), 

a liar (one who lies), a repenter (one who repents), and a myriad of other supposits. 

Combined, these, and a litany of other acts, inseparably corroborate John’s being.  

 

492 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), 181.  
493 Elvira Roncalli, “Narrating the Self through the Other: On the Thought of Adriana Cavarero,” in Contemporary Italian 

Political Philosophy, ed. by Antonio Calcagno, SUNYCIP (Albany, NY: State University of New York, 2015), 53–74 (58). 
494 The term supposit is used to denote the conceptual entity in question as a complete whole. Blanchette, Philosophy, 179. 

Laycock explains attributes of being are defined as abstract names that break beingness into summative categories. Henry Laycock, 
“John Stuart Mill,” in Sourcebook in the History of Philosophy of Language: Primary Source Tests from the Pre-Socratics to Mill, 
eds. Margaret Cameron, Benjamin Hill and Robert J. Stainton, SGTP 2 (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017), 1033–97 (1080–82).  

495 Jespersen explains this as a nexus-substantive, which is “introduced to give us an easy means of adding some descriptive trait 
in the form of an adjunct which it would be difficult or impossible to tack on to the verb in the form of a subjunct….” Jespersen, 
Grammar, 138. 
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To be sure, some acts are not attributable to John. One cannot include actions as 

supposits of being if one has not or will not enact them, even though they may adhere to 

possibility or capability. For example, one cannot be explained as a progenitor (one who 

has had children) if one has not given birth to a child. What is possible or capable within 

the purview of one’s being is not a determiner of one’s being unless so engaged by or 

upon the being.496 Furthermore, one cannot enact what is not compatible with their being. 

For example, one cannot be a photosynthesizer (one who autonomously converts sunlight 

to chemical energy), if that being is a person.497 Thus, one cannot act contrary to what 

one is.498 The totality of one’s actions must be in agreement with the totality of one’s 

being.  

The difficulty in understanding the conundrum between being and action is 

further hindered by humanities’ incapability of either perceiving or recording the totality 

of one’s being and actions; though we may be able to synthesize or summarize it to 

various degrees of imprecision. For this reason, the whole for any given entity is never 

fully realized. This should not deter the effort. Instead it ought to spur the inquisitive to 

interrogate being and action with the humility of mind to perceive the fruitfulness of this 

pursuit. And the subject most pertinent to this study is the being and action of god in the 

 

496 Actions done by others can become a supposit of a given being. One can act on another such that the one acted upon becomes 
the state or condition indicated by the verb. For example, should a judge incarcerate a person then the person is not caused to be 
incarcerated, but is effectually incarcerated. Another example is a parent who loves their child. The child is effectually loved. Both 
examples illustrate actions done by others can become a supposit of one’s being. 

497 Photosynthesis agrees with the being of plants—not humanity. 
498 One cannot be or do contrary to what one is. Widder’s evaluation of Scotus’ work approaches close to this understanding by 

observing, “…being has a quidditative sense, whereby it is predicated in quid, signifying the entire essence of a subject. This sense 
refers specifically to the being of substances, to anything about which it can be asked, ‘What is it?’, with the answer ultimately being 
‘It is a being.’ ” Nathan Widder, “John Duns Scotus,” in Deleuze’s Philosophical Lineage, ed. by Graham Jones and Jon Roffe, 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2009), 27–43 (35). More simply, “predication in quid answers the question of what 
something is (quid sit aliquid).” Gordon Leff, William of Ockham: The Metamorphosis of Scholastic Discourse (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1975), 149. 
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Hebrew Bible, which brings us into the discussion of the biblical milieu of ontology, as 

was stated earlier.  

To my knowledge no developed studies exist that evaluate being and action in the 

Hebrew Bible. Monographs broaching the subject do so under the governance of 

axiology and theology.499 This study is not concerned with addressing values, worth, 

ethics, or morals; nor is it concerned with metaphysical considerations. Instead our focus 

is on the conceptual milieu of the Hebrew Bible as expressed by the usage of language in 

the texts. In the Hebrew Bible we can observe the writers’ views concerning the 

homogeneity of being and action. Four categorical examples are particularly illustrative 

of this homogeneity.  

First, the ancient Israelites show the indivisibility of being and action through the 

motif “Reap what you sow.”500 In Job 4:8 we read: “Plowers of iniquity and sowers of 

trouble—they reap it.”501 The recriminate form finds its juxtaposition in Hos 10:12–13: 

“Sow for yourselves justice, reap in abundance … You plowed wickedness; injustice you 

reaped.”502 In Eccl 11:4 we see the result should one act unwisely: “Wind watching—he 

will not sow; and cloud observing—he will not reap.”503 Poetic reversals are expressed as 

“sow but not reap” (Mic 6:15); “sow wheat, reap thorns” (Jer 12:13); “sow in tears, reap 

 

499 For example, see: Paul T. Nimmo, Being in Action: The Theological Shape of Barth’s Ethical Vision (London: T&T Clark, 
2007); Yoram Hazony, The Philosophy of Scripture, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012); Kenneth Seeskin, Thinking 
About the Torah: A Philosopher Reads the Bible, JPSEJS (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of America, 2016). For new 
efforts toward a recasting of philosophy in the Hebrew Bible, see: Jaco W. Gericke, “Is There Philosophy in the Hebrew Bible? Some 
Recent Affirmative Perspectives,” JS 23/2i (2014): 583–98. 

500 The concrete metaphor turns “an unimaginative platitude” into a didactic maxim. Tod Linafelt, The Hebrew Bible as 
Literature: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 83.   

501 Cf. Prov 22:8; Deut 27–29; and Ezek 35:3–9. For the idea of naught-ness or naughtiness in the word ָ֑ןוֶא  (translated above as 
iniquity), see: Samuel R. Driver and George B. Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Job, ICC (Edinburgh: 
T&T Clark, 1921), 43.  

502 Cf. Jer 4:3–4. For a translation emphasizing agriculture, see: Mayer I. Gruber, Hosea: A Textual Commentary, LHBOTS 653 
(London: T&T Clark, 2019), 437–44.  

503 This could be a prohibition against laziness in general, agricultural procrastination, fatalistic gnosticism, or the many forms of 
divination and the watching of weather phenomenon. 
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with joy” (Ps 126:5); “the plower overtakes the reaper, and the treader overtakes the 

sower” (Amos 9:13).504 In each of these inversions, divine justice in judgment is executed 

as the futility of one’s just efforts or as the just and blessed end from lengthy oppression. 

These examples illustrate a rubric that one’s actions correspond to one’s being—an 

indivisible measure by which justice evaluates the quality of one’s standing.505 In other 

words, action corroborates being. Action is not a consequence of being.506 This is 

materially different from claims that action follows being.  

A second example that shows the biblical writers’ views concerning the 

homogeneity of being and action is that the Hebrew Bible illustrates the limits of being 

by intentionally exaggerating impossible violations. For example, Isa 10:15 reads: 

“Should the axe vaunt itself over the one who hews with it, or the saw magnify itself 

against the one who wields it? As if a rod would wield him who lifts it, or as if a staff 

should lift the one who is not wood!”507 The logic emphasizes the ridiculousness of such 

considerations. One cannot do contrary to what one is.508 A rod cannot wield the wielder. 

On a more practical note, the Hebrew Bible demonstrates the limits of one’s being by 

drawing attention to logically analogous outcomes should a violation of being occur. 

Prov 6:27 reads, “Can a man take fire in his bosom and his garments not be burned?”509 

Clothing that carries fire is a violation of the clothing’s ontology; the fire will burn the 

 

504 Cf. Lev 26:16 and the curses of Deut 27–28. 
505 This aligns with Van der Toorn’s idea of the Semitic antithesis, which he describes as “a distinctive feature of the sapiential 

literature of the Old Testament.” Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 101. 
506 Wong warns against uncritically presuming consequence over correspondence in texts indicating action and outcome. Wong, 

Retribution, 229. 
507 Translation by: Göran Eidevall, Prophecy and Propaganda: Images of Enemies in the Book of Isaiah, CBOTS 56 (Winona 

Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2009), 42. See also: Marvin A. Sweeney, Isaiah 1–39: with an Introduction to Prophetic Literature, FOTL 16 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 199–200. Cf. Isa 29:16; 45:9; Jer 13:23. For New Testament, see: Rom 9:20–21; Jam 3:11–12. 

508 From an epiphanic and theophanic standpoint, being can be affected momentarily, as in the case of Balaam’s donkey in Num 
22:28–35. This particular donkey can be described as the talking one or the teaching one.  

509 Schipper regards this as a rhetorical question employed in “pedagogical terms.” Bernd U. Schipper, Proverbs 1–15: A 
Commentary, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 2019), 244. Cf. Matt 12:33; Mark 7:20–23. 
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cloth and harm the person wearing it. One must not go against the limits of one’s being. 

In the same way, one who goes into his neighbor’s wife violates the woman, his neighbor 

(her husband), and himself in v. 29. This fits in the realm of possibility, where the 

proverbial violation is treated as a didactic word picture. Such illustrations abound in the 

Hebrew Bible. 

Third, the ancient writers were content to explain the homogeneity of being and 

action through parable or paradigmatic analogy.510 For example, kingship is described as 

an abundant and prolific tree in Daniel 4; and the people of Israel are the stewarded 

vineyards in Isa 5:1–7. In both occurrences the tree and the vineyard are cut down or laid 

to waste, because of arrogant presumption in Nebuchadnezzar’s case, and for producing 

worthless fruit in Isaiah.511 We can identify the same metaphor for individuals. The 

proverbial person is corroborated by his actions, which are defined as where he walks, 

stands, and sits; to what he affixes his delight; and what he meditates upon. This 

description emblematizes the individual in one instance as a copious tree placed into the 

beatific blessing of god, and in another instance as the worthless chaff that blows away in 

Psalm 1.512 The person’s actions (whether internal, external, or acted upon) are the 

homogeneity of being and action.  

 

510 The paradigmatic reality of being and action is seen in the ostensible law codes and cultic practices. Van der Toorn, Sin and 
Sanction, 41 and 85.  

511 For the content of arrogant presumptions, see: Dan 5:30. In Isa 5:4, the phrase םישאב שעיו   is often translated as “why did it 
yield wild grapes” (NRSV); or “did it produce worthless ones” (NASB). BDB’s translation of םישאב  indicates the range of meaning, 
as: “stinking or worthless things, wild grapes.” BDB, “ םישִׁאֻבְּ ,” 93. The noun shares strong affiliation with the verb, emphasizing 
“stench,” which Clines renders as, “stink” (also citing 1QH 8.25). DCH, “ שׁאב I,” 2:88–89 (88). One must note the idea of grapes is 
contextually rather than lexically explicit. This means one does not need a translation combining an attribute with the noun. The verb 

השע  is often translated as production or economic output. While this makes sense for today’s readers it distorts the ontological unity 
through sequence, as discussed above. Perhaps a better translation emphasizes the verb השע  as enacted being. HALOT understands one 
of the definitions for השע  as: “to ‘make’ in the widest sense” (e.g., make peace). HALOT, “I השׂע ,” 889–92 (891). This is appropriate 
for our study on the whole of being and action. Thus, our translation “and why did it make stench” serves to heighten the parabolic 
impact while steering away from the pitfalls of sequence. 

512 Stordalen explains the fruit bearing tree as the idealized man “like an Adam that has not violated divine law.” Terje Stordalen, 
“Heaven on Earth: Jerusalem, Temple, and the Cosmography of the Garden of Eden,” CBÅ (2009): 7–20 (19). Cf. Ps 15; Jer 17:5–8. 
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Fourth, the Hebrew writers understood being and action as a recordable 

phenomenon in the celestial scrolls. The heavenly book motif, according to Leslie 

Baynes, manifests in at least five different forms in the Hebrew Bible: the book of life 

(Exod 32:32–33; Mal 3:16); the book of deeds (Isa 43:25; 65:6); the book of fate (Ps 

56:8; 139:16), the book of action (Zech 5:1–5), and the book of apocalypse (Daniel 7–

12).513 Everything is recorded, whether righteous or wicked. In Eccl 12:14 we read: “for 

every deed God will bring into judgment with everything hidden—whether good or 

evil.”514 Every action therefore corresponds to the specific being in question. 

The Hebrew Bible reveals the totality of the internal, the external, and the acted 

upon as qualitative confirmation of the substance of any given being. This is expressed 

through didactic agricultural motifs, metaphorical analogy to other living things (like 

plants), or through a proverb or rhetorical question illustrating what acts can and cannot 

be performed. Finally, the text reveals that all acts define the substance of the person, as 

recorded in the heavenly books.515 The ancient writers appear to favor unified 

paradigmatic explanations rather than artificial differentiations of being and action.516  

We can conclude that the ancient Hebrews did not share our need to divide a 

being into artificial parts.517 The writers recognized that a being is like a tree—a person 

 

513 Leslie Baynes, The Heavenly Book Motif in Judeo-Christian Apocalypses 200 B.C.E.–200 C.E., JSJSup 152 (Leiden: Brill, 
2012), 203. Contrary to the Platonic view that writing is an end in itself, Baynes explains the Jewish and Christian writers understood 
writing as transformative, it “transforms death into life.” Baynes, Heavenly Book, 206. 

514 Longman regards this as a “motive clause.” Tremper Longman III, The Book of Ecclesiastes, NICOT (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1998), 281. Bartholomew as a “negative motivation.” Craig G. Bartholomew, Ecclesiastes, BCOTWP (Grand Rapids: 
Baker Academic, 2009), 371. Cf. Eccl 11:9. 

515 We can also add the ontological and praxeological implications of a name and naming. See: Sandra L. Richter, The 
Deuteronomistic History and the Name Theology: lešakkēn šemȏ šām in the Bible and the Ancient Near East, BZAW 318 (Berlin: de 
Gruyter, 2002), 14–22. 

516 The Hebrew Bible contains two unique passages where select highlights of the internal, external, and the acted upon 
corroborates one’s existent being. Qohelet explains himself through the litany and legacy of actions he has performed and been the 
recipient of, and he relates the sequence via the act of considered reflection in Eccl 1–12. God asserts his being by numerous acts that 
none but god can perform in Job 38–41. 

517 Bottéro, Religion, 71.  
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cannot be differentiated from the fruit he or she produces. Though today, we may identify 

fruit as a product of the tree, we also recognize that the fruit corresponds to the tree. In 

the Hebrew Bible, correspondence of being does not equal a productized estrangement of 

output from source. This is why an olive exclusively corresponds to an olive tree (Judg 

9:8–9); an apple exclusively corresponds to an apple tree (Joel 1:12); and the fruit of the 

knowledge of good and evil exclusively corresponds to the tree of the knowledge of good 

and evil (Gen 2:17; 3:5, 22). When one eats the fruit, one partakes of the tree’s 

ontological and praxeological integrity. Action is indivisible from being.518 God’s being 

is discovered in the acts he does or in the acts effectually done to him. As Greg 

Chirichigno explains, “Whatever God is in concept is demonstrated in his acts.”519 By the 

same token, whatever acts are done to him (in the piel) are supposits for who he is in 

being.  

7.2. Semantic Hypothesis  

We are now positioned to reexamine the nominal semantics of the holy, profane, 

impure, and pure from Lev 10:10 and their piel counterparts. The content and context 

support a mode of thought, not of changes to states of being but of judicial categories. As 

formerly explained, the definition of jurisprudential Torah is as follows: Jurisprudential 

Torah is the understanding of matters divine and human, the deliberative wisdom of 

dividing the just and the unjust, in asymmetrical dependency to Yhwh (the god of Torah), 

and as conveyed through the literary phenomenon of the Hebrew Bible.520 In this 

 

518 This illustrates the difficulty at the linguistic intersection of dogma and parable—the difference between “is” and “is like.” 
For an excellent discussion, see: Christopher F. Evans, Parable and Dogma (London: Athlone Press, 1977), 9. 

519 Greg Chirichigno, “A Theological Investigation of Motivation in Old Testament Law,” JETS 24/4 (1981): 303–13 (311). 
520 See: Section 4.4. 
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definition we observe two pairs: divine/human, and just/unjust. The first pair, the divine 

and human, is not an absolute opposition—they are separable and yet inseparable in the 

polysemous conceptual milieu of the Hebrew Bible as conveyed in the literature.521 The 

second pair, the just and unjust, presupposes an absolute opposition, but not necessarily 

in a punitive sense. One may be just and unjust at the same time and yet not commit sin. 

For example, a priest is just to perform his office as priest, just to touch the corpse of his 

mother, and yet unjust to perform the office of priest during his days of bodily 

befoulment, none of which presumes a coextensive befoulment of his inner virtue.522 In 

such instances the adjudged verdict of unjust is not punitive—no sin has been committed. 

The verdict of unjust may be sanctioned and circumspect, or it may be remonstrative and 

punitive if sin is contextually determined. 

The hypothesis asserts that שדק ,i לח ,i אמט , and רוהט  are terms denoting the 

epistemology of jurisprudence.523 Leviticus 10:10 serves as the constitutional 

jurisprudential standard for the priesthood, and v. 11 as the statutory commission for the 

benefit of all Israel—both of which are presented as an eternal command on pain of death 

in v. 9c. Ezekiel 22:26 and 44:23 are examples of deliberate scriptural reuse through 

modified quotation and allusion—perhaps best characterized as prophetic repurposed 

texts.524 Ezekiel shapes Lev 10:8–11 into prophetic contrapuntal motifs of incriminate 

 

521 See: Section 5.2 
522 Cf. Lev 21:1–4.  
523 For “epistemology of jurisprudence,” see: Edward J. Conry and Caryn L. Beck-Dudley, “Meta-Jurisprudence: A Paradigm for 

Legal Studies,” ABAJ 33 (1996): 691–754 (715–8). 
524 For Scriptural reuse, the difference between explicit and implicit reuse, and the principles of determining reuse, see: William 

A. Tooman, “Between Imitation and Interpretation: Reuse of Scripture and Composition in Hodayot (1QHa) 11:6–19,” DSD 18 
(2011): 54–73 (58–9). For six criteria on scriptural dependency, see: David M. Carr, “Method in Determination of Dependence: An 
Empirical Test of Criteria Applied to Exodus 34:11–26 and Its Parallels,” in Gottes Volk am Sinai. Untersuchungen zu Ex 32–34 und 
Dtn 9–10, eds. Matthias Köckert and Erhard Blum, VWGTh 18 (Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 2001), 107–40 (126). For 
allusion, see: William A. Tooman, Gog of Magog: Reuse of Scripture and Compositional Technique in Ezekiel 38–39, FAT II 52 
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 9. 
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dereliction (Ezek 22:26) and exonerated reconstitution (Ezek 44:23). Both are predicated 

on the jurisprudential standard and statutorial commission of vv. 10 and 11. The below 

diagram reuses the bracketed verbs in vv. 10–11 in the initial clauses of Ezekiel, splits the 

nominals into two pairs and adds a verb of product עדי  (“to know”) to the final clause. 

This reuse indicates a paradigmatic application of prophetic wisdom. The arrows guide 

the reader to perceive the verbs word order in context and their distinctive placements in 

each verse: 

  
Lev 10:10–11a תרוהלו רוהטה  ןיבו  אמטה  ןיבו  לחה  ןיבו  שדקה  ןיב  לידבהלו   
  
Ezek 22:26 ועיד אל הו רוהטל  אמטב־ןיבו  ולידבה  אל  לחל  שדק־ןיב  ישדק   
   
Ezek 44:23  ם עדי רוהטל  אמט־ויבו  ל     חל שדק  ןיב  ורוי                  

 

Ezekiel recasts the Levitical content without diminishing or diluting the referential whole 

of Lev 10:10. From a synecdochic perspective, both Ezekiel texts form new wholes and 

parts as repurposes of—and in deference to—the antecedent whole of Lev 10:10.  

Before proceeding to the translation of Lev 10:10 and its implications for the piel, 

a brief explanation is warranted on the meaning of the nominals and their corresponding 

piel verbs. First, the preliminary translation for רוהט  is “pure,” meaning unencumbered, 

unrestrained, unrestricted, and unconditioned.525 The translation of “pure” is preferred 

over “clean” because “clean,” in reception, is often, though not exclusively, consigned to 

the physical absence of blemishes or defects of various kinds.526 However, sufficient 

 

525 Pure means, “Absolute; complete; simple; unmixed; unqualified; free from conditions or restrictions.” DL, “Pure,” 967. 
526 DL defines clean as, “Irreproachable; innocent of fraud or wrongdoing; free from defect in form or substance; free from 

exceptions or reservations.” DL, “Clean,” 207. 
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grounds warrant considering the meaning of “clear” or “limpid,” as in transparent.527 

From a juridic standpoint, the “clear” emphasizes the idea of the visibly observable and 

verifiable, or unencumbered by what may be undesirable.528 The “limpid” takes the 

“clear” one step further by conveying both perspicuity of visibility and serenity of 

mind.529 The applicability of these terms warrants further research. The translation of 

“pure” will stand for this study, which corresponds to the piel of רהט  as “purify.”  

Second, although the word אמט  is often translated as the negative “unclean” or 

“impure,” the rendering of “foul,” as in “repugnant,” is preferred. The words repugnant 

and foul capture the translations identified in the versions (abominable, dirt, filth, foul, 

repulsive, sordid, stain, and ugly).530 The word repugnant emphasizes what is contrary to 

and discredited from just standing.531 The English word foul encompasses what is 

excluded and not permitted, the range of physical blemishes and mortality, the attribute 

of nefariousness and wickedness, and humanities unsolvable dilemma—humanity does 

not have the ability to transform the foul to the pure  as found in Job 14:4.532 The 

combined meanings suggest that the nominal אמט  is best translated as “foul” and the piel 

as “befoul.”  

Third, the word לח  cannot mean the profane, indicating an abstraction of location 

or the purported state of being opposed to the holy. Instead, keeping jurisprudence in 

 

527 Kiuchi, “Meaning of ṭāhôr,” 1–27.  
528 See: “plain; evident; free from doubt or conjecture; also, unencumbered; free from deductions or draw-backs.” DL, “Clear,” 

207. 
529 OED defines limpid as both physical and figurative, as in “pellucid, clear.” OED, “Limpid,” 6:303. 
530 As discussed in chapter 6.4. 
531 Repugnant means, “That which is contrary to what is stated before, or insensible. A repugnant condition is void.” DL, 

“Repugnant,” 1022; “contrary or contradictory to, inconsistent or incompatible with, divergent from, standing against, something 
else.” OED, “Repugnant,” 8:494. For standing, see: “to remain as a thing is; to remain in force.” DL, “Stand,” 1104. 

532 For inaccessibility, see: Lev 7:21; Isa 35:8. For impermissibility, see: Lev 11; 2 Chron 23:19. For physical blemishes, see: 
Lev 13–15. For physical mortality, see: Lev 5:2; Num 19:13; Hag 2:13. For nefarious, see: Hag 2:14. For wickedness, see: Isa 6:5; 
64:5. For the unsolvable dilemma, see: Job 14:4 (cf. Isa 6:5). 
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view, the word expresses the ideas of the null, void, aniens, vitiate, and the nugatory.533 

Each of these terms centers on the absence of juridic standing, efficacy, and binding 

force. This is similar to, yet different from, the English term “null and void,” which 

declares something to have never had any binding force or validity. The difference is 

noted between a marriage determined null and void verses a divorce. The former regards 

the marriage as never having been legitimate ab initio, while the latter regards the 

marriage as dissolved ex post facto. Context determines the temporal, instrumental, or 

effectual implications of nullity as well as the object and delimitations therein. The 

translation of לח  as “null” serves to communicate the absence of judicial standing. The 

piel of ללח  is therefore translated as “annul.”534 

Fourth, the word שדק  is understood to mean the holy—a word that carries the idea 

of a perfect/perfected state of being. So ingrained is the holy as a state of being that one 

wonders if the word holy may be used apart from readers inferring an ontological 

category (i.e., that the holy refers to god as the ontological architype, or that holy is the 

highest state of being). The idea that ontological perfection is imputed into the word שדק  

(“holy”) poses a conundrum for the continued use of “holy,” as well as “sacred.” 

Costecalde’s 1985 and 1986 studies on the verb שדק  assert the meaning of “consecrated 

 

533 Nullity means, “Nothing; no proceeding; an act or proceeding in a cause which the opposite party may treat as though it had 
not taken place, or which has absolutely no legal force or effect.” DL, “Nullity,” 837. Void means, “Null; ineffectual; nugatory; having 
no legal force or binding effect; unable, in law, to support the purpose which it was intended. ‘Void’ does not always imply entire 
nullity; but it is, in a legal sense, subject to large qualifications in view of all the circumstances calling for its applications, and the 
rights and interest to be affected in a given case.” DL, “Void,” 1226–7. Anniented (aniens, or anient) means, “Made null, abrogated, 
frustrated, or brought to nothing.” DL, “Anniented,” 73. Vitiate means, “To impair; to make void or voidable; to cause to fail of force 
or effect: to destroy or annul, either entirely or in part, the legal efficacy and binding force of an act or instrument; as when it is said 
that fraud vitiates a contract.” DL, “Vitiate,” 1225. Nugatory means, “Futile; ineffectual; invalid; destitute of constraining force or 
vitality. A legislative act may be ‘nugatory’ because unconstitutional.” DL, “Nugatory,” 832. 

534 Importantly, the word “null” does not convey non-existence, a negative integer, or the conceptual idea of zero (as in a quality 
or quantity that is empty of value). Such an idea is incompatible with the biblical milieu. The prefix a- does not indicate negation but 
“to,” as in outcome. See: OED, “An-,” 1:298–9. The annulled means, “to cancel; make void; destroy. To annul a judgment or judicial 
proceeding is to deprive it of all force and operation, either ab initio or prospectively as to future transactions.” DL, “Annul,” 74. 
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to or dedicated to.”535 Costecalde’s study, which has been accepted in the academic 

community, may prove to be the viable starting point for reassessing the meaning of 

שדק .536 The meaning of the nominal form of שדק  appears to be more semantically aligned 

to the verbal form of שדק  in translation than previously thought. The “consecrate,” as a 

noun or adjective, expresses that the object or person is under the jurisprudential aegis 

consonant with divine approval, and the force of claim indicative of “just,” “right,” and 

“privilege.”537 For this paper the nominal שדק  is tentatively proposed to mean 

“consecrate” rather than “holy,” as it keeps jurisprudence in view while minimizing the 

impression that the word is synonymous with ontology.538 Therefore, the nominal שדק  is 

translated as “consecrate” and the piel as “effectually-consecrate.”539  

Having identified the textual problems in the versions, the logical fallacies, and 

the milieu of jurisprudence apart from state of being, we are now able to reclaim the 

meaning of Lev 10:10, the fourfold ןיב , and other jurisprudential contexts utilizing any of 

the four nominals and their piel counterparts. Lev 10:10 is now translated as follows:  

 

 

535 Costecalde, Aux Origines, 90; L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 34. For other nominals with the ac- prefix, see: 
account, accommodate, acconsent. 

536 To my knowledge, there has been no comprehensive semantic study on the nominals of שדק  since Baudissin’s 1876 
monograph. Baudissin, “Der Begriff der Heiligkeit,” 2:1–125. 

537 Consecrate, an ecclesiastical jurisprudential term, means, “to dedicate to sacred purposes, as a bishop by imposition of hands, 
or a church or churchyard by prayers, etc.” DL, “Consecrate” 254. 

538 The translation is necessarily provisional. The English consecrate is derived from the Latin past participle of consecrare 
(com- (“with”) + sacrare (“to declare sacred”), which etymologically assumes the veracity of the word sacred—a translation suspect 
for numerous reasons, all of which are beyond the scope of this study. On the one hand, while the final analysis could prove the 
meaning of holy (or sacred), it must not also assume an ontological designation in the lexicon. In addition, it must also address the 
numerous misconceptions and prevailing fallacies in the semantics. On the other hand, a comprehensive analysis may prove the final 
translation favors the jurisprudential ideas of right and standing.  

539 I translate the piel as hyphenated adv. + verb (“effectually-consecrate”) so the readers know a single unit is expressed in the 
Hebrew. The word “effectually” emphasizes the piel’s distinctiveness apart from the word affect. The word affect stresses the 
causative origin and process (from agent to object) while effect focuses on the object’s substantive change of condition or standing. 
This breaks traditional rules that adverbs ending in -ly should not be hyphenated when preceding the verb they modify. Though 
cumbersome, an alternative consideration is the neologism “acconsecrate” (ac- (to) + con- (together, with) + sacro (sacred)). To offer 
greater clarity requires a comprehensive semantic study. Such a study may determine a different word is more appropriate and closer 
to the field of jurisprudence in current usage.  
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רוהטה ןיבו אמטה ןיבו לחה ןיבו שדקה ןיב לידבהלו  
 

“to distinguish between the consecrate, and between the null, and between 
the foul, and between the pure.” 

 
Each word in syntax retains its distinction apart from axiological assignments, 

false absolute dichotomies, or denotations of sin.540 Leviticus 10:10 is finally able to take 

its seat as the constitutional charter for the priesthood and the synecdochic sine qua non 

of categorical judgments. The chart below illustrates the non-dyadic nominals of Lev 

10:10 and the corresponding piel forms.  

 

Before bringing this section to a close we need to explain the implications of the 

piel and the actions that effect its object.541 The piel is arguably the “most elusive of the 

 

540 It cannot be stressed enough that sin is not insinuated, presupposed, inferential, or intimated for any of these words. No 
lexical or semantic pejorative is remotely suggestive. Context alone determines if sin is in view. 

541 While the passive partc. is relevant, even though its identification in Hebrew is “not entirely predictable,” it lies beyond the 
scope of this study. IBHS, 613.. 

Jurisprudential Synecdoche 
of Lev 10:10

שדק
effectually-consecrate

ללח
annul

אמט
befoul

רהט
purify

Jurisprudential Synecdoche 
of the Corresponding Piel

שדק
consecrate

לח
null

אמט
foul

רוהט
pure
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Hebrew conjugations.”542 Even so, we must remember that Biblical Hebrew uses a 

greater degree of fluidity than contemporary Western languages.543 The translator must 

exercise restraint by allowing the verb’s proximate context to influence meaning while 

not usurping the verb’s intrinsic semantic range. This restraint is an essential discipline, 

one that necessarily deters the exegete from imposing a rigid distinction between fientive 

and stative, transitive and intransitive, factitive and causative categorizations.544 

The piel contains three particular features relevant to understanding the 

homogeneity of being and action and the juridic contexts of the Hebrew Bible. The piel is 

prototypically transitive, verbally pluractional, and potentially denominative.545 

Prototypical transitivity refers to verbal instantaneity, high semantic transitivity, and 

salience. Verbal instantaneity is the punctiliar, transformative event where the object 

becomes the embodiment of the effectuating verb in question.546 High semantic 

 

542 GBH, 1:151. The analysis of the piel remains somewhat tenuous as the entire verbal system relies on the Arabic system based 
on Sibawaih’s publication in 1881–9. The ancient Hebrew verbal stem prior to 1881 remains contested. This is relevant as piel verbs 
without a correlating G-stem may convey non-denominative force. See: Albrecht Goetz, “The So-Called Intensive of the Semitic 
Languages,” JAOS 62 (1942): 1–8 (1); Stuart A. Ryder II, The D-Stem in Western Semitic, JLSP 131 (The Hague: Mouton, 1974), 12; 
Frederik Leemhuis, “Sibawaih’s Treatment of the D Stem,” JSS 18/2 (1973): 238–56 (242). 

543 Goetz understands the D-stem as occupying a unique “organic place” in ancient Semitic languages. Goetz, “So-Called 
Intensive,” 8. See also: Jan Joosten, “A Neglected Rule and Its Exceptions: On Non-Volitive yiqtol in Clause-Initial Position,” in Ἐν 
πάσῃ γραμματικῇ καὶ σοφίᾳ: En pāsē grammatikē kai sophiā. Saggi di linguistica ebraica in onore di Alviero Niccacci, ofm, eds. 
Gregor Geiger and Massimo Pazzini, SBF Anal 78 (Bari: Franciscan Printing Press, 2011), 213–20 (218). 

544 Kaufman explains, “The dichotomy between active and stative verbs in Semitic (that is, between verbs and adjectives from an 
English perspective) is fundamental to the system; presuppositions that one form can do only one thing are by no means fundamental 
to it.” Stephen A. Kaufman, “Semitics: Directions and Re-Directions,” in The Study of the Ancient Near East in the Twenty-first 
Century: The William Foxwell Albright Centennial Conference, eds. Jerrold S. Cooper and Glenn M. Schwarz (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1996), 273–82. See also: Jan Joosten, “The Functions of the Semitic D stem: Biblical Hebrew Materials for a 
Comparative-Historical Approach,” Or 67/2 (1998): 202–30 (206).  

545 While Beckman notes certain usages of the piel “should be lexicalized or synonymous with the G stem,” this is beyond our 
present inquiry. John C. Beckman, “Toward the Meaning of the Biblical Hebrew Piel Stem” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2015), 
248–9.  

546 Jenni emphasizes verbal instantaneity in his treatment on the piel Aktionsart (the type of action or situation aspect). Jenni, 
Das hebräische Pi'el, 55–65. For critique for not addressing markedness, see: Tryggve N. D. Mettinger, “The Hebrew Verb System: A 
Survey of Recent Research,” ASTI 9 (1974): 64–84 (69–70). The telic nuance is determined by the verbs aspect, whether perfective, 
stative, or imperfective. Cook explains each aspect’s relationship to telicity by associating the verbal occurrence with boundedness. 
Cook defines boundedness as a key constituent of temporal succession. John A. Cook, “The Biblical Hebrew Verbal System: A 
Grammaticalization Approach,” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2002), 291. Perfective aspect denotes the entirety of 
the event, necessitating the endpoint as bounded in the verbal occurrence. Stative aspect offers no endpoint and clausal context cannot 
force boundedness upon the verb. Imperfective aspect makes telic occurrences unbounded and unfinished, but not atelic. For 
descriptions of each, see: Cook, “Verbal System,” 180. The type of instantiation is indicated in the verbs telicity, boundedness, and 
aspect in context. 
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transitivity is described as “the potency of the agent and the control of the action by the 

agent.”547 This ought not be understood as an intensification of the qal.548 Neither should 

this be siloed as factitive or causative.549 While prototypical transitivity comports with a 

“high degree of affectedness,” it does not impute a factitive or causative understanding on 

its own, though context may support either and/or both.550 This is why salience in 

discourse studies is important. Talmy Givón explains salience by grammatical role, 

where the verb “codes an event that is telic (compact), perfective (bounded), sequential 

(non-perfect) and realis (non-hypothetical). The prototype transitive event is thus fast 

paced, completed, real, and cognitively salient.”551  

Verbal plurality, or pluractionality, is a term introduced by Newman to 

distinguish the verb’s plurality of action apart from grammatical person and number.552 

Beckman explains pluractional verbs as referring to the “verbal morphology that is 

marked for plurality of the sentence rather than marked for plurality of the verbal action 

alone.”553 This is an important distinction because pluractionality may supersede 

 

547 Geoffrey Khan, The Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Barwar, vol 1, Grammar, Section 1: The Near and Middle East, HdO, 96 
(Leiden: Brill, 2008), 268. See also: Paul J. Hopper and Sandra A. Thompson, “Transitivity in grammar and discourse,” Language 56, 
(1980): 251–99. Waltke and O’Conner note, the D-stem “designates an effected state and governs an object.” IBHS, 401. Kouwenberg 
supplies a few examples of low transitivity verbs having a direct object, which are often found in English expressions. N. J. C. 
Kouwenberg, The Akkadian Verb and Its Semitic Background, ed. Gonzalo Rubio, LANE 2 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2010), 
66.. 

548 An illicit generalization found in numerous introductory Hebrew grammar texts. Beckman, “Piel Stem,” 245. 
549 Blau notes “the differences between the factitive pi‘‘el and the causative hif ‘il have become blurred, and it is difficult to 

differentiate between, e.g.,  ׅשׁידּׅקֽה / שׁדֵּקׅ  ‘to consecrate,’ i.e., ‘to make it ָשׁוֹדק  (holy),’ on the one hand, and ׅטישׁׅפֽה / טשֵּׁפּׅ  ‘to strip someone 
of a garment,’ the causative of ָּטשֵׁפ  ‘to strip off one’s garment,’ on the other.” (sic bold font removed). Blau, Phonology, 229. 

550 Bakker calls this “a high-transitivity causative event,” and offers the word “kill” as an example. Egbert J. Bakker, “Voice, 
aspect and Aktionsart: Middle and passive in Ancient Greek,” In Voice: Form and function, ed. Barbara Fox, and Paul J. Hopper. TSL 
27 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1994), 23–47 (26). For high transitivity and foregrounding, see: Hopper and Thompson, 
“Transitivity,” 295. For a table illustrating the difference between perfective and imperfective aspect in discourse analysis, see: Cook, 
Time, 151. For discussion on the implications of three different classes of verbs, see: Beckman, “Piel Stem,” 248–9. See also: N. J. C. 
Kouwenberg, Gemination in the Akkadian Verb, SSN 32 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1997), 115–6.  

551 Talmy Givón, Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction, vol. 2 (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1990), 93. Kouwenberg 
identifies D-stem verbs as favoring high transitivity with telic occurrence, and indicating a factitive interpretation. Kouwenberg, 
Gemination, 102. 

552 Paul Newman, “Pluralactional verbs: An Overview,” in Verbal Plurality and Distributivity, eds. Patricia Cabredo Hofherr and 
Brenda Laca, (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012), 185–210. 

553 Beckman, “Piel Stem,” 58.  
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subordinate verbs, clauses, and phrases in a given sentence. Furthermore, pluractional 

verbs denote “a quantification of the event or the process expressed by the verb, i.e., 

whether it refers to a single, a repeated, a protracted, or a more intensive occurrence.”554 

The specific pluractional sense and effectuating range is determined only in context. 

The so-called denominative verbs (verbs with no corresponding G-stem) remain a 

topic of debate, with some claiming that the denominative is a meaningless term.555 N. J. 

C. Kouwenberg places specific emphases on the rule determining a true denominative 

verb. He writes, “For a ‘real’ denominative verb the fact that it is denominative and that it 

is closely associated with its source noun is an essential and indispensable part of its 

meaning.”556 But an emphasis on associative source should not presuppose a rigid and 

nominalized distinction from other regular verbs.557 A denominative presumes derivation 

from an adjective or a substantive.558 As Stuart A. Ryder II observes, “Since the stative 

verb is a nominal form, the basic function of the D-stem is then seen to be denominative. 

Wherever derived from adjectives the D-stem denotes “‘make a person or thing that 

which the adjective indicates’, i.e., it is factitive.”559 At first glance the denominative 

 

554 Kouwenberg, Akkadian Verb, 256. Lasersohn explains “pluractional markers attach to the verb to indicate a multiplicity of 
actions, whether involving multiple participants, time, or locations.” Peter Lasersohn, Plurality, Conjunction and Events, StLP 55 
(Boston, Kluwer Academic, 1995), 240. 

555 For the etymological problem, see: Joosten, “Semitic D stem,” 224. Ryder explains denominative, “denotes the process 
during which a root loses its exclusively nominal orientation and acquires a supplementary verbal orientation.” Ryder, D-Stem, 128. 
For comment on the “grammatical function,” see: Kouwenberg, Gemination, 305. For the denominative as meaningless, see: 
Leemhuis, “Sibawaih’s Treatment,” 253. For a good summary of the denominatives, see: IBHS, 410–4. 

556 Kouwenberg, Gemination, 309. 
557 Ryder states, “often these denominatives either involve the removal of the subject from one state into another or denote some 

object in the process of formation – which is the denominative counterpart of a state in process of being achieved.” Ryder, D-Stem, 
130. 

558 Kouwenberg, Gemination, 309. In the same page, Kouwenberg labels D-stem verbs derived from adjectives without a G-stem 
as a D tantum denominative verb. 

559 Ryder, D-Stem, 19. Joosten illustrates the different directions of the denominative piel as: “to bring N about, to make N” … 
“to use N, to do something with N” … “to act as N, to engage in N” … “to do away with N.” Joosten, “Semitic D stem,” 224. For the 
privative piel, the same as Joosten’s last example, Paradise explains, the privative “has the sense of ‘taking away’, ‘removing’ or 
‘depriving’ of the substance designated by the noun that underlies a denominative Piel.” [sic, bold font removed]. Jonathan Paradise, 
“What Did Laban Demand of Jacob? A New Reading of Genesis 31:50 and Exods 21:10,” in Tehillah le-Moshe: Biblical and Judaic 
Studies in Honor of Moshe Greenberg, eds. Mordechai Cogan, Barry L. Eichler, and Jeffrey H. Tigay (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1997), 91–98 (92). Paradise cites additional privative piel examples, including: Exod 27:3; Num 19:19; Cant 4:9; Ps 52:7; Job 31:12. 
For examples, see: Joosten, “Semitic D stem,” 224. 
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form appears to be distinguishable from other forms. However, its luster dims when the 

descriptions are contrasted with the piel’s prototypical transitivity. The similarities 

between the two should not go unnoticed. The debate on denominative distinctiveness is 

set aside for this study, even though the verb ללח  is often regarded as a denominative.  

In summary, the piel is understood as prototypically transitive, verbally 

instantaneous, and, where relevant, pluractional. Context alone determines if 

pluractionality is appropriate. This will be demonstrated in our case studies and analysis 

of god’s actions. What god does to others and what others do to god in the piel 

(pertaining to our verbs in question) are instantaneous events, being categorically 

effectual, substantively imputed, and comprehensively salient. The piel’s object becomes 

conditioned by the dictates of the verb in question. This means that the agent of the piel 

performs an act in correspondence to his nature as existent being while effecting an 

object in correspondence to the object’s nature as existent being. The principle that one 

cannot do or be effected upon contrary to the delimitations of what one is, whether 

known or realized, remains a maxim for further study. 

7.3. Interpretive Hermeneutic 

In order to better understand the semantics of ללח  (routinely translated as 

“profane” as discussed in section 7.2) we will examine two key passages where god is 

identified as the explicit agent of the verb. The passages under interrogation are Ps 

89:31–46 and Isa 43:22–28. These two pericopes serve as the exegetical litmus test; that 

is, the test that decisively supports the viability of our thesis that the sanctifying god and 

the profaning god are noncontradictory concepts indicative of jurisprudence rather than 

opposing states of being. Each of these is selected for its high degree of interpretive 
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difficulty. Psalm 89:31–46 is perhaps the most problematic, as many suppose it proves 

that god ללח  (“profaned”) his promise and lied to David. Isaiah 43:22–28 is the only 

pericope identifying Israel’s violations and remedy for ללח . By attending to the juridic 

contents, syntax, select text-critical implications, and the assumptions developed in Part 

1, we will find that the passages will reveal god as the adjudicatory arbiter of covenant, 

word, and deed, with the juridic facilities to execute punishment, pardon, and 

exculpation.  

Each pericope will be studied according to the juridical and thematic features of 

שדק  and ללח  as defined in Part 1, and with application of the aforementioned semantic 

hypothesis for the noun שדק  as “consecrate” and the piel of ללח  as “annul.” Certain 

categorical traits will be either understated or ignored altogether. For example, the 

exegesis will disregard the texts’ supposed authorial, historical, chronological, 

compositional, canonical, political, and theological provenance. The study will also 

minimize discussions of literary categories, conventions, genres, tropes, and formulas; 

though these may be discussed in brief, if material to our investigation. The absence of 

such topics does not presume their irrelevance; for everyone, including this analyst, 

participates in all the above by the act of engaging with the texts.560  

Finally, the interpretive methodology comprises six noteworthy features. First, 

word order is preserved in translation. While this may result in a cumbersome read, it 

enables the English reader to easily perceive parallel structures in the Hebrew. We must 

remain sensitive to the fact that the Hebrew Bible is and remains a text of worship. 

 

560 This is perhaps akin to Bourdieu’s observation that the analysis acts “intentionally without intention.” Pierre Bourdieu, In 
Other Words: Essays Towards a Reflexive Sociology, trans. Matthew Adamson (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1990), 12.  
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Accordingly, the text is not intended to be read quickly, but thoughtfully and reflectively. 

Second, verbal suffixes in translation are either omitted or italicized to show distinction 

between independent and pronominal subjects apart from verbally marked subjects. 

Third, contiguous verbal suffixes may be ignored in translation if sharing the same 

aspect, person, gender, and number.561 Fourth, in select instances the number (sn. or pl.) 

may be parenthetically inserted to clarify the person’s designated number.562 Fifth, the 

translation avoids ad hoc usage of existential verbs, as in “to be,” because of resultant 

deviation from syntax in translation.563 Finally, the translation evaluates the versions for 

select words or verses deemed pertinent to the scope of this project. In addition to the 

above, the translation may contain substantive footnotes to explain relevant points in 

support of our exegetical objectives. 

7.4. Summarizing the Considerations 

Chapter 7 charts a course away from the problems and rebuttals identified in Part 

1. We began by examining the idea of different states of being in the Hebrew Bible. The 

evidence supports a unitary, homogeneous view of being (in contrast to different states of 

being) for a number of reasons. First, no lexical word (e.g., שדק ,i לח ,i אמט , and רוהט ) retains 

license to a philosophical or theological category of reasoning. Second, being and action 

are not divisible categories, but the univocal expression of an existent being. This 

conceptual reality is paradoxical for the modern mind. Third, scholarship considers action 

 

561 Cf. Ps 89:39–41. 
562 Cf. Ps 89:3. 
563 Cf. Isa 43:25a. James Barr writes, “The ‘existential’ use of the word ‘is’ does not coincide semantically with ‘exists’ and does 

not raise the problem of ‘mere’ existence....” Barr, Semantics, 61. In many cases the use of the verb “to be” can be circumvented by 
careful attention to word order, syntax, and punctuation. This is not always the case. The addition of the verb “to be” where there is no 
verb in the Hebrew should be reasoned rather than assumed. 
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to be separable by assuming that since causation originates from being then the action is 

effectively sundered from being. This mistakes corroboration for causation, where action 

is reasoned as a productized estrangement from the source, and therefore distinct from the 

subject. However, the biblical milieu, in contrast to modernity, demonstrates four features 

indicative of a unitary, symmetrical understanding of being and action: action 

homogeneously corroborates being, action homogeneously delimits being, action is 

homogeneously paradigmatic in being, and action is homogeneously recorded in being. 

Thus, the actions deriving from within and the actions effecting from without cohere and 

correspond with one’s being; for one cannot do or be effected upon contrary to the 

delimitations of who and what one is. One’s actions correspond to the univocity of 

agency and being. God’s ontology is the composite of his nominals, his actions, and the 

actions of others that effect him. The same is true for humans.  

The problems identified in chapters 1–3 and 5–6 demonstrate the scarcity of 

scholarly reasoning concerning ontological matters pertaining to the holy, profane, 

impure, and pure. Scholars insist that the sacred and profane construct, as well as the pure 

and impure construct, demonstrate two, three, or four states of being. However, none of 

these scholars considered their own ontological premises and suppositions, or the 

ontological disparities separating the ancient Semitic milieu from the translated witness 

and the milieu of today. Furthermore, our evaluation of the biblical milieu revealed that 

the idea of different states of being is inconceivable—the ancients could not imagine a 

bipartite phenomenological order of beingness, as discussed in chapter 5. This means that 

the constructs derived from Lev 10:10 are ontologically anachronistic, particularly with 

reference to god, and (as we propose) with respect to humanity; for god and humanity are 
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ontologically delimited by the homogeneity of being and action. Thus, whatever god does 

or is done to him must ontologically agree with his being. For this reason, the analysis 

briefly reflected in chapter 4 on the topic of jurisprudential Torah before positing a 

semantic hypothesis indicative of adjudicatory categories. 

Leviticus 10:10 is the linguistic synecdoche pointing to the constitutional 

investiture of the priesthood and four equally weighted cardinal judgments of 

jurisprudential Torah. This is not an ontological category; it is an epistemological 

category. The nominals and their piel counterparts are therefore translated with terms 

indicative of categorical judgments: שדק  (“consecrate”) and the piel (“effectually-

consecrate”); לח  (“null”), indicative of absence of judicial standing, and the piel of ללח  

(“annul”); אמט  (“foul”) and the piel (“befoul”); and רוהט  (“pure”) and the piel of רהט  

(“purify”). An analysis of the piel corroborated the jurisprudential thesis, particularly 

with the verbs in question; namely, that the piel communicates verbal instantaneity, 

prototypical transitivity, and pluractionality. What god does to others or others do to god 

in the piel is categorically effectual, substantively imputed, and comprehensively salient. 

None of these translations, to my understanding, succumb to the faulty reasonings 

identified in Part 1. Lev 10:10 is now rendered in a way that maintains fidelity to the 

consonantal syntax, content and context, and historical-cultural milieu. It is translated as 

a compound phrase in agreement with the fourfold ןיב ; with cardinal, non-dichotomic 

nominals of equal weight and value; with adherence to the literary themes of orality, 

divine sanction, and jurisprudential Torah (in contradistinction to the prevailing 

ontological hypotheses); and as the synecdoche of priestly constitutional investiture. In 

Lev 10:10 god commands Aaron: “to distinguish between the consecrate, and between 
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the null, and between the foul, and between the pure.” The texts of Ezekiel 22:26 and 

44:23 paradigmatically and prophetically repurpose Lev 10:10 into new wholes, giving 

homage to the antecedent whole of Lev 10:10. 

The above findings set the stage for developing a hermeneutic model for 

translating and exegeting Ps 89:31–46 and Isa 43:22–28 as representative case studies. 

These two texts are perhaps the most difficult of the texts identified in chapter 1 where 

god is the agent of ללח  in the piel. Each text will be examined for orality, divine sanction, 

and jurisprudential indicators while applying the semantic hypothesis posited above. We 

must shift our categorical focus away from ontological states of being to epistemological 

judgments characteristic of jurisprudence. It remains to be seen if the semantics identified 

in this chapter and the mode of thought indicative of jurisprudence can be supported 

when god is the agent of ללח  (“annulment”).   
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8. Psalm 89:31–46 

Psalm 89 traces the cosmological history of the Davidic covenant.564 It starts in 

vv. 2–3 with the psalmist’s confident declaration that god’s fidelity is fixed in the 

heavens. The psalm sets forth the divine speech in vv. 4–5, where on oath god makes a 

perpetual covenant with David, and reaches the psalmist’s the sober conclusion in vv. 

49–52, where the psalmist beseeches god for reinstatement in the rhetorical style of 

“eloquent reticence.”565 From the heavenly throne to the dust of judgment, the central 

theme is god’s jurisprudential Torah with specific reference to god’s תריב  (“covenant”) 

with David.566  

At no point in the text do we find the writer denouncing god’s judgment and 

justice. As van Wolde observes, the psalmist’s stance toward god is “decisive” from the 

start.567 Additional evidence supports this decisiveness throughout the psalm. This 

evidence includes the divine speeches (vv. 4–5, 20–21, 28–30, and 35–37); the themes of 

cosmological ascent and confirmation (vv. 2–38); the themes of cosmological descent 

 

564 Clifford defines vv. 2–38 as a “single cosmogonic event.” Richard J. Clifford, “Psalm 89: A Lament over the Davidic Ruler’s 
Continued Failure,” HTR 73 (1980): 35–47 (40). For criticism, see: Michael H. Floyd, “Psalm LXXXIX: A Prophetic Complaint about 
the Fulfillment of an Oracle,” VT 42 (1992): 442–457 (444). I suggest the entire psalm is cosmological.  

565 Van Wolde draws from Joosten’s research and summarizes eloquent reticence “as the absence of an expressed request.” Ellen 
van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH of Fickleness: A Study of Psalm 89,47–52,” Bib 100/4 (2019): 506–26 (523). Eloquent reticence is an 
apophatic rhetorical strategy of persuasion. “By leaving the central request unspoken, the audience is invited to produce the thought 
that will persuade them of the central issue.” Jan Joosten, “Biblical Rhetoric and the Western Tradition,” (paper presented at The Bible 
and the Humanities: Launch Conference of the Centre for the Study of the Bible in the Humanities of Oriel College, Oxford, 18 
October 2018), 6. I do not hold with van Wolde’s view that vv. 49–52 deals with “trust and mistrust.” Van Wolde, “Accusing 
YHWH,” 524. The eloquent reticence is not one of accusation, as if the psalmist positions himself as the moral high-ground arbiter 
over god. This is an anachronistic supposition for contemporary scholarship—not the ancient milieu. Rather, the reticent question can 
be expressed as, “how much longer must we endure these travails until you lift the curse such that we experience the celestial 
fixedness of your blessing, which you made on oath?”  

566 The noun אסכ  (“throne”) is found five times in Ps 89: vv. 5, 30, 37, and 45 refer to David’s throne; v. 15 refers to god’s 
heavenly throne. Kidner labels vv. 5–18 as “The Throne above the throne.” Derek Kidner, Psalms 73–150: An Introduction and 
Commentary, TOTC 16 (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1975), 352. Celestial enthronement is an appropriate description for 
the cosmological and jurisprudential implications for the entire psalm. The םימש  (“heavens”) is found four times in vv. 3, 6, 12, and 
30. The heavenly progression reveals the location of god’s fidelity in heaven (v. 3); the praise of god coming from the heavens (v. 6); 
and god justly possessing the heavens (v.12). In v. 30 god declares David’s throne as durative as םימש ימיכ  (“as the days of the 
heavens”). For תירב  (“covenant”) is in vv. 4, 29, 39, and 40. For explanation on “jurisprudential Torah,” see: Chapter 4.4. 

567 Citing vv. 3b and 19. Van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH,” 506. 
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and dispossession (vv. 39–46); the cosmological lament (vv. 47–52); and the final 

benedictory blessing (v. 53).568 Rather than regarding vv. 47–52 as evidence supporting 

accusation, complaint, incrimination, and various emotional responses; or as proof of 

god’s ethical violations, change of character, theodicy, or atheodicy; the reader is 

encouraged to perceive a rhetorical lament on the psalmist’s current condition, and the 

implorer’s diminutive self-regard in view of the supervening fidelity of god’s fixed 

promises.569 Psalm 89 expresses the entirety of god’s deeds as decisive, concretely 

determinative, and irreproachably just.  

The  claims of divine accusation illustrate a proclivity, for scholars in general, to 

interpret the text through a theological and axiological lens.570 Such approaches 

 

568 Van Wolde regards vv. 4–5, 20–21, 28–30, and 35–37 as “YHWH’s directly reported speeches.” Van Wolde, “Accusing 
YHWH,” 506. Verse 53 is referred to as: a “blessing formula,” Erhard S. Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 2, and Lamentations, FOTC 15 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 154; and “doxology,” Dahood, Psalms II 51–100, 320. Cf. Jaco Gericke, “Psalm 89 and the Logical 
Problem of Evil: A Comparative-philosophical Perspective,” OTE 34/1 (2021): 300–27 (306). For sundry literary traits, see: Sophie 
Ramond, “La voix discordante du troisième livre du Psautier (Psaumes 74, 80, 89),” Bib 96 (2015): 39–66 (54). For a structural and 
poetic survey, see: Pieter van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry II: Psalms 42–89, OTS 57 (Leiden: Brill, 
2010), 462–84. 

569 For accusations, see: Hans U. Steymans, “The Egyptian Deity Menkeret and Psalm 89 as a Royal Funeral,” in Image, Text, 
Exegesis: Iconographic Interpretation and the Hebrew Bible, eds. Izaak J. de Hulster and Joel M. LeMon, LHBOTS 588 (London: 
Bloomsbury, 2014), 251–84 (253). For complaint, see: “bitter complaint,” Nahum M. Sarna, “Psalm 89: A Study in Inner Biblical 
Exegesis,” in Biblical and Other Studies, BTS 1, ed Alexander Altmann (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963), 29–46 (32); 
“complaint of the people,” Jerome F. D. Creach, “The Mortality of the King in Psalm 89 and Israel’s Postexilic Identity,” in 
Constituting the Community. Studies on the Polity of Ancient Israel in Honor of S. Dean McBride Jr., eds. John T. Strong, and Steven 
S. Tuell (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2005), 237–49 (238); “king’s complaint,” E. Theodore Mullen Jr., “The Divine Witness and 
the Davidic Royal Grant: Ps 89:37–38,” JBL 102/2 (1983): 207–18 (217); reproach against god, Marcel Krusche, “A Collective 
Anointed? David and the People in Psalm 89,” JBL 139/1 (2020): 87–105 (93); “In harten Worten wird Jahwe vorgewofen,” Gösta W. 
Ahlström, Psalm 89: Eine Liturgie aus dem Ritual des leidenden Königs, CWK Gleerups Förlag (Lund: Gleerup, 1959), 132. For 
incriminations, see: van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH,” 507; “JHWH damit der Lüge und des Meineids bezichtight.” Marcel Krusche, 
Göttliches und irdisches Königtum in den Psalmen, FAT II 109 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2019), 289. For emotional responses, see: 
“anger and frustration” at god, Matthew W Mitchell, “Genre Disputes and Communal Accusatory Laments: Reflections on the Genre 
of Psalm LXXXIX,” VT 55 (2005): 511–27 (526); for the feeling god is not fair, Tremper Longman III, Psalms: An Introduction and 
Commentary, TOTC 15–16 (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 2014), 325. For ethical violations, see: god is “fickle,” van Wolde, “Accusing 
YHWH,” 524–25; “God has acted contrary to His covenant,” Charles A. Briggs and Emile G. Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the Book of Psalms, 2 vols. ICC (New York: Scribner’s Sons, 1906–1907), 2:262; a “covenant failed,” Gerald H. 
Wilson, The Editing of the Hebrew Psalter, SBLDS 76 (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1985), 213; an “apparent ‘breach of contract’,” 
Knut M. Heim, “The (God-)forsaken King of Psalm 89 A Historical and Intertextual Enquiry,” in King and Messiah in Israel and the 
Ancient Near East: Proceedings of the Oxford Old Testament Seminar, JSOTSup 270 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998), 296–322 
(300); “ist Gott nach dem Zusammenhang nicht ein Zeuge, sondern ein Kontrahent,” Von Timo Veijola, “Davidverheißung und 
Staatsvertrag. Beobachtungen zum Ein-fluss altorientalischer Staatsverträge auf die biblische Sprache am Beispiel von Psalm 89,” 
ZAW 95 (1983): 9–31 (17). For change of god’s character or nature, see: god’s behavior is inconsistent, van Wolde, “Accusing 
YHWH,” 507 and 525; god has not “upheld his part of the agreement,” Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 516. For theodicy, see: Scott R. A. 
Starbuck, “Isaiah 55:1–5, Psalm 89, and Second Stage Tradition in the Royal Psalms,” in David and Zion: Biblical Studies in Honor of 
J. J. M. Roberts, eds. Bernard F. Batto and Kathryn L. Roberts (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 247–66 (262). For atheodicy, 
see: Gericke, “Psalm 89,” 321.  

570 A latent supposition in Steymans semantic-structural analysis of Ps 89. In particular, his contrast between “Kontrakt” and 
“Prüfung” is predicated on god’s failure to pass the hero’s test, which breaks his contract with the Davidic dynasty. Hans U. 
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methodologically impose suppositions not comporting with the text or the cultural 

milieu.571 More to the point, many scholars fastidiously evaluate the merits of god’s 

actions by determining a priori what god ought or ought not do in view of who god is 

presumed to be. This is anachronistic at best—sententious at worst. The various labels 

indicative of god being culpable or possessing a depraved disposition can perhaps be 

summed as the reader’s rejection of the ineffable and a pejorative regard for the writer’s 

thought world, where such concepts were inconceivable. The analyst imposes an illicit 

conceptual transference—where exegetical prejudice annuls the writer’s conceptual 

milieu. This occurs when one asserts that the psalmist pressures god to supply a valid 

reason for his failure to match word and deed.572 By assuming that the text demonstrates 

a logical contradiction, thereby proving that god himself is inconsistent, the analyst 

claims that the writer perceives and values the same.573 This is false. The ancient writers 

do not share our needs for abstract heuristics, nor should their texts be misrepresented to 

justify our penchant to resolve what we identify as inconsistencies.574 It is of paramount 

importance that readers approach this and other texts in a way that does not accommodate 

the text to contemporary heuristics.  

 

 

Steymans, Psalm 89 und der Davidbund: Eine strukturale und redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung, ÖBS 27 (Bern: Lang, 2005), 
254–8 (257, also see Table on p. 256). This, as van Wolde observes, is unconvincing. Van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH,” 508. 

571 Barr criticized the propensity to theologically misuse linguistic evidence due to “its unsystematic and haphazard nature.” 
Barr, Semantics, 21. Barr later applied this fallacy to the critics “unconscious” assumptions concerning the “structure of thought” and 
“mental patterns” indicative of the biblical writers. Barr, Time, 105.  

572 Cornell notes the psalmist “puts God under pressure.” Collin Cornell, Divine Aggression in Psalms and Inscriptions: Vengeful 
Gods and Loyal Kings, SOTSMS (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2021), 162 (also 164–5). See also: Dennis Pardee, “The 
Semantic Parallelism of Psalm 89,” in In the Shelter of Elyon. Essays on Ancient Palestinian Life and Literature in Honor of G.W. 
Ahlström, eds. W. Boyd Barrick and J. R. Spencer, JSOTSup 31 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984), 121–37 (esp. 129–35). 

573 Gericke explains, “…there would be no cause for or validity in constructing a complaint in the Psalm unless one assumes that 
the Psalmist both valued logical consistency and reluctantly entertained the possibility of the need for belief revision.” Gericke, 
“Psalm 89,” 316. 

574 For cultural milieu, see: Chapter 5. 
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8.1. Paradigmatic Jurisprudence 

The Psalm’s cosmological context is established in vv. 2 and 3, where the 

psalmist, Ethan the Ezrahite, sings of the faithfulness of god.575 In verse 3 he writes:   

3a יתרמא־יכ  For I have said,  
3b הנבי דסח םלוע   Perpetual lovingkindness,576 he would establish 

himself,577 
3c  םהב ךתנומא ןכת םימש  in the heavens,578 you (sg.) shall affix579 your 

fidelity in them.580 
 

The statement is declarative and projective. The psalmist affirms god’s lovingkindness 

and fidelity as self-established and affixed in the heavens; and this enduring cosmological 

union finds its celestial-to-earthly oneness in the substantive idea of covenant.581 In the 

divine oath of vv. 4–5, god makes a perfected תירב  (“covenant”) with his ריחב  (“chosen”) 

 

575 The inclusio of verses 2 and 52 emphasize the psalmist’s praise of god. Ramond, “La voix discordante,” 54.  
576 The word דסח  (Ps 89:2, 3, 15, 25, 29, 34, 50), as derived from god to man means: “faithfulness, goodness, graciousness,” 

HALOT, “II ֶדסֶח ,” 336–7; “the grace, favour, mercy,” Ges. “ דסֶחֶ ,” 293–4; “kindness, lovingkindness,” BDB, “i. ֶ֫דסֶח ,” 338–9.  
577 The Niph, impf, 3ms, for הנב  reflexive indicates god’s exclusive performance. This is not a bidirectional establishment in the 

heavens. Only god is capable of such a feat. 
578 The MT shows םימש  (“heavens”) without a preposition in Ps 88:3b. T. Psalms shows the determined form as אימש  (“the 

heavens” in Ps 88:3b). The 𝔊 reads ἐν τοῖς οὐρανοῖς (“in the heavens” in Ps 88:3c) and the V and VCl show in cælis (“in the heavens” in 
Ps 88:3b). Both add the locative preposition. The 𝔖 adds the conjunction 	($).ܘ 	(“and the heavens”). This illustrates wide diversity 
and confusion as to how to best render the word in context. Perhaps the best conclusion lies in the םהב  at the end of the clause. The ב, 
in the prefix for םה , is elliptically supplied for םימש , as both words refer to the heavens. The DSS does not preserve our relevant texts 
under examination, see: 4QPSe (Ps 89:44–48); 4QPSe (Ps 89:50–53); 4QPSx (Ps 89:20–22, 26, 23,27–28, 31). Eugene Ulrich, et al, 
Qumran Cave 4, XI: Psalms to Chronicles, DJD 16 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2000), 78, 79, and 163–7. 

579 The pronoun is italicized to indicate its derivation from the verbal suffix. The Hiph, impf, 2ms of ןוכ , means: “1. Be set up, 
established, fixed,” BDB, “I ּןוּכ ,” 465–467. The 𝔊 and Vg of Ps 88:3c shows the future, act, ind. of ἑτοιμασθήσεται (“prepare”) and 
præparabitur (“prepare”). The TP shows ןיקתת , an Aph, impf, 3ms, of ןקת  (“establish”). The 𝔖 of Ps 89:3c shows ܬܬ=? , an Aph, impf, 
3ms. of ܬ"#  (“establish”). In view of the context and the preexistence of heaven in verse 4, the translation affix best supports the 
covenants fixedness within the already fixed heavenly places (cf. Ps 103:19). While the Greek and Latin indicate a future tense, the 
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac do not indicate a strict future. Instead, by recalling the psalmist is speaking from a perfected aspect (in 
v. 3a) about his past and continuous speech, and god’s past-continuous actions (in v. 2), the impf verbs in v. 3b–c take a subjunctive 
mood. This is reinforced by the divine speech of vv. 3–4, where god declares his covenantal oath with David and his line for all time.  

580 The 3mp of מה  plus ב are: “my mouth,” Clifford, “Psalm 89,” 41; “than these,” Dahood, Psalms II 51–100, 308. Still others 
ignore the word: Briggs and Briggs, Psalms, 2:250; van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH,” 506. As a parallel with םימש , the word can be 
translated as “in them.” This denotes a double emphasis on location in the heavenly places. 

581 Caquot writes, “‘Fidélite,’ vertu cardinale de Dieu selon le psaume.” André Caquot, “Observations sur le psaume 89,” Sem 
41–42 (1993): 133–58 (147). The idea of suzerainty or vassalage could also apply to the Davidic covenant. I utilize the word covenant 
without these intimations because of the contextual emphasis on covenant in this psalm, the association of covenant and seed, and the 
motif of covenant and seed as key anchors in the Hebrew Bible (cf. Gen 9:9; 15:18; 17:7, 9, 10, 19; Num 18:19; Isa 59:21; Neh 9:8; Ps 
89:4–5; and 1 Sam 20:8 and 42). The union of instruction (sn.) and statutes (pl.) is found in the king’s command in Deut 17:19 (cf. 
Amos 2:4 with verbs סאמ  and רמש ; Jer 44:10, 23; also Mal 3:22). An interesting correlation ties statutes of Ps 89:32 and Lev 10:9 and 
11. The eternal statute (sn.) is assigned to Aaron and his progeny (Lev 10:9), and the command to teach all the statutes (pl.) to the sons 
of Israel (Lev 10:11), serves as the bookends between the infamous command in Lev 10:10. The if … then warning of Ps 89:32 uses 
the piel of ללח  as the substantive action leading to the concrete transformation of the statutes. 
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servant; that is, with David and his progeny for all time.582 The verses that follow (vv. 6–

30 and 34–38) serve to enhance the surety of this oath (as confirmed by god’s anointing 

of David with his consecrate ( שדק ) anointing oil in v. 21). The psalmist perceives the 

covenant, the throne, the heavens, and the eternity of days (vv. 29–30 and 35–38) as the 

indisputable witness and guarantee of dynastic continuity.583  

In verses 31–33 the psalmist introduces an “if … then” warning. This warning 

addresses David’s progeny with the first occurrence of the verb ללח  in the Psalm.   

31a יתרות וינב ובזעי־םא  If his sons abandon584 my instruction,585 
31b ןוכלי אל יטפשמבו  and in my judgments, do not walk; 
32a וללחי יתקח־םא  if my statutes586 they annul,587 
32b ורמשי אל יתוצמו  and my commandments, do not adhere588: 
33a םעשפ טבשב יתדקפו  then I will punish589 with a rod their 

malfeasance,590 

 

582 The words םלוע  form an inclusio in vv. 3b and 5a. 
583 The anointing oil refers to the rite by which the Davidic consecration was established and confirmed. Veijola, 

“Davidverheißung und Staatsvertrag,” 10. This does not demand the office of Davidic kingship be manifested in earthly terms. Instead 
the office was established in cosmic terms. For a comparable analysis, David was anointed (made consecrate) as king in 1 Sam 16:1 
and 13, even though he did not physically receive the office of kingship until 2 Sam 2:4, when the Judahites anointed him king. The 
word עבש  (“oath”) is found in Ps 89:4, 36, and 50. Thus, the oath of god, the anointing of David, and the covenant as witnessed by the 
durativity of the heavens must be understood in concrete terms. Schnocks explains, as: “konkreten Ausdruck der ureigensten 
Eigenschaften Gottes.” Johannes Schnocks, “‘Verworfen hast du den Bund mit deinem Knecht’ (Ps 89,40). Die Diskussion um den 
Bund in Ps 89 und dem vierten Psalmenbuch,” in Für immer verbündet, SBS 211, eds. Christoph Dohmen and Christian Frevel 
(Stuttgart: Katholisches Bibelwerk, 2007), 195–202 (196). 

584 The verb בזע  emphases: “leave, forsake, loose,” BDB “I. ָבזַע ,” 736–7. 
585 The only occurrence of הרות  in Psalm 89. 
586 The V and VCl of Ps 88:32a translate the word הקח  as iustitias (“justice”). 
587 The piel, in this context, is regarded as instantaneous, transitive, salient, and, given the if … then formula, prospectively 

signified as a conditional speech-act. The witnesses for v. 32a include: וללחי  (MT and MA); ןוספי  (“annul” in TP); βεβηλώσουσιν 
(“threshold” in 𝔊 of Ps 88:32a); profanaverint (“profane” in V and VCl of Ps 88:32a). The 𝔖 and 𝔖a < the entire verse. Apparatus and 
text-critical studies offer scant insight into additional variants. The difficult variant is the TP word for סספ . The verb is a hapax 
legomenon for Ps 12:2. In Hebrew the verb means: “vanish,” DCH, “ סספ ,” 6:726; “disappear,” HALOT, “ סספ ,” 949; “to cease, to leave 
off, to fail,” Ges., “I. ָּססַפ ,” 684; “disappear, vanish (… cf. Assyrian pasâsu, do away, blot out (especially sins)),” BDB, “II. [ ססַפָּ ],” 
821. In Aramaic, the word means “to break, weaken; to desecrate,” DTT, “ ססַפְּ ,”i1198; “annihilation,” DSA, “I סספ ,”i692. While the 
word may have transformed in meaning over time to denote the idea of desecration, the word appears to be tied to the idea of 
disappearance because of being blotted out. The verb pasāsu means: “1. to break, to cancel, to annul,” CAD, “pasāsu,” 12:218–21 
(218). This suggests the jurisprudential idea of annulment or voiding a formal agreement. The Assyrian supplies ample support for this 
in section 1.c: “to void a provision, cancel an agreement,” CAD, “pasāsu,” 12:219. In parallel with רמג  (“end,” “complete,” “finish,” or 
“come to an end”), Ps 12:2b can be translated as םדא ינבמ םינומא וספ־יכ  (“for the faithful are voided among the sons of man”). The man 
of lovingkindness has come to an end and the faithful are rendered void. The translations of void fit the contexts of Ps 12:2b and TP 
for Ps 88:32. The TP translation fits the Hebraic jurisprudential context better than the locative abstractions indicative of the Greek and 
Latin. For ללח  as “profane,” see: Gericke, “Psalm 89,” 309; for “violate,” see: Dahood, Psalms II: 51–100, 309; for “dishonor,” see: 
Estes, Psalms 73–150, 166.  

588 The verb רמש  is found in Ps 89:29 and 32. The emphasis stresses paying such careful attention to the commandments that the 
act of observance does not deviate from the substance. The word “adhere” is appropriate for the context. 

589 The verb דקפ  in the context of jurisprudence indicates punishment.  
590 The word עשפ , is often translated as “transgression.” This “fails to communicate the idea of ‘rebellious deeds’.” Robin C. 

Cover, “Sin, Sinners: Old Testament,” ABD 6:31–40 (32). Carpenter and Grisanti explain, it “represents a willful breach of trust,” 
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33b םנוע םיעגנבו  and with strokes591 their iniquity. 
 

In this divine speech (spanning vv. 20b–38 [19b–37 Eng.]), god warns David’s lineage 

not to become derelict in heeding god’s הרות  (“instruction”), טפשמ  (“judgments”), הקח  

(“statutes”), and הוצמ  (“commandments”). The verbal emphasis on בזע  (“abandon”), 

ךלה אל  (“not walk”), ללח  (“annul”), and רמש אל  (“not adhere”) accentuates a parallelism of 

kind. The first pair of verbs, “abandon” and “annul,” emphasize constitutional 

insurrection. To abandon god’s instruction and annul god’s statutes is revolution against 

authority. This is tantamount to mutiny against god’s sovereignty. The second pair of 

verbs, “not walk” and “not adhere,” emphasize constitutional practice. To not walk in 

god’s judgments and not adhere to god’s commandments is dereliction of duty. This is 

commensurate to willful contempt for god’s jurisprudence. The warning in verses 31–32 

entails the gamut of activities indicative of hegemonic revolution as indictable in the 

highest court.592 The warning ends by declaring the adjudicated outcome as punishment 

by rod and strokes. These punitive measures befall those who are deposed from office, 

abjudged of all emblems indicative of status, and abjured from the potency of position.593  

 

most often associated with covenant violation. Eugene Carpenter and Michael A. Grisanti, “ עשַׁפֶּ ,” NIDOTTE 3:706–10 (707). Given 
the jurisprudential content, a more optimal translation should assume the ideas of unjust actions, willful intent, and a felonious 
violation. The translation of malfeasance assumes all three qualities. OLD translates maleficus I as, “1 Evil-doing, wicked, nefarious, 
criminal. 2. Harmful, noxious, injurious. 3. Of or concerned with black magic.” OLD, “maleficus I,” 1067. 

591 The word עגנ  relates to “violent wounding.” Boda, Severe Mercy, 158. For טבש  and עגנ , (cf. 2 Sam 7:14).  
592 Such an individual could be regarded, in the Roman courts, as the perduellio, a word denoting both offense and penalty, and 

encapsulating “the act of hostility toward the State—the crime of high treason.” In French, see: “il designe l'acte d'hostilite envers 
l'Etat, le crime de haute trahison.” André Magdelain, “Remarques sur la Perduellio,” Historia: Zeitschrift für Alte Geschichte 22/3 
(1973): 405–22 (422). 

593 These are legal terms with specific meanings. To depose is to officially remove the incumbent from office without imposing 
capital punishment. To abjudge is to confiscate any objects, titles, deeds or other things or ideas as itemized by judicial decree. To 
abjure is to formally abnegate the idea, person, or object in question under oath.  
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The warning is followed by god’s speech in vv. 34–38, where he declares his 

faithfulness and commitment to David’s line in view of the covenant he affixed in the 

heavens on oath. The translation for vv. 34–36 is as follows: 

34a ומעמ ריפא־אל ידסחו  But my lovingkindness,594 I will not break from 
him,595  

34b יתנומאב רקשא־אלו  and neither will I delude596 because of597 my 
fidelity: 

35a יתירב ללחא־אל  I will not annul598 my covenant,599 
35b הנשא אל יתפש אצומו  and the utterance of my lips, I will not pervert.600 
36a ישדקב יתעבשנ תחא  Once I have sworn by my consecration,601 
36b בזכא דודל־םא  not602 to David will I lie603 

 

594 The piel echoes back to the moment when the agent transitively enacted upon the effected object, with resultant cognitive 
certainty as a constitutionally enduring condition.  

595 The phrase ומעמ , containing ןמ  plus םע , means “from having a connection with, meaning forward from, from … to.” HALOT, 
“ םעִ ,” 839–40 (840). 

596 The piel of רקש  mean: “do or deal falsely,” MT, “ רקַשָׁ ,” 1055; “to break faith,” HALOT, “ רקשׁ ,” 1647–8 (1647). The word 
emphasizes the act, intention, and will. This is a premediated and executed action delimiting what god will not do. The word delude 
stresses an intentional and thorough deception such that truth is not discernable.  

597 The ב is understood as beth causa. The negative particle renders the cause impossible given god’s declaration of הנומט  
(“steadfastness”).  

598 The piel of ללח  is negatively prospective, indicating the effectual act will not be saliently or transitively performed. The 
witnesses for v. 35a includes: יתירב ללחא־אל   (MT and MA); ימייק סיפא  אל   (“I will not annul my statutes” in TP); =$(@ 	 ABܐ 	 ;ܘ  (“and I 
will never reject my covenant” in 𝔖 and 𝔖a); οὐδὲ μὴ βεβηλώσω τὴν διαθήκην μου (“I shall not threshold my covenant” in 𝔊 of Ps 
88:35a); neque profanabo testamentum meum (“I will not profane my testament” in V and VCl of Ps 88:35a). No substantive variants 
exist for ללח . Weber’s apparatus (Vulg) shows two latter manuscripts with irritam (“set aside”). Kennicott shows minor variants with 
the ו before the negative particle in 43, תירב  preceded by the accusative תא  in 39 and 93, and תירב  prefixed with ב prep. and suffixed the 
1s pronoun in 74, 97, and 133. Kennicott, 2:385. Minor variants are identified by Rahlf and Swete with the preposition εν and a 
change in article and case ending for εν τη διαθηκη in σ’ (Rahlfs10, 235; 𝔊Sw, 2:333). As in v. 32, the Greek and Latin texts show 
similarity of place. The Semitic texts indicate “annul” in TP, and “reject” in Syriac. The aphel of ܰܐACܻ@  (root: ABܴ ), found in Ps 89:35; 
Jer 31:37 and 33:26, means “to reject, refuse, abhor, cast away, despise,” CSD, ABܴ , 378. The Syriac uses ܰܐACܻ@  for the Hebrew סאמ  as: 
“to refuse, reject,” HALOT, “I סאמ ,” 540–41 (540). The Peshitta also uses the word to describe what god will not do to his covenant 
(Jer 33:26 and Ps 89:35), while contrasting the celestial fixedness as equal to the fixedness of Israel, serving as confirmation Israel is 
preserved (Jer 31:37). The Syriac emphasizes the perpetuity of non-rejection with the neg. partc. (Jer 33:26 and Ps 89:35), and the 
perpetuity of rejection without the neg. partc. (Jer 31:37). The Hebrew translation favors the idea of “never annul,” indicating the 
temporal impossibility by negation. For translations of ללח  as “profane,” see: Gericke, “Psalm 89,” 309. For “violate,” see: Steymans, 
“Menkeret and Psalm 89,” 267. For “desecrate,” see: Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Psalm 2: A Commentary on Psalms 
51–100, ed. Klaus Baltzer, trans. Linda M. Maloney, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 2005), 400. For “break”, see: Samuel Terrien, 
The Psalms: Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary. Volume 2: Psalms 73–150, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 633. For 
“annul”, see: John Goldingay, Psalms: Volume 2: Psalms 42–89, BCOTWP (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 681. Goldingay 
explains, “To speak of annulling one’s commitment from someone involves an ellipse and/or a metonymy. One annuls a covenant 
with someone (cf. v. 34) and thereby removes one’s commitment from that person.” Goldingay, Psalms, 681. It seems Goldingay 
stumbles on this meaning. 

599 Curiously, Wellhausen translates the clause by ignoring the negative particle and replacing the verb ללח  with a translation of 
sacred: “I will keep my covenant sacred.” Julius Wellhausen, The Book of Psalms: A New English Translation, Printed in Colors 
Exhibiting the Composite Structure of the Book, with Explanatory Notes and Pictorial Illustrations, eds. Horace H. Furness and Paul 
Haupt (New York: Dodd & Mead, 1898), 94.   

600 For explanation on the piel, see the note on ללח  for vs. 35a. 
601 I translated שדק  as “consecration” for this context rather than the usual “holiness,” which denotes a quality. The idea of 

holiness as quality is not applicable to the Hebrew Bible. See: Schwartz, “Holiness,” 49. Other translations include: “sanctuary.” 
Cornell, Divine Aggression, 156. 

602 The particle םא , as apodosis, indicates a negation. HALOT, “ םאִ ,” 60–1. 
603 For explanation on the piel, see the note on ללח  for vs. 35a. The verb בזכ  means: “lie, deceive, cheat, fail; perh. declare false.” 

DCH “ בזכ ,” 4:378–9. 
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God’s oral speech begins by echoing the promise of v. 3 with the words דסח  

(“lovingkindness” in vv. 3a and 34a) and הנומא  (“fidelity” in vv. 3b and 34b). This 

reminds the reader of the celestial context wherein god’s oath remains. The verbs of vv. 

רפא־אל ,35–34  (“not break”), רקש־אל  (“not delude”), ללח־אל  (“not annul”), and הנש אל  

(“not pervert”), indicate another parallelism of kind similar to vv. 31–32.604 In this case, 

God’s lovingkindness and covenant are identified as the objects he will not break and not  

annul, while god confirms he will not delude nor pervert his fidelity and promise. The 

former (“not break” and “not annul”) emphasizes divestment, and the latter (“not delude” 

and “not pervert”) stresses fraud. Verse 36 reinforces the certitude of god’s promise by 

declaring the oath as both given and affixed in perpetuity by his juridic standing as 

consecrate. Verses 37–38 stress that David’s progeny and his throne remain as inviolable 

as the celestial witnesses. The heavens stand as surety for the perennial substance of the 

Davidic covenant and the potency of god’s oath.605 As long as the heavens remain, god—

the architect of the cosmos in Gen 1—indemnifies his covenant with David, thus 

demonstrating the indivisible agreement of heaven-earth.606  

The psalmist perceives god’s covenant oath as constitutionally essential to the 

jurisprudential relationship between god and David and thus judicially enforced and 

enforceable. As Knut M. Heim explains, “The Davidic promise/covenant remains 

unconditional, and it introduces legal covenant terminology to emphasize the immutable 

 

604 “Les emplois de la négation et de ḥll font ressortir le contraste entre ce don’t sont bien capables les descendants de David et 
ce que YHWH, lui, ne fera jamais.” Pierre Auffret, Merveilles à nos yeux. Étude structurelle de vingt psaumes dont celui de 1Ch 16,8–
36, BZAW 235 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1995), 31–55 (38). 

605 For a critical examination of Ps 89:38b, see: Veijola, “Davidverheißung und Staatsvertrag,” 17–22; c.f. “so a witness in the 
clouds will be faithful.” Cornell, Divine Aggression, 156. Ramond understands the witness is god himself. Ramond, “La voix 
discordante,” 59.  

606 “Associating YHWH’s handiwork in the heavens and earth with the establishment of David’s sons accentuates the dynastic 
pledge in Ps 89:20–38.” Gary N. Knoppers, Prophets, Priests, and Promises: Essays on the Deuteronomistic History, Chronicles, and 
Ezra-Nehemiah, VTSup 186 (Leiden: Brill, 2021), 226. 
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certainty of this unconditional and perpetual promise.”607 With such an emphasis on 

jurisprudence, and realizing that vv. 39–46 detail god’s judgment, one expects to find a 

formal charge or an explicit transgression within the psalm. Such an instance is nowhere 

to be found.608 This should not confuse the reader. A biblical treatise on god’s 

jurisprudence, even a poetic one, is not required to supply specific violations indicative of 

contemporary case law, or to treat justice according to the moral high ground of 

proportionality in judgment in order to demonstrate validity and soundness.609 

Jurisprudential Torah is paradigmatic in its evaluations, declarations, and judgments, and 

not subject to the particularizing methodologies of contemporary legal theory.610 The just 

execution of justice does not necessitate a stated and specific violation to corroborate 

justness.  

The reader is, however, permitted a glimpse of the paradigmatic categories by 

which a charge may be offered as an example, reason, or proof in a discussion or 

analysis. The “if … then” formula of vv. 31–33 heralds a paradigm of Davidic 

responsibility, an aphoristic standard to appraise culpability, and a decree of punitive 

measures for contravention. God’s covenant with David establishes the hereditary lineage 

of consecrated kingship, along with all the responsibilities the office entails.611 

Responsibility and obedience are appraised by the paradigmatic standard of adherence to 

god’s instruction, judgments, statutes, and commandments in vv. 31–32. The 

 

607 Heim, “(God-)forsaken King,” 300. See also: god’s “irrevocable promises.” John N. Oswalt, The Book of Isaiah, Chapter 40–
66, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 438. 

608 Knoppers, Prophets, 227; Sarna, “Psalm 89,” 44. 
609 The contemporary legal notion that justice demands proportionality of punishments commensurate to the violation is false. 

See: Thomas, “Proportionality,” 38.  
610 See: Van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction, 41. 
611 Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 516. 
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punishments are declared by edict as potent and punitive should David’s progeny usurp 

god’s standard. From a literary perspective, the “if … then” formula “anticipates the shift 

in v. 39.”612 Verse 33 declares that if the Davidic line rebels, then their malfeasance will 

be punished with a rod and their iniquity with strokes.  

We must remain mindful that punishment is not without boundaries. In vv. 34–35 

god delineates the limits of his punishment with four negative particles. He will not break 

his lovingkindness, not delude because of his fidelity, not annul ( ללח ) his covenant, and 

not pervert the words of his oath.613 The psalmist is reminded in vv. 36–38 that the 

Davidic blessing remains fixed even if the sons of David violate god’s charge and god, in 

response, exacts with judicial potency. Such assertions require readers to understand how 

negation and promise interrelate. Levine writes, “The negation of divine rejection, … 

namely, God’s affirmation of his covenant and his promise of reward, are often projected 

as the restoration of the people to the land and the conferral of blessings upon them.”614 

In Psalm 89, the statement that god ללחא־אל  (“will not annul”) his covenant (v. 35) is 

contextualized by the divine initiation of covenant and its celestial affixedness (vv. 3–5; 

37–38). The affirmation of covenant, the negation of divine annulment, and the 

perpetuity of the covenant’s celestial fixedness is testimony to the continuation of 

blessing and the promise of a restoration not herein defined as covenant. To be sure, the 

concept of restoration requires further clarification. But before we address this topic we 

must attend to the meaning of ראנ  (commonly translated as “repudiate”) in v. 40a. 

 

612 Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 516. 
613 This is reinforced in v. 36. 
614 Baruch A. Levine, “When the God of Israel ‘Acts-out’ His Anger: On the Language of Divine Rejection in Biblical 

Literature,” in Inspired Speech: Prophecy in Honour of Herbert B. Huffmon, eds. John Kaltner and Louis Stulman (London: T&T 
Clark, 2008), 111–29 (128). 
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8.2. Excursus: ראנ  

The word ראנ  (“repudiate”) is subject to tremendous confusion because of the 

paucity of occurrences. Lexical translations reveal an array of meanings: abhor, reject, 

repudiate, spurn, abandon, renounce, curse, scorn, and disown.615 Such variety belies the 

fact that there are only two verses in the Hebrew Bible with the word ראנ  (Ps 89:40 and 

Lam 2:7). The confusion is compounded by the diversity of translations in the versions: 

“change, act strangely” (TP); “despise, reject” (𝔖 and 𝔖a); “upset, overturn” (𝔊); 

“overturn, overthrow” (V, VCl); “consigned with a curse” (σ᾽); and “attenuate” (Jerome’s 

Vulgate).616 With such variety one expects to find the apparatuses wrestling with the 

variants. But neither BHS, Wevers, Swete, Weber, de Rossi, or Barthélemy provide any 

mention of variants or analysis for ראנ .617 This is strange, as the versions clearly 

demonstrate disagreement. The combination of lexical confusion, witness disparity, and 

absence of critical analysis in the apparatuses illustrates the pervasive challenge of 

settling on a suitable English translation for ראנ . 

The impact of this problem is revealed by how contemporary scholars translate 

the verbal root ראנ . The word is rendered into one of four categories: acrimonious 

rejection, formal disavowal, total ruination, and absolute nullity.618 The category of 

 

615 Suggested lexical meanings include: “abhor” and “reject,” Ges. “ ראַנָ ,” 131; “repudiate,” HALOT, “ ראנ ,” 658; “exact meaning 
uncertain; prob. (from context), abhor, spurn,” BDB, “ ראַנָ ,” 611; “abandon, renounce,” Eugene H. Merrill, “ ראַנָ ,” NIDOTTE 3:7. DCH 
perceives two homonyms, the first indicating “repudiate, spurn,” and the second as “curse,” DCH, “ I ראנ ,” 5:582; “ II ראנ ,” 5:582. 

616 See: ראנ  (MT and MA); ינש  (TP — “change, act strangely,” DTT, “ ינֵשְׁאַ ,”i1606; cf. David M. Stec, The Targum of Psalms: 
Translated, with Critical Introduction, Apparatus, and Notes, ArBib 16 (London: T&T Clark, 2004), 170); ABܴ  (𝔖 and 𝔖a—“despise, 
reject”); καταστρέφω (𝔊—κατα + στρέφω, meaning “turn about or aside,” LSJ, “στρέφω,” 1654; “upset, overturn,” LSJ, 
“καταστρέφω,” 915); everto (V and VCl —fig. “overturn, overthrow,” HLD, “ē-verto,” 667); εἰς καταρἀν ἔδωκας (σ᾽— “have 
consigned with a curse”); attenuo (Jerome’s Vulgate— “attenuate,” as sourced from Briggs and Briggs, Psalms, 2:269; def. for 
attenuasti include: “to make thin or weak; to thin, attenuate; to weaken, enfeeble; to lessen, diminish,”  include: HLD, “at-tĕnŭo,” 
194–5 (194)). 

617 Kennicott alone supplies variants. Kennicott, 2:386. 
618 For acrimonious rejections, see: detestatus (“detested,” Field, 2:244); “abhorred,” Xuan Huong Thi Pham, Mourning in the 

Ancient Near East and the Hebrew Bible, JSOTSup 302 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1999), 99; “scorned,” Adele Berlin, 
Lamentations: A Commentary, OTL (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2004), 62; “rejected,” Pardee, “Semantic Parallelism,” 127. 
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acrimonious rejection blends the semantic meanings of v. 39 into v. 40a with an 

intensified appeal to emotional rancor. Formal disavowal semantically blends the 

meanings of v. 39 into v. 40a while assuming a heightened degree of abandonment. The 

final two categories rely on v. 40b. The idea of total ruination is assumed based on the 

perceived degree of ללח  as a concrete phenomenon in v. 40b. Thus, ראנ  is qualified as 

ruination because of ללח . Absolute nullity emphasizes a termination of covenant based on 

the belief that god breaks his word by profanation in v. 40b. We can conclude that verse 

40a is often regarded in theological terms as supporting the view that god is recriminative 

in v. 40b. In addition, the latter group assigns the lexical sense of v. 40b to v. 40a, which 

effectively distorts both vv. 40a and b. None of these explanations are sufficient toward 

understanding the meaning of ראנ .  

The disparity of translations leads some to consider alternate Hebrew near-

equivalencies. Some propose reading ראנ  as רענ  (“shake off, toss”) in correspondence 

with the Greek and Latin texts.619 Others suggest ץאנ  (“treat disrespectfully, discard”), in 

adherence with the Syriac.620 Both of these solutions are insufficient. While translators 

may have relied on these words to aid their interpretation, the plausibility of such 

explanations does not demand equalities of meaning for ראנ . The tri-radical consonants 

remain distinctive in both the second and third radicals. Instead, these proposals 

 

For formal disavowal, see: “renounced,” Goldingay, Psalms, 685; “repudiated,” Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 514; “renié,” Louis 
Jacquet, Les Psaumes et le Coeur de l’homme: Etude textuelle, littéraire et doctrinale, Vol. 2 (Gembloux: Duculot, 1977), 688; 
“renoncer,” Ramond, “La voix discordante,” 59; “shaken off,” Wellhausen, Haupt, 95. For total ruination, see: “destruction,” Caquot, 
“Observations,” 150. For absolute nullity, see: “voided,” Cornell, Divine Aggression, 157; “annulled,” Johan Renkema, Lamentations, 
trans. Brian Doyle, HCOT (Leuven: Peters, 1998), 203; “brichst,” Ahlström, Psalm 89, 131–33; “broken,” Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 
2, 153. 

619 HALOT, “II רענ ,” 707 
620 HALOT, “ ץאנ ,” 658. For a discussion on both possibilities and their demerits, see: Albrektson, Lamentations, 99. Albrektson 

suggests the translator likely used context and רענ  to translate the meaning of ראנ . Albrektson, Lamentations, 99. While Albrektson 
favors the influence of רענ , Gottlieb prefers ץאנ . Hans Gottlieb, A Study of the Text of Lamentations, trans. John Sturdy, AcJut.TSer 12 
(Århus: Århus Universitet, 1978), 29–30. 
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demonstrate instances of erroneous semantic transference rather than legitimate 

translation. Alternately, two possible solutions could be garnered from other Semitic 

languages. The Akkadian na’āru (“to roar”) is used of deities (Lamaštu and Anzû) who 

roar like a lion or rage like a demon.621 In Ugaritic, the verb n-r (“burn”) is used to 

describe the ritual act for the sacrificial slaughter to El in the temple.622 Neither of these 

is viable as Ps 89:39–46 and Lam 2:1–10 contain no such figurative or sacrificial 

parallels. An alternative solution proposes ראנ  as a derivative of ררא  (“curse”).623 In Mal 

3:9 we find the only occurrence of the niphal for ררא  in the Hebrew Bible. The text reads: 

“With a curse—you (pl.) cursed ( םיראנ ), for you are defrauding me, the whole nation of 

you.” This is interesting as the contexts of Mal 3:9, Ps 89:40, and Lam 2:7 support the 

theme of jurisprudence. From a morphological standpoint, the niphal partc. םיראנ  is 

similar to התראנ  in Ps 89:40 and ראנ  in Lam 2:7. The alignment of the three consonants of 

ראנ  in all three verses, apart from any suffix, appears to support the hypothesis. This 

raises the question of whether we are dealing with not two roots but one in the N-stem. 

Perhaps the problem lies in the Masoretic pointing.  

The Masoretic Text identifies the pointing for each instance as ֵםירׅאָנ  (niphal 

partc., mp, abs. from ררא  in Mal 3:9); ׅראֵנ  (piel perf., 3ms from ראנ  in Lam 2:7); and ֵהתָּרְאַנ  

(piel, perf., 2ms from ראנ  in Ps 89:40). The majority of biblical scholars take this 

evidence as support for two different lemmas.624 If the root is ָררַא , then it is a geminate 

 

621 CAD, “na'āru,” 11:7–8. 
622 DULAT1, “/n-r/,” 641–2 (641). KTU3 1.119:9. 
623 As proposed by: DCH, “II ראנ ,” 5:582; Ges. “ ראַנָ ,” 131; and Benjamin Davies, A Compendious and Complete Hebrew and 

Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testament: with an English Hebrew Index, rev. by Edward C. Mitchell (Andover: Warren F. Draper, 
1879), 392. I am unaware of any source that morphologically explains how ראנ  derives from the root ררא . Aitkens does not identify ראנ  
in his semantic study of ררא . Aitken, Semantics, 64–84. 

624 Contra to consensus, Hayyuj regards all three verses of the same root word ראנ . Judah ben David Hayyuj, Two Treatises on 
Verbs Containing Feeble and Double Letters, trans. into Hebrew by R. Moses Gikatilla; The Treatise on Punctuation, trans. by Ibn 
Ezra, ed. J. W. Nutt (London: Asher, 1870), 122. 
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verb with a guttural initial consonant. According to vocalization rules, the “ר cannot be 

doubled with dāg̱ēš forte” when it loses its final consonant.625 Thus, one expects to find 

the long vowel ו following the ר. The absence of the ו likely indicates an instance of 

defective orthography, a well-known phenomenon in Biblical Hebrew.626 Defective 

orthography does not contain the י or ו when vocally expected, while full (or plene) 

orthography includes the vocalization of the long vowel.627 If our assumption is correct, 

both verses (Lam 2:7 and Ps 89:40) contain niphal forms of ררא , each retaining the same 

aspect, person, gender, and number. Through the lens of defective orthography and 

mistaken vocalization, Lam 2:7 may now be read as וראנ  (niphal, perf., 3ms of ררא ) and 

Ps 89:40 as התוראנ  (niphal, perf., 2ms of ררא ).628 Both the content and context support the 

translation of ררא .629 The Masorites likely misinterpreted the pointing and assumed a piel 

vocalization, from which they derived a different word.630 

The translation of the niphal ראנ  (“curse”) is appropriate for the juridic content in 

all three passages.631 The cursed object, via ררא , is deprived of divine “security, justice or 

good fortune.”632 But one must not reason that god’s curse proves god to be logically or 

 

625 Allen P. Ross, Introducing Biblical Hebrew (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2001), 288. 
626 A well-known editorial phenomenon, where the long vowels י or ו were added to support orthodox vocalization. For 

explanation, see: TCHB, 220–33; GBH, 1:48–9. 
627 Tov observes the MT’s “internal consistency,” and consistency within any given book, demonstrates a “relatively defective” 

orthography with respect to the long vowel in the Hebrew Bible. TCHB, 225. This is likely one of the underlying challenges for the 
various witnesses identified by Kennicott for Ps 89:40: תראנ  (in 31 witnesses), תראינ  (in 6 witnesses, and התראינ  (in one witness). 
Kennicott, 2:386. 

628 For Lam 2:7 we find additional niphal in immediate context: N partc. of בצנ  (“set”)in v. 4; N perf. of ךפש  (“poured out”) in v. 
11; and N infv of ףטע  (“languish”) in v. 11. For Ps 89, we find two niphal in the lamentation pericope of vv. 47–52: N impf of רטס  
(“hide oneself”) in v. 47, and N perf. of עבש  (“swear”) in v. 50 (cf. v. 4). 

629 This is suggestive. The verbal root could be ראנ , in which case the translation remains in doubt. In either case the translation 
does not alter the overall thesis. Importantly, the niphal before תירב  is found one time in the Hebrew Bible in Ps 78:37 for the verb ןמא  
(“be trustworthy, faithful, reliable” [DCH, “ ןמא  I,” 1:314–6]).  

630 Further research is needed to explain plene and defective spelling in geminate niphal perfect verbs. This is where Qumran 
orthographic studies may shed insight. See: Elisha Qimron, The Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
2008), 17–24.  

631 The word ררא , according to Wells, “implies a judicial curse.” Wells, God’s Holy People, 201; cf. Josef Scharbert, “ ררא ,” 
TDOT 1:405–18 (418). 

632 Robert Althann, “The Psalms of Vengeance Against their Ancient Near Eastern Background,” JNSL 18 (1992): 1–11 (5). 
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morally unjust and unrighteous. While such a concept is popular for modern scholarship, 

it remains inconceivable for the writers’ milieu. When god pronounces a curse it is 

always in the context of judgment, with many juridic warnings attested in the Hebrew 

Bible.633 In fact, as Douglas K. Stuart writes, the curse was “one means of divine 

enforcement of the covenant stipulations incumbent on Israel.”634 If god’s covenant is 

broken by the people (Jer 11:10), then god curses the people (Jer 11:3).635 By declaring 

the covenant cursed, the psalmist expresses in the most potent and summative way that 

king and kingdom are cursed in all their permutations.636 This is appropriate for the 

context of Ps 89:31–33 and 39–46, where god’s warning in vv. 31–33 finds an aftermath 

indicative of the divine curse in vv. 39–46.  

Importantly, one must not assume that the divine curse is irrevocable.637 God 

turns the curses of others into a blessing (Deut 23:6 [5 Eng.]; Neh 13:2; cf. Ps 109:28) 

and turns his own curses (i.e., the curses with which he has cursed others) into a blessing 

should the people return to him (Deut 30:1–13; Zech 1:2–6; Mal 3:1–7; cf. Isa 44:21–23; 

Jer 24:4–7; Neh 1:7–9).638 One must not presume that ררא  (“curse”) is equivalent to a 

broken, obsolete, insolvent, abandoned, or annulled covenant. Ps 89:53 makes it clear 

that the psalmist’s expected outcome is grounded in the eternal blessedness and fidelity 

of Yhwh—the psalmist’s central thesis. 

 

633 For a selection of ררא  with god as subject or understood subject, see: Gen 3:14; 17; 4:11; 12:3; 27:29; Deut 27:15–26; Judg 
5:23; 1 Sam 26:19; Jer 11:3; 48:10; Mal 2:2; 3:9; Ps 119:21. See also: Douglas K. Stuart, “Curse,” ABD 1:1218–9 (1218); Aitken, 
Semantics, 76. Importantly, god is never the object of ררא  in the Hebrew Bible. Wells, God’s Holy People, 202. 

634 Stuart, “Curse,” ABD 1:1218. Stuart cites Lev 26 and Deut. 28–32. 
635 Cf. Deut 28:15–69 [28:16–29:1]; Josh 9:1–27; Jer 11:1–13; Mal 2:1–9; esp. Jer 11:3 with תירב  as adjectivally dependent. 
636 Ps 89:40 is the only occurrence in the Hebrew Bible where תירב  is the object of ררא . Lam 2:7 is the only place where the שדקמ  

is the object of ררא . 
637 Robert P. Gordon, “ ררַאָ ,” NIDOTTE 1:524–6 (525); Josef Scharbert, “ ךרב ,” TDOT 2:279–308 (303). 
638 For commentary on god’s role in Deut 23:6, see: Michael S. Moore, The Balaam Traditions: Their Character and 

Development, SBLDS 113 (Atlanta: Scholars, 1990), 2–3, 108–9, 121–2. 
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8.3. Punitive Jurisprudence 

The cosmological descent of the Davidic reign is divided into three parts. The first 

and third sections (vv. 39–41 and 43–46) are second-person declaratives about god’s 

perfected action, while the second section (v. 42) shifts to a third-person report on the 

international regard for the Davidic reign. Our attention focuses on vv. 39–41:  

39a סאמתו תחנז התאו  But you (sg.) have rejected and condemned, 
39b ךחישמ־םע תרבעתה  have been wroth against your anointed,639 
40a ךדבע תירב התראנ  have accursed640 the covenant641 of your servant, 
40b ורזנ ץראל תללח  have annulled642 to the (lower) earth his 

dedication, 
41a ויתרדג־לכ תצרפ  have breached643 all his walls, 
41b התחמ ויצבמ תמש  have made644 his fortifications a ruin. 

 

God is the explicit subject of these deeds, as denoted by the independent pronoun 

התא  (“you”). Verse 39 contains two intransitive clauses: v. 39a shows two verbs, 

חנז  (“reject”) and סאמ  (“condemn”); v. 39b reveals the verb רבע  (“wroth”) with an 

 

639 The anointed refers to David and his progeny (cf. Ps 89:4–5, 20–21, 28–30, 35–37, 39, 50, and 52). For חישמ  (“anointed” in 
vv. 39 and 52); ריחב  (“chosen”) in v. 4. Steymans reasons the king of v. 39 is not the same entity as v. 21. Steymans, Psalm 89, 151. 
Steymans’ argument is exegetically untenable. Cornell, Divine Aggression, 168. 

640 For explanation on the piel, see the note on ללח  for vs. 35a. 
641 The majority of witnesses favor covenant as the translation. The Latin is an exception, with testamentum (“testament”) in V 

and VCl. Others add extra content, like ךדבע םעד םייק   (“the statutes of the people, your servants”) in TP; or < αυτου in Codex Vaticanus. 
𝔊Sw, 2:333.   

642 The niphal is “resultative-adjectival,” which essentially regards this usage of the niphal as a passive-stative. see: Richard C. 
Benton, Jr., “Aspect and the Biblical Hebrew Niphal and Hitpael,” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 2009), 31–4. The 
witness for v. 40b includes: תללח  (MT and MA); אתסיפא (“have annulled” in TP); ܪܐܘ*$% 	(“have cast down” in 𝔖 and 𝔖a (cf. Lam 2:7 
for the same root); see also: Attila Bodor, The Theological Profile of the Peshitta of Isaiah, STHB 5 (Leiden: Brill, 2021), 67, also 66–
72. ); ἐβεβήλωσας (“have thresholded” in 𝔊 of Ps 88:40b); profanasti (“has profaned” in V and VCl of Ps 88:40b). The apparatus and 
critical studies identify no variations, with the exception of Kennicott, who identifies one variant for ללח , as תלליח  ini74 and 97. 
Kennicott, 2:386. As in vv. 32 and 35, the Greek and Latin texts emphasize a locative abstraction. The Semitic texts show “annul” in 
TP, and “cast down” in Syriac. The aphel of ܐAC$%  (root: ABܴ ) indicates a vast divergence of usage for the Hebrew, as found in: Ps 
89:40 ( ללח ); Gen 39:7 ( אשנ  “lift up”); 1 Kng 3:20 ( בכש  “lay”); Prov 7:26 and Jer 15:8 ( לפנ  “fall”); Ezek 4:8 ( ןתנ  “give”); and 17:7 ( חלש  
“stretch out”). For other translations of ללח , see: “profane,” Gericke, “Psalm 89,” 309; “entweihst,” Ahlström, Psalm 89, 131; 
“geschworen,” Schnocks, “Verworfen hast du den Bund,” 197; “dragged,” Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 514; “completely dishonored,” 
Estes, Psalms 73–150, 172; “jeter à terre,” Ramond, “La voix discordante,” 59; “utterly desecrated,” Dahood, Psalms II: 51–100, 310; 
“defiled,” Kidner, Psalms 73–150, 356. 

643 The verb צרפ  means “break through,” BDB, “I. ָּץרַפ ,” 829. In architectural and military contexts it can also refer to a breach, as 
in: “break down, trans.; pass. ptc., be broken down.” DCH “ I ץרפ ,” 6: 776–8.  

644 The word םיש  indicates: “make, transform, a. make (into), transform (into), change (into),” DCH, “I  In .(140) 46–127 :8 ”, םישׂ
this context, the verb םיש  emphasizes the agency by which all the strongholds are brought to ruin. The translation of “make” is 
sufficient. The specific kind of making is designated by the noun התחמ  (“ruin”).  
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adversative indirect object.645 These three verbs form a perfected triad of juridic vigor 

without designating specificity of action. The semantics in context support the 

translations of “rejection” (a brusque pushing away of what is not desirable), and 

“condemnation” (a palpable disposition of aversion).646 These translations point to an 

escalation of verbal intensity leading to god’s wroth against his anointed in v. 39b. Verse 

39 therefore reveals a literary structure of intensified adjudicated furor (from rejection, 

condemnation, to wroth). This staging draws the reader into v. 40, where the potency of 

god’s judicial wrath is objectified in judgment.  

Verse 40 introduces the cosmological judgments and objects of god’s 

jurisprudential wrath: god accursed ( ראנ  [niphal]) the covenant ( תירב ) with David (herein 

defined as “your servant”) in v. 40a, and annulled ( ללח ) his dedication ( רזנ ) to (lower) 

earth in v. 40b. While the ideas of covenant and dedication may be abstract notions for 

modern readers, they are phenomenologically concrete for the writer’s milieu. The 

 

645 Dahood perceives the final two words as hendiadys (citing Ps 60:3) in v. 39a, which he translates as: “you spurned in your 
anger.” Dahood, Psalms II 51–100, 318. This is not necessary as both words convey two separate yet contiguous acts. Levine explains 
the two words as “synonymous.” Levine, “Divine Rejection,” 117. He concludes סאמ  means “‘to cast off, discard, overthrow, ruin,’ 
and that its attitudinal connotations, such as ‘despise, reject’ are predicated upon them.” Levine, “Divine Rejection,” 126. But, 
diachronic and lexical predication are not sufficient grounds to justify the label of synonymity. The verb חנז  means: “to reject,” 
HALOT, “II חנז ,” 276; “reject, spurn,” BDB, “I. ָחנַז ,” 276; “transitively, to loathe, to spit out, to reject,” Ges., “ חנַזָ ,” 249–50. Caquot 
suggests the meaning is uncertain, yet banal in context. Caquot, “Observations,” 150. 

The verb סאמ  means: “1. to refuse, reject,” HALOT, “I סאמ ,” 540–1; “1. reject, refuse;… 2. Despise,” BDB, “I. סאַמָ ,” 549; “(1) to 
reject;… (2) to despise, to contemn… subst. aversion, contempt,” Ges., “I. ָסאַמ ,” 445; “1. reject, spurn, despise, oft. in religious 
contexts, of Y. rejecting or being rejected; without object, perh. feel loathing, contempt, revulsion,” DCH, “ I סאמ ,” 5:120–1 (120). 
Caquot explains סאמ  as denoting god’s “mépris.” Caquot, “Observations,” 150. 

The hithpael of דבע  is found in eight verses (Deut 3:26; Ps 78:21, 59, 62; 89:39; Prov 14:16; 20:2; and 26:17). Various lexical 
renderings include: “1. be angry, be furious, become enraged; show oneself angry, pretend to be angry,” DCH, “ II רבע ,” 6:242; “to 
show oneself angry, become excited, flare up,” HALOT, “II רבע ,” 780–781; “(1) to pour oneself forth in wrath, i.e., pour forth wrath, 
to be wroth,” Ges., “ רבַעָ ,” 601–3 (603); “be arrogant, infuriate oneself,” BDB, “ רבַעָ ,” 720. The dictionaries explain the union of both 
anger and emotion: “the element of unbridled emotion within anger as manifested in corresponding actions,” Klaus-Dietrich Schunck, 
“ הרָבְעֶ ,” TDOT 10:425–30 (426); “show oneself infuriated,” Gale B. Struthers, “ רבַעָ ,” NIDOTTE 3:316–8. The word wroth indicates an 
intense and incensed anger, appropriate for the context. For other translations, see: “full of wrath,” Steymans, “Menkeret and Psalm 
89,” 267; “entrüsted,” Krusche, Göttliches und irdisches, 269; “zürnst,” Ahlström, Psalm 89, 131; “s’irriter,” Caquot, “Observations,” 
150. 

646 One of the problems with translating the verbs in v. 39a is the apparent ad hoc methodology used by others. Authors seem to 
demonstrate no regard for thematic progression and cultural milieu. Each word semantically blends together and obfuscates each 
other. This illustrates the fallacy of coextensivity, where discrete terms are employed without a shift in meaning. For example, some 
pair the two verbs as חנז  “rejected” and סאמ  “spurned” (van Wolde, “Accusing YHWH,” 507; Mitchell, “Genre Disputes,” 525); others 
as חנז  “spurned” and סאמ  “rejected” (Krusche, “Collective Annointed?,” 102; Steymans, “Menkeret and Psalm 89,” 267). 
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fixedness of the covenant is ontologically (celestially) and epistemologically certain.647 

This does not mean the covenant is not susceptible to divine curse. Neither should the 

reader assume that the accursed is equivalent to or synonymous with the annulled. What 

is cursed can become blessed; what is blessed can become cursed. Neither blessing or 

cursing insinuates juridic nullity. Instead, the writer expresses the cursed condition of the 

covenant, which, by implication, means it can become blessed. The covenant therefore 

remains concrete, unbroken, and as durative as the heavens in vv. 3–5. However, its 

perfected, beatific condition is accursed, a fact effecting the terrestrial continuity of the 

Davidic dynasty. 

In what way is the covenant cursed? How does the accursed covenant effect the 

royal dynasty? In v. 40b we read that the Davidic רזנ  (“dedication”) is cast to the צרא  

“(lower) earth.” In this case, the (lower) earth refers to the realm of the dead; not an 

actual, mortal death, but an invocation of symbolic association.648 The word רזנ , often 

translated as “crown” or “diadem,” is the object of god’s annulment. But, one must not 

presume a physical crown is in view.649 In Biblical Hebrew רזנ  refers to dedicated objects 

(god’s שדק  (“consecrate”) anointing oil, priestly turban, hair, crown of the king), and the  

 

647 For תירב , see: Ps 89:4, 29, 35, 40.  
648 For the netherworld motif in Ps 89:40, see: Steymans, “Menkeret and Psalm 89,” 268. Comparable terms include: 

netherworld, underworld, under earth, (lower) earth, and Sheol (cf. the poetic descent of צרא  in Lam 2:1 and 10). Smith explains 
certain instances of צרא  as difficult to determine. It can mean “earth,” netherworld,” or the univocity of both. Mark S. Smith, The 
Ugaritic Baal Cycle Volume II: Introduction with Text, Translation and Commentary of KTU/CAT 1.3–1.4, VTSup 114 (Leiden: Brill, 
2009), 710–11. For “(lower) earth,” see: Schmidt’s translation of Isa 29:4. Brian B. Schmidt, Israel’s Beneficent Dead: Ancestor Cult 
and Necromancy in Ancient Israelite Religion and Tradition (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1996), 163. For verses where צרא  is 
understood as “underworld,” see: HALOT, “ ץרֶאֶ ,” 90–1 (91). For translations of צרא  in Ps 89:40, see: “dust,” Steymans, “Menkeret and 
Psalm 89,” 267; “ground,” Krusche, “Collective Annointed?,” 102; “Erde,” Schnocks, “Verworfen hast du den Bund,” 197; ignored in 
translation, Dahood, Psalms II 51–100, 310. The noun “dust” is symbolically appropriate, but not lexically appropriate, as רפע  could 
have been used to indicate explicit “dust.” Instead, the translation of (lower) earth is preferred, as the netherworld and underworld are 
more akin to Mesopotamia rather than the Hebrew Bible. Tromp identifies over 20 occurrences in the Hebrew Bible where צרא  equals 
the netherworld. This may be another reference, though more study is needed to confirm. Nicholas J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of 
Death and the Netherworld in the Old Testament, BibOr 21 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969), 23–46. For translation of dust, 
see: “have defiled his crown in the dust.” Walter Brueggemann and William H. Bellinger Jr., Psalms, NCBC (New York: Cambridge 
University Press,  2014), 384.  

649 Biblical Hebrew supplies the word הרט הר when the specific object is in view. The noun (”crown“) ע טע  (“crown,” or diadem”) 
is found in 18 verses, including: 2 Sam 12:30; Isa 28:1; Jer 13:18; Ezek 23:42; Ps 21:4; etc. 
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dedicated condition of both people and office (Priest, Nazirite, King).650 The weight of 

evidence suggests regarding the word רזנ  for this context (as well as Ps 132:18), not as a 

physical crown, but as a dedicated condition indicative of person, lineage, authority, 

potency, and office, as well as all functionary, physical, and symbolic instruments of 

office.651 The translation of “dedication” is warranted, as Nazarite dedication signifies a 

bidirectional accord between the Nazarite and god, with god as the confirmatory party.652 

It conveys the totality of person and office while foregrounding the intended purpose, 

which, like the Nazirite, remains dedicated for the duration of the Nazarite’s 

commitment.653 The meaning is clear. God annulled ( ללח ) the Davidic dynasty of their 

kingship dedication ( רזנ ) to god, making their rulership saliently impotent and effectually 

bereft of vitality to such a degree that earthly existence is indicative of (lower) earth.  

The picture in vv. 39–41 progresses from adjudicated furor (v. 39), to judgment 

executed (v. 40), to epiphanic corroboration (v. 41). The walls of David’s strongholds 

have been breached, and his fortifications lie in ruins. The concrete evidence corroborates 

a cursed covenant and an annulled dedication of Nazarite kingship. It also confirms god’s 

judicial wrath. But in no way does it approximate a covenant annulled or a consecration 

 

650 The noun רזנ  (com., sng., const. with 3ms suffix) occurs 28 times in eleven verse. It refers to the Nazirite’s condition in the 
midst of his vow (Num 6:4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 21); the shining splendor of David’s רזנ  (often translated as “crown” in Ps 89:40; 
132:18). Without the 3ms suffix, the noun is found in 4 verses and refers to the high priests holy turban (Exod 29:6; 39:30; Lev 8:9); 
the anointing oil of god being already poured onto the high priest (Lev 21:12), the Nazirite (Num 6:7); and the cutting off of the 
Nazirites symbol (“hair”) representing his dedication to god (Jer 7:29). For other translations, see: “dignity,” Mitchell, “Genre 
Disputes,” 514; “insigne”/”diadème,” Péter-Contesse, “Le sacerdoce,” 191. For a brief discussion on רזנ  as “crown,” see: William C. 
Pohl IV, “A Messianic Reading of Psalm 89: A Canonical and Intertextual Study,” JETS 58/3 (2015): 507–25 (521). 

651 Due to the comprehensive implications, one need not carry or wear a physical object to be regarded as consecrated, like the 
Nazirite. The רזנ  is a synecdoche for the union of person, office, and the corresponding symbolism, power, and authority. The 
translation of “consecration” is preferred. The Greek confirms this potential translation. The noun ἁγίασμα (acc, sng, neut.) can also 
refer to a condition, location, object, rite, or idea.  

652 Cf. Judg 13:7. This ought not be confused with Yhwh’s oil of consecration ( ישדק ) in Ps 89:21b. The chronological absence of 
physical throne or rule is not sufficient for declaring the oil of god’s consecration as defunct. David was anointed as king by Samuel, 
at god’s command in 1 Sam 16:12–13, but didn’t receive his kinship until many years later and after being condemned to death by 
king Saul. 

653 For Naziriteship, see: Sol Steinmetz, Dictionary of Jewish Usage: A Guide to the Use of Jewish Terms (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), 122. 
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accursed. Though the dynastic condition remains bleak, the writer is not despondent. The 

doxology confirms the eternal blessedness of Yhwh, as “fiat, ita sit; ‘Amen, so be it.’”654 

8.4. Summary 

Psalm 89 presents a jurisprudential treatise on god’s covenant with David. Rather 

than a lament or dirge, the psalm is a testament of hope on the perennial lovingkindness, 

fidelity, and promises of god, which are defined as orally and celestially fixed (v. 3) on 

oath (v. 4). Even though the latter verses contain dirgelike elements, one should not 

presume that these 14 verses (vv. 39–52) overrule the meaning of the preceding 38 verses 

(vv. 1–38) or the final verse (v. 53). Neither should one infer that the current condition of 

the Israelites equals the expiration of god’s covenant. As Gary N. Knoppers observes, 

“the psalm does not end with the termination of the Davidic covenant.”655 In fact, the 

reticence of vv. 46–52 implies a belief in “the possibility that the period of divine wrath 

might end and that Yhwh might look again upon his anointed with favor.”656 

The usage of שדק  (“consecrate”) and ללח  (“annul”) are contextualized in 

jurisprudential settings. The שדק  of god’s anointed oil (v. 21) and the שדק  of god’s oath to 

David (v. 36) are expressed in two different contexts. God’s consecrate ( שדק ) oil in v. 21 

ordains and installs the king’s lineage for divine correspondence of office, comparable to 

the high priest in Num 35:25. God’s oath is performed on the basis of his jurisprudential 

standing as consecrate ( שדק ), entailing his justice, rightness, and privilege in v. 36. God’s 

consecrate standing corresponds to his fidelity regarding the non-annulment ( ללח אל ) of 

 

654 Ges. “ ןמֵאָ ,” 59. 
655 Knoppers, Prophets, 227. 
656 Knoppers, Prophets, 227. 
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his covenant with David (v. 35) and the assurance that he will not pervert his word nor lie 

to David (v. 36). Despite this divine assurance, the dynasty annulled ( ללח ) god’s statutes 

(cf. Lev 10:11) and rebelled against god’s instructions, judgments, and commandments 

(vv. 31–32). Therefore, god cursed ( ראנ  [niphal]) his covenant ( תירב ) in judgment—an 

instantaneously effected but not irreversible act. God did not pervert his word nor the 

fixedness of his covenant. Instead he cursed his covenant—an act that in no way 

unhinged its fixedness. The effected annulment ( ללח ) is not the efficacy and validity of 

god’s anointing act of consecration ( שדק ) in v. 21. Instead god renders the Davidic 

dedication of kingly-Naziriteship ( רזנ  in v. 40) annulled of binding force and standing. 

The psalm is not a call to restore a broken covenant, but to reinstate kingly-Naziriteship 

through consecration. Such an event will prove that the covenant remains fixedly blessed, 

its accursed judgment being lifted by the blessedness of god. The writer reinforces his 

enduring belief as he closes the psalm by giving eternal praise to Yhwh with a twofold 

ןמאו ןמא   (“Amen and Amen”).657 

Psalm 89 corresponds to the themes of divine speech and oral drama, with a 

dialogic interplay between god and Ethan the Ezrahite; divine sanction with god as the 

speaker and covenant maker, Ethan as a wise man and singer of songs, and heavenly 

themes indicative of celestial authorization. The jurisprudence of ללח  in the piel is 

effectually paradigmatic and projective in v. 32a, as framed in the “if … then” speech by 

god; effectually and saliently guaranteed in the negative as a constitutionally enduring 

condition—god will not annul his covenant with David in v. 35a. The jurisprudence of 

ללח  is comprehensively salient in v. 40b—the Davidic dedication ( רזנ ) had been 

 

657 Cf. Ps 89:53 [52] (cf. Ps 41:14 [13]; 72:19). 
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cognitively effected at some point in the past such that Ethan acknowledges the present 

condition as a perfected reality with god as the just agent. God effectually warns of 

annulment, effectually guarantees covenantal non-annulment, and effectually administers 

annulment of Davidic dedication as testified by Ethan. 

Epistemologically, every usage in Psalm 89 of ללח  in the piel and the two nouns 

of שדק  (vv. 21b and 36a) agrees with god’s ontology. God is the one who anoints David 

with his consecrate ( שדק ) oil (v. 21b), and on oath swears by his own standing as 

consecrate ( שדק ) that he will not lie to David by annulling his covenant (v. 35–36)—an 

oath he kept in v. 40 by instead cursing the covenant and annulling David’s רזנ  

(dedication). All of these occurrences demonstrate epistemological agreement with god’s 

ontology, as well as the ontology of the Davidic lineage. There is no change to one’s state 

of being in jurisprudence. In fact, the sacred and profane construct is not on display in 

Psalm 89, nor is it presented as an ontological binary. Instead, hearkening to Lev 10:10, 

the distinction is between the jurisprudential assignments of שדק  and ללח : for שדק  we find 

the investiture of the consecrate (v. 21b), and the constitutional standing/authority of the 

consecrate (v. 36a); for ללח  we find the punitive warning of annulment (v. 32a), the 

judicial oath of categorical non-annulment (v. 35a), and the binding yet temporal 

precedent of annulment (v. 40b), as qualified by the macro context of Ps 89. These 

occurrences agree ontologically with the homogeneity of being and action and therefore 

do not represent different states of being. Furthermore, they agree with the epistemology 

of jurisprudential Torah. God, being consecrate, is just to consecrate others, warn of 

punitive annulment, declare what will not be annulled, and punitively annul. None of 

these findings corresponds to the sacred and profane construct that was shown in Part 1 to 
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be popularly upheld. Having exegetically treated with our first case study, our attention 

turns to the second case study on Isaiah 43:22–28. 
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9. Isaiah 43:22–28 

The text of Isa 43:22–28 is a delimited pericope by consensus as marked by the 

inclusio pattern of Jacob-Israel in vv. 22 and 28.658 The unit is popularly regarded as a 

“judgment oracle of Yahweh against Israel.”659 And, while there does not appear to be 

much dispute on the consensus that the pericope is a judgment oracle, the pericope’s 

central thesis remains contested. For example, Roy F. Melugin determines that the unit 

imitates the “appeal-to-trial speech of the accused.”660 He bases his conclusion on an 

assumed textual background where Israel has already issued a complaint against god’s 

judgments because they are arguing that they continue to remain faithful to god.661 This 

view presumes that the text conveys a disputational counter-response from god in the 

form of a trial; and if it is a trial, then v. 28 must be the consequential verdict.662 But as 

Bohdan Hrobon observes, this conclusion is “not necessarily the most plausible one.”663 

 

658 For a study on parallelistic connectivity within the contiguous units, see: Antti Laato, “The Composition of Isaiah 40–55,” 
JBL 109/2 (1990): 207–28 (esp. 223–5). 

659 Paul Maiberger, “ הוָרָ ,” TDOT 13:357–61 (359). 
660 Melugin characterizes this speech as containing “(1) reproving questions concerning the accusation, (2) assertion of 

innocence, (3) counter-accusation, and (4) call for decision at a trial.” Roy F. Melugin, The Formation of Isaiah 40–55, BZAW 141 
(Berlin: de Gruyter, 1976), 48. Rosenbaum understands the unit conveys an unspoken accusation. Michael Rosenbaum, Word-Order 
Variation in Isaiah 40–55: A Functional Perspective, SSN (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1997), 132.  

661 Melugin, Isaiah 40–55, 48–9.  
662 For those adhering to a trial disputation, see: Claus Westermann, who regards Isa 43:22–28 and 50:1–3 as “the only trial 

speeches in which Yahweh opposes his chosen people Israel… closely akin to disputations.” Claus Westermann, Isaiah 40–66: A 
Commentary, trans. David M. G. Stalker, OTL (Philadelphia, PA: Westminster, 1969), 130. Goldingay labels this as Yhwh’s “counter-
charge” to the unvoiced accusation of Jacob and Israel. John Goldingay, The Message of Isaiah 40–55: A Literary-Theological 
Commentary (London: T&T Clark, 2005), 218 (cf. “legal form of a counter-charge,” John, Goldingay and David Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 
Vol. 1, ICC (London: T&T Clark, 2006), 305; “counter-accusation,” John Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” ZAW 110 (1998): 173–91 
(173)). Koole labels this a “trial speech,” Jan L. Koole, Isaiah: III/1, trans. Anthony P. Runia, HCOT (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1997), 
339. Begrich calls this a specific form of trial speech, “Appellationsrede des Angeschuldigten,” which he associates with 1 Sam 
24:10–16. Joachim Begrich, Studien zu Deuterojesaja, BWANT 4/25 (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1938; repr., TBü 20. München: Kaiser, 
1963), 31. Schoors terms, “Appellationsrede of the accused,” Antoon Schoors, I Am God Your Saviour: A Form-Critical Study of the 
Main Genres in Is. XL–LV, VTSup 24 (Leiden: Brill, 1973), 190. Berges, as a pre-trial hearing, “Vorgerichtliche Verhandlung,” Ulrich 
Berges, Jesaja 40–48, ed. Ulrich Berges, Christoph Dohmen, and Ludger Schwienhorst-Schönberger, HThKAT (Freiburg im 
Breisgau: Herder, 2008), 307. Holtz regards this as a “hypothetical trial in which the Lord and Israel are the opposing parties.” Shalom 
E. Holtz, “The Case for Adversarial yaḥad,” VT (2009): 211–21 (215). Smith takes a different approach by explaining the unit as a 
“judgment oracle,” where god “is now defending his action.” Gary V. Smith, Isaiah 40–66, NAC 15B (Nashville: Broadman & 
Holman, 2009), 212.  

663 Bohdan Hrobon, Ethical Dimension of Cult in the Book of Isaiah, BZAW 418 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2010), 147. 
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The demerits of a trial disputation will become more apparent after the text has been 

translated.  

22a בקעי תארק יתא־אלו  But not to me do you (sg.) implore,664 O Jacob; 
22b לארשי יב תעגי־יכ  instead you (sg.) toil665 against me, O Israel. 
23a ךיתלע הש יל תאיבה־אל  You do not bring666 to me sheep for your burnt 

offerings, 
23b ינתדבכ אל ךיחבזו  and your sacrifices do not honor me; 
23c החנמב ךיתדבעח אל  I do not enslave667 you with manna, 
23d הנובלב ךיתעגוה אלו  and do not tyrannize668 you with frankincense. 

 

664 The verb ארק  means “call,” or “cry.” The translation “implore” emphasizes an invocative, beseeching, or supplicative purpose 
and is perhaps similar to the verbs connoting physical offerings of sacrifice, as in ףונ  “raise” (Lev 8:27, 29; 9:21; 10:15; Exod 20:25), 
and the physical lifting of hands or consecrate concepts, as in אשנ  “lift” (Lev 9:22; 10:4, 5, 17; Exod 20:7; Deut 4:19; 5:11).  

665 The verb עגי  in the qal, perf., 2ms is also found in Josh 24:13. In Joshua’s context, תעגי־אל רשא   (“which you did not labor” in 
24:2) recounts all god did for the sons of Israel, culminating in Josh 24:13, where the promised land was given to them without any 
traditional efforts’ indicative of nation building. The lexical resources are not helpful in providing clarity for Isa 43:22a. For example, 

עגי  is defined as: “weary because of,” BDB, “ עַגֵיָ ,” 388; “to strive for,” HALOT, “ עגי ,” 386. BDB’s translation assumes the suffixed 
pronoun ינא  to the ב prep. of causation, denoting the divine source of weariness. God is the cause of Israel’s עגי . The pericope doesn’t 
enumerate god as the cause of other verbal actions in vv. 22–24. Instead, they emphasize what god did not do. Yhwh did not burden 
Israel in v. 23d, but has instead been subjected to עגי  by Israel in v. 24d. Verse 22b cannot be explicitly caused by god. This stands 
against TDOT, which supposes the head verb “cry out” in 43:22a results in עגי . Gerhard F. Hasel, “ עגַיָ ,” TDOT 5:385–93 (388). The 
text of v. 22a states Jacob did not cry out, leaving this explanation insufficient. To understand the verb, we must examine the whole 
predicate. In Isa 43:22b the verb is followed by the prepositional phrase, לארשי יב  (“against me, O Israel”). In three other places the 
marked phrase is separated by תיב  (Jer 3:20; 5:11; Ezek 20:13). The word דגב  (“treacherous”) qualifies the type of action in Jer 3:20 
and 5:11, while הרמ  (“rebellious”) qualifies Ezek 20:13. Insurrection is the prevailing theme for all three verses. The pericope of Isa 
43:22–28 thematically conveys judicial and cultic violation. Thus, עגי  contextually evidences more than mere weariness. It expresses a 
weariness because of active participation in insurrectional themes of a judicial and cultic nature, as vv. 23–24 illustrate. The 
translation comports to the physical sense of Josh 24:13 “labor.” Even though the physical and tangible is in view, this is qualified by 
the negative particle אל . Based on the above analysis, the translation befitting the context is “toil.” Cf. Josh 7:3; Job 9:29; Isa 49:4; Jer 
51:58; and Hab 2:13.  

One final comment is noted by Koole. He translates the clause reflectively, with a dual reflexive sense, as, “that you wearied 
yourself with me.” Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 340. The reflexive communicates both “for” and “with” their own personal interests in mind 
(cf. Isa 57:10; 62:8; and Ps 69:4). While his reasoning about the motive “for” and “with” self-interest is in view, this is unnecessary to 
stretch the translation by a reflective pronoun. In each passage, the context contains a niphal verb. And while the “reflexive force” can 
be conveyed with a pronominal suffix, it is unusual with the ב preposition. IBHS, 305. Normally reflexivity is conveyed through the 
N-stem, HtD-stem or a ל preposition with pronominal suffix. Heb. Syn., 54. In this verse there is no niphal. By rendering the verb עגי  
as “toil” it eliminates the impulse to reflexivity.   

666 Num 16:14 is the only occurrence of the marked תאיבה … אל  in the Hebrew Bible.  
667 The verbs דבע  and עגי  are found in parallel in vv. 23b and 24b. The word דבע  is striking. In the Hiph, the word conveys: “1. 

compel to labour as slaves… 2. make to serve as subjects… 3. cause to serve,” BDB, “ דבַעָ ,” 712–3 (713); “1. to let work, urge to 
work…; 2. to make serve, take into service…; 3. to make someone serve,” HALOT, “ דבע ,” 773–4 (774). Isa 43:24c is listed under 
BDB’s first entry while in HALOT it is listed in the second entry. BDB conjectures דבע  in Isa 43:23c and 24c with the ב prep. is a “play 
on meanings,” combining both ideas in definitions 2 and 3. BDB, “ דבַעָ ,” 713. In HALOT, the lexicon removes god as object and 
explains the clause’s purpose as “to burden the people of Yahweh with their sins (parallel with עַיגִוֹה ).” HALOT, “ דבע ,” 774. This 
understanding ignores the ינא  suffix. The hiphil of דבע  highlights the enforced enslavement. Jer 17:4 emphasizes god’s act of Judah’s 
forced enslavement into their enemies’ hands. In Ezek 18:29 Nebuchadnezzar is described as forcing his soldiers into a grueling battle 
with Tyre, the outcome of which yielded no spoils. Even the Egyptians are portrayed as enforcing enslavement with hard labor on the 
Israelites in Exod 1:13 and 6:5. The absence of enforced enslavement is noteworthy in v. 23c in contrast to the enforced enslavement 
of god in v. 24c. In this case, the act of the inferior Jacob-Israel is in view. The inferior is described as making (compelling, forcing, or 
abstractly “by way of presuming”) the superior ( הוהי ) to serve the inferior. This by definition is the usurpation of authority and the 
imposition of servitude. Wilhelm J. Gerber, Die hebräischen Verba denominativa insbesondere im theologischen Sprachgebrauch des 
Alten Testaments: Eine lexikographische Studie (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1896), 14–6. Verse 23c–d, as both adversative 
and exceptive, is heightened with a notion of severity. This is the only verse in the Hebrew Bible where god is enslaved (as denoted by 
the Hiph, perf.; as in god is caused to be subsumed and demoted into service). See: Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 1:311.  

668 The H-stem of עגי  is different from v. 22b in the qal. The H-stem, as Hasel notes, “designates the means by which someone is 
made weary.” Hasel, “ עגַיָ ,” TDOT 5:389. As noted in v. 23c, the parallel with דבע  expresses a heightened degree of weariness. 
Following Hrobon’s analysis, the word “tyrannize” fits the context. Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 143–4.  
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24a הנק ףסכב יל תינק־אל  You do not buy for me aromatic cane with silver, 
24b ינתיורה אל ךיחבז בלחו  and the fat of your sacrifices does not satiate669 

me; 
24c ךיתואטחב ינתדבעה ךא  yet you enslave me with your sins; 
24d ךיתנועב ינתעגוה  you tyrannize me with your iniquities. 
   
25a ךיעשפ החמ אוה יכנא יכנא  I, I—even he670—blots out your 

transgressions;671  
25b רכזא אל ךיתאטחו ינעמל  for my own sake,672 even your sins I 

unremember.673 
   
26a ינריכזה  Remember me;674 

 

669 The Hiph הור  normally focuses on “saturate,” “water,” BDB, “ הוָרָ ,” 924; or “to water thoroughly.” HALOT, “ הור ,” 1194–5 
(1195). One wonders how the notion of drinking or watering is conveyed when the fat of sacrifices is the modifying prepositional 
phrase. In Deut 32:38 the ומיחבז בלח  “fat of their sacrifice” is לכט  (“eaten”) in contrast to the םכיסנ ןיי  (“wine of their drinking offering”) 
they התש  (“drank”). Both contexts suggest a complete and total filling up to the point of satisfaction. The word “satiate” is appropriate 
as it applies to both food and drink. Maiberger writes, “God levels the frightful charge that Israel’s sins have transformed the Lord into 
a servant, perverting the sacrificial ritual and no longer sating Yahweh (hirwîṯānî) with the fat (acc.) of Israel’s sacrifices.” Maiberger, 
“ הוָרָ ,” TDOT 13:359. For other translations, see: Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 144. 

670 God’s self-announcement can be maintained without a verb, in contrast to “It was I, I…,” Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 347; “I myself, 
I am the one…,” (Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 1:312); “I, I am he, who…,” Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 130; “I, I am he…,” 
Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 130–3, 150; “Ich, ich bin es,” Berges, Jesaja 40–48, 289, 311–2 (cf. Rosario P. Merendino, Der Este und 
der Letzte: Eine Untersuchung von Jes 40–48 (Leiden: Brill, 1981), 347–60 (348)). The fronted word order does not convey an 
existential sense but an intensified emphatic declarative. Rendering the third pronoun by the emphatic “even he” emphasizes the 
illeistic self-reference. For text-critical analysis of versions, see: Catrin H. Williams, I Am He: The Interpretation of ’Anî Hû’ in 
Jewish and Early Christian Literature, WUNT 2.R 113 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000), 30–1, 55–113. 

The interaction between אוה יכנא יכנא  in v. 25a and ינעמל  in v. 25b remains contested. For engagement with the debate, see: 
Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 130–3. Although this study differs with Hrobon’s conclusions that ינעמל  should remain at the end of v. 
25a, his final two observations are noteworthy. Hrobon explains a triocola reading of v. 25 forces an illicit break in Biblical Hebrew 
syntax. In addition there is no persuasive argument for a redacted edition or emendation of the Masoretic Text. Hrobon, Ethical 
Dimension, 133. Hrobon’s first conclusion ignores the illeistic emphasis. He explains ינעמל  is “the center of a chiastically structured 
bicolon.” Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 133. Hrobon’s identification of a bicolon is the result of understanding אוה יכנא יכנא  as a nominal 
clause, the ו conjunction before תאטח  as resumptive, and ינעמל  as a “pivot-patterned bicolon with silent stress.” Hrobon, Ethical 
Dimension, 132. By reading אוה יכנא יכנא  as an illeistic phrase fronted before the verb, the ו in v. 25b as emphatic, and ינעמל  as the first 
word of v. 25b in fronted parallel to v. 25a, the verse emphasizes Yhwh’s illeistic involvement all the more. 

671 For החמ  and ךיעשפ , see: Isa 44:22 and Ps 51:3. The  reading maintains a parallelism conveyed by the intensified-reflective 
prepositions in v. 25a with the reflective preposition in v. 25b. For other clause translations, see: “I, I blot out your transgressions,” 
IBHS, 298. Note god refuses to not commute the transgressions of the nations in Amos 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 13; 2:1, 4, and 6. The Hiph impf 
of בוש  with the neg. partc. denotes a refusal to reverse or revoke a pending judgment. BDB, “ בוּשׁ ,” 996–1000 (999); HALOT, “ בושׁ ,” 
1427–34 (1433). Exod 34:7 is the only verse containing both עשפ  “transgression” and האטח  “sin.” The substance of v. 25 is conveyed 
in the blotting out, in this case atonement, of transgressions and sins (Lev 16:16; Ps 65:4; and Dan 9:24).  

672 The word ינעמל  is translated at either the end of the preceding clause in 25a (cf. Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150); at the 
beginning of 25b (cf. Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 347); and still others omit the text in translation all together. For a survey of arguments, see: 
Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 130–3. While Hrobon’s arguments are helpful it presumes parallelism based on an assumed elliptical verb 
in v. 25a for the phrase אוה יכנא יכנא . This is unnecessary. Hrobon, and others, do not consider the use of illeism in their analysis. By 
eliminating a verb and treating the phrase as an illeism the parallelism stands more pronounced by keeping ינעמל  at the beginning of 
the second clause. For a chiastic display of v. 25 see: Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 184. Goldingay’s symmetry is inexplicably 
dislocates אוה יכנא יכנא . A better solution is to keep the parallelism by eliminating the existential verb “to be.”  

673 For other translations, see: “that I did not remember your crimes,” Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 347; “and your failings I do not call to 
mind,” Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 1:312; “and will not remember your sins,” Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150. The more 
intensive translation of “unremember” fits the context’s “radical theocentricity.” For “radical theocentricity,” see: Paul M. Joyce, 
Divine Initiative and Human Response in Ezekiel, JSOTSup 51 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989), 89.  

674 The marked hiphil is also found in Isa 12:4 and Jer 4:16. Both of these passages connote positive veneration. Isa 43:26 is 
ensconced in an adjudicated theme. Translations include: “Put me in remembrance,” Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 349; “Review the past for 
me,” Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 211; “Remind me,” Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 1:313; “Remind me and let us enter into judgment 
together,” Oswalt, Isaiah 40–66, 157; “Bring a charge against me!” Schoors, God Your Saviour, 196. Eising observes, “The 
assumption that zākhar stands “in the context of a forensic discourse” is unnecessary.” Herrmann Eising, “ רכַזָ ,” TDOT 4:64–82 (75).  
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26b דהי הטפשנ  let us be judged together.675 
26c התא רפס  Account676 for yourself,677  
26d קדצת ןעמל  that678 you may be justified.  
27a אטח ןושארה ךיבא  Your first father679 sinned, 
27b יב ועשפ ךיצילמו   and your intervenors680 transgress against me; 
28a שדק ירש ללחאו  and I annul the consecrate heads,  
28b םיפודגל לארשיו בקעי םרחל הנתאו  and deliver, to the (utter) destruction, Jacob, and 

Israel to anathema. 
 

9.1. Jurisprudential Report  

The typical architecture for juridic pronouncements or disputations does not fit 

this three-stanza pericope.681 The three-stanzas (vv. 22–24, 25, and 26–28) illustrate a 

 

675 See: Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 349. The reciprocal of טפש , as a plural with the noun דהי , conveys joint actions. Other translations 
include: “let us go to law with one another,” Heb. Syn., 58; “let us dispute with one another,” Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150; and 
“let us go to trial,” Blaženka Scheuer, The Return of YHWH: The Tension between Deliverance and Repentance in Isaiah 40–55, 
BZAW 377 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2008, 34). This is the only occurrence in the Hebrew Bible where the words טפש  and דחי  are found in 
the same clause. 

676 BDB translates, “count exactly, accurately,” BDB, “ רפַסָ ,” 707–8 (708). One of the definitions for the word “account” 
emphasizes the act of providing a sound and valid basis as justifications for a claim or in disputation. In Ps 56:9a the phrase in 2ms 
form follows the fronted noun התא התרפס ידנ  (“My wanderings, you have accounted for yourself”). 

677 The clause התא רפס   forms a V(S)-O structure where the subject and object are both identified as Jacob-Israel. A reflective 
translation is warranted in this context. For a possible translation of התא  as a vocative, as in “state your case, O you,” see: Rosenbaum, 
Word-Order, 132. Interestingly, רפס  as an imperative is found in Gen 15:5; 40:8; 2 Kings 8:4; Ps 48:13; 96:3; and 1 Chron 16:24. All 
the texts noted above are contextualized as praise. However, Isa 43:26; Joel 1:3; and 1 Chron 21:2 is set in contexts of negativity. 
Interestingly, Joel 1:3 illustrates an adjudicated judgment of divine destruction by locusts. 

ןעמל 678  introduces a purpose clause with close parallel to ינעמל  in v. 25b. One wonders if these parallels stretch the telic particle 
into a 2nd person sing. reflective from the word קדצת . If so, then the parallel of v. 25b, “for my own sake, even your sins I 
unremember,” is followed by a purpose in v. 26d, “so that you yourselves may be justified.” Without additional research, this remains 
suggestive. For a study on ןעמל , see: Hendrik A. Brongers, “Die Partikel ְןעַמַל  in der biblisch-hebräischen Sprache,” OtSt 18 (1973): 
84–96. 

679 For an analysis of the first father as Jacob, see: Berges, Jesaja 40–48, 313–5. Despite Berges’ analysis, a better solution 
regards the first father as ambiguous and polyvalent. The first father can refer to Jacob, Abraham, and every begetting father of the 
Jewish nation. Ambiguity is a recurrent theme in Isaiah.  

680 The Hiph, partc. ץיל  is translated as: “interpreter”, Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150; “spokesmen”, Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 350; 
“mlṣ “rebel,” Christoph Barth, “ ץיל ,” TDOT 7:547–52 (551). Westermann observes, “Its meaning is uncertain. It could conceivably 
refer to the prophets of salvation in the monarchical period, but this is no more than conjecture.” Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 133. It is 
a difficult word to translate. See: Barth, “ ץיל ,” TDOT 7:551; Samuel A. Meier, “Mediator I,” DDD 554–7 (554). Barth observes, “In 
parallel with the “first father” (Jacob), the meṣîlîm can only be important representatives of the people—kings, priests, prophets, or the 
leadership as a whole.” Barth, “ ץיל ,” TDOT 7:552. And this parallel observation is the right starting point. However, the translations of 
interpreters or spokesmen doesn’t convey the cosmic adjudicated context. The rightful access to god is the focus. The message centers 
on the functions of priest, prophet, king, judges, and elders. The word ץיל  conveys a sanctioned correspondence with the divine as 
advantageous for both officiants and the people. The translation “intervenors” conveys divine correspondence and mediation of an 
unspecific type. In parallel with the first fathers in v. 27a the word intervenors in v. 27b emphasizes the receivers of divine knowledge 
and divine aid resulting in the substantive efficacy of the people’s adverse condition. For an emphasis on cosmic intervention, see: Job 
33:23 and 2 Chron 32:31. 

681 I use the term juridic instead of the more common term, legal pronouncements, to maintain continuity with Torah as 
jurisprudence rather than law. For two stanza structures of vv. 22–24, 25–28, see: NRSV; for three stanza structure of vv. 22–24, 25, 
26–28, see: Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 149–50. For four stanza structures of vv. 22–24b, 24c–d, 25, 26–28, see: Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 
337–40. 
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part-to-whole structure, where each stanza parallels important themes indicative of the 

particular kind of judicial case at hand. This part-to-whole structure is illustrated in three 

ways. First, chiasm brackets the unit with the names of Jacob and Israel—two 

representative parts of the divinely blessed whole—in vv. 22 and 28. Second, wanton 

malfeasance is structurally parallel: vv. 22–24 reports Jacob-Israel’s cultic violations, 

while vv. 26–28 reports Jacob-Israel’s juridic violations as adjudged and permitting no 

appeal. Together, the unit presents cultic malevolence and judicial disdain as two 

representative parts of the jurisprudential whole for divine unacceptability. Cultic 

adherence and judicial blamelessness are the two core means of appealing to Yhwh, both 

of which were transgressed. Finally, in v. 25 god pardons the insurrectionists and 

exculpates them of all treasonous actions on the merits of his self-efficacy. God, in his 

judicial authority, absolves Jacob-Israel of all crimes identified in vv. 22–24 and 26–28—

the violation of the parts is restored to wholeness.  

The pericope conveys features more akin to a report. God is the sole prosecutor 

and pardoner of cult and justice. A report, according to Simon J. de Vries, is “a brief, 

self-contained prose narrative about a single event or situation in the past.”682 Isaiah 

43:22–28 contains three features that point to a literary report, which are its poetic form, 

organizational content, and temporal deictic perspective. First, the poetic form should not 

deter one from labeling this as a report; for poetry sustains greater license over form and 

can convey a narratival sense, as the epics of ancient poetry illustrate.683 The unit is 

 

682 Simon J. de Vries, I and II Chronicles, FOTL XI (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 434. The report is distinguished from an 
account. Marvin Sweeney explains, “Accounts aim at some degree of explanation rather than simple narration of events.” Sweeney, 
Isaiah 1–39, 512. 

683 See: William T. Koopmans, Joshua 24 as Poetic Narrative, JSOTSup 93 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1990), 176; Wilfred 
G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to Its Techniques, JSOTSup 26 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic: 1984), 83–6. 
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organized in three sections starting with a report in vv. 22–24, followed by an 

announcement in v. 25, and returning back to the report in vv. 26–28.  

Second, the organizational and thematic content aligns with an adjudicated 

event.684 The content loosely aligns with de Vries’s three-form sequence for the death 

report, as “(1) causes, (2) the death, (3) the effects.”685 The model for the adjudicated 

report follows (1) causes, (2) the effects, (3) the judgment. The report model aligns with 

Isa 43:22–28, as the following demonstrates: (1) the adjudicated causes are identified in 

vv. 22–24 and 26–28; (2) the adjudicated effects, although expressed throughout vv. 22–

24 and 26–28, are central to vv. 24c–d and 28; and (3) the judgment is pronounced in v. 

25. Perhaps the best analogy in modernity is the post-adjudicated judgments from the 

supreme courts in general. In such instances the presiding judge presents a summary 

report suitable for the public. In this summary are (1) a condensed description of causes; 

(2) salient effects relevant to the causes in question; and (3) a summary judgment.686 

Yhwh is the voice of the presiding judge; and since no other audience is in view, then the 

report must be understood as delivered to the audience of Jacob-Israel—that is, to the 

adjudged party.  

Third, the poetic-oracular report is different from narrative reports in respect to 

temporal deixis. In Isa 43:22–28 the event is conveyed as an aspectually and temporally 

perfected occurrence resulting in a perfected condition with a present announcement. The 

reader understands that vv. 22–24 and 26–28 occurred in the past with continuing effect. 

 

684 Booij regards vv. 22–24 as an instance of “dialectic negation.” Thijs Booij, “Negation in Isaiah 43:22–26,” ZAW 94 (1982): 
390–400 (396–400). While a dialectic of negation is in view it does not necessitate Booij’s loose translation. For chiasm in vv. 22–24, 
see: Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 175. 

685 De Vries, I and II Chronicles, 429. 
686 In addition, modern courts may include a fourth category with an explanation of reasons for the rendered judgment. This 

fourth constituent is not included in Isa 43:22–28 as a separate category, even though the explanation is conveyed throughout the 
entire pericope. 
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The causes of Jacob-Israel’s duplicitous cultic practices were and remain counter-

hegemonic to Yhwh’s sanctioned and suitable cultic requirements in vv. 22–24. The 

causes of Jacob-Israel’s jurisprudential Torah violations were and remain incriminating 

evidence for the divine court in vv. 26–28. The effects linger in Jacob-Israel’s continuing 

cultic tyranny in vv. 22–23b and 24c–d, Jacob-Israel’s pattern of unmitigated Torah 

violations in vv. 27a–b, and Yhwh’s severance of Jacob-Israel from divine blessing in 

ages past in v. 28 with continuity in the present. This report fixes temporal deixis in the 

present where Yhwh’s announcement of absolution in v. 25 is all the more poignant.687 

Combined, the unit can be summarized as a formal, adjudicated report of pardon and 

exculpation from former cultic and judicial counter-hegemonic insurrections and 

compensatory punishments. The outcome of Yhwh’s pardon results in remission, 

absolution, and the beatific blessing, where Jacob-Israel is cosmically and judicially 

realigned with god. 

The report is organized as a trifold chiastic structure emphasizing the part-to-

whole relationship. The chiasm retains the text’s monologuistic speech, cosmic deixis, 

cultic and juridical substance, and epistemological distinction. 

A.  43:22–24          Jacob-Israel’s Cultic Usurpation—Cosmic Rejection 
      B.  43:25                    Yhwh’s Illeistic Absolution—(Cosmic Prolepsis)688 
A’. 43:26–28          Jacob-Israel’s Torah Adjudication—Cosmic Ejection 

 

 

687 Contrary to Melugin, this author perceives the central theme of present hope in v. 25. Melugin’s focus on disputational 
priority cannot be herein assumed, as argued above. Melugin, Isaiah 40–55, 116.  

688 The parenthetic item is implied as absolution denotes proleptic repossession, celestial alignment, and beatific blessing. 
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The first stanza, vv. 22–24, underscores Jacob-Israel’s flagrant violation of the cultic 

sacrificial and gift-giving system.689 Jacob-Israel is depicted as usurping hierarchical 

authority by the imposition of דבע  (“enslavement”) and עגי  (“tyranny”) upon god in 24c–

d. Claus Westermann’s observation is pertinent. He writes, “If God is made into a ‘ebed, 

if he is made to serve, he has his divinity taken from him.”690 But we must not assume the 

imposition of divine enslavement to the human will is an ontological change of state. 

Instead, we ought to regard the enslavement and tyranny of god in terms of epistemology. 

Jacob-Israel treats god as adjudged to serve their desires—therefore god is subjected to 

their hegemonic despotism. This contrasts with vv. 23c–d, revealing the procedures and 

protocols by which god did not enslave or tyrannize Jacob-Israel. The first stanza paints 

an attempted inversion of cosmic authority. The word usurp is appropriate as it conveys 

the taking of something by force, resulting in the supplanting of legitimate authority by 

an illegitimate hegemony. Jacob-Israel’s actions of vv. 22–23b and 24a–b amount to the 

tyranny of enslaving god to their will in v. 24, all the while claiming adherence to god’s 

cultic protocols.  

The second stanza, v. 25a, announces god’s illeistic absolution of all violations 

and the cosmic prolepsis of Jacob-Israel. The introduction of two contiguous first-person 

pronouns, יכנא יכנא  (“I, I”), followed by the third-person pronoun אוה  (“he”), is an illeistic 

declaration. This shifts the speaker’s words into a mode of greater authority by conveying 

“a sense of objectivity.”691 Victoria Land and Celia Kitzinger explain, “The use of third-

 

689 Booij explains the text “denies not only the divine ordering of the cult (v. 23b), but even its factuality.” Booij, “Negation,” 
390. 

690 Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 131. 
691 Elledge, “Illeism,” 21. The shift in person from 1st to 3rd should not surprise the reader. As Korpel observed in his analysis of 

Jeremiah 4:19–22, “one cannot automatically assume that the prophet is speaking when God is described in the third person.” Marjo 
C. A. Korpel, “Who Is Speaking in Jeremiah 4:19–22? The Contribution of Unit Delimitation to an Old Problem,” VT 59/1 (2009): 
88–98 (89). 
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person reference forms in self-reference is designed to display that the speaker is talking 

about themselves as if from the perspective of another.”692 This is apparent in v. 25a, 

where the reader is confronted with three contiguous pronouns אוה יכנא יכנא  (“I, I—even 

he”) in succession.693 This pattern is found only in Isa 43:25 and 51:12.694 Its parallel is 

identified in v. 25b as ינעמל  (“for my own sake”). Such illeistic phrases are identified as, 

“‘doing referring’ rather than ‘doing describing.’”695 Ervin R. Elledge explains illeism as 

a tool engendering a specific kind of rhetorical effect emphasizing authorial status, intent, 

accountability, and “personal involvement, in the fulfillment of the stated promise.”696 

The use of illeism is a prominent feature of jurisprudence in the Hebrew Bible.697 In the 

majority of cases, illeism affirms god as the royal sovereign with full juridic authority.698 

Perhaps an appropriate picture is captured by the word enthronement (cf. Isa 6:1–4). The 

idea of enthronement paired with juridic content entails concomitant themes of royalty, 

legitimacy, sovereignty, and potency in the Hebrew Bible.699  

The third stanza, vv. 26–28, is perhaps best described as god’s adjudicated 

pronouncement of Jacob-Israel’s rejection of god’s justice.700 The stanza is rhetorically 

hyperbolic and conveyed as a monologue, as it were, from the seat of divine 

 

692 Victoria Land and Celia Kitzinger, “Some Uses of Third-Person Reference Forms in Speaker Self-Reference,” DS 9/4 (2007): 
493–525 (494). 

693 This construction is one of two occurrences in the Hebrew Bible. In Isa 51:12 the phrase is followed by a piel partc. 
emphasizing the hymn of divine salvation. The clause םכמחנמ אוה יכנא יכנא  “I, I—even he—comforts you,” emphasizes the substantival 
rather than the abstract. The context in v. 11 depicts a future tangible reality while the context of v. 13 looks back at the tangible past 
reality, as understood by the ancients. 

694 Isaiah also contains the only occurrence of the twofold pronoun יכנא יכנא   in Isa 43:11. 
695 Land and Kitzinger, “Third-Person,” 511. 
696 Elledge, “Illeism,” 42–3, see also: pp. 85–109 (esp. 109). Elledge does not mention Isa 43:25 in the list of illeisms (see Tables 

A1 and A2 in the appendix, 196–201). In Isaiah alone, Elledge observes 45 occurrences of Yhwh’s illeism. Elledge, “Illeism,” 93. 
697 Elledge, “Illeism,” 104. 
698 Elledge, “Illeism,” 107. 
699 Yhwh as king is well established in the Hebrew Bible (Exod 15:18; Num 23:21; Deut 33:5, 26; Judg 8:23; 1 Sam 2:10; 8:7; 

10:19; 12:12; Pss 2:6; 24:7; 29:10; 44:4; 47:2, 7; 48:2; 93:1; 96:10; 97:1; 99:1; 103:19; Isa 33:17, 22; 44:6; Jer 8:19; 10:7, 10; Micah 
4:6–7; Zeph 3:15; Zech 14:9, 16, 17). 

700 According to Holtz, divine rejection is the result of Jacob-Israel’s compounded violations and sins “since the beginning of 
history.” Holtz, “Adversarial yaḥad,” 214; cf. Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 188. 
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enthronement in v. 25. At no point is the reader to assume an understructure of 

disputation with Jacob-Israel. Verses 26–28 express a hyperbolic trial where Yhwh 

officiates as god (“remember me” in v. 26a), codefendant (“let us be judged together” in 

v. 26b), accuser (“account for yourself” in v. 26c), prosecutor (“that you may be 

justified” in v. 26d), judge (“Your first father sinned, and your intervenors transgress 

against me” in v. 27a–b), and executioner of punitive judgments (“and deliver, to the 

[utter] destruction, Jacob, and Israel to anathema” in v. 28). Yhwh’s exoneration and 

defense, as codefendant, were logically argued in vv. 23c–d and 24c–d. Jacob-Israel, as 

codefendant, is incapable of an adequate defense of Torah because of their cultic 

hegemony in vv. 22–23b and 24. Jacob-Israel is therefore adjudged in the divine court as 

remaining recriminate. They persist as the effected ללח  (“annulled”) that endures in the 

condition of (utter) destruction and severance from blessing. 

9.2. Analysis: Verse 28 

Verse 28a begins with the simple consecutive ו conjunction. Hrobon explains, 

“Instead of reading v. 27 as a description of why and v. 28 as how the people have been 

or will be punished, these verses should rather be viewed as a list of reasons Jacob/Israel 

is bound to fail in the challenge in v. 26.”701 Instead of Hrobon’s “bound to fail” 

explanation, v. 28 is better regarded as “already failed and adjudged.” No further 

judgment is expected or warranted as the full weight of just enforcement has already been 

meted out with continuing effect. This descriptive reading is relevant for the pericope as 

 

701 Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 147. Contra others who identify the ו as a result clause marker, with the translation “therefore,” 
Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 351; “so,” Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 130. All but the Syriac retain the ו in translation. See: Bodor’s translation 
of Isa 43:28a in the Syriac. Bodor, Peshitta of Isaiah, 69. All other witnesses retain the ו. 
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an adjudicated report of pardon. Rather than merely a marker of cause and effect, the ו 

introduces the unambiguous and adjudicated condition as enduring.702 Since Jacob-Israel 

cultically and juridically violated Yhwh with duplicitous offerings and derelict justice, 

the adjudged effect of Jacob-Israel remains their annulled condition. This translation 

lends credence to the theme of an adjudicated report of pardon and exculpation where the 

insurrectionist’s punitive reality remains in effect. 

The piel of ללח  (“annul”) is germane to the text’s juridic provenance. From a 

semantic perspective among the versions, the verb spans the ideas of annulment (Hebrew, 

Aramaic), contaminated (Latin), pollution (Syriac), and sullied (Greek); the translated 

witnesses essentially confused the meaning of ללח  with אמט  (“foul”).703 As has been 

demonstrated, this remains a recurrent misunderstanding in the versions and latter 

reception.704 The Greek and Syriac warrant further explanation. The witnesses 

demonstrate a material change in person and number from 1st pers. sg. (Hebrew, 

Aramaic, and Latin) to 3rd pers. pl. (Greek and Syriac). This is because of a typological 

change, from VS-O to S-V-O, where ירש  (“rulers, princes, chiefs”) are regarded as the 

nominative agents of ללח  rather than god.705 The typological translation is likely 

 

702 For the impf as translated by the “English historic present,” see: Goldingay, Message, 226. 
703 The marked verb ללחאו  (“and I annul” in MT; MA; 1QIsab Col. XVIII, 28 (conjectural as the text is inconclusive following v. 

27)). See: Eugene Ulrich and Peter W. Flint, Qumran Cave 1.II: The Isaiah Scrolls, DJD 32 (Oxford: Clarendon, 2010), 1:130)); 
הללחאו  (“and so I annul” in 1QIsaa Col. XXXVII, 6, see: Ulrich and Flint, DJD 32, 1:74.); ְסיפֵאַו  (“and I annul” in TJ); et contaminavi 

(“and I contaminated” in V; VCl); ':.:  (“they have befouled” in 𝔖; 𝔖a: “to defile, pollute, profane,” CSD, “ ܫ:' ,” 171); καὶ ἐμίαναν 
(“and they have sullied” in 𝔊: “stain,” “dye,” or “sully,” LSJ, “μῐαίνω,” 1132). There is paltry evidence of variants among the 
apparatus, with only BHS identifying 𝔊	and	𝔖.	BHS, 742. The addition of final ה in 1QIsaa Col. XXXVII, 6 can be explained as a 
cohortative of result. This interpretation presumes v. 28a functions as apodosis for the preceding clause. See: IBHS, 575.  

704 The majority of translations render ללח  as “profane” (see: Oswalt, Isaiah 40–66, 157; Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 351). Goldingay 
explains god’s profanation as, “…Yhwh has taken it [something sacred] out of the realm of the sacred and treated it as everyday.” 
Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 190. Others translate the verb as “slew,” Schoors, God Your Saviour, 190 (with the idea of “pierced” 
or “slain”); “desecration,” Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 137; “disgrace,” Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 211. Some perceive the text as not 
original to the urtext. See: Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 130; Merendino, Der Este und der Letzte, 353. 

705 Penner translates the 𝔊 as: “and the rulers have defiled my holy things.” Ken Penner, Isaiah, BSCS (Leiden: Brill, 2020), 
235. Bodor translates the Syriac as “Your rulers have profaned the sanctuary.” Bodor, Peshitta of Isaiah, 69. 
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intentional because of an aversion toward representing god as the agent of ללח .706 

Because the verb is popularly, though erroneously, understood as meaning “profane,” 

rather than “annul,” the idea of a holy god performing a profaning action is distasteful. 

This is resolved by understanding the verb as a term of jurisprudence rather than a verb 

contradicting god’s state of being. 

The object of god’s annulment is שדק ירש   (“the consecrate heads”).707 John 

Goldingay identifies ירש  as suitable for “political, military, household, religious or 

community dignitaries and authorities.”708 In Isa 43:28a the nominal phrase refers to the 

heads of both Jacob and Israel in vv. 22a–b and 28b, the heads of Aaron’s progeny in 

28a, the sacrificial officiants of the priesthood in vv. 23–24, the judicial heads of vv. 26–

27, and, by implication, the heads of all families in Israel and Jacob by virtue of the 

sacrifices they brought in vv. 23–24. In context with a noun of person followed by an 

absolute of place, the clause appears to suggest the priestly heads of the sacred—that is, 

the sanctuary. However, the best translation warrants maintaining the polysemous 

ambiguity in translation.709 And although the sacrificial system in vv. 22–24 implies the 

 

706 See: Bodor, Peshitta of Isaiah, 70; CTAT, 2:320. De Waard observes, the Greek and Syriac “did not accept the idea that God 
would destroy the sanctuary and that for these theological reasons they made the syntactical substitutions in the text of their 
translations.” Jan de Waard, A Handbook on Isaiah, TCT 1 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 169. There is no reason to suggest 
the Hebrew vorlage is incorrect. 

707 The noun phrase שדק ירש   is also found in 1 Chron 24:5. In Chronicles, this phrase is used in syntactic context for the priestly 
heads (the lineage of Aaron with the blood right and positional authority to officiate over the cult). See: Karl Elliger, Deuterojesaja, 
BKAT 11/1 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1978), 386–7. Goldingay translates the phrase without a definite article, “And I 
profane sacred leaders.” Goldingay, Message, 225. The witnesses show: ַאשָדקֻ יבֵרְבר  (“the consecrate officers” in TJ); principes sanctos 
(“the sanctioned principles” in V and VCl); שדוק ירש   (in 1QIsaa Col. XXXVII, 6, with full orthography as opposed to the MT’s 
defective orthography of ֹ֑שׁדֶק ). The Hebrew, Aramaic, and Latin sources adversely affect the jurisprudential assignment of people, 
while the Greek and Syriac the assignment of place. Westermann omits the phrase from his translation with a brief footnote. 
Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 130.  

708 Goldingay, Message, 225. In other passages the word ירש  refers to the heads, or leaders, of various domains of authority. See: 
“chieftain, chief, ruler, official, captain, prince,” BDB, “ רשַׂ ,” 978–9 (978). HALOT’s second definition is preferred, “person of note, 
head, first,” HALOT, “ רשַׂ ,” 1350–3 (1351). The word ירש  is found in Lam 2:2, and 2:9, another pericope where Yhwh is the agent of 

ללח  in Lam 2.2. 
709 The nominal phrase is difficult to translate in the absence of the definite article. One the one hand, translators prefer the 

genitive translation, “the princes of the sanctuary,” and on the other hand an adjectival construction, “the holy princes.” For genitival, 
see: Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150; Joseph Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 40–55: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 
19 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 229; “the dignitaries of your temple,” Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 211. For “the holy priests,” 
see: Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 351. Although either could fit the context, the former emphasizes the place where the sacred heads function, 
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temple location, it does not demand locative exclusivity, as sacrifices were performed 

elsewhere as well. The same is true for the juridic evidence in vv. 26–27 as local leaders 

were empowered to judge in their locality of jurisdiction. The translation befitting the 

semantic context, thematic motif, and polysemous ambiguity is “and I annul the 

consecrate heads.” The leaders of Jacob-Israel, that is all the unspecified agents of 

headship throughout all Jacob-Israel, are therein annulled of efficacy and standing. 

The concrete evidence of such annulment is demonstrated by the tangible, 

visceral, and protracted condition of Jacob-Israel. In v. 28b we read that god delivered 

( ןתנ ) Jacob-Israel to abject ruination to such an extent that they remain in the same penal 

condition to which they were delivered.710 The piel of ללח  (“annul”), is substantively 

transitive, cognitively salient, and constitutionally transformative. In this context the piel 

also functions as a pluractional verb—it imposes its verbal markedness onto the 

subordinate verbal clause that follows.711 In effect, the qal cohortative of ןתנ  aspectually 

and deictically assumes the pluractionality of the piel while maintaining its distinctive 

cohortative mood—an important consideration for the pericope’s jurisprudential basis.712 

In contexts where god, as agent, gives ( ןתנ ) the subject into the hands of the subject’s 

enemies, the word is sometimes translated as “deliver” (cf. Exod 23:31; Num 21:2; Deut 

2:31, 33; etc.).713 The jurisprudence of the divine curse is representative. In Deut 30:7 we 

 

while the latter is an attributive quality of the heads. The former should be discarded due to the absence of place references in the 
pericope. 

710 For discussion on the difference between הנתאו  (MT, MA, and we could add the hypothetical though unattested 1QIsab Col. 
XVIII, 29) and ןתאו i (1QIsaa Col. XXXVII, 6), see: CTAT, 2:321–2. Barthélemy explains the need to respect the scope of verbal aspect 
in the Hebrew Bible. He writes, “Cela ne précise pas si l'interprétation globale doit situer l'ensemble de cette séquence dans le passé, le 
présent ou le futur.” CTAT, 2:321. 

711 For discussion, see: Beckman, “Piel Stem,” 248–9; Kouwenberg, Gemination, 58. 
712 The cohortative carries the active, perfective of the piel. It functions elaboratively and instrumentally explaining the 

manifested result of ללח .  
713 For Exod 23:31, see: Eveline van Staalduine-Sulman, “Between Legislative and Linguistic Parallels: Exodus 21:22–25 in Its 

Context,” in The Interpretation of Exodus: Studies in Honour of Cornelis Houtman, ed. Riemer Roukema (Leuven: Peeters, 2006), 
207–224 (216). In Num 21:2 the oath is expressed as an if… then argument, where Israel asks god to deliver ( ןתנ ) their enemies to 
them. See: Cole, Numbers, 343. In Deut 2:31 and 33 god is the agent of deliverance ( ןתנ ), whose agency is recognized by the people. 
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read, “And Yhwh your god will deliver ( ןתנ ) all these curses ( הלא ) against your enemies 

and against your haters who persecute you.” In this context the verb ןתנ  is translated as 

“deliver.”714 Yhwh is the agent of הלא  (“curse”), and he adversely ןתנ  (“delivers”) all 

these curses to Israel’s enemies.715 The union of jurisprudence, judgment, and curse 

supports ןתנ  as “deliver” in Isa 43:28b following the piel of ללח . God annuls Jacob-Israel 

and delivers them to punitive ruination. 

The form in which this penal judgment manifests is identified by two nouns: םרח  

and ףודג . The word םרח  is translated as “ban,” “destruction,” “curse,” “impurity.”716 

These are not the preferred translations for the context. Importantly, םרח  is used in 

jurisprudential Torah paradigmatically, similar to the contemporary idea of case law.717 

This is evident in Isa 43:22a, where Jacob-Israel is engaged in the act of beseeching some 

deity: “But not to me do you implore, O Jacob.” Yhwh declares they are not calling out to 

him, which logically means they are imploring to a god other than Yhwh.718 Two points 

warrant attention. First, the word םרח  with the ל prefix is often regarded as objective and 

concrete.719 Second, the verbal form is often found “in the context of war and 

 

Merrill, Deuteronomy, 99. The verbs ללח  and ןתנ  are found in parallel in Lev 18:21; 20:3; Isa 43:28; 47:6; Ezek 7:21; 28:18; Dan 
11:31; 1 Chron 5:1. In two occurrences (Isa 43:28 and 47:6) god is the explicit agent of both verbs.  

714 Many translators render ןתנ  as “inflict.” Though the adversative sense is conveyed by לע  it does not necessitate an inflictive 
meaning as a correlating consequence of the divine curse. It is perhaps better to render the verb as deliver, which conveys the idea of 
bestowing the curse as a judgment to the enemies of Israel. 

715 Aitken, Semantics, 62. In this context, Aitken observes a close relation to covenantal curse. Aitken makes this apparent in the 
context of Deut 29:19, and 20, where the use of הלא  shifts “to denote the ‘covenant’ and to denote the ‘curses’ involved in its 
transaction.” Aitken, Semantics, 62. Aitken further notes an extended meaning that “may denote a person who is subject to 
punishment brought about as a result of breaking an agreement (an anathema).” Aitken, Semantics, 63. In Lam 6:35 the verb ןתנ  is 
used as an invocation to Yhwh to act on the enemies defined in v. 52 with a הלאת  (“curse”). Cf. Aitken, Semantics, 250. 

716 For “ban,” see: Oswalt, Isaiah 40–66, 157. For “destruction,” see: Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 211. For “curse,” see: Koole, Isaiah: 
III/1, 351. Koole mistakes lexical meaning for likely attendant condition (see discussion on p. 353). For “impurity,” see: Hrobon, 
Ethical Dimension, 139. Although cultic violation is in view, the translation of impurity ignores the dual emphasis of cultic violation 
in vv. 22–24 and judicial failure in vv. 22–27. Though the first clause of v. 28 contains the ירש שדק , this does not demand the 
exclusive meaning of cultic offense. 

717 Cf. Exod 22:19 (20 [Eng.]); Josh 22:13–20; and Lev 27:29. 
718 Scheuer observes the notion of idolatry in vv. 22–24. Scheuer, Return of YHWH, 38. 
719 For concrete examples, see: Josh 6:18; 7:12. 
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extermination.”720 Thus, םרחל  conveys cultic violation resulting in capital punishment, 

but also sanctioned military invasion and extermination—both are substantival. Armed 

with these insights, we can see that the word םרחל  in Isa 43:28a depicts the celestial 

destruction of Jacob as an adjudicated event, the condition of which endures. It addresses 

both the cultic context of vv. 22–24 and the juridic content of vv. 26–28. The best 

translation for this word emphasizes the ה definite article and the ל preposition of purpose 

“to.”721 The translation is penal and substantive. Yhwh delivers Jacob “to the (utter) 

destruction.”722 In this translation the definite article removes metaphorical abstraction, 

making the object concrete, locative, and confined by the idea of inescapability. The 

location is a terminal place where the heavenly ejected are judicially devoid of beatific 

mediation. 

The second nominal in v28b, ףודג , is difficult to translate. The noun is identified 

four times in the Hebrew Bible: Isa 43:28; 51:7; Ezek 5:15; and Zeph 2:8.723 Excluding 

the 𝔊, each translation for the three verses other than Isa 43:28 (Isa 51:7; Ezek 5:15 and 

Zeph 2:8) demonstrates the same root, albeit with a difference in meaning by translation: 

TJ – ברבר  (“boast”); V and VCl – blasphemia (“blaspheme”); 𝔖 and 𝔖a – </ܕ>,  

 

720 Norbert Lohfink, “ םרַחָ ,” TDOT 5:180–99 (183). This is reinforced in Josh 11:10–14, where Joshua burned Hazor to the 
ground, plundered the entire city, leaving none alive. All this is performed in obedience to god in v. 15. The verb is described twice in 
vv. 11 and 12 as “utterly destroying” the people—meaning, none are left alive. For instances where the verbal and nominal form are 
used (cf. Josh 6:18; and Lev 27:28–29). In Lev 27:29, we read: “Every devoted person ( םרח ), who shall be devoted to destruction 
( םרחי ) from among the people, shall not ransom himself: he shall be put to death.” In passages where the nominal form is followed by 
the verb, the emphasis is on destruction by being cast outside as aliens and idolaters (c.f. Isa 34:1–5), effectively subjecting the object 
to divine and cosmic death (Isa 34:5). This also confirms the jurisprudential provenance.  

721 Although it could also be a ל of product. Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 138. 
722 This translation is similar to Scheuer and Westermann. “I delivered Jacob to utter destruction,” Scheuer, Return of YHWH, 34; 

“So I delivered Jacob to utter destruction,” Westermann, Isaiah 40–66, 130. Hrobon suggests the context asserts Israel is “turned into 
a blasphemy.” Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 139. Hrobon favors the antithetic view of שדק  as noted in his study of םרח . He does not 
provide additional detail as to why this must be rendered as the converse of the holy or pure.  

723 The verb ףדג  if identified only in the piel (Num 15:30; 2 Kings 19:6, 22; Isa 37:6, 23; Ezek 20:27; Ps 44:17). The general 
meaning is reproach, revile, or blaspheme: HALOT, “ ףדג ,” 181; BDB, “ ףדַגָּ ,” 154. 
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(“blasphemy”).724 Each of these languages provides a different translation for Isa 43:28: 

for TJ – אדסח  (“shame” or “revilement”); V and VCl – internecio (“utter destruction” or 

“termination”); 𝔖 and 𝔖a – :4-,  (“curse,” “anathema,” or “death”).725 Even more 

problematic is the comprehensive disagreement for all verses in the 𝔊: κονδῠλισμός 

(“maltreatment” in Zeph 2:8); δείλαιος (“wretched” in Ezek 5:15); φαυλισμα (“contempt” 

Isa 51:7); and the infinitive of ἀπόλλῡμι (“destroy utterly” or “kill” in Isa 43:28).726 

Added to these are Yael Ziegler’s variants for Isa 43:28: ἀνάθεμα (“anathema”), 

ὀνειδισμός (“reproach” or “calumny”), and βλασφημέω (“blaspheme”).727 Such variety 

demonstrates substantive disagreement for Isa 43:28 in particular and the remaining three 

verses in general.  

The confusion is evidenced in the variety of translations, which includes reviling, 

abuse, reproach, taunt, scorn, blasphemy, and contumely.728 These appear to share 

affinity with Aramaic, Latin, and Syriac translations of Isa 51:7; Ezek 5:15; and Zeph 

2:8. The masculine form ( ףודג ) is found in Isa 43:28 and Zeph 2:8. In Zeph 2:8, Yhwh 

hears of “the reproach ( הפרח ) of Moab and the ףודג  (pl.) of the sons of Ammon,” as they 

afflict his people, which god exhibits as the indictment that justifies their cosmological 

 

724 For translations of the Aramaic as “boast,” see: Ahuva Ho, The Targum of Zephaniah: Manuscripts and Commentary, SAIS 7 
(Leiden: Brill, 2009), 281. Ezek 5:15 is an infv, which Levy translates as “boasting.” Samson H. Levy, Targum of Ezekiel: Translated, 
with a Critical Introduction, Apparatus, and Notes, ArBib 13 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1987), 30. Smith translates as: “blasphemy, 
reviling,” CSD, “ F:ܽܳܦܕ , F:ܽܳܕHܳ) ,” 63. 

725 TJ ְןידִוּסיחִל : “shame, revilement,” DTT, “ אדּסְחׅ ,”i488; V and VCl internicionem: “a massacre, general slaughter, carnage, utter 
destruction, extermination,” HLD, “internĕcĭo (-nĭcĭo),” 982; 𝔖 and 𝔖a IJ/*) : “a curse; anathema; excommunication, death,” CSD, 
“ $%&' ,” 158. 

726 For lexical definitions, see: κονδυλισμοὺς, “striking with the fist, maltreatment,” LSJ, “κονδῠλισμός,” 977; φαυλισμῷ, 
“disparagement, contempt,” LSJ, “φαυλισμα,” 1919; δηλαϊστὴ, “wretched, sorry, paltry,” LSJ, “δείλαιος,” 373; and ἀπολέσαι (aor., 
act., infv), meaning, “destroy utterly, kill… also of things, demolish, lay waste,” LSJ, “ἀπόλλῡμι,” 207. 

727 See: αναθεμα (“anything devoted to evil, an accursed thing,” LSJ, “ἀνάθεμα,” 104); ὀνειδισμόν (“reproach… calumny,” LSJ, 
“ὀνειδισμός,” 1230); and βλασφημιας (“speak profanely of sacred things,… slander,… blaspheme,” LSJ, “βλασφημέω,” 317–8). 
Ziegler14, 285. 

728 The masculine form is translated as: “defamation, abuse,” HALOT, “ ףוּדּגִּ ,” 178; “revilings, reviling words,” BDB, “ םיפִוּדּגִּ ,” 
154; “reproaches,” Ges., “ ףוּדּגִּ ,” 158. For “taunts,” see: Koole, Isaiah: III/1, 351. For “scorn,” see: Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 211. For 
“blasphemy,” see: Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 139–40. For “contumely,” see:  Paul Haupt, Isaiah, trans. by T. K. Cheyne (New York: 
Dodd, Mead & Co., 1898),74. 
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proscription.729 The feminine form, הפודג , is found in Isa 51:7 and Ezek 5:15.730 In Isa 

51:7, we find the phrase םתפדגמו שונא פרח  (“reproach of men, and their הפודג ”), 

emphasizing what the sons of Abraham should not fear from others.731 In Ezek 5:15 the 

phrase הפודגו הפרח  (“a reproach and a הפודג ”) identifies the substance of what Jerusalem 

will become, which is often rendered synonymously. The translations favor הפרח  as 

“reproach,” with the latter as “revilement,” “object of scorn,” “taunt,” or “derision”—all 

variations on the theme of revilement.732 By reason of semantic transference, ףודג  is 

presumed a synonym of הפרח . This is not the most reasonable conclusion for Isa 43:28. 

In Ezek 5:15, Yhwh is the explicit agent that delivers ( ןתנ ) Jerusalem to הפודג  in 

judgment. The type of judgment is utter, terrible; filled with famine, pestilence, 

bloodshed, sword, and loss of children in vv. 13–17. Notably, the nations regarding 

Jerusalem as הפודג  are described as neither just nor unjust. In Zeph 2:8, the unjust ףודג  by 

the Ammonites will result in the (utter) destruction of Ammon and its people in vv. 9–11. 

In v. 9, the text stresses that the sons of Ammon will become like Gomorrah, which harks 

back to their cosmic obliteration.733 The remnant of god, that is, the sons of Israel who 

are regarded as ףודג , will plunder and inherit the people and the land of Ammon in v. 9. 

The unjust act of ףודג  by others results in their (utter) destruction, equivalent to the 

 

729 Other translations include: “taunting… boasting,” Michael H. Floyd, Minor Prophets: Part 2, FOTL 22 (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2000), 222; “the insults… and the taunts,” Kenneth L. Barker and Waylon Bailey, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, 
NAC 20 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1999), 458; “reproach… and the revilings,” John M. P. Smith, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on Micah, Zephaniah and Nahum, ICC (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1911; repr. 1985), 225. 

730 For feminine form, see: “abuse,” HALOT, “ הפָוּדּגִּ ,” 178; “taunt,” BDB, “ הפָוּדגְּ ,” 154. 
731 Cf. Isa 51:2. Other translations include: “human reproach… their taunting,” Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 2:232; 

“reproach of men… their insults,” Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 388; “reproach of humans… their revilings,” Oswalt, Isaiah 40–66, 332. 
732 See: “a reproach and a revilement,” Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 101; “a reproach and an object of scorn,” Walther Zimmerli, 

Ezekiel: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, Chapters 1–24, trans. Ronald E. Clements, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1979), 153; “a reproach and a taunt,” Lamar E. Cooper, Ezekiel, NAC 17 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1994), 99; “dem 
Bann... den Schmähungen,” Berges, Jesaja 40–48, 290; “an object of mockery and derision,” Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 206. For a solid 
semantic study of הפרח , see: Aitken, Semantics, 178–86. 

733 Cf. Gen 19:23–28. 
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adjudged destruction of Gomorrah. In Isa 51:7–8 destruction is still in view, even though 

the visual descriptions are subdued. Despite this destruction, god’s people are 

commanded to not fear the הפודג  from other people. In v. 8a–b their destruction is 

conveyed through two similes: “For, like the garment, a moth will eat them; and like the 

wool, a grub will eat them.”734 Those who engage in illicit הפודג  against Jerusalem will be 

destroyed like the garment and the wool—items indispensable for life. The reader 

understands that the enemies of Israel will be consumed to the point that they are no 

longer fit for utility or purpose; they are fit only for rejection and destruction. We find a 

similar theme in 1QS 4:11. In this passage the word describes a negative feature of the 

tongue, םיפודג ןושלו   (“and a ףודג  (pl.) tongue”).735 This is the fifteenth of a total of 

nineteen negative ascriptions applied to the wicked in 1QS 4:9–11.736 The end of one so 

described is (utter) destruction.737 One who engages in ףודג  is adjudicated to abject, 

punitive ruination.  

These insights are relevant for Isa 43:28b. First, no alleged parallel exists with 

terms akin to reproach ( הפרח ) in this unit. Second, the pericope contains no third-party 

agency in the text (i.e., a foreign nation). Although Yhwh delivers Israel to ףודג , he is not 

portrayed as party to deriding or taunting behavior, but as the divine judge.738 Third, 

 

734 The clauses contain two words indicating a kind of insect: שע  and סס . The second word סס  is a hapax, with translations: 
“moth,” BDB, “ ססָ֑ ,” 703; “grub,” Goldingay and Payne, Isaiah 40–55, 2:233.  

735 For “blasphemous tongue,” Florentino G. Martínez and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls: Study Edition 
(Translations), 2 vols. (Leiden: Brill, 1997–1998), 1:78. 

736 The phrase תפרחו חצנ תועזל  (“for trembling terror and reproach”) is found at the end of in 1QS 4:12. This phrase does is not a 
constituent of the nineteen ascriptions. Instead, it is part of the consequence for such people. See: “for permanent terror and shame,” 
Martínez and Tigchelaar, Dead Sea Scrolls, 1:78. 

737 The unit is often explained as the Two Spirits Treatise within the 1QRule of the Community. Hempel explains, 1QS 4:11b–14 
offers “a description of the judgment on those who follow the spirit of injustice who are consigned to a fate in the fiery depths meted 
out by God with the help of angels of destruction.” Charlotte Hempel, The Community Rules from Qumran: A Commentary, TSAJ 183 
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2020), 118.  

738 Cf. Ezek 5:15. Contra Goldingay, who asserts Yhwh is engaged in the act of taunting. Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 191. 
His reasoning is based on Isa 36 and 37 and the verb ףרח  (“reproach”) occurs four times in Isaiah (37:4, 17, 23, 24). In each instance 
Assyria is charged with illicit and reproachful behavior. Goldingay ignores the two occurrences of ףדג  in Isa 37:6 and 23, which also 
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absolute destruction is in pristine focus for this unit as in all other passages. In this case, 

ףודג  is paralleled by םרחל  (“[utter] destruction”). Finally, the context in every text is 

jurisprudence, whether illicit (Zeph 2:8; Isa 51:7–8; 1QS4:11), or licit (Ezek 5:15; Isa 

43:28). In the absence of a synonymous parallel with הפרח  (“reproach”) and other parties 

performing ףודג  against Israel, the figurative translation of “reviling” is too abstract.739 A 

figurative understanding of this word in context mistakes a concrete meaning for a 

psychological behavior, which, as Goldingay observes, is anticlimactic.740 Instead, Isaiah 

43:28b warrants a concrete and substantival translation.  

Given the context of Isa 43:22–28, the celestial annulment ( ללח ) of all consecrate 

authorities ( שדק ירש ), and the parallel deliverance of Jacob-Israel “to the (utter) 

destruction” ( םרחל ), and םיפודגל , the passage suggests the idea of deliverance to an 

accursed proscription. This is supported by the 𝔖, 𝔖a, Chrysostom (as identified in 

Ziegler’s variants of the 𝔊), with secondary support from V, VCl, and the 𝔊.741 The 

translation of ףודג  as “anathema” remains suggestive rather than conclusive.742 Both םרח  

and ףודג  emphasize two spheres of adjudicated proscription—as the concrete forms by 

which annulment is manifested. Both are pluractionally enforced by the annulment of ללח  

 

serve to accuse Assyria. God is not the author of the verb in Isaiah; he is not the one engaging in verbal behavior of ףדג . Instead god is 
effectually pronouncing and enforcing a pluractionally adjudicated condition.  

739 For the figurative sense, “reviling,” see: Gerhard Wallis, “ ףדַגָּ ,” TDOT 2:416–8 (417). 
740 This is perhaps the problem Goldingay wrestled with when he described the translation of “taunts” as “an anticlimactic 

parallel to v. 28bα as well as an anticlimactic ending for the section.” Goldingay, “Isaiah 43, 22–28,” 191. 
741 Ziegler14, 285. 
742 Anathema is defined, “anything accursed, or consigned to damnation.” OED, “Anathema,” 1:308. The translation could also 

derive from the Arabic, as in “for the cutting off,” The Arabic َفََدج  (jadafa) means “to throw, cast, cut off,” and the Mandean (gadafa) 
means “to throw (stones, accusations).” Wallis, “ ףדַגָּ ,” TDOT 2:416–7 (cf. Tim Powell, “ ףדַגָּ ,” NIDOTTE 1:828–30 (828). Thus, a more 
physical notion may be involved. More research is needed to confirm this translation. In particular, a future study must evaluate all 
semantic root occurrences of ףדג ,i הפרח , and םרח . The translation of anathema is common for the 𝔊 of םרח . However, in this case the 
translation appears better suited for ףודג . For ἀνάθεμα as translation of םרח  in the 𝔊, see: Lev 27:28; Deut 13:17; 20:17; Josh 6:17, 18; 
7:1, 11, 12, 13; 22:20; 1 Chron 2:7; Zech 14:11. Future research must consider scribal errors, mistaken vocalization, eisegesis in 
translation, diachronic shifts, and the possibility of a second homonym for ףודג . 
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in the piel and the ןתנ  (“deliverance”) of Jacob-Israel to their enduring, unredeemable 

condition in judgment.  

9.3. Emancipation from Punishment 

The second stanza resolves the unresolvable as presented in the first and third 

stanzas. The illeistic statement אוה יכנא יכנא  (“I, I—even he”) in v. 25a is paralleled with 

ינעמל  (“for my own sake”) in v. 25b. The theme is pardon and exculpation resulting in 

heavenly installation. The two lines are fronted with illeistic reflective pronouns in 

parallel followed by a chiastic interplay of verb and object. The parallelism and 

typological structures are modeled as follows:  

25a O-V-SC-S-S ךיעשפ      החמ   אוה יכנא יכנא  I, I—even he—blots out your 
transgressions;  

    
25b V-O-S רכזא אל ךיתאטחו            ינעמל  for my own sake, even your sins I 

unremember. 
 

The twofold adjudged declaration is the appropriate response for Jacob-Israel’s 

cultic usurpation and attempted cosmic insurrection. Only god can realign cosmic order, 

and he does so by blotting out and unremembering the very objects his cultic and juridic 

protocols were designed to appease.743 These protocols are identified in the first stanza as 

 

743 The word החמ  (“blot out”) in v. 25a is jurisprudential, which according to BDB is equivalent to “obliterate from the memory.” 
BDB, “ החָמָ ,” 562. The qal partcp., absolute conveys a fientive sense, indicating stative, durative, and unrelenting action. Its translation 
is challenging given the heavy fronting of subjects and subject complement. For the active, fientive sense, see IBHS, 613 and 616. 
Davidson explains the partc., as nomen agentis, which “partakes of the nature both of the noun (adj.) and the verb.” Andrew B. 
Davidson, Introductory Hebrew Grammar: Hebrew Syntax (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1894), 130. The majority of commentators render 
the partc. as a relative clause. See: Hrobon, Ethical Dimension, 150; Goldingay, Message, 222. Such translations regard the first clause 
as a nominal clause requiring an existential verb. But if the fronted pronouns are illeistic then the necessity for an existential verb is 
eliminated along with the relative preposition. In the context of a cosmic legal register, החמ  emphasizes the blotting out or wiping 
away to the point it is no longer remotely visible on the hypothetical scroll or stone. Alonso-Schökel writes, “In these cases 
eradication occurs either explicitly or implicitly.” Luis Alonso-Schökel, “ החָמָ ,” TDOT 8:227–31 (229). We find such an idea in Deut 
29:19, where החמ  conveys the idea of eradication from the celestial book. For a survey of bookkeeping in the heavens, see: Shalom M. 
Paul, “Heavenly Tablets and the Book of Life,” JANES 5 (1973) 345–53. In Exod 32:31–35 Moses pleads with god on behalf of the 
people’s sin. He asks god to forgive their sin or החמ  “blot out” Moses’ own name from god’s book. God responds by saying he will 

החמ  whoever sins against him. The word החמ  is a strong word conveying a juridic response to punish the sin against god. Blotting out 
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burnt offerings, sacrifices, manna, frankincense, aromatic cane, and sacrificial fat in vv. 

22–24. All were designed by god as the means of absolution for Jacob-Israel’s sins in v. 

25b. God provided priests, prophets, kings, and judges for the preservation of Jacob-

Israel’s consecration.744 Torah was thus the sanctioned measure by which the practice of 

jurisprudence was constitutionalized and adjudicated. Since Jacob-Israel’s counter-

hegemonic insurrection was against god and his Torah, as prosecuted in vv. 26–27, 

compensatory and condemnatory punitive measures remain adjudged in v. 28. God, by 

his act of pardon, blotted out Jacob-Israel’s record of Torah transgressions in v. 25a.  

The just remedy for cosmological annulment and proscription is a formal issuance 

of pardon and exculpation by Yhwh, the great judge. The merits cannot be grounded in 

the defendant’s plea or demurral, as all possibility of such claims was rendered moot in v. 

27. Similar to modern presidential pardons, all merit comes from Yhwh in his divinity 

and enthronement as king and judge. He absolves the convicted on the archetype of his 

own illeistic meritocracy: אוה יכנא  יכנא   (“I, I—even he”) and ינעמל  (“for my own sake”).745  

With this understanding, we see that the pericope’s chiastic center (v. 25) 

performs a twofold juridic function: to cultically accuse and abjure in vv. 22–24, and to 

 

is equated with physical death, as the case of the golden calf illustrates (cf. Gen 6:7; 7:4, 23; Exod 17:14; 32:32–33; Num 5:23; Deut 
9:14; 25:6, 19; 29:19, etc.). The word is more than figurative and metaphorical; it is concrete and epistemological. 

From a parallel perspective with רכז־אל , the implications become more pronounced. Using Kugel’s model of “A is so, and what’s 
more, B is so,” we can observe the retrospective and prospective elements converge with “an emphatic character” in v. 25b. James L. 
Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: Parallelism and Its History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 8. Scheuer observes the 
active partc. for החמ  in parallel with רכז , “implies that not only the sins of the past, but also the sins of the present are being wiped 
away.” Scheuer, Return of YHWH, 37. This supports the temporal deictic view of the perfected aspect. Translating רכז־אל  as “do not 
remember” does not convey the emphatic character. It adds an existential verb, thereby changing the syntax. In v. 25a the word החמ  
expresses a blotting out to the point of eradication. It makes sense to render רכז־אל  in v. 25b by the word “unremember.” To 
“unremember” is more epistemologically final than “does not remember.” Even BDB identifies the negative form as “be not 
remembered = no longer exist”. BDB, “ רכַזָ ,” BDB, 269–71 (270). Cf. Jer 11:19; Ezek 21:37; 25:10. To unremember is to eliminate 
even the utmost possibility of accidental, whimsical, or intentional recollection. This does not insinuate the violations are existentially 
eradicated from history. Rather, the objects of החמ  and רכז־אל  become pardoned, being never again submittable as incriminating 
exhibits in the divine court. 

744 For discussion on these offices and preservation, with a particular focus on kingship, see: Unche Anizor, Kings and Priests: 
Scripture’s Theological Account of Its Readers (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2014), 57–9. For a helpful chart depicting divine 
mediation by general type and office, see: Jonathan Burnside, God, Justice, and Society: Aspects of Law and Legality in the Bible 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 132.   

745 Berges explains that god does not rely on any judicial standing but on the merits of his own being. Berges, Jesaja 40–48, 311. 
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judicially arraign and abrogate in vv. 26–28. Verses 22–23b, 24a–b, and 26–27 represent 

the accusations and exhibits of synecdochic counter-hegemony. Verses 23c–d, 24c–d, 

and 28 denote the cosmological focus (i.e., the cosmic setting where all events are 

directed, and where god speaks, judges, and pardons). In v. 25 Yhwh illeistically reports 

the absolution of all past and present crimes, which signals Jacob-Israel’s heavenly 

prolepsis—all former violations, verdicts, and punitive dispossessions are henceforth 

rendered nugatory. The inexpiable is expiated. The link between stanzas is modeled as 

follows: 

  A)     Jacob-Israel’s Insurrection by Cult               
(43:22–24) 

 

               Cultic Usurpation (43:22–23b; 24a–b)  
               Cosmic Rejection (43:23c–d; 24c–d)  
 
 

 
 

         B)         Yhwh’s Illeistic Absolution/Cosmic 
Prolepsis (43:25) 

 
 

  A’)   Jacob-Israel’s Insurrection by Torah             
(43:26–28) 

 

               Torah Adjudication (43:26–27)  
               Cosmic Ejection (43:28)  

 

The comprehensive insurrection of cult and Torah by Jacob-Israel is pardoned and 

expiated by Yhwh to such a degree that their transgression and sin are wiped clean of any 

and all adjudicatory disputation.746 In other words, god’s judgment of annulment ( ללח ) in 

v. 28 is in turn effectively blotted out and unremembered in v. 28. Jacob-Israel’s 

judgment and punitive condition is resolved in full; they are emancipated and reinstated 

 

746 The temporal deictic is aspectually gnomic—a truth claim rather than an indication of when. The 𝔊 translates רכזא אל   as καὶ 
οὐ µὴ µνησθήσοµαι (“and I will not remember”); V and VCl as non recordabor (“I will not record”). Both are future passive 
indicative. 
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into the beatific blessing with god.747 God refers to the standing of the pardoned and 

expiated as a completed, proleptic instantiation, even though it remains yet to be 

consummated.748 In effect, the verdict of annulment ( ללח ) becomes annulled by the 

adjudged act of pardon and exculpation on the illeistic meritocracy of god himself and for 

his good pleasure.  

9.4. Summary 

Isaiah 43:22–28 presents a report of pardon, and the expiation of the inexpiable. 

The text demonstrates that god is the just agent of ללח  (“annul”), and the only pardoner of 

ללח . This is adjudicated via two jurisprudential mechanisms: the blotting out of 

transgressions, and the unremembrance of sins (v. 25). These acts of justice, similar to 

contemporary presidential pardons, exculpate the insurrectionists of all charges. None of 

the above insinuates a change in one’s state of being—whether of Yhwh or Jacob-Israel. 

The former is conceived as the enthroned one who exacts justice according to the 

standard of illeistic meritocracy. The latter is explained as the adjudicated insurrectionists 

who are declared the blessed recipients of celestial pardon. God’s act of blotting out and 

unremembering results in their proleptic change of juridic standing. On the grounds of 

Yhwh’s unmitigated pardon, the adjudged and annulled become the consecrate.749  

The pericope fits the contexts of orality in dramatic speech, divine sanction from 

the seat of justice in v. 25, and the comprehensive theme of jurisprudential Torah. 

 

747 Here we must note the difference between affected object and effected object. An affected object is acted upon by the verb, 
while an effected object is produced or transmuted in correspondence to the dictates of the verb in question. See: Bernard M. 
Levinson, “The Right Chorale:” Studies in Biblical Law and Interpretation (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2011), 99. 

748 For prolepsis in relation to effected object, see: Levinson, “The Right Chorale”, 103–4. See also: Viberg’s reasoning for 
proleptic title preceding consummation. Viberg, Symbols of Law, 84. 

749 Cf. Isa 44:1–5.  
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Nothing in Isaiah 43:22–28, or in the larger structure of Isa 40–48, pertaining to our 

words in question, conveys a change to one’s state of being. God is ascribed as 

consecrate ( שודק ) in ten occurrences in chapters 40–48 (Isa 40:25; 41:14, 16, 20; 43:3, 14, 

15; 45:11; 47:4; and 48:17), some of which are self-ascribed (cf. Isa 40:25; 43:3, 15). 

God is also self-described as the agent of punitive annulment (piel of ללח ) of the 

consecrate heads (Isa 43:28), the agent of annulment (piel of ללח ) of god’s people—his 

heritage (Isa 47:6), and one who delimits the resultative/adjectival annulment (niphal of 

ללח ) of his name as an ontological impossibility (Isa 48:11), though it may be unjustly 

annulled (cf. Ezek 36:21–22).750 We can observe that god, as jurisprudentially consecrate, 

does not permit himself to be annulled of standing; rather, he remains consecrate, 

denoting right, standing, and just authority. However, the consecrate heads (Isa 43:28), 

and we can add to this his people/heritage (Isa 47:6), are annulled of juridic standing by 

god as an act of binding yet temporal precedent. None of these verses and contexts in 

Isaiah demonstrate an ontological change; for in Isa 43:25 god blots out and 

unremembers their sins and transgressions—similar to a pardon; and the penal end of Isa 

47:6 is joyful redemption in Isa 48:17–22. 

Similar to Ps 89, Isa 43:22–28 (and the larger picture of Isa 40–48) shows no 

indication of the sacred and profane construct identified in chapter 1—there is no 

transference from one state of being to another. Instead, the epistemology of 

jurisprudence is in view, which agrees with god’s ontology and Jacob-Israel’s ontology. 

The reader understands that god’s adjudged annulment of Jacob-Israel is effected, 

 

750 See also Isa 48:2 for the consecrate ( שדק ) city. The idea of god’s being is involved in this statement. Whether it refers 
specifically to his name, as many purpose (cf. Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 40–55, 285; Oswalt, Isaiah 40–66, 265), the point is that god 
himself cannot be justly annulled (cf. Smith’s reflective translation in Smith, Isaiah 40–66, 315). For discussion on jurisprudence and 
injustice, see chapter 10.3.  
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aspectually perfected, and ongoing, though it is proleptically forgiven and blotted out in 

v. 25. There is no ontological binary, either of god or of Jacob-Israel; for judgment does 

not transfer the judge into a different state of being, just as it does not transfer the 

adjudged into a different state of being. As in Psalm 89, the occurrences of שדק  and ללח  in 

Isa 43:22–28 cohere with the homogeneity of being and action and the epistemology of 

jurisprudential Torah.  
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10. Reconsidering God 

The case studies demonstrate that god’s employment of ללח  (“annul”) does not 

contradict his שדק  (“consecrate”) standing. By adjusting our mode of thought away from 

states of being to jurisprudence, the concept passes the tests of context, continuity, 

validity, and soundness, revealing no logical contradiction. This warrants the preliminary 

conclusion: the sacred and profane construct, representing antithetical states of being, 

does not exist in the Hebrew Bible with particular reference to god and the piel of ללח . 

The translation of ללח  to the Latin profanus cannot be supported in the examined texts. 

And if the transliteration of “profane” is invalidated, then so is the idea of the holy/sacred 

as its opposite. A better solution is to abandon the sacred and profane construct and 

replace the semantics of שדק  and לח/ללח  with “consecrate” and “null/annul,” indicative of 

the epistemological categories of jurisprudential Torah. Before making further assertions, 

the study will examine god through the biblical lens of שדק  and ללח . Rather than retaining 

the ideas of the sanctifying god and the profaning god, each section will apply the 

meanings proposed in the foregoing sections of this study. God will be evaluated as the 

effectually-consecrating god and the annulling god by the epistemology of jurisprudence. 

10.1. The Consecrating ( שדק ) God 

The task of separating the discourse of being and action from semantics requires 

attending to various axiological and ontological assertions. The שדק  (“consecrate”) does 

not, on its own, lexically denote value, ascriptions, and accolades. Such axiological 

claims are not semantically determinative, even though they may be attendant, 

consequential, or contextual considerations. Axiological assertions are illustrated by the 
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numerous explanations provided by scholars of the consecrate ( שדק ) who identify the 

holy with respect to god’s alleged state of being. The holy is regarded as “a mysterious 

quality”; the “attribute of attributes,” the expression “of His transcendent divinity”; “a 

synonym for his deity”; the reference to “his unspeakable nature,” god’s “quintessential 

characteristic … [that] imbues all aspects of his being and presence”; and “that 

characteristic of ineffability possessed only by God.”751 Andrew B. Davidson writes, 

“‘Holy,’ therefore, was not primarily an epithet for ‘god’ or ‘the gods’; it expressed the 

idea of god or the gods in itself.”752 Such reckonings encouraged many to regard the holy 

as otherness, a fact receiving continued support in biblical studies, including Thomas 

Staubli, Milgrom, Schwartz, L’Hour, and Mitchell G. Reddish.753 If holy is a supposit of 

god, and god is other, then the holy is a “state of being” that is other, with Yhwh (the 

emblematic other) as its archetype.754 And if the holy is a state of being, then the profane 

is the state opposite to the holy. Both are curiously regarded as states, where correct ritual 

may potentially restore one from the profane state.755 Such explanations preclude god 

from bearing the slightest hint of the profane in his being and actions. This is curious.  

 

751 For “mysterious quality,” see: Levine, Leviticus, 256. For “attribute of attributes,” see: Arthur W. Pink, The Attributes of God, 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 2006), 52. For “His transcendent divinity,” see: Schwartz, “Holiness,” 48. For “a synonym for His 
deity,” see: Robert C. Sproul, The Holiness of God, (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House, 1985), 38. For “his unspeakable nature,” see: 
Joosten, People and Land, 123. For “quintessential characteristic… [that] imbues all aspects of his being and presence,” see: Olyan, 
Rites and Rank, 17. For “that characteristic of ineffability possessed only by God”, see: Gammie, Holiness, 195. Wells explains the 
phrase, “‘I am Yhwh’ becomes tantamount to saying ‘I am holy,’” in Lev 20:7. Wells, God’s Holy People, 82. 

752 Andrew B. Davidson, The Theology of the Old Testament, ed. Stewart D. F. Salmond (New York: Scribner’s Sons, 1904), 
151. Farnell states, “wherever theistic belief has prevailed, holiness has belonged to the essence of the idea.” Lewis R. Farnell, The 
Attributes of God: The Gifford Lectures (London: Oxford University Press, 1925), 186. 

753 Staubli, Levitikus Numeri, 94; Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1606; Schwartz, “Holiness,” 48; L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. 
Partie II,” 38; Mitchell G. Reddish, “Holy One,” ABD 3:258. 

754 Michael C. Mckeever, “Sacred,” NIDB 5:18.  
755 Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3: 247. For rite of passage, see: Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 538; Eyal Regev, “Reconstructing 

Qumranic and Rabbinic Worldviews: Dynamic Holiness vs. Static Holiness,” in Rabbinic Perspectives: Rabbinic Literature and the 
Dead Sea Scrolls. Proceedings of the Eighth International Symposium of the Orion Center for the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls and 
Associated Literature, 7–9 January, 2003, eds. Steven D. Fraade, Aharon Shemesh and Ruth A. Clements, STDJ 62 (Leiden: Brill, 
2006), 87–112 (98). See Boorer’s citation of Exod 29:44 as representative of transference from the profane sphere to the divine. 
Suzanne Boorer, The Vision of the Priestly Narrative: Its Genre and Hermeneutics of Time, AIL 27 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2015), 349. 
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God is both consecrate and the one who effectually-consecrates. He is the 

consecrate one par excellence, as understood by consensus.756 The root שדק  

(“consecrate”) occurs over 850 times in the Hebrew Bible and is attributed to god in 

numerous locations.757 God is also the explicit agent of שדק  in the piel in several 

passages, including Gen 2:3; Exod 20:11; 29:44 (x2); Jer 22:7; Ezek 36:23; and 37:28. 

We will consider the verbs in the piel before turning to a small selection of nominals (Isa 

6:3; Lev 11:44, 19:2). 

The objects of god’s effectual consecration in the piel are the seventh day (Gen 

2:3); the sabbath day (Exod 20:11); his own great name (Ezek 36:23); and Israel (Ezek 

37:28).758 In addition, we find a unique bracketing of שדק  in the piel perfect and 

imperfect in Exod 29:44, which reads: “And I effectually-consecrate ( יתשדקו ) the tent of 

meeting, and the altar; and Aaron and his sons I will effectually-consecrate ( שדקא ) to 

priesthood for myself.”759 This passage emphasizes the effected standing of four objects 

(the tent of meeting, the altar, Aaron, and his sons). Finally, in one occurrence god 

effectually-consecrates the conquering opponents of the house of the king of Judah: the 

“destroyers—man and his weapon” (Jer 22:7).760 We can summarize these occurrences 

by category. God effectually-consecrates time (the seventh day, and the sabbath day); 

objects (the tent of meeting, the altar, and weapons); people (Aaron, his sons, Israel, and 

 

756 Lipka uses this term to explain god’s state of being holy. Lipka, “Profaning the Body,” 90.  
757 Cf. Exod 15:11; Lev 11:44–45; 19:2; 21:8; Isa 6:3; 43:3; 48:17; 55:8; and Hos 11:9. See: Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:237. 
758 Ezek 37:28 is a piel participle. For other occurrences where god is the agent of the piel and Israel is the object. Cf. Exod 

31:13; Lev 20:8; 21:8, 15, 23: 22:9, 16, 32; Ezek 20:12). 
759 Ryder translates “I will consecrate … and I will also consecrate.” Julia Ryder, Centralizing the Cult: The Holiness Legislation 

in Leviticus 17–26, FAT 134 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2019), 361.  
760 The verb is a piel, perf, 1s. For שדק  as “consecrate,” see: Jacob Neusner, Jeremiah in Talmud and Midrash: A Source Book, 

SiJ (New York: University Press of America, 2006), 19. For “will set apart,” see: William McKane, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on Jeremiah, ICC (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1986), 518. For “will prepare,” see: Daniel Bodi, The Book of Ezekiel and the 
Poem of Erra, OBO 104 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991), 97. For “will send,” see: F. B. Huey Jr., Jeremiah, 
Lamentations, NAC 16 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1993), 203.  
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the destroyers); and himself (his name). Each of these piel occurrences is prototypically 

transitive, making the object effectually and saliently consecrate.761 The piel points to the 

verb’s imputational force by which the object becomes constitutionally defined by the 

verb’s stipulations.762 Whatever god consecrates in the piel becomes adjudged as 

effectually-consecrate in standing.763 

We also find god as the object of the piel for effectual consecration in one 

occurrence. In Deut 32:51 we read of Yhwh confronting Moses by declaring: ־אל

יתוא םתשדק  (“you (pl.) did not effectually-consecrate me”) in the midst of the sons of 

Israel.764 The verse speaks to what should have been accomplished, the dereliction of 

which is adjudged recriminate. Moses’s failure to effectually-consecrate god resulted in 

punishment by not being permitted to enter the promised land, and death. God is 

therefore the would-be object of effectual consecration. By logical inference we reason 

that god expected to be effectually-consecrated by Moses, demonstrating that god is 

effectually-consecrateable by others.765  

As we turn to the nominals we are faced with the exemplary Trisagion of Isa 6:3b: 

תואבצ הוהי  שודק  שודק  שודק   (“Consecrate, consecrate, consecrate—Yhwh of hosts”).766 The 

 

761 See also: Daniel C. Timmer, Creation, Tabernacle, and Sabbath: The Sabbath Frame of Exodus 31:12–17; 35:1–3 in 
Exegetical and Theological Perspective, FRLANT 227 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2009), 73.  

762 Naudé describes god’s piel acts of שדק  as factitive, as in “to set in a state of holiness.” Naudé, “Holiness,” 182. 
763 Added to this are the N-stem passives of שדק , where the verb acts on god—the subject (Lev 10:3; 22:32; Ezek 20:41; 28:22, 

25; 39:27). 
764 Translations vary from: “acted treacherously,” Richard J. Thompson, Terror of the Radiance: Aššur Covenant to Yhwh 

Covenant, OBO 258 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013), 9; “you did not sanctify me,” Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 345; “you 
did not uphold my holiness,” Richard E. Averbeck, “ םשָׁאָ  (ʾāšām),” NIDOTTE 1:557–66 (560); “for failing to uphold My sanctity,” 
Knohl, Sanctuary, 96; “you have failed to sanctify me,” Meir Sternberg, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative: Ideological Literature and 
the Drama of Reading, ISBL (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1987), 107. Also, for an “estimative meaning ‘to consider 
holy’,” see: Müller, “ שׁדק  qdš holy,” TLOT 1105. The verbs plural suffix indicates all Israel. Although god is addressing Moses for his 
lack of consecration, all Israel are understood as participants. 

765 There is no text where god is the explicit object of the piel for שדק  in the Hebrew Bible. 
766 For explanation on the trisagion, see: Costecalde, “Sacré,” DBSup 10:1410–15; L’Hour, “L’Impur et le Saint. Partie II,” 36–8. 

For other threefold constructions, see: Jer 7:4; 22:29; Ezek 21:32. For discussion on the implications of this triplet, see: David J. 
Reimer, “On Triplets in a Trio of Prophets,” in Let us Go up to Zion: Essays in Honour of H. G. M. Williamson on the Occasion of his 
Sixty-Fifth Birthday, eds. Iain Provan and Mark J. Boda, VTSup 153 (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 203–18 (esp. 213–5).  
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fronted trifold subject complement introduces the name of god and the epithet of his just 

authority. The seraphim herald the enthroned god in heaven while serving within god’s 

presence.767 Even though the vision is theophanic, the pronouncement is one of juridic 

significance. God is the consummate consecrate one entailing justice and standing, and 

possessing full privileges commensurate with juridic authority. This is supported by the 

vision of enthronement and themes of judgment throughout the book of Isaiah. The 

seraphim are not issuing a declaration concerning god’s state of being, but a proclamation 

apropos to god’s just standing and privilege over and above all hosts.768 This theme is 

expounded throughout Isaiah by the litany of god’s exacted judgments.769  

Two additional texts are relevant for our purposes. In Lev 11:44a, we read that the 

people are declared consecrate as a present reality in correspondence with god’s 

consecrate standing. “For I—Yhwh your (pl.) god—am; now become (pl.) consecrate 

( םתשדקתהו ) and be (pl.) consecrate ( םישדק ); for consecrate ( שודק )—I am.”770 While 

Milgrom regards only the priests as שדק  at this stage in the Levitical narrative, it is not so 

straightforward.771 Benton’s study on aspect is insightful. He explains that the hithpael of 

שדק  (“consecrate”) followed by the qal of היה  (“be”) plus the adjective שודק  

(“consecrate”) indicates “become X and so be X”—emphasizing “process and final 

state.”772 This does not imply a final state of being. Instead, the text indicates an ongoing 

 

767 For the significance of seraphim, see: Tryggve N. D. Mettinger, “Seraphim,” DDD 742–4.  
768 It is noteworthy that Isaiah’s response in v. 5 focuses on what he theophanically and ontologically saw, not what he heard the 

seraphim proclaim. 
769 While one may be inclined to identify state of being, such a concept must not usurp the lexical meaning or the jurisprudential 

context. God’s ontology is separate from the lexeme; though the lexeme serves as one of many supposits for god’s being. 
770 The verb היה  is a qal perf. emphasizing the present condition. Hieke’s translation emphasizes the verbs sollt (“should be”) and 

warden (“become”): “Denn ich (bin) JHWH, euer Gott, ihr aber sollt euch heiligen und heilig werden, denn ich (bin) heilig.” Hieke, 
Levitikus: 1–15, 429.  

771 Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 687–8. 
772 Benton, “Niphal and Hitpael,” 277–8. 
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juridic standing as consecrate, as in become consecrate and so be/remain consecrate. 

Importantly, the verbal aspect does not demand or allude to a future tense or subjunctive 

mood in translation. Instead it reflects the present, stative condition of becoming, which 

endures as a verbal-adjective.773 This helps our understanding of the hithpael and qal in 

context as a present requisite reality, as in becoming consecrate and so being/remaining 

consecrate. The continuing act of becoming consecrate results in a continued affirmation 

of one’s standing from a juridic perspective; the act is thus equal to the nominal’s ( שודק ) 

substantive condition.774 The context confirms that all Israel, not just the priests, are 

charged with the perennial directive to actively maintain their present consecrate 

standing.775  

In Lev 19:2c, we read: “Consecrate ( םישדק ) you (pl.) should be, for consecrate 

( שודק ), I—Yhwh your (pl.) god—am.”776 The obligatory duty to be שדק , according to 

Milgrom, “unambiguously” applies to all Israelites.777 The context of Lev 11:44a, and the 

fact that the entire congregation of Israel is present in Lev 11:2, raises doubts on future 

tense or subjunctive mood for Lev 19:2c.778 While the jussive of היה  (“be”) is a notional 

mood containing “an element of will,” it is important “to distinguish between jussive 

 

773 Insights from verbal-adjective (or permansive) studies are helpful. Davidson explains, “The permansive represents a condition 
as enduring, or, if the reference be to action, it represents the action as the characteristic state of the one who exercises it. … The 
Permansive… is thoroughly indifferent to completeness or incompleteness; it represents an action as enduring.” Richard Davidson, 
“The Semitic Permansive-Perfect” (PhD thesis, University of Toronto, 1902), 5. 

774 Macina notes the consecration of Exod 29:43–44 indicates Israel, in its entirety, is holy. Macina, Lord’s Service, 156. In 
addition, the theme of eighth day atonement bears strong correlation with present consecratedness from Lev 9–27. See: Ruwe, 
“Structure,” 66–7. 

775 The command is denoted in Lev 11:2. 
776 The clause in v. 19c has been called “the thesis” and “motto of Leviticus.” For “thesis,” see: Hartley, Leviticus, 308. For 

“motto,” see: Wenham, Leviticus, 18 and 264. For the bookends of Lev 19:2 and 19:36b–37, see: Ryder, Centralizing the Cult, 357. 
Milgrom observes the holy in this verse as the preeminent command to holiness in the Hebrew Bible. Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1604. 

777 Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1604. 
778 The qal jussive חיח  is translated as a subjunctive, as in “shall be.” Sklar, Leviticus, 242; Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1603. 

Hieke translates: “sollt heilig sein.” Thomas Heike, Levitikus, Erseter Teilband: 16–27, eds. Ulrich Berges, Christoph Dohmen, and 
Ludger Schwienhorst-Schönberger, HThKAT (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2014), 699. Levine regards the word as “must be.” 
Levine, Leviticus, 126. 
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form and jussive sense.”779 The jussive sense of one’s will can be expressed in the 

present-perfect of obligation, expediency, or expectation, as in what “should be.” The 

people of Israel should remain consecrate in standing, in tandem with god’s consecrate 

standing. At the same time, the text leaves open the possibility that if the people usurp 

god’s obligatory injunction, Israel will lose their consecrate standing and attendant loss of 

privilege.  

In both verses we find god speaking of himself. Self-reference in speech is 

regarded as an illeism expressing a “dissociative third-person self-presentation.”780 The 

writer depicts god as speaking of himself in a manner conveying a heightened degree of 

authority over the subject—as if the speaker possesses an authority that is one step 

greater than the speaker, which is himself.781 Many suppose the statement “implies 

imitatio Dei.”782 And they are right. But this suggests an imitation not of an ontological 

state but of juridic standing. As god’s standing is consecrate, so the people’s standing 

ought to be and remain.  

The above discussion on select nominal and piel occurrences where god is the 

agent and object of effectual-consecration reveals god as consecrate ( שדק ); the exemplar 

of the consecrate; the agent of effectual-consecration ( שדק ) pertaining to the object of his 

great name (Ezek 36:23) and other persons including enemies of his chosen people (Jer 

22:7); the punitive agent against others for not effectually-consecrating ( שדק־אל ) god; and 

the inferred object of effectual-consecration ( שדק ) by others. This means god is not only 

 

779 For “an element of will,” see: Jespersen, Grammar, 319–21. For quotation on jussive form and sense, see: IBHS, 566. 
780 Elledge, “Illeism,” 164. For the formula of “self-assertion,” see: Nihan, Torah to Pentateuch, 397. For “self-declaration,” see: 

Milgrom, Leviticus 17–22, 1607. 
781 Ratheiser regards holiness as “an important characteristic of divine self-manifestation, expressed in the theologoumena of 

revelation.” Ratheiser, Mitzvoth Ethics, 190. 
782 Walter J. Houston, “Toward an Integrated Reading of the Dietary Laws of Leviticus,” in The Book of Leviticus: Composition 

and Reception, ed. by Rolf Rendtorff and Robert Kugler, VTSup 93 (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 142–61 (149). 
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consecrate but he is exogenously and effectually-consecrateable; god is instantaneously 

and saliently effected into the dictates of the piel שדק  by the actions of others. These 

examples illustrate that reading the text through the lens of ontology is problematic. 

However, it does correspond with the epistemology of jurisprudence, where effectual-

consecration is bidirectionally subject to the standards god himself imposes; meaning, 

that just as god effectually-consecrates others he also expects to be effectually-

consecrated by others. Importantly, one must not take our definition of jurisprudential 

Torah, emphasizing the asymmetrical dependency on god, as license to conceptually 

infuse the semantics of a given word with the concept of jurisprudence. The word שדק  is 

not a synonym for jurisprudence, but a category of it. When we adjust the mode of 

thought away from ontological considerations, the text is able to voice its juridic rubric 

apart from logical contradictions. God is the consecrate, the effectual-consecrator, and the 

effectually-consecrated. 

10.2. The Annulling ( ללח ) God 

The adjective לח  (“null”) occurs seven times in the Hebrew Bible (though we have 

reasoned that two of the occurrences should be discounted due to mistaken pointing), 

while the piel for ללח  (“annul”) occurs sixty-six times.783 Importantly, god is not 

described by לח  in any verse. God is the explicit agent of the piel for ללח  in eight 

passages: Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Ps 89:35 [34 Eng.], 40 [39 Eng.]; Lam 2:2; Ezek 24:21; 

and 28:16. In one instance god is the explicit object of the piel for ללח , in Ezek 13:19. We 

will explore god’s acts of annulment before turning to god as the object of annulment. 

 

783 See chapter 6.4. 
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The objects of god’s piel annulments are the city of Tyre (Isa 23:9); the 

consecrate heads ( שדק ירש  in Isa 43:28); god’s heritage—the people of Israel (Isa 47:6); 

the kingdom and its heads (Lam 2:2); the sanctuary ( שדק  in Ezek 24:21); and the king of 

Tyre (Ezek 28:16). In one occurrence we find ללח  with a negative prefix. In Ps 89:35 god 

declares ללחא־אל  (“I will not annul”) the covenant with David. We can summarize these 

occurrences of ללח  according to the following categories. God annuls places (the city of 

Tyre, the kingdom, and the sanctuary); and people (consecrate heads; the heads of the 

kingdom; the people of Israel; and the king of Tyre). God also annuls his own 

possessions—namely, his heritage (his people), and his sanctuary, but not his 

covenant.784  

We can observe additional nuances relevant for our understanding of annulment 

from the various contexts. For example, god’s acts of annulment render the city of Tyre 

devastated by economic disaster and Canaanite destruction in Isa 23:8–13.785 God annuls 

the consecrate heads to such an extent that Jacob and Israel are delivered to the (utter) 

destruction and anathema in Isa 43:28.786 God annuls his heritage (his people) and 

delivers them to Babylonian captivity in Isa 47:6. God annuls the kingdom and its heads 

and hurls them to the ground, which in context refers to the dust of Sheol in Lam 2:1–10 

(esp. v. 2).787 God annuls his sanctuary, corresponding to the death of Israel’s sons and 

daughters by the sword in Ezek 24:21, as well as the sudden and inglorious death of 

 

784 See: Chapter 8.  
785 The structure of Isa 23, according to Sweeney,  “reaches its climax in vv. 8–9 and 10–13 with the identification of YHWH as 

the cause of the destruction.” Sweeney, Isaiah 1–39, 304. 
786 Hrobon suggests the context denotes Jacob is turned “into an impurity” and Israel is “turned into a blasphemy.” Hrobon, 

Ethical Dimension, 139.  
787 See esp. the theme of descent from heaven in v. 1 to Sheol in v. 10. This is understood as terminus a quo (“the end from 

which”) and terminus ad quem (“the end to which”). Israel is like Job, “as one already dead” in Job 2:11–13. David J. A. Clines, Job 
1–20, WBC 17 (Dallas: Word, 1989), 64. 
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Ezekiel’s wife in Ezek 24:18.788 God also annuls the king of Tyre, casts him from the 

Edenic mountain of god, and removes him from the sacred stones of fire in Ezek 

28:16.789 God’s piel acts of annulment are prototypically transitive, substantively 

transitive, cognitively salient, and constitutionally transformative. Whatever god annuls 

in the piel becomes substantively and jurisprudentially null of standing. Every occurrence 

is seated in themes saturated with judgment. 

We also read that god is the object of the piel by others. In Ezek 13:19, god 

declares יתא הנללחתו  (“and you have annulled me”). Adonai Yhwh is undoubtedly 

referring to himself in v. 18 with the prefixed pronoun on the accusative in v. 19. God 

declares himself annulled by the exogenous actions of others. The second person, 

feminine, plural suffix refers to the daughters of the people, who are described as 

necromancers or false prophetesses in v. 17.790 Many assume that the annulment of god is 

equivalent to his name, synonymous for either god or his name, or indicative of god 

himself.791 The latter is preferred due to the absence of the name prior to Ezek 20:9. The 

reader is guided to know that god himself is annulled to such an extent that his annulment 

is experienced ימע־לא  (“before my people”). Even more, the annulment of god 

corresponds to the unjust death of the justly living ( שפנ ), while the unjust lives and the 

 

788 For an excellent study on the prophetic symbolic acts of Ezek 24:15–24, see: Åke Viberg, Prophets in Action: An Analysis of 
Prophetic Symbolic Acts in the Old Testament, CBOTS 55 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2014), 222–8. 

789 For comment on the stones of fire as reference to the burning coals for incense, see: Robert R. Wilson, “The Death of the 
King of Tyre: The Editorial History of Ezekiel 28,” in Love and Death in the Ancient Near East, eds. J. H. Marks and R. M. Good 
(Guilford, CT: Four Quarters, 1987), 211–8. 

790 Stökl regards these women as necromancers: Jonathan Stökl, “The תואבנתמ  in Ezekiel 13 Reconsidered,” JBL 132/1 (2013): 
61–76; cf. Karel van der Toorn, From Her Cradle to Her Grave: The Role of Religion in the Life of the Israelite and the Babylonian 
Woman, trans. Sara J. Denning-Bolle, BibSem 23 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 123. For false prophetesses, see: Richard C. Steiner, 
Disembodied Souls: The Nefesh in Israel and Kindred Spirits in the Ancient Near East, with an Appendix on the Katumuwa 
Inscription. SBLANEM 11 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 2015), 21–7.  

791 For equivalence of name, see: Steiner, Disembodied Souls, 6. For god or his name, see: Wright, “Holiness,” ABD 3:246. For 
god himself, see: Wong, Retribution, 153.  
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unjust living ( שפנ ) are kept alive.792 The annulment of god is an injustice. By unjustly 

annulling god, justice is inverted against his people. 

The foregoing reveals that god is the annulling one as well as the annulled one.793 

As both the agent and object of the verb ללח , god is described as the one who annuls of 

juridic standing and is also annulled of standing. The verb is stipulative; whatever the 

verb effects becomes concretely fixed by the dictates of the verb. God is thus the 

annuller, the annulled, and the null.  

10.3. The Dilemma of Injustice 

The insights gained from an investigation of god as the agent and object of שדק  

(“effectually-consecrate”) and ללח  (“annul”) poses a prima facie dilemma; for how can 

the epistemology of jurisprudence cohere with injustice when god is the effected object 

of adjudgment? To address this challenge we need to comprehend injustice as a category 

of jurisprudence before returning to Ezek 13:19 and then 1 Sam 21:5–6.  

Injustice is a domain of jurisprudence. Injustice is a species of the false, meaning 

“something more than untrue; it means designedly untrue and deceitful.”794 Injustice is 

the particular “withholding or denial of justice … almost invariably applied to the act, 

fault, or omission of a court.”795 The concept rests under the purview of the false court: 

whether by a rogue court (1 Kings 21:9–13), by means of malevolent entrapment (Dan 

 

792 I render the prepositions לא  as “concerning” or “with respect to,” indicating specification, or “the sphere in which the verb 
applies or the extent to which the verb occurs.” Heb. Syn., 117. The word שפנ  is translated as “soul, living being, life, self, person, 
desire, appetite, emotion, and passion.” BDB “ שׁפֶנֶ ,”i659–61 (659). Steiner’s book features a detailed analysis of this passage. Steiner, 
Disembodied Souls, 1–80. 

793 While we can include arguments pertaining to the profanation of god’s name and the implications of the passive N-stem, such 
discussions lie beyond the scope of this study. For profanation of god’s name, see: Amos 2:7; Mal 1:11–12; Jer 41:16; Ezek 20:9, 14, 
22, 39; 36:20, 21, 22, 23; 39:7; etc. For the N-stem where god is the passive subject of ללח  (Ezek 22:26), where we read: םכותב לחאו  
(“and I have been profaned in their midst”). The action was completed at some point in the past and continues in the present.  

794 DL, “False,” 474–5 (474). 
795 DL, “Injustice,” 628. 
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6:4–8), negligence by injunction (Dan 6:10), fraudulent accusations (Neh 6:5–8), 

spurious prophetic actions (Ezek 13:17–23), or madness of the crown (1 Sam 20:30–33). 

In such cases the jurisprudence of injustice is potentially remediable by the jurisprudence 

of justice; for, “What otherwise is good and just, if it be sought by force and fraud, 

becomes bad and unjust.”796 Any injustice so effected, even by the court of justice, 

becomes, upon appeal and deliberative adjudgment, void ab initio; for “void things are as 

no things.”797 Case in point, when an innocent person is adjudged guilty and sentenced to 

life in prison, he is deemed judicially guilty. Upon appeal, with a corresponding argument 

that the first judgment was unjust (whether by force, fraud, or the exhibition of new 

evidence), the person may then be adjudged innocent ab initio. This means the man is 

determined judicially innocent ab initio throughout the term of injustice. Jurisprudence is 

the overarching vehicle rectifying injustice as justice. Thus, injustice lies within the 

domain of jurisprudence even when injustice twists the justice of justice. 

Turning to the text, we find Ezek 13:17–23 as the second of two woe oracles in 

the chapter where god accuses and adjudges false prophets.798 Ezekiel acts as an official 

summoner to god’s royal court (vv. 2 and 17), followed by the citation formula “thus says 

Adonai Yhwh” (vv. 3a and 18a).799 In view of the royal court motif, the accusations (vv. 

18b–19), and the adjudgments (vv. 20–23), the pericope must be regarded as juridically 

centric.800 The theme of jurisprudential injustice is expressed by the inversion of power 

 

796 Lat. Quod alias bonum et justum est, si per vim vel fraudem petatur, malum et injustum efficitur. DL, “Quod alias bonum,” 
986. 

797 DL, “Void things are as no things,” 1227. 
798 See: Ronald M. Hals, Ezekiel, FOTL 19 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989), 86. See comparative tables: Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 

394; Greenberg, Ezekiel 1–20, 241–2. Zimmerli identifies this as a “proof oracle.” Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1–24, 290. 
799 For royal court motif, see: Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 399. 
800 Van der Toorn regards their actions as “fraud.” Van der Toorn, Cradle, 123. 
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over life and death—a just prerogative exclusive to god.801 The accusation rests on the 

false prophetesses’ unjust judgments that mediated between life and death (v. 19).802 

While sanctioned prophetic words or acts are understood as mediations for both life and 

death in the Hebrew Bible, unsanctioned prophetic words or acts are also presented as an 

exhibit of injustice.803 These women annulled ( ללח ) god before god’s own people 

resulting in the insurrection of justice over life and death. By annulling god’s just 

standing the people are annulled of justice. To rectify the injustice, god adjudges the 

women and revokes the potency of their ability to see false visions and practicing 

divination, thus deposing them of the illusion of mediatorial potency (v. 23).804 The 

product of god’s adjudgment is the deliverance of Israel from the hands of injustice, back 

to the author of justice.805 This is expressed in the purpose clause “And you (pl.) shall 

know that I am Yhwh” in v. 23.806 Divine judgment and punishment is followed by 

Israel’s response and the acceded knowledge that god is the just judge.807 The 

adjudgment of god’s annulment is rendered void ab initio; for fraud vitiates every 

injustice. Although god was adjudged and effected as annulled, because it was an 

injustice, the annulled standing is voided ab initio in the divine court. God was not justly 

annulled, though those who listened to the women’s lies regarded god as annulled (v. 

 

801 Spronk, Beatific Afterlife, 281–5. (Cf. Deut 32:39; 1 Sam 2:6; 2 Kings 5:7; Isa 26:19; Ezek 37:1–14; Hos 6:1–3). See also: 
Daniel I. Block, “Beyond the Grave: Ezekiel’s Vision of Death and Afterlife,” BBR 2 (1992): 113–41 (118); Helmer I. Ringgren, 
“ םיהִ?אֱ ,” TDOT 1:267–84 (275); Paul M. Joyce, Ezekiel: A Commentary, JSOTSup 482 (London: T&T Clark, 2007), 121. 

802 For “mediation,” see: Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1–24, 297. 
803 For discussion, see: Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1–24, 297. For death, see: 1 Kings 14:10–14; 2 Kings 1:6; 8:10; Ezek 11:13. For life, 

see: 2 Kings 4:33–35; Ezek 37:4–10. Viberg regards 2 Kings 4:33–35 as a miracle story. Viberg, Prophets, 46. 
804 God judged and condemned these women by appearing as judge and announcing “the sentence of judgment.” Nancy R. 

Bowen, “The Daughters of Your People: Female Prophets in Ezekiel 13:17-23,” JBL 118/3 (1999): 417–33 (421). 
805 Cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1–24, 299. 
806 Cf. Ezek 13:9, 14, 21, 23. Sometimes called a “recognition formula.” Block, Ezekiel 1–24, 394. The subjunctive is preferred 

over the future in translation. The יכ  nominalizes the clause. 
807 Joyce, Divine Initiative, 91–4. 
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19).808 Thus, the injustice of god’s annulment does not mean he was not annulled. A term 

of annulment is implicit for those who regarded god as annulled by listening to these 

women. God became, at least for a term, implicitly לח  (“null”), because he was explicitly 

and effectually ללח  (“annulled”). 

In 1 Sam 21:1–8 we find a different setting, beginning in 1 Sam 19:1 when Saul 

tells Jonathan to put David to death. Jonathan questions Saul on the just merits of such 

actions since David was and remained innocent in v. 5. Despite Jonathan’s attempt to 

reason with Saul, Saul attempts thereafter to kill David on numerous occasions (cf. 1 Sam 

19:11, 15; 1 Sam 20:33). David, perplexed at Saul’s unjust hostility, expresses his 

confusion to Jonathan, who affirms his innocence in 1 Sam 20:1–2. The plot intensifies 

when David asks Jonathan to put him to death if he is indeed guilty (v. 8). Jonathan 

questions the merits of Saul’s desire to put David to death in v. 32, to which Saul 

responds by hurling a spear at Jonathan with intent to kill in v. 33. King Saul, apart from 

any formal accusation, is absolutely intent on putting David to death. This is injustice 

appearing as justice by virtue of office. The king has power over life and death, not in the 

absolute sense, but as the just enforcer of god’s justice.809 The king is a divinely anointed 

judicial officiant; his judgments are understood as the judgments of god, being, as 

Tryggve N. D. Mettinger writes, “the vicegerent of god.”810 When the king determines to 

put another to death, the matter is regarded as an enactment of jurisprudence 

 

808 This public demonstration is similar to our earlier discussion on the usage of שדק  in Deut 32:51. 
809 Dan 5:19; Prov 19:12. 
810 Tryggve N. D. Mettinger, King and Messiah: The Civil and Sacral Legitimation of the Israelite Kings, ConBOT 8 (Lund: 

Gleerup, 1976), 244. For anointing, see: 1 Sam 15:1; 16:12; 2 Sam 21:3; 1 Kings 1:39. For king as judge, see: Deut 17:8; 1 Sam 8:5; 2 
Sam 15:2; 1 Kings 7:7. Other functions include warrior, and priest. For discussion, see: Keith W. Whitelam, “King and Kingship,” 
ABD 4:40–8 (44). The act of anointing made the king set-apart and empowered for functional service under the jurisprudence of 
Yhwh. This is captured under the theme of enthronement. See: Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Institutions, trans. John 
McHugh (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 102–10. For the theme of divine enthronement, see: Henri Cazelles, “Sacral Kingship,” 
ABD 5:863–6 (865). For the king’s judgments as understood from god, see: 1 Kings 3:9; 1 Chron 22:12; Ps 72:1–2; Prov 8:15–16; esp. 
Ps 89:15.  
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corresponding to god’s justice—as the king decrees, god decrees; the people are therefore 

compelled to consent. David flees from the madness of the crown and from the king’s 

subjects and arrives at Nob (1 Sam 20:1; 21:1).  

In light of the juridic setting and narrative, we are now able to focus on the text at 

hand and the meaning of לח  in 1 Sam 20:1–8. We will first examine v. 6 before 

addressing v. 5. David’s request for bread is met with the priest’s question regarding 

sexual purity. In v. 6c–d David responds: ךרד אוהו שדק םירענה־ילכ ויהיו  

ילכב שדקי םויה יכ ףאו לח  (“and they, the vessels of the young men, are consecrate [ שדק ]—

though on the לח ךרד —surely, how much more, when today it will be consecrated [ שדק ] 

in their vessel”).811 What is the לח ךרד —this phrase routinely labeled as “profane or 

common journey”?812 Although several solutions have been proposed, none fit the juridic 

context. The following three are representative. First, the psychological approach 

presumes that David’s motive is suspect.813 The text, however, does not signal a decisive 

state of mind nor a duplicitous intent, making such assertions conjectural at best.814 

Second, the notion that שדק  may be regarded by David as of secondary concern must be 

 

811 The word ילכ  (“vessel”) refers to the body. The first usage is in the plural and the latter in the singular. The ו is concessive 
(parenthetic and temporal) and contextually locative, drawing on the infinitive אצי  (“to set out”) in the previous clause. The translation 
“though on” denotes the concessive-locative. The pronoun אוה  is pleonastic, pointing to the singular ילכ  (“vessel”). The em-dash  
emphasizes pausal importance. 

812 Translations include: “profane journey,” Walter Brueggemann, David and His Theologian: Literary, Social, and Theological 
Investigations, ed. K. C. Hanson, (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2011), 51; “common journey,” David T. Tsumura, The First Book of 
Samuel, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 529; “ordinary journey,” P. Kyle McCarter, Jr. I Samuel: A New Translation with 
Introduction, Notes and Commentary, AB 8 (London: Yale University Press, 2008), 346; “on missions that are not holy,” Robert D. 
Bergen, 1, 2 Samuel, NAC 7 (Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1996), 220; “profane undertaking,” Georg Sauer, “ Çרֶדֶּ ,” TLOT 343–6 
(344). Smith posits a humble approach by explaining that the text’s ambiguity is due to “our ignorance of the author’s conception of 
holy and profane.” Smith, Samuel,198. 

813 For psychological explanations see: Antony F. Campbell, 1 Samuel, FOTL 7 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 220–7 (esp. 
225–6). This view is adhered by many (even if they do not mention psychology per se) from those who conclude David lies. For 
David’s statements as true, see: Bergen, 1, 2 Samuel, 221. Support for this view is found in the book of Samuel, where Yhwh speaks 
to Samuel stating the people rejected Yhwh as king (1 Sam 8:7 (cf. 12:12, 13, 19). David also identifies god as king in Ps 5:2; 20:9; 
24:7–10; 29:10; 68:24; 110:1; 145:1. David’s usage could therefore refer to Yhwh as king. Added support is the חור  (“spirit” or 
“breath”) of Yhwh which first came upon Saul (1 Sam 10:6-10) and then to David while departing Saul in 1 Sam 16:13–14, indicating 
the transfer of divine kingship. 

814 The analysis must err to caution in asserting psychological motives or states of mind onto individuals portrayed in ancient 
texts. Joyce explains, “The discussion of responsibility in the Old Testament is better conducted in a way which does not depend upon 
sweeping psychological theories.” Joyce, Divine Initiative, 151. Lipton echoes a similar sentiment. She writes, “We cannot assume 
that ancient writers experienced emotions in the way that we do.” Lipton, “Terms of Endearment,” 192. 
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dismissed as the text offers nothing to suggest שדק  is secondary in this or any other 

context.815 For example, David responds that the young men’s vessels are already שדק . 

He further claims that their vessels will be שדק  (qal., impf.) on this day. This emphasizes 

both a primary focus on שדק  and a continued condition and expectation of maintaining 

שדק  despite the fact they are subjected to לח ךרד . Finally, explanations on the holy war 

motif, perhaps the most popular view, remain silent on how לח ךרד  corresponds to the 

motif.816 The silence indicates the difficulty in maintaining coherence with the holy war 

theme for this context. Indeed, all three suppositions are insufficient.  

A better solution is to perceive the juridical context and the injustice of the king. 

David is the innocent bearer of injustice, meaning he is regarded by all as annulled of just 

standing by the king. The translation לח ךרד  is therefore rendered as “the null way” or 

“the nuller’s way.” 1 Samuel 21:6c–d now reads: “and they, the vessels of the young 

men, are consecrate—though on the null way—surely, how much more, when today it 

will be consecrated in their vessel.” We find similar constructions in the Hebrew Bible 

where ךרד  is followed by a descriptor: שדקה ךרדו  (“the consecrate way” in Isa 35:8b); 

בוטה ךרד  (“the good way” in Jer 6:16d); םולש ךרד  (“the peaceful way” in Isa 59:8a); ־ךרד

רקש  (“the false way” in Ps 119:29a); ער ךרדו  (“the evil way” in Prov 8:13a); and ־תא

תומה ךרד־תאו  םייחה  ךרד   (“the life way and the death way” in Jer 21:8c).817 In 1 Sam 21:6c 

David announces his juridic standing as unjust. David’s life is effectually annulled, 

having been sentenced to death (without judgment), and cast out of the camp (without 

 

815 To my knowledge Brueggemann alone suggests such a view. Brueggemann, David, 52. 
816 For adherents to the holy war motif and no explanation on לח ךרד , see: Tsumura, Samuel, 531–2. For a view that marginalizes 

the holy war motif, see: Brueggemann, David, 50–62 (esp. 51–2).  
817 My translation ignores the genitive construction. The 𝔊 shows nominative cases for 1 Sam 21:6 (ἡ ὁδὸς βέβηλος); Isa 35:8 

(ὁδὸς ἁγία); Jer 6:16 (ἡ ὁδὸς ἡ ἀγαθή); accusative and genitive cases for Isa 59:8 (ὁδὸν εἰρήνης); Ps 119:29 [118:29] (ὁδὸν ἀδικίας); 
Prov 8:13 (ὁδοὺς πονηρῶν); Jer 21:8 (τὴν ὁδὸν τῆς ζωῆς καὶ τὴν ὁδὸν τοῦ θανάτου). 
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formal banishment), whereupon he fled for refuge like a manslayer (without any 

accusation or manslaying).818 These themes are in need of additional research as they 

emphasize injustice in jurisprudence. The injustice is later voided ab initio by the fact that 

David is proclaimed king in 2 Sam 2:1–11. Furthermore, we must remember that the 

spirit of Yhwh never departed from him throughout the duration of his null standing (cf. 1 

Sam 16:13; 2 Sam 23:2). 

With the above assessment of לח ךרד , the question of the meaning of לח םחל  (“null 

bread” or “nuller’s bread”) in 1 Sam 21:5b is straightforward. Ahimelech had no bread on 

hand that was null of standing; he could not give David what he did not have. The bread 

he had was שדק םחל  (“consecrate bread”), the bread adjudged with right standing, also 

known as the םינפה םחל  (“bread of the presence”) in v. 7. When David asked for five 

loaves of bread (v. 3), Ahimelech rightly stated in v. 4 that he did not have null bread 

(i.e., bread adjudged as being absent of just standing before the presence), instead he had 

consecrate bread (bread adjudged as having just standing before the presence). The 

breads of לח  and שדק  point to the jurisprudence of right and standing in context (cf. Lev 

24:5–9). Null bread is adjudged with right standing if kept from the presence of Yhwh, 

while consecrate bread is adjudged with right standing if placed before the presence of 

Yhwh. 

While more can be asserted on the jurisprudence of injustice and the means of 

rectification, the above examination of injustice serves to stress that the null and annulled 

are judgments and conditions of standing.819 Injustice therefore is rectifiable and voidable 

 

818 Cf. Lev 10:4–5; 24:14, 23; Num 15:35–36; Deut 21:18–21; Josh 7:24–26; 1 Kings 21:11–14; Num 35:6–34; Josh 20:2–9. 
819 This does not insinuate god is the agent of injustice. Such a view is incompatible with the text’s cultural milieu, though 

scholars today might be inclined to retroject the moral high-ground. 
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ab initio. Context alone determines the particular category of justice or injustice for the 

semantics of שדק  and לח / ללח .  

10.4. Summarizing the Reconsiderations 

God is the composite of his actions and the actions effected on him by others. By 

shifting the mode of thought from ontology to jurisprudence, we can see that the 

occurrences of שדק  and ללח  in the piel demonstrate coherency. The fact that justice 

reconciles an injustice does not void the effected interval of injustice, even though it 

voids ab initio the former adjudged standing as unjust. One must carefully distinguish 

between void ab initio and the period of adjudged and effected standing now rendered 

void. This is most apparent in Ezek 13:17–23 (in relation to god) and 1 Sam 20:1–8 (in 

context with the entire Davidic narrative). Injustice and justice cohere within 

jurisprudence—and this too, with god. 

God is the effectual-consecrator, effectual-consecratee, and the consecrate; the 

annuller, annullee, and by the verb’s effectuating potency, the null. But we can go further 

still. In the piel, god is the effecting agent of שדק ,i ללח ,i אמט , and רהט ; and the effected 

object of שדק ,i ללח , and אמט .820 The only piel not effecting god as object is רהט . This does 

not imply that god is not pure. In Hab 1:13 god is described as having םיניע רוהט  (“pure 

eyes”), which by synecdoche indicates “the whole person.”821 While god is not textually 

effected by רהט  from the actions of others, god is nonetheless described as רוהט  in 

 

820 For god is agent of שדק  (Gen 2:3; Exod 20:11; 29:44; Jer 22:7; Ezek 36:23; and Ezek 37:28); ללח  (Isa 23:9; 43:28; 47:6; Ps 
89:35(34); Lam 2:2; Ezek 24:21; 28:16; also [via the name] Lev 18:21; 19:21; 20:3; 21:6; 22:2, 32; Jer 34:16; Ezek 20:39; 36:20, 21, 
22, 23; and Amos 2:7); אמט  (Ezek 20:26); and רהט  (Ps 51:4; Jer 33:8; Ezek 24:13; 36:25, 33; 37:23; and Mal 3:3). For god as object of: 

שדק  (Deut 32:51 [by logical implication]); ללח  (Ezek 13:19); and אמט  (Ezek 43:7, 8 [via the name]). 
821 Barker and Bailey, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, 314. Cf. Job 14:4. 
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addition to שדק .822 By applying the effect of the piel to our investigation, we conclude 

that god is effected to לח  and אמט ; for while the piel focuses on the moment, duration, 

tense, and saliency of effectedness, the nominal describes the intervening stativity. By 

reason of the verb’s effectedness, god is implicitly described as לח  and אמט .  

As we compare Lev 10:10 with god’s explicit and implicit nominalizations via the 

effecting piel, we find a surprising correlation. The jurisprudential synecdoche of god 

corresponds to god’s charge to the priesthood in Lev 10:10. What god commands Aaron 

to distinguish is the jurisprudence of god. The diagram below models the nominals and 

verbs (agent and object). 

 

822 For a selection of god as שודק , see: Lev 11:44, 45; 19:2; Ps 89:19; Isa 1:4; 6:3; 43:3, 14, 15; Ezek 39:7; Hab 1:12. For a 
selection of god as שדק , see: Lev 20:3; 22:32; Ps 145:21; Ezek 20:39; 36:20, 21, 22; Amos 2:7. The grounds for distinguishing the 
noun from the adjective are not clear and could be due to defective orthography. 
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שדק
consecrate

לח
null

אמט
foul

רוהט
pure

Jurisprudential Synecdoche 
of God

Jurisprudential Synecdoche 
of Lev 10:10

שדק
consecrate

לח
null

אמט
foul

רוהט
pure

God as Agent of the Piel

ללח
annul

אמט
befoul

God as Object of the Piel

ללח
annul

אמט
befoul

רהט
purify

רהט
N/A

שדק
effectually-consecrate

שדק
effectually-consecrate
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Our case studies in Ps 89 and Isa 43:22–28 demonstrated the semantic coherence 

of שדק  as “consecrate” and לח / ללח  as “null / annul,” both of which designate categories 

of jurisprudential Torah. By adding אמט  “foul” and רוהט  “pure,” and their piel 

counterparts, we discovered a correlating fit with the constitutional synecdoche of Lev 

10:10. All of these words ontologically and homogeneously agree with who and what god 

is as expressed through being and action in the Hebrew Bible. The epistemology of 

jurisprudence points to the cognitive univocity of ontology. And each of these 

occurrences are found in oral environments replete with the drama of speech, divine 

sanction, and jurisprudential Torah (cf. chapter 4).  

Our concept of god, and indeed our systematic and theological understandings, 

are in need of significant correction. The Hebrew Bible does not show god as existing in, 

or being transferred to or from, different states of being. There is no ontological binary in 

the historical-cultural milieu of the Hebrew Bible (cf. chapter 5), nor in our evaluation of 

god in the nominals and the piel (cf. chapters 7–9). This indicates that the sacred and 

profane as well as the pure and impure constructs are implausible suppositions; for if the 

systematics selectively reject the textual evidence of god in their analysis (as explained in 

Part 1), and yet regard the system as definitive in their various models and explanations 

(as noted in chapters 2 and 10), then the logic behind the system must be dialectically 

erroneous. The constructs are profoundly flawed. 
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11. Conclusion 

The study began by questioning the merits of the sacred and profane construct as 

representative of two ontological states in view of the evidence that god is both an agent 

and object of the profane. This question is supported by the principle that one cannot act 

or be effected upon contrary to what and who one is; for action and being are 

homogeneous to one’s ontology. The union of question and principle sparked a forensic 

investigation into the witnesses and the scholarly debates, revealing three key errors 

contributing to the problem, namely, an anachronistic and philosophical category error 

that mistakes epistemology for ontology, a gratuitous devotion to the translated witnesses 

and tradition for hegemonically defining Semitic meaning and syntax, and adherence to a 

false dialectic that is devoid of coherent methodology while discarding evidence to justify 

a particular theological system. In the course of interrogating these prime errors we 

discovered that the construct’s persistent currency is due to a multiplicity of 

interconnected errors going beyond the original three, which required, at times, an 

interdisciplinary approach in order to saliently articulate. These other errors include an 

uncritical interrogation of the versions; unreasoned synonymous readings; omission of 

material evidence in the apparatus; ad hoc translation and interpretive methodologies; 

alien and hegemonic distortions in the semantics; indiscriminate reliance on the 

Masoretic system; reflexive dismissal of the consonantal syntax; synecdochic structures 

that have been tampered with; misplaced fidelity to tradition; neglect of literary settings 

and contexts; acculturated proclivity to dichotomize everything; mistaken tendency to 

retroject synthetic propositions; predisposition toward corroborating theological 

tautologies; irrational appeals to the dogmatic stone; and categorical errors of reasoning. 
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While the sacred and profane might be rightly consigned to a historical study of 

reception, this in no way justifies the construct as a correct axiom representative of the 

Hebrew Bible or its milieu. Reception is no guarantee of accuracy. Rather, the construct 

is a false heuristic, an illicit supposition whose anachronistic origins reflect excessively 

the earliest translated witnesses.  

Our study began by surveying relevant scholarship and observed that the 

theological systems, lexicons and dictionaries, sacred and profane studies, and impure 

and pure disciplines routinely avoid texts where god is the agent of ללח  (popularly 

understood as profane or common). Since Lev 10:10 serves as the prime evidence for 

justifying the popular view of two dyadic constructs, I had to contend with this verse in 

the main. And while my first impulse was to examine the semantics of the nominals and 

their verbal counterparts, I determined this was not the most helpful first approach, as it 

consigned arguments to lexical debates on meaning dislocated from syntax. For this 

reason I began by examining the occurrences of the fourfold ןיב  in Biblical Hebrew, of 

which Lev 10:10 is one of eight such occurrences.   

The fourfold ןיב  is not one compound of two pairs but of four equally weighted 

nominals similar to the cardinal points of a compass. Because the versions regard the 

fourfold ןיב  without any methodological consistency, including the Masoretic system of 

accents, the semantics were distorted in a manner guaranteeing a translation of two pairs 

in Lev 10:10. By first attending to the problem of the fourfold ןיב , I found that the 

semantic conundrum became acute. The Greek texts show an interpretation of absolute 

opposition for רוהט  and אמט  by using the same root with prefixed negation. The Latin 

texts reveal an absolute opposition for שדק  and לח  with a contrasted prefix of location. 
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The interpretations in the Greek, Latin, Syriac, and the languages of modernity, including 

the lexicons of Hebrew and Aramaic, fail to accurately reflect the content and context of 

the Hebrew Bible.  

Refined translations were therefore proposed, by means of applying logical 

arguments for coherence (in their orally dramatized and divinely sanctioned textual 

environments); evaluating each term against the epistemology of jurisprudence (as 

opposed to ontological states of being); focusing on the most controversial paradox 

(wherein god is both the agent and object of ללח ); and testing each nominal and verb in 

the piel by jurisprudence (without presuming any antinomy or opposition). Instead of 

holy/sacred ( שדק ), profane/common ( לח ), impure/unclean ( אמט ), and pure/clean ( רוהט ), the 

preferred translation enables no binary opposition or privative dyads. Even more, our 

semantic analysis concluded that translations of profane/common ( לח ) and 

impure/unclean ( אמט ) are chronic distortions of the Hebrew. In the preferred translation, 

the words consecrate ( שדק ), null ( לח ), foul ( אמט ), and pure ( רוהט ), in compound 

coordination with the fourfold ןיב , interrelate as cardinal categories of jurisprudence 

without any favoritism or antinomy. Each nominal in Lev 10:10 is equally balanced and 

mutually dependent—no nominal retains any semantic or syntactic authority over other 

nominals. 

The verbs for each nominal, in the piel, instantaneously, saliently, and cognitively 

effect their objects into the concrete dictates of the verb in question. This means the piel 

verbs function as ontological supposits of the object, as well as ontological supposits of 

the agent. The Hebrew Bible proves god is the agent of effectual-consecration ( שדק ), 

annulment ( ללח ), befoulment ( אמט ), and purification ( רהט ), as well as the object of the piel 
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forms of effectual-consecration ( שדק ), annulment ( ללח ), and befoulment ( אמט ). And even 

though god is not the object of purification ( רהט ) in the piel, he is nonetheless described 

as having pure ( רוהט ) eyes in Hab 1:13. This means god is nominally or verbally, 

explicitly and/or implicitly reasoned as consecrate ( שדק ), null ( לח ), foul ( אמט ), and pure 

( רוהט ) by the effecting potency of the piel. While more work is needed to confirm the 

merits of these translations throughout the semantic corpus and in all verbal stems, the 

foregoing serves as a baseline study toward reconsidering our systematic understanding 

of god and the prolegomena of semantic and syntactic studies on this matter. 

Having been dissociated from the illusion of states of being and replacing it with 

the nomenclature of jurisprudence, the Hebraic system of the consecrate, the null, the 

foul, and the pure is revealed with striking clarity and cohesion, as the following 

demonstrates. First, the syntax of the fourfold ןיב  requires that all four nominals bear 

equal weight and importance. Second, the fourfold ןיב  is located in juridic scenes where 

covenants are made, judgments rendered, boundaries set, and statutes established—all 

with the formality of investiture that is both divinely sanctioned and orally delivered. 

Third, the words demonstrate the principle of noncontradiction when tested by the totality 

of god’s actions and instances when god is acted upon by others (both in the piel). In each 

case, jurisprudence is the epistemological category in which every pericope is seated. The 

texts of Ps 89:31–46 and Isa 43:22–28 have been shown to confirm the thematic 

continuity of jurisprudence and the univocity of god’s actions with his being. The 

principle that actions corroborate and correspond to the homogeneity of agency and 

being holds true; for one cannot effectually act or be effectually acted upon contrary to 
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the delimitations of one’s being. By attending to coherence, the texts prove juridic 

consistency, which in turn enhances our understanding of the god of the Hebrew Bible. 

God is explicitly exhibited as שדק  (“consecrate”) and רוהט  (“pure”), and implicitly 

reasoned as לח  (“null”) and אמט  (“foul”) by the effecting force of the piel. He is also the 

effectual agent of all four relevant verbal roots and the effected object of all but רהט . This 

necessitates a comprehensive reassessment of dictionary/lexical translations, theological 

systems, and construct studies on the sacred/profane and impure/pure. The words are not 

a priori ontological affirmations of being but categorical judgments for distinction and 

emblematic standards for the orientation of life and conduct. The judgments, however, 

become affirmations of being when enacted or when effectually acted upon. The 

significance of this claim is found in Lev 10:8–11, where the narrative shifts the 

commission of jurisprudential Torah from Moses to Aaron and his progeny. Leviticus 

10:8 presents god’s oral speech to Aaron in the presence of the congregation during the 

eighth day of the rite of ordination. Leviticus 10:9 prescribes priestly sobriety as the 

eternal statute by which the priesthood may discern and practice the dispensation of 

justice. The nominals in Lev 10:10 affix the cardinal categories of judgments and serve as 

the governing synecdochic architecture by which all statutes are qualitatively measured 

against and quantitatively taught in Lev 10:11. The remainder of the Hebrew Bible 

exhibits instances where god effectually judges and is effectually adjudged by the verbs 

in question. The words thus become ontological affirmations of god’s being.  

In chapter 1 we posited seven contributions, of which six have been amply 

argued. The contributions are summarized in brief along with implications for future 

research. First, the eight occurrences of the fourfold ןיב  are each a compound 
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prepositional phrase of four equally weighted nominals, not two dyadic pairs. This is 

material for understanding Lev 10:10 (and 11:47, even though we did not 

comprehensively delve into the nominals or context of this verse). Only 1 Kings 15:19a 

breaks from this pattern by the omission of the ו prefix before the third ןיב , revealing two 

compound prepositional phrases. The text of Lev 10:10 and the other six fourfold ןיב  

occurrences are now read as “between W, and between X, and between Y, and between 

Z”—though it could also be translated as “between W, and X, and Y, and Z”, or 

“between W, X, Y, and Z” in adherence to contemporary linguistic conventions. All three 

of these translations show one compound of prepositional agreement, though our 

preferred is the first due to an emphasis on the oral drama of speech, divine sanction, and 

jurisprudential Torah as an act of constitutional investiture encouraging a slower, 

dramatic reading. Even so, further research is needed to explore the nuances and 

implications of the threefold ןיב ,itwofold ןיב , and ל + ןיב  throughout the Hebrew corpus. 

For example, how or in what way is the ל differentiated from לו  when preceded by ןיב ? Is 

the ןיבו + ןיב  different in nuance from לו + ןיב  and ל + ןיב , and if so, how ought we to 

understand the nuance with respect to the entire corpus of threefold and fourfold 

constructions? Also, is every occurrence of the threefold ןיב  a compound unity of 

agreement, or can it be argued that the threefold ןיב  does indicate a discrete type or range 

of pairing? While I have attempted to address these questions for the fourfold ןיב , more 

research is needed before any pattern of ןיב  greater than one can be semantically and 

syntactically appreciated.  

Second, the typical translations for the nominals and their piel forms of 

שדק ,i לח ,i אמט , and רוהט , with respect to god, are not reflective of the textual content nor of 
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the mode of thought in Biblical Hebrew. Instead the semantics favor a more refined 

nuance indicative of jurisprudence without any absolute and oppositional prefix, locative 

suggestion even by abstraction, or hint of different states of being. I argued that the 

translation for the nominals of Lev 10:10, in tandem with the fourfold ןיב , is “between the 

consecrate, and between the null, and between the foul, and between the pure.” 

Translations for god as agent or object in the piel are effectually-consecrate ( שדק ), annul 

( ללח ), befoul ( אמט ), and purify ( רהט ). The majority of these translations substantively 

deviate from consensus. To be sure, additional research is needed across the semantic 

corpus and verbal stems to determine if the translations cohere throughout the biblical 

corpus, while realizing that words may change in meaning over time and may be used 

with a different sense in select contexts. Furthermore, words need to be examined with 

respect to different agents and objects. For example, a comprehensive semantic 

assessment may reveal that certain contexts do not denote jurisprudence if effected by a 

different agent. Other questions include the following: In which way does the qal cohere 

with the semantics proposed in this study? How does one explain the meaning of the 

hiphil of ללח —is it a homonym or not, and if so, how does this correspond with the 

proposed translation versus consensus? Finally, how should we translate שדק  in nominal 

or verbal form, given the weight of all occurrences? Our proposal for this last question 

remains patently tentative. It may be that the translation of “holy” is inescapable. 

However, further research is needed to determine the best semantic translation for each 

word without presupposing any binary opposition or philosophical category. 

Third, as a compound prepositional phrase, the fourfold ןיב  functions 

synecdochally as a matrix of wholes and parts. This was tested in select occurrences with 
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particular emphasis on Lev 10:10. By examining the organic structures of language, 

parallelistic microstructures, the cognitive-psychological field of synecdoche, and 

comparing these to other fourfold constructions in the Hebrew Bible (with a focus on the 

cartographic points of north, south, east, and west), the synecdoche of Lev 10:10 was 

shown to be the constitutional charter for the priesthood—each nominal standing in equal 

agreement as cardinal judgments by which the priests are charged to teach all other 

statutes. As a synecdoche the parts are other than the whole and each part. This likely 

suggests how Ezek 22:26 and 44:23 can be explained as synecdochic wholes repurposed 

from the antecedent whole of Lev 10:10, with attendant verbal and syntactic 

modifications. It further explains why any twofold or threefold occurrences may also be 

understood as synecdochic wholes, each a part and whole in their own right. As an 

understudied linguistic phenomenon in the Hebrew Bible as a whole, the synecdoche 

warrants further research. To my knowledge, the synecdoche has never been applied to 

any fourfold, threefold, or twofold constructions in this field of study or in any other 

compound construction in the Hebrew Bible. If the synecdoche, not to be confused with 

metaphor or metonymy, is treated with greater consideration and precision, the findings 

may warrant a serious reconsideration of other suppositions. Even so, a number of 

questions persist; for example, Is there an instance where the semantics in context don’t 

indicate a synecdoche, and if so, how are we to linguistically label such occurrences? 

How does canonical progression affect the viability of synecdoche? Does the synecdoche 

indicate other categories of reason in select contexts for other agents, and how does this 

correspond to our understanding of the synecdoche in occurrences of two or more 

compounds?  
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Fourth, by purging our proclivity to lexically and philosophically regard the 

semantics as a priori signifying ontological states of being, and treating the texts as 

epistemological instantiations of jurisprudence, the semantics and contexts cognitively 

cohere with the homogeneity of being and action and the univocity of god’s ontology—a 

neglected feature of previous studies. In like manner, jurisprudence agrees with the 

univocal ontology of humanity; for jurisprudential Torah is asymmetrically dependent on 

the god of Torah, who enables people to deliberatively discern between the just and the 

unjust in matters both divine and human. This is important for two reasons. First, the idea 

of jurisprudence doesn’t succumb to the non sequitur of different states of being; for in 

jurisprudence there is no change or transference from one state of being to another—all 

are adjudged by the homogeneity of being and action, the actions of which being 

recorded in the celestial scrolls. Second, jurisprudence doesn’t succumb to the many 

hegemonic distortions represented by the nomenclature of law; for the concept of law is 

regarded as ontologically superior, neutral, objective, autonomous, and independent—all 

of which are inconceivable concepts for the conceptual milieu of the Hebrew Bible. By 

attending to jurisprudence, we discovered that the texts where god is the agent and object 

of the words in question cohere with the contexts and content indicative of justice. The 

exegetical case studies on Ps 89:31–46 and Isa 43:22–28 supported this conclusion. Even 

more, our findings on the sacred/profane and impure/pure constructs reveal that god is 

jurisprudentially identified by all nominals (implicit or explicit), all verbs in the piel as 

agent, and all but רהט  in the piel as object. In other words, the jurisprudential synecdoche 

of god is congruent with the jurisprudential synecdoche of the priests in Lev 10:10. This 

presents a significant field of inquiry for future research. In particular, the implications 
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for evaluating the entire Hebrew Bible in terms of jurisprudence as defined above rather 

than law, might require a substantial reevaluation of the merits and usage of law as a 

correct categorical axiom. A detailed semantic and contextual analysis is needed for 

every occurrence of our words in question in order to posit further implications. In 

particular, the idea of jurisprudence with respect to god and humanity as an equivocal 

synecdoche needs to be challenged across the corpus, and in the various verbal forms. It 

may prove that the synecdoche of god and humanity is valid for certain stems and 

contexts and not others. 

Fifth, god’s being is expressed in and through the sum of his actions and the 

actions effected upon him by others. He is described as the agent and object of the holy, 

profane, impure, and pure in nominal and piel forms in the Hebrew Bible. However, 

because the contexts are thoroughly jurisprudential and not ontological, the words were 

translated and argued to reflect jurisprudence. Thus, in the piel, god is the agent and 

object of the effectually-consecrate ( שדק ), annul ( ללח ), befoul ( אמט ), and purify ( רהט ). 

Each of these ontologically and homogeneously agree with god’s nature and being; 

meaning, god is the consecrate ( שדק ), null ( ללח ), foul ( אמט ), and pure ( רהט ). The 

implications for our conclusion are twofold. First, our findings need to consider all other 

verbal stems with respect to god, and all occurrences with respect to humanity before a 

system-wide conclusion can be reached. Our study focused on god in the nominals and 

piel only, which leaves other verbal stems and other subjects yet to be examined by the 

heuristics of jurisprudence, apart from a dichotomous presupposition and false dialectic. 

Second, if our findings prove viable, then the implications for theological systems, 

sacred/profane, impure/pure, and the dictionaries/lexicons will need to be reconsidered; 
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for these are all built on the ontological supposition and the dialectic of language as 

difference. Since the sacred and profane construct is such a core belief—tenured by two 

thousand or more years of tradition—it is likely, should the conclusions be accepted, that 

the effect could ripple through many theological categories.  

Sixth, the combined conclusions support our proposition that the constructs of the 

sacred and profane and the impure and pure are checkered with errors of reasoning—

meaning that we may have transcended the ontological binary as a valid abstraction. And 

if the constructs are mistaken, then the idea of absolute ontological oppositions is equally 

problematic, as our discussion on the jurisprudence of injustice asserts. Importantly, the 

semantics of each term do not equal righteousness for שדק  or רהט / רוהט , nor do they 

implicate sin/transgression for ללח / לח  or אמט ; words on their own do not possess patents 

on concepts, in the same way that they do not own exclusive license to philosophical 

categories. Indeed, we read that Moses was punitively adjudged for not effectually-

consecrating god in Deut 32:51. Context and syntax indicate if and when the sense is or is 

not explicit or implicit. And while some contexts may demonstrate an absolute 

opposition, others may show a relative opposition or no opposition at all. The organic 

nature of language permits an elasticity of the absolute without conforming to the rigidity 

of later isolated propositions. The foregoing discussion on the constructs demerits is 

understandably provisional, and should not be regarded as conclusive without further 

research. Even so, it is tentatively suggested that the constructs be abandoned altogether. 

While the sacred and profane construct is a seemingly plausible theory, it effectively fails 

under forensic interrogation. If the sacred and profane are discrete states of being, then 

one must claim that god is ontologically transferred from a holy state to a profane state 
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and from a profane state to a holy state. As has been reasoned, the idea of such 

transference cannot be supported by god’s reported actions nor the actions performed to 

him by others. The conceptual milieu cannot corroborate or support such an incongruous 

thought. Further research is needed from a semantic, syntactic, contextual, and cognitive 

perspective to determine if such a proposition is truly conclusive for either the 

sacred/profane or the impure/pure. 

Finally, as we reflect on the implications of our research and conclusions, we 

observe that Lev 10:10 endures as the constitutional charter by which god judges and is 

judged by Israel. Our findings demonstrate both an asymmetrical dependency and a 

bidirectional standard of jurisprudence. The asymmetrical dependency of jurisprudential 

Torah is corroborated when unjust judgments against god and his anointed are rendered 

void ab initio by god. This does not deny or disavow the fact of an intervening period of 

injustice. The piel’s effected object becomes understood as substantively identified by the 

dictates of the verb. Thus, the effected becomes inferentially nominalized throughout the 

duration of injustice; that is, until it is rendered void ab initio. This substantiates the 

proposition that jurisprudential Torah, as affirmed in Lev 10:10, is regarded and 

maintained as the synecdochic archetype throughout the Hebrew Bible, a point 

corroborated by Ezek 22:26 and 44:23. For this reason, the categories by which god 

commands Aaron to distinguish are the same categories by which god is distinguished by 

his people. The bidirectional standard of jurisprudence is observed when considering the 

totality of the Hebrew Bible; for the rule of jurisprudence demands one standard be 

applicable for all, regardless of their ontological seat of being; that is, in the heavens, on 

the earth, or under the earth. But there is a difference: god constitutionally establishes the 
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juridical standard, the Israelites are the beneficiaries of the standard, yet both are 

constituent parties to the standard. The ineffable god and evanescent humanity 

ontologically cohere in the supposits of adjudgment. Rather than regarding god as the 

sanctifying god and the profaning god, a more refined nuance is required. God, in his 

ontological divinity, is the effectually-consecrating, annulling, befouling, and purifying 

god. Israel, in their ontological mortality, are the effectually-consecrating, annulling, 

befouling, and purifying people. As in heaven so on earth: divinity and humanity meet in 

jurisprudence.  
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